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A bstract 

This study explores perceptual variation among stakeholder groups regarding 

their views of training results and evaluation in a complex organization. The case sening 

for the study was chosen in part based on its collective intellectual capital of knowledge 

workers. Rather than focus on the evaluation of a singular instructional intervention 

based on the perceptions of a singular srakehoider group, die current study considers the 

perceptions of three distinct stakeholder goups. namely training participants, training 

providers, and training sponsors, in terms cf their perceptions relative to an entire 

progam (consisting of multiple course interventions). A conceptual framework was 

developed to accommodate complex organizational contextual elements especially in 

terms of effectiveness, multiple-constituency group perceptions, knowledge work, and 

organizational leaming. Multiple methods were used in three phases of research to 

analyze percrptual variation across the stakeholder goups. These methods included the 

use of concept mapping and pattern matching (phase 1), sernistructured interviews (phase 

2). and a survey instrument using quantitative techniques (phase 3). The integrated 

results of the study support that stakeholder group views of training evaluation do 

correspond with and depend on their perceptions of training resuits. While ail goups 

perceived a similar set of training results as beneficial to the organization, each group 

emphasized different aspects of these resuits in terms of training evaluation. These 

differences were found to correspond with the specific organizational role of each group. 

Implications of the fmdings are developed and discussed. Several recomrnendations to 

improve training evaluation theory and practice are presented with the main fmdings of 

the study. 
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Chapter 1 

Statement of the Problem 

According to a recent Conference Board research report on the value of training 

in the era of intellectual capital1. "Littie has been done up to the present tirne to evaluate 

systematically the results of complete company training pro,.ramss" (Conference Board, 

Inc.. 1997, p. 7). The cunent thesis connecü this problem to the dearth of research on 

variation among key stakeholder groups especially in terms of their perceptions of the 

results and evaluation of training programs. In particular, current training evaluation 

practice is seen to be limited by a lack of empirical undentanding of how key stakeholder 

groups Vary in their perceptions of training results and how these perceptions affect those 

related to training evaluation. This limitation is particularly acute in the context of 

complex. knowledge-based organizations of multiple actors and multiple goals. 

Although they continue to serve as useN heuristics, most training evaluation 

rnodels fd to account for multiple group perspectives. Rather, they exploit assumptions 

grounded largely in classicd organizational theory about the means, ends, costs, and 

benefits of t~aining. Such models are funher laden with untested assumptions regarding 

the purposes, processes. and consequences of training evaiuation especidly ffom a 

multipleconstituency perspective. A subsidiary problem is a clear lack of integration 

among related domains involving organizational, evaluation, and training evaluation 

Stewart (1999) defines intellecnial capital simply as the sum of cverything everybody in a company 
knows that gives it a cornpetitive edge. 



studies. For example, the application of organizationd effectiveness and power theory 

(well recopized in organizational studies and general progam evaluation) is generally 

ignored in curent training evaluation models and rarely discussed in connection with 

training evaluation. 

A widely reco,pited training evaluation model that has been influentid over the 

past 40 years was descnbed by Kirkpatrick (1959. 1975. 1994, 1996). As a four-level 

taxonomy this mode1 describes level four training evaluation specifically in terms of 

results in the organization or business. This irnplies a singular perspective and even 

general agreement about *e name and causality of such results. There is little evidence 

to support the existence of such agreement (Gill. 1989: McDonald. 1987: McLinden, 

1995; Mcknden & Trochim, 1998). By seeking ro provide proof of training results the 

model (and the many successors that it has infiuenced) further limits definitions of such 

results to those generally assumed to be well-recognized by management as the main (or 

only) legitimate stakeholder group. Because management generally has prograrn funding 

and budget power for training, evaluation is done mostly in r e m  of traditional, 

economic indicators related to. for exarnple, changes in production, scrap, defects, and 

the like (see, e.g., Rae, 1986). The over reliance on such naditionai indicators. however, 

limits both the meaningfufulness and potential usefuiness of training evaluation. It ignores 

the values and perspectives of multiple stakeholder groups (beyond management) as 

potential usea of evaluation fmdings and represses consensus on both the nature of 

training results and the causaiîty for such results (Brown, 1994). 

Beyond these traditional indicators, however, alternatives can be conceptualized 

in te= of training's multiple and emerging roles in leaming organizations of knowledge 



workers.' Of particular interest are those results perceived by knowledge workers as a 

stakeholder group that has been increasingly discussed in t e m  of its organizationai 

importance. Specific aspects of the emergin; importance of this group have been 

described in tems of knowledge worker productivity (Caplan, 1995; Drucker, 1993a; 

Stone & Villachica. 1997). job definition and employee satisfaction (Schein, 1993: 

Bridges. 1994), and organizational learning (Dixon. 1992: Huber. 199 1. Pedler. 

Burgoyne. cYr Boydell, 1991; Pinchot & Pinchot. 1993). 

Ironically, because measuring training's economic wonh is both difficult and 

requires substantial organizational resources. training evaluation practice continues to 

focus largely on nainee satisfaction in tems of single training (course) events (Bassi, 

Benson, & Cheney, 1996; Brandenburg, 1989: Erickson, 1992: Gordon. 1992a: Wynne & 

Clutterbuck. 1991). Yet this practice ignores training's net results as an integrated 

program containing multiple interventions acting in concert to achieve a combined 

increase in organizational knowledge and skdls (Brinkerhoff & Gill. 1994). As such 

oppominities to improve organizational performance through the use of a system-levei 

prograrn evaluation approach continue to be displaced by efforts to "prove" the value of 

individuai training interventions (courses) as independent events. in many cases, training 

professionals, intemal to both the organization and the program, end up planning, 

executing, and reporting evaiuation results. 

Peter Drucker originally coined the term "knowledge worker" circa 1960 to refer to educated 
professionals with high expertise and specialized organizational roles see, e-g., Drucker, 1993% 1993b. 



The process of training evaluation necessarily involves multiple values and 

perspectives. Ln addition to knowledge workers (employees) who participate in training 

as leamers, two other obvious groups include management, and the training professionals 

who provide. develop, or facilitate training. According to McLinden and Trochim ( 1998, 

p. 21): 

An assessrnent of value starts with the question: "What outcornes do we expect 

from this program?" This sounds like a straightfonvard task-simply narne the 

expectations. But whose expectations? Typically, training progarns have 

multiple stakehoiden who maintain different beliefs about program impact. 

But as noted perceptual variation among multiple training stakeholder groups has not 

been investigated rigorously. A central objective for the present research was to address 

this gap by investigating this variation especially in terms of its implications for 

systematic training program evduation. The two research questions posed to àrive the 

investigation are simple in their statement yet powerfbl in their implications. These are 

presented next. 

Research Ouestions 

The primary motivation for the study was to add to our limited knowledge of 

stakeholder variation in training program evaluation particuiarly in a complex 

organization of knowledge worken. The conceptual framework presented and discussed 

at the end of the next chapter draws upoa theoretical and empirical work related to 

training and program evaluation as well as organizational studies to ffame and situate the 

research. The following research questions serve to focus the study. 



Question One 

The first research question focuses on identiQing variation in stakeholder goup 

views of training program results: 

To what extent do training stakeholder groups M e r  in their perceptions of 

training results and the relative importance of such? What are the key 

dimensions of divergence? 

Three comrnonly identifiedj training stakeholder groups include ( 1) training program 

sponsors. (2) training participants or trainees, and (3) training program providers. Each 

g o u p  can be predicted to perceive training results in terms of two broad categories 

labelcd as traditional and emergent indicators of effectiveness as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Predicted Stakeholder Relationships for Training Results and Importance 
. -- 

Perceived Importance by Stakeholder Group 
Training ResuIts Sponsors Participants Providers 

(trainees) 
Traditional Indicators 

(e.g.. financial: profitability, hi& moderate to low high 
productivity, ROI: efficiency, 

organizationd growth) 
Emeroent hdicators hi& (mostly career 

(e-,o., employee and customer moderate to low and professionai moderate to 
satisfaction. professional and career growth. job high 

,growth. organizational leaming ) satisfaction) 

Traditional indicators of training results include quantitative, largeiy financial. 

measures such as profitability, productivity, and r e m  on investment (ROI). These also 

include associated indicators related to efficiency and organizational growth. Aithough 

rooted in the classical organizationai theory of the p a s  century such traditional thinking 

continues to pervade contemporary organizationai thought and action. Related to such 



traditional indicators, Drucker (1995) described the accounting mode1 as "ossified in 

every joint and tissue" of orjanizations (p. x). Also. as presented in the (following) 

literature review chapter. a substantial body of training evaluation literature continues to 

promote training evaluation in lems of such traditional measures. 

Emergent indicators of training resuits are based on a steadily developing body of 

knowledge that focuses on people-apecially knowledge workers-as the main source 

of organizational success and cornpetitiveness (Conference Board, Inc.. 1997: Pfeffer, 

1994: Pinchot & Pinchot, 1993). These involve a generaily more qualitative set of 

measures concemed with the growth and satisfaction of individuals as well as learning at 

the organization-level. The management and training evaluation literature reviewed 

demonstrates an evolving body of knowledge recognizing such emergent indicators. 

While not shown in Table 1. a key assumption of the predictions is that each 

stakeholder group will view both the relative importance of each training result and its 

importance in terms of training program evaluation in a concordant manner. That is. for 

each training result perceived by the group to be high in relative importance it is expected 

that the group will aiso rate ihis (sarne result) to be similarly high in relative importance 

for purposes of training program evaluation. This assumption is tested in research phase 

1. The second research question focuses on stakeholder views of evaluation. 

Ouestion Two 

As outlined in the iiterature review chapter there are many possible approaches to 

program evaluation. In addition to issues associated with perceived training results the 

question arises about whether stakeholders Vary in favoring particular evaluation 

See. e.g., Broad and Newstrom (1992). 

6 



approaches especially in relation to their perceptions of training results. This leads to the 

second research question which deais specificaily with stakeholder views of training 

program evaluation: 

Do stakeholder views about training evaluation depend on the training 

results they perceive? If so, in what ways? 

In relation to the previous question and set of predicted relationships it is possible to form 

predictions for stakeholder perceptions in rems of the purposes. processes. and 

consequences of evaluation as depicted in Table 2. 

Table 2. Predicted Stakeholder Relationships for Training Program Evaluation 

Evaiuation Emphasis by S takeholder Group 
Training P r o C m  Sponsors Participants (trainees) Providers 

Evaiuation 
Purposes surnrnative formative formative/summative 
Processes quantitative data qualitative data based quantitative and 

collection and objective on individual qualitative data; 
anal y sis perceptions of benefit customer responsive 

Consequences use for operationai and program improvement same as both previous 
program funding to meet needs of and to demonstrate 
decision making professional ,growth pro.gram worth 

Stakeholder views related to training program evaluation are categorized in terms 

of the purposes. processes, and consequences of evaluation. Program evaluation 

purposes are conceptudized in terms of formative and surnmative intentions. The basic 

question of formative evaluation is "How can the program be irnproved?" Altematively, 

summative evaluation asks. "Should the program be continued? If so, at what level? 

What is the overail ment and wonh of the program?'Rogram evaluation processes 

involve the planning and execution of the evaluation. This includes basic considerations 

of who participates, and how they participate as weli as  the deiineation of details related 

to the type, amount, and quality of data involved. Program evaluation consequences 



include specifics of how the results of the evaluation are utilized. This inciudes 

considerations of who uses the resuits and to what ends- 

Using the types and charactenstics of orjanizationai power described by 

Mintzberg (1983), each stakeholder group can be M e r  predicted to express particular 

views about evaluation. For example, reinforcing the system of authority concerned with 

control and accountability. program sponsors rnight be expected to emphasize summative 

evaluation. The process to accornplish this might be expected to involve more objective, 

and quantitative measures that are seen to readily support tactical and operational 

decision making. This group might further be expected to perceive the main 

consequences for the evaluation in terms of insrnimentai use for program decision 

making. 

As professional design and engineering staff in the case organization, non- 

management training program participants might be expected to consider evaluation 

largely in tems of their own interests, for example. in terms of the system of expertise. 

This group is expected to favor a more formative type of evaluation using qualitative data 

related to individual perceptions of program benefit. These cm be described, for 

example, in terms of employee satisfaction, personal and professional deveiopment, and 

advancement in the organization. The main consequences of evaluation would be 

oriented towards program improvement to meet individual and group needs in terms of 

expertise and professional growth. 

Training professionds, based on their organizationd staff position as internai 

program providers, are expected to describe the purposes of evaluation as both formative 

and summative. This view would be consistent with their need to satisfy internai training 



clients and to satisQ their own professional and organizational requirements for security, 

gowth, and professional development. As such, both the processes and consequences 

favored by training professionals are expected to reflect a combination of views displayed 

by both client goups (sponsors and providers). These are further expected to reflect and 

accommodate their own group interests as intemal training propam providers. Major 

perceptions are expected to involve utilizing evaluation to both demonstrate tangible 

wonh of the uaining program particularly to program sponsors (who have progam 

budgeting audiority and discretion) and also satis@ the inrerests and developmental needs 

of training participants as professional knowledge workers. 

Sumrnarv and Relevance 

Current training evaluation practice is limited by a restricted view of the audience 

and consequences of training evaluation. While it seems intuitively obvious that different 

stakeholder groups would tend to perceive training results in different ways as compared 

with other such groups. empirical evidence for this is patchy particularly in the context of 

learning organizations composed predorninantly of knowledge workers. Training 

evaluation models that focus on measuring the r e m  on invesmient of individual 

interventions from the singular perspective of management are rooted in classicai views 

of organizations and their effectiveness. They ignore emergent notions of organizations 

as leamhg communities of shared howledge and practice and largely fail to utilire the 

potentially diverse culture, values, and knowledge of the organization itself for 

improvement through the evaluation process. The current study seeks to fill these gaps 

through systematic investigation of perceptual variation related to training results and 

evaluation among key stakeholder groups. A better understanding of such variation has 



the potential to contribute to knowledge related to both the theory and practice of training 

evaluation particularly in business organizations that rely heaviiy on the inteLlectual 

capital of their employees as their primary asset and means of competitiveness. The 

following chapter provides a review of literahxre and develops the concepmal fiamework 

used for the study. 



Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

In view of the research questions presented, this chapter draws from and 

integrates several areas of extant knowledge to develop the conceptuai framework 

presented at the conclusion of the chapter. Each knowiedge area presented is but part of 

this emegent framework. The study implicates and relates three broad knowledge 

domains: (1) organizationai studies specifically those related to complexity, 

effectiveness. power, and leaming: (2) training especially cumnt views of training and its 

evaluation in business organizations: and (3) program evaluation pnncipally in terms of 

the purposes. processes. consequences. stakeholders, and contextual issues involved. 

Taken together these areas provide both a theoretically and empirically anchored 

foundation upon which the research aims to build. A central goal of ùiis review (and the 

study as a whole) is to highlight the conceptual interconnections between training 

evaluation and the organizationai context in which it occurs. In so doing, the airn is to 

produce a more realistic or contexnialized p i c m  to ultimately improve practice. 

Organizational Context 

Training and its evaluation occur within a contexmai sening. In the case of a 

large fm this contexnial setting is the organization. Many training evaluation 

approaches seek to evaluate the results of naining specificdly in tems of organizationai 

or business results. Because of the complexity of organizations and the myriad variables 

involved in its o v e d  performance, however, such training evaluation approaches often 

suffer from their inability to substantively trace the effects of training through to the 



organization-Ievel of effectiveness. Indeed, as discscussed below, assessing the consmct 

of organizational effectiveness is itself a complex process involving multiple- 

constituency views linked to the constructs of power and politics within the fimi. 

The Complex Nature of Organizations 

Organizations are purposefui, functionally differentiated. social compositions in 

which individuais work as members of one or more formal or informd subunits on a 

sustained b a i s  over tirne (Porter & Roberts, 1983). This definition captures the intended 

hinction and oçtensibly rational nature of organizations. but the complexity of 

organizations has also been well documented (Dunnette, 1983; Graen. 1983: Mohan. 

1979: Perrow, 1969; Scott, 1987). Viewing them as vas< fraamented and 

multidimensional entities Daft and Weick (1984. p. 281). for example. reiterated 

Boulding's (1956) assenion that "organizations are arnong the most complex systems 

imaginable." This complexity makes problematic any unidimesionai view of 

organizational effectiveness and suggests the need for a multipleîonstituency approach. 

This aspect is discussed in more detail shortly. 

Original notions of organizations as complex systems are rooted in general 

systems theory. According to Bemen ( 1983) systems theory emerged against a backdrop 

of social philosophicd thought by Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679), Auguste Comte (1798- 

l857), Kari Marx ( 1 8 18- l883), Herbert Spencer ( 1 820- lgO3), and later the work of Mayo 

(1933), Roethlisberger (1944) and Parsons (195 1). Bemen further recognized the 

influence of Bertalanffy's outiine of Generai Systems Theory (1950) on comments made 

by Lwoff regarding the "potentials which lie in the generai systems approach for 

spanning the natural and social sciences." (p. 43) 



Concepnializations of organizations as complex systems are pervasive in the 

literature. Thornpson (1967, p. 6) wrote "Approached as a natural system, the complex 

organization is a set of interdependent parts which together rnake up a whole, which in 

tum is interdependent with some larger environment." Similarly, Beer (1 983, p. 938) 

stated the following: 

. . .substantial evidence has accumulared that organizations are much more than a 

cijllectivity of individuals. It is becoming clear that an organization is a complex 

social system (Katz & Kahn. 1966; Stogdill. 1959) whose outputs are dependent 

upon human inputs of abilities. needs, values, and expectations. on social 

processes at the interpersonal, group, and intergroup level (ArgMs. 1962: Blake 

& Mouton. 1964; Dickson & Roethlisberger, 1966; Liken, 196 1. 1967: 

McGregor. 1960), and on the organization's intemal environment of technology 

(Trist & Barnforth. 195 1) and structure (Burns & Staiker, 196 1 : Lawrence & 

Lorsch, 1967b; Woodward, 1967). 

Many other authors and researchers have similarly descnbed organizationai 

complexity through the application of systems theory. Discussing change processes in 

organizations, Aiderfer (1983) noted that open systems theory has been applied more 

frequently to organizations than to individuais or groups. Similarly referencing open 

systems, Hoy and Miskel(1991) emphasùed the complex and dynamic nature of 

organizations and Owens (1 99 1, p. 57) remarked, "Contemporary attempts to describe, 

explain, and predict organizational behavior generally depend-as does much of modern 

scientific thought-upon systems theory." 



Regarding the evaluation of uaining in business organizations McLinden (1 995. 

p. 15) also reco-gked that "Organizations are complex, and as such exhibit the 

charactenstics of complex systems" while Kaufman, Keller, and Watkins (1996) further 

achowledged the dimension of organizational complexity in training evaluation by 

adopting an open-systems view and recomrnending "an expanded framework (p. 9) to 

mess training's value. 

Socio-technical svsterns. 

A related aspect of complexity involves the charactenstics of hybrid or 

overlapping technologies and subsystems in the organization. Multiple authors (Burke. 

1987; Hackman. 1983; Starbuck. 1983) have reco,@zed the influence of the original 

work of Trist and Bamforth ( 195 1 ) in organizational studies. Pepitone ( 1995) reviewed 

several such studies specifically in relation to training and deveiopment. He noted that 

Trist and Bamforth created the terni socio-technical system to characterize the interaction 

of people (social sys tem) with tools and techniques (technical system): 

Trist. Emery and othen continued to snidy socio-technical systems between 1949 

and 1958, creating an encirely new paradigm for organizing and managing 

work.. . .Trist and others had pioneered a new set of principles for organizing and 

managing that were a sharp contrast to classical management theory. Building on 

new social howledge unavdable to Smith, Fayol, Taylor, and others in the early 

twentieth cennuy, these new principles focused on the whole system for anaiysis 

and design. (p. 44) 

The socio-technical systems view was significant because it elevated training's stature 

and foreshadowed a growing awareness of the intemlationships between the human 



element and efiectiveness in organizations. According to Burack (1993) in new 

paradiam organizations characterized as open systems and socio-technical structures, 

people become the primary asset of the fim. In effect knowledge worken are moved 

into the corporate financial statement so that their impact is clearly discemible and they 

become mily a second bottom line. 

The socio-techcd system view also highlighted the role of knowledge as an 

organizational technolog. For example. in an effort to understand individuals and 

groups in complex organizations Hulin and Roznowski (1985) built on Thompson's 

( 1967) work to define organizational technology as the physical combined with the 

intellectual or knowledge processes by which materials are transformed into outputs used 

by another organization or subsystem within the same organization. Additionally, 

Kilmann and Kilmann (1991) described knowledge as the most important technology and 

limiting factor with regard to organizational effectiveness: 

The most important technology in nonroutine systems is knowledge. Therefore, 

organizational effectiveness is directly related to the capacity of the organization 

to develop and utilize knowledge. The availabiiity of knowledge at key choice 

points sets an upper limit on organizationai effectiveness; the organization will be 

no more effective than aliowed by knowledge that is used to guide decisions. (p. 

380-38 1) 

These comrnents expiicitly link organizational knowledge with organizational 

effectiveness. This Mage  is straightforward and intuitively logical particularly in 

organizations of knowledge worken. However, the study of organizational leaming 

constinires an area of inquiry unto its own. Although an exhaustive review of this 



developing literature is beyond the scope of the present study, a consideration of the role 

of nainhg in organizational leaming is included later in this literature review. The next 

section focuses on the construct of organizational effectiveness. 

Organizational Effectiveness 

An understanding of the organizational effectiveness literature is required to 

conceptually orient subsequrnt discussions of training evaluation rhat emphasize 

training's role in contributing to the effectiveness of the organization. For now it should 

be noted that. perhaps because a substantial amount of the organizational effectiveness 

literature was developed and organized after 1959 (when Kirkpauick described training 

evaiuation in terms of results in the organization), a thorough consideration of the 

mechanisms and complexities of organizational effectiveness was absent from 

Kirkpauick's evaiuation taxonomy. Nevertheless, the conceptual influence of this 

taxonomy has clearly continued in the training evaluation literature. For example. 

re ferencing Kukpatrick' s taxonomy, Basarab and Root ( 1992) descnbed training results 

specifically in terms of impact at the level of the organization. Also. in adapting the 

notion of organizational results, Brinkerhoff ( 1987) stated "Stage VI evaiuation wïil help 

detemine whether the HRD [human resources development] program was worth it in 

terms of the value that has resulted to the organization" (p. 162). 

The conceptual precurson of organization effectiveness emerged in the eariy part 

of this century with the development of "classicai" organizationd theory. As cited by 

Spray (1976) foundational works include Taylor (19 1 1), Gulick (1937), Banard (1938), 

Urwick (1943), Weber (1947), and Fayol(1949). Since the establishment of these early 

roots, the literanire has continued to grow substantially to include a broad and diverse 



rang of theory and research (Gross & Etzioni, 1985; Hall, 1980. 1987; Koza, & Thoenig, 

1995: Perrow, 1992; Schmidt. 1987). Yet. even given the burgeoning organizational 

Iiteranire, deterininin; and measuring the effecriveness of organizations remains complex 

and problematic. For example, Evan ( 1976) emphasized the striking-almost 

systematic-neglect of discussions on the problem of conceptualizin; and measuring 

organizational performance or organizational effectiveness. 

In diverging from the classical, mostly financial, indicators of organizational 

performance. Liken (1977) di~t in~pished "traditional theory" from "modified theory." 

The former is based on scientif'c management and cost accounting concepts whiie the 

latter is concerned with the human organization and concepts such as confidence, trust, 

motivation. loyaity. and communication. In later work. Campbell (1976) proposed to 

move the area of inquiry fonvard by definin; organizational effectiveness as a construct 

using the "goal-cenrered" and "natural systems" views as rwo general models. The goal- 

centered view references "principal power centers or decision makers" (p. 3 1) to define 

rational goals by objective measures and deductive means. The naniral systems view 

abandons the possibility of meanuigfully defining any srnall set of goais and embraces 

more inductive mode of analysis. M e r  categorizing several specific models (e.g., 

CostlBenefit Analysis, Management by Objectives. the Organization Development or OD 

Model, the Likert ISR Model, and the IndustriaVOrganizationai Psychology Criterion 

Model) having either a predominantly goal-centered or natural systems orientation 

Campbell suggested combining the approaches to "use the complimentary insights 

provided by each" (p. 35). Based on a review of the empirical literanue on criterion 

measures of organhational effectiveness Campbell m e r  detailed a total of 30 such 



indicators. Among these are "goal consensus", defined as the degree to which al1 

individuals perceive the same goals for die organization (which is distinct fiom acnial 

cornmitment to those goais) and "training and development emphasis" defined as the 

amount of effort the organization devotes to developing its human resources. Fwther 

reco-gnizing that "In the best of al1 possible worlds, it would be nice to have some overail 

hierarchical map of how the criteria fit together in t e m s  of their -nerality/specificity 

and means/ends relationships" (p. 39), Campbell recommended continued research to 

descnbe the relationship between formal and operative goals using several groups of 

individuals who might offer diffenng perspectives or expertise. The research design 

descnbed in the following chapter embraces this recommendation specifically by 

involving multiple stakeholder groups to describe their views of training results and 

evaiuation in the organization. 

Multi~le-Constituency Views of Effectiveness 

Assessing organizational effectiveness is an intrinsicdly multipolar enterprise. In 

describing a multiple-constituency approach to organizational effectiveness. Connolly, 

Codon, and Deutsch (1980) stated 

In gnerai. then, we treat efiectiveness not as a single statement. but as a set of 

several (or perhaps many) statements, each reflecting the evaluative cntena 

applied by the various constituencies involved to a greater or lesser degree with 

the focal organization. (p. 2 13) 

Building on this work more recently Altschuld and Zheng (1995) reviewed several 

evaluative models and theories. These authors reviewed Thompson's (1 967) 

GoaVïechnology Contingency Table and the use of social reference groups for 



effectiveness assessment. They suggested that in the absence of absolute cnteria and 

causality related to outcome, cornplex organizations should nim to social referents to 

demonstrate their effectiveness. Referencing the "strategic constituency approach" for 

assessing effectiveness they further reco3pized that the satisfaction of constituent groups 

or inciividuals are indicators of an organization's effectiveness. Altschuld and Zheng also 

recognized how the evaluator's role cm become altered to include the rnana,oement of 

politics stating that evaluators rnust also be political managers who orchestrate the 

involvement of varied interest groups. They also noted that "Daft (1989) argued the 

constiruency approach is essentiaily a manifestation of the open-system 

theory ... Constituency satisfaction is a key concept in open-systerns theory." (p. 206) This 

reasoning provided a bai s  for the development of the competing values frarnework for 

assessing effectiveness. This framework suggests that there cannot be a single, 

univendly acceptable mode1 of organizational effectiveness because concepts of 

effectiveness are value jud,menis based on the evaluator's penonal beliefs, interests. and 

expenences. In assessing effectiveness. evaluators must determine what an 

organization's processes, behaviors, and ultimate goals are, or should be. This view is 

m e r  supported by Campbell (1976) who noted that there is no algorithm of science diat 

will specify which variables should be labeled as criteria of organizational effectiveness. 

According to Campbell (p. 40), ' m a t  begins as a value judgment and ends as a political 

decision." 

Power and mlitics. 

The essence of any organization is a social system fiaught with consequent power 

relations. Bandura (1986) recognized this stating "The 'social systern' is not a monolith. 



Rather, it comprises numerous constituencies. each vying for power and lobbying for its 

own interests in shifting coalitions" (p. 452). This view is con_mous with the use of 

multiple-constituency approaches to assess organizational effectiveness. It aiso 

highlights the inherent nature of power and politics in complex organizations. 

Several authors have offered definitions for power and politics in organizations. 

Emphasizing rhat power is first and foremost a suucnird phenornenon in organizations. 

Pfeffer (198 1. p. 2) obsened that "Most definitions of power include a .  element 

indicating that power is the capability of one social actor to overcome resistance in 

achieving a desired objective or resuit." Pfeffer also noted that "Power is a property of 

the system at rest; politics is the snidy of power in action." (p. 7) He funher reco,gized 

organizationai politics to involve intentional acts of influence to enhance or protect the 

self-interest of individuals or groups: 

Organizationd politics involves those activities taken within organizations to 

acquire. develop. and use power and other resources to obtain one's preferred 

outcornes in a situation in which there is uncenauity or dissensus about choices. 

(p. 7) 

PfefYer (1 992) later summarized these previous definitions defining organizationd 

politics simply as the exercise or use of power, with power being defined as a potentiai 

force and further characterizhg organizationd power and politics as an important social 

process that is often required io get things accomplished in interdependent systems. 

These definitions underscore the social dimensions of power and poiitics in 

organizations. 



Acknowledging the possibilities to debate definitions of power endlessly 

Mintzberg (1983) defined power as "the capacity to effect (or affect) organizational 

outcornes" (p. 4). Within this framework two of the three pnmary bases of organizational 

power and control are defined in ternis of "a technical skill" and "a body of knowledge" 

(p. 24). Because training maps directly onto both of these areas the linlrage between 

training, its evaluation. and oganizationai power and politics is clear. 

Politics is defined as an informal or i l legihate subset of power. Mintzberg's 

framework recognizes coalitions both internai and external to the organization. 

According to Mintzberg "A System of Politics arises in the internai Coalition" (p. 171) as 

one of four internai power systerns. The three other (legitimate) members of this 

organizational power tetrad include the system of authority, system of ideology, and 

system of expertise. 

Three distinctive and well-defined stakebolder groups in any large, knowledge- 

based organization rnight include (1) line management, (2) core staff, and (3) support 

staff. According to Mintzberg (1983) line-level managers wouid be expected to invoke 

power and politicai influence based on the system of authority characterized by position 

power. budgeting discretion, and accountability. This group is simultaneously influenced 

by the goals and directives of the chef executive offcer (CEO) and their own goals 

related CO hedth and expansion of the units they manage. Both of these influences 

involve organizational growth and expansion. Based on their orientation within the 

system of authority and need for rationalistic decisions using quantitative indicaton (such 

as those involved with budgets), this group might be expected to place higher value on 

the traditional venus emergent training program outcome indicaton. 



The core knowledge worker staff might be described as "professional operators". 

according to Mintzberg's framework. Their power and political bais involves the 

system of expertise. Characterized by a nonnative reward system and high intrinsic 

satisfaction. their goals rnight be expected to involve protection and especially autonomy 

of the _moup. then enhancement of the prestige and resources of the specialty and 

professional excellence (sometirnes in spite of customer need). and when customer- 

professional relationships are close and personal. support of the organization's mission. 

As professionals, individuals in this group would tend to take pleasure in their work and 

would be expected to place a higher relative value on emergent indicators. particularly 

those related to career and professional growth as well as job satisfaction. 

Support staff would include training program deveiopers and training managers. 

This goup develops and implernents training for intemal organizationai clients. They 

might also provide related services such as training needs assessment. This group is 

expected to invoke a hybridized form of power and influence characterized by their dual 

roles as "analysrs of the technosmicnire" and "professional support staffers" descnbed by 

Mintzberg. As analysts (e.g., performing training needs analyses) ths group is expected 

to favor professionai group excellence and perpetual but moderate and weU-regulated 

change in the organization. According to Mintzberg, the analysts are motivated by the 

need to demonstrate the tangible worth of their technocratie systems in tems of 

operational goals achieved. This means that the analyst is forced to favor operationai 

goais of the organization (as those that best lend themselves to traditional measures of 

performance). As professional support staffers, this goup is not wedded to analysis per 

se, but rather to its application in delivering, for example, emergent training results. As a 



result, they have no particular obsession with operational goals or economic efficiency. 

Also, because they are vulnerable (since their services can be purchased extemally), 

training professionals as a support group are expected to push for involvement and 

collaboration with program sponsors in the decision making process affecting the training 

program. Based on their dual roles (as support staff and analysts), training providers are 

expected to subscribe to both traditional and emergent training results. 

Describing a typology of social power. Cavanaugh (1984) collapsed a variety of 

theory to describe power in terms of five frameworks. These illusuate unique dimensions 

of the concep! and include descriptions of power as a characteristic of the individual, an 

interpersonai constnict. a commodity, a causal consuuct. and as a philosophical 

construct, Funher examination of these shows that each framework subsumes a 

substantiai body of literature (sre e.g.. Bennis & Nanus, 1985: Tichy & Sherman. 1994; 

Yukl, 1989) and that no one frarnework singly descnbes power in relation to the goals 

and effectiveness of the organization. 

The characterization of organizational effectiveness as expectations fulfïllment 

and pal-attainment is valid oniy to the extent that rational means provide for the 

achievement of clear ends (goals). But in asking "How obvious are organizational 

goals?'Lawler ( 1983) noted that, particularly in large organizations, "When 

organizational goals are not clear and generally accepted, there is a tendency for 

individuais to focus on organizational subunit goals" (p. 1258). In terms of the system of 

authority embraced by managers in the case organization (as discussed later) this usually 

involves motives toward the growth of theû own departments. 



The nature of goals has long been considered in the organizational literanire, 

however. the relationships between goals and power is a somewhat more recent focus of 

attention. Mntzberg (1983) explicidy comected organizational goals and power by 

summarizing six scenarios involving organizational actors and goals. Of these six, two 

are most relevant in tems of the evaluation of training for organizational results. These 

involve (1) multiple actors/multiple goals and. (2) multiple actordno goals. Mintzberg 

respectively credited these two theoretical positions to Cyen and March (19631, and 

Georgiou (1973). These two conditions. in which goals becorne diffuse and then 

effectively disappear as an organizational referent, further pave the way for consideration 

of a special kind of power present in organizations, namely, political power. Political 

power has been defined in rerms of legitimacy in the organizational context. Hoy and 

Miskel ( 199 1) sumrnarized conceptions of the legitirnacy and formality of power and 

authority to describe and compare six typologies including Mintzberg's (1983). They 

observed ihat only Mintzberg's formulation considen power that is both illegitimate and 

informal in terms of the system of politics. Thus. Mintzberg's framework is particularly 

relevant to present research because of iü  explicit consideration of this sofier, or more 

informal, exercise of power available to a range of organizational actors and groups. 

A recurring theme in the bnef review of the power literanire as described above 

revolves around the social nature of organizations. As anested to by the comments and 

work of Bandura mentioned eariier, this single aspect lies at the hem of organizational 

snidies. hdeed, in connection with his discussion of organizational power and politics, 

Pfeffer (198 1) acknowledged the notion of sociaiiy constructed reality especially in 

comection with political language and symbolic action withùi organizations. But the 



idea of social knowiedge consmiction jsee. e.g, Geertz. 1983) foms  a far broader 

foundation. Louis (1995), for example connected 'Theories of social structure. political 

theory. organizational theory, and co_gnitive learning theory" (p. 1). .2lthough focused on 

exploring the need for further knowledp disseminauon and utilization theory 

development, Louis' integration of these theoretical perspectives obviously relates well to 

the present snidy because it also embraces several of these sarne domains. Indeed. topics 

of organizationd effectiveness, evaluation. training, power. and politics al1 lend 

themselves well to discussions of learning in the organization. 

The many complex modes and mechanisms of informa1 or non-training leaming 

are prominent in the organizational literature. Scveral recent works have sumrnarized 

and discussed the literature on organizational learning in connection with training or 

education (Cousins. 1996: Gordon. l992b; Rait. 1995; Robinson, 1997). Rather than 

repiicate such efforts. the purpose of the following selective review is to acknowledge 

and highlight iearning that occurs in the organization in ways other than through 

forrnaiized progams of training. This is an especiaily important consideration because, if 

the effectiveness of organizations is tied increasingly to more macroscopic and compiex 

modes of knowledge acquisition (e.g., organizationd leaming), then training evaiuation 

models that attempt to isolate the organization-level results of training become highiy 

questionable. The roie of training in leaming organizations is expanded upoo later in this 

review. 



As mentioned, Louis ( 1993) considered organizational learning in connection 

with knowledge utilization and dissemination theory. She higfightzd both the local and 

social construction of knowledge within organizations: 

Organization learning begins with a social constructivist perspective: knowledge 

is not useable at the local site until it h a  been "socially processed" through some 

collective discussion and agreement of irs validity and applicability (Louis. 1994) 

Organizations that are more effective in using knowledge have certain 

characteristics for example, they have denser inremal communication networks. 

and more individuds serve in boundary spanning roles where bey  legitimarely 

bring in new ideas from the outside. (p. 13) 

This view fits into what Dafi and Huber (1987) have labeled the "interpretive 

perspective" of organizational leaming and further implies that "leamhg need not result 

in changes in behavior" as noted by Huber ( 199 1. p. 89). 

Based on an extensive review of relevant literature, organizational learning 

outcornes have been described in terms of seven complex and interrelated dimensions 

including social leaming, knowledge representation, behavioral venus cognitive 

distinctions, Ievels of leaming, system-structural versus interpretive perspectives, 

organizational memory, and duerero learning (Cousins, 1996). Amidst such complexity 

determining the purpose and resuits of training in an information-abundant and 

technologicaliy-advanced organizationai culture of high-expertise, knowledge workers is 

particularly chailenging because, in a very real sense, such individuals take a break from 

learning on the job to participate in formal training. 



Drawing on the previous work of Orr (1987, 19901, Brown and Duguid (199 1) 

descnbed the concept of "leaming in working" in contrasr to more traditional 

organizaûonal views: "Much conventional learning theory, including that implicit in most 

training courses, rends to endorse the vduation of abstract knowledge over actuai practice 

and as a resuit to separate leaming from working. and more ~i~gnificantly. learners from 

workers" (p. 3 1 ). 

Other authors have focused on the role of technoiogy in developing organizational 

learning. For example. Huber (1990) has proposed a theory of the effects of advanced 

information technologies on organizationai desip. intelligence, and decision making. 

Similady, Marchonini and Maurer ( 1995) discussed the roles of digital libraries in 

teaching and leaming. The rapid development of the intemet and. particularly, the world 

wide web has also conrributed ro the exponentiation of alternatives for employee and 

organizational learning (Hen, 1994) and training (Pollack & Masters, 1997). Still O, 

have sought to understand organizations as learning systems (Nevis, DiBella & Gou 

1995) or voluntary leaniing networks in the context of the "intelligent organization" 

(Pinchot & Pinchot, 1993). Yet amidst these various modes and possibilities for 

organizational learning, formalized training continues to be ideotified and even evaluated 

as a primary intervention to develop knowiedge in the organization. 

Training 

Any discussion of training and its evaluation implies the need for at least a 

working definition of the tenn "training". Yet this term is extremely broad. It has ben 

applied to a strikingly wide and diverse spectnim of interventions and activities 

concerned with cognitive and/or behavioral change. Even when limited to the context of 



an organization, the concept of training can be simultaneously liberating and restricting. 

On the one hand, training that develops new knowledge, skills, and attitudes c m  be seen 

as personally beneficial and empowenng. On the other hand, training that prescribes c m  

be seen as personally and inteliectually limiting. While various leaming interventions 

can be clearly and readily labeled as training (or non-training) the current literature 

suggests the presence of a large "gray area" in which applying rhe term becomes 

problematic. 

Probierns of Definition 

"Training is a planned learning activity that makes a measurable contribution to 

the job cornpetency and stability of employees in an organization." This Public Service 

Commission of Canada (p. 3) definition probably served well in 1984 when it was 

published. Yet in the contex1 of complex organizations? globally cornpeutive businesses, 

and communities of knowledge workers ir  raises some important questions from an 

evaluation perspective: Planned by who? What is or more importantiy what should be 

the "measurable contribution" to the individuai or organization? What is a "stable 

employee" and is this a desirable outcome of training in a fast changing (Morgan, 1988), 

globally cornpetitive (Drucker, 1995). or chaotic (Peters, 1988) business environment of 

the later 1990s? 

The term training is so ubiquitous for many it almost seems to not require any 

formal defdtion. However, if one asks a number of different people (or consuits the 

l i teram) to defme the tem, a range of usable defitions inevitably emerges. This 

range rnight include any nurnber of descriptions fiom structured learning evens, to a 

process of knowledge and ski11 acquisition, to an athietic preparation routine, to a 



procedure aimed at the family pet. Merriam Webster's Tenrh Collegiate Dictzonary 

(1994) offers the following definitions: train (verb) "to teach so as to make fit, qualified. 

or proficient"; traininj (noun. 1548) "the ski11 , knowledge. or experience acquired by 

one that nains: the state of being trained. (p. 1252) For "training" used as a term or 

concept in isolation these, or any other reasonable definitions, mi@ sufice. 

While possibly impiying humans, notice that the definitions above apply equally 

well to non-humans. Consider the following description of 'The LQ. Zoo" 

The animais at the I.Q. Zoo are special. but they're not really smarter than others 

of their kind. The thing that makes tliem different is the training they have had. 

They've been rrained by an organization called Animal Behavior Enterprises. 

founded by Keller and iMarian Breland. two psychologists. in 1947. The 

organization is made up of scientists and technicians who apply the science of 

be!iavior to understanding and conuolling the behavior of animals. The 

organization has trained more than 8.000 animais. from cockroaches to whales. 

(Grolier. 1980. p. 74. emphasis added) 

As this quotation from The New Book of Knordedge Annual could be interpreted in 

different ways, it serves here to highlight some different uses of the terni "training." 

Particularly interesting is the very specific purpose mentioned "controlling the behavior 

of animais." 

Even if the discussion of training is limited to humans as adult learners (Knowles, 

1990; Wlodkowski, 1985), d e f ~ n g  the term remains problematic in complex 

organizations of knowledge workers (e.g., At what point does "training" interfere with 

creativity or new ways of working?). This obviously makes evaluating training resulü at 



the organization-level that much more problernatic. While several training evaluation 

frameworks make assumptions about the organizational results of training, no training 

process or methodology can ensure intended results fiom a behavioral point of view. 

This point is attested to by Thompson (1967) in his discussion of "the variable human" in 

organizations: 

The human actor is a multidimensional phenornenon subject to the influences of a 

oreat many variables. The range of differences in aptitude is great, and the " 

learned behavior patterns (considering mankind as a whole) is quite diverse. 

Neither we nor organizations have the data or the calculus to understand 

organization members in their full complexity and the requirements of 

complicated technologies in complicated task environments cannot be met if the 

full range of human variations cornes into play within the organization. (p. 101) 

This observation captures the essence of the historic and continuing difficulty to "prove" 

the results of training at the organization-level. Training remains a variable arnong 

myriad complex variables that determine such results. 

In exploring the question "1s there a psychology of personnel training?" H i ~ c h s  

(1983) noted that any description of training pracUces invatiably is a mishrnash of 

different frames of reference reflecting how the field has evolved without direction or 

uniQing theory. According to Hinrichs (p. 83 1) "It is practically impossible to develop 

any meaninfil description of the psychology of personnel training around such a 

conceptual rnonstrosity." Nevertheless, the idea of a training is related to planned or 

stmctured leaming by people in organizations. H i ~ c h s  offered the following 

defini tions: 



Training rnay be defmed as m.y organizationally initiated procedures which are 

intended to foster learning among organizational memben. Needless to Say. the 

desired leaming is in a direction which is intended to contribute to overdl 

organizational objectives. Leaming may be thought of as a process by which an 

individual's pattern of behavior is changed by experience-for our purposes, the 

catalyuc experience of exposure to the training activity. So. training is a 

systematic intentional process of altering behavior of organization members in a 

direction which contributes to organizational effectiveness. (p. 832) 

These definitions are particularly relevant here because they relate training to leamin; 

and cast both as contributors to organizational effectiveness. 

Other definitions abound. In considering how the field of human resource 

development (HRD) includes training, education. and development, Nadler ( 1984) 

distinguished these in rems of knowledge or ski11 application and relevance to a person's 

job. The term "training" applies to the acquisition of knowledge or ski11 for a penon's 

curent job. "Education" applies to leaming for a specific future job in the organization 

(on the penon's 'career path"), and "development" is learning for growth of the 

individual but not related to a specific present of biture job. Nadler funher defined HRD 

as "organized leaming experiences in a definite time penod to increase the possibility of 

improving job performance growth." (p 1.3) These definitions are useful because, rather 

than implying a static focus on an existing fned job, they accommodate future (even 

unknown) performance in the organization. While such distinctions serve to clariQ 

planned leaming, it should be noted that the term "training" continues to be used to refer 

to any of purposes mentioned above. 



Since the statement of these (and other) operational definitions of training, authos 

have continued to define theù tenns. Even in some of the rnost recent literature, authors 

continue to discuss, qualif'y, and othenvise attempt to carefully clarify and define, what 

they mean when they use the term. While rnany authon usually considcr the terni in a 

broad sense more akin to Nadler's definition of HRD, Lewis (1996), takes exception to 

the continued use of the term "training" at dl: 

In the society at large, training has a narrow cKcumscnbed meaning. One is 

trained to do this or rhat. Animais can be trained. Thus. the term 'training' has 

appeared to diis author to be inappropriate with reference to people. 'Training' 

does not connote reflection (see Schon, 1983). One acts the way one was trained 

to act. It implies that there is one way. The term 'training' was conducive. 

perhaps. for Taylonstic work environments, where uniformity was the coin of the 

realm, and where people could be sloned inro systems-assembly lines-to 

perform discrete functions in predictable ways. But workpiaces and work have 

changed and indeed the very notion of skill and what workplaces require has 

changed. Concepts and desired ski1 clusters such as problem solving, lifelong 

learning, cornmunicating, k i n g  flexible, and ability to work in teams, and 

levning how to leam, do not square with the concept 'training'. (p. 10) 

In outlining his mode1 for thinhg about the evaluation of training it is interesthg that 

Lewis distinguishes between so-called "corporatist" and "humanist" perspectives of 

training. This distinction is based on the aims of training to meet the goals of the 

organization (corporatist), versus the goals of the individual (humanist). While others 

have also distinguished the benefits of training in terms of the individual venus the 



organization (e-5.. Nadler), this view seems rnost reminiscent of the social systems mode1 

distinction between the "nomothetic" or institutional. and "idiographic" or personal 

dimensions proposed by Getzels and Guba (1957). As modem organizations pay 

increasin; attention to the overall satisfaction of their employees as highly educated and 

mobile knowledge workers such distinctions take on new relevance. 

Another notable aspect of Lewis' suggestion to do away wirh the term "training" 

is his reference to "Taylonstic work environments" as contrasted with requirements of 

the modem workplace. Although maintaining use of the term "training" for practical 

reasons. Pepitone ( 1995) seems to support Lewis' conclusions about irs anachronistic 

usage. In his discussion on "Teaching Work". Pepitone traced conceptions of job 

knowledge beginning with 18th cenniry views of craft knowledge in terms of mystery, 

anistry. and experience. Mentioning seiected historical influences (such as the 

pubiishmg of the "Encyclopédie" in 175 1 which served to help conven previous craft 

knowledge into textbook knowledge for others to l e m :  Adam Smith's "The Wealth of 

Nations" published in 1776; and the industrial revolution. 1780- 1880, among othen), 

Pepitone outlined the impacts of H ~ M  Fayol's "14 management pnnciples" and Frednck 

Taylor's study of "work design" on the shaping of classical management theory for 

organizing and managing work. By further rec~~pizing influentid work by a range of 

authors including Lewin (1947; cited in Owens, 1991), especially on field theory and 

"force-field analysis"; Trist and Bamforth; and others, Pepitone integrated a number of 

more modem works (e.g., Juran and Deming on quality; McGregor, 1960; Chems, 1976; 

Emery, 1978; Gilbert, 1978; Katz & Kahn, 1978; Argyris, 1982; Morgan, 1986; 

Weisbord, 1987; Hanna, 1988; D. A. Nadler, 1992; Drucker, 1993; Harnmer & Champy, 



1993; R.M. Kanter, 1994, and others) to synthesize a "fourth generation" of instructional 

technology rooted in conceptions of human performance technology: 

We approach a funire that WU require the achievement of maximum results from 

people, and this achievement wiU happen only if we find ways of managing that 

both employees and the organization they serve will value. To accomplish these 

goals, there is a pressing need for the organization and integation of existing 

knowledge in the field of work and human performance. Now. coming from 

theorists and practitioners in many diverse fields of study, including management. 

engineering, education. sociology, psychology and econornics, a field of human 

performance technology is emerging. Starting where the evolution of machine 

technology has taken us. these technologies to enhance human capabilities are 

emerging as new priorities for competing organizations. (p. 57) 

So from humble beginnings related to classical organizational theory and mechanistic 

modes of labor an image emerges in which training is cast as one (presumably important) 

input into an integrated cloud of complex factors affecthg organizational effectiveness 

and descnbed in terms of human performance technology (see, e-g., Robinson & 

Robinson, 1996: Stolovitch & Keeps, 1992) and learning organizations. 

Training ami Learninp! Orp!anizations 

According to Cousins and MacDonald (1998) it is sensible to think about the 

impact of training within an organizational learning framework. The connection between 

training and organizational leaming has received increasing attention in the literature. 

Indeed, particularly in conaast to the traditional indicators, the emergent relationship 

between organizational learning and training provides an intuitively n a d  fit and one 



that deserves increased attention. This view has both sustained and stimulated 

discussions about training's contribution to organizational performance (Bridges, 1994: 

Drucker. 1993a,b. 1995; Gaie. 1994; Likert, 1977: Morgan. 1988. 1993: Peten, 1988: 

Pfeffer. 1994; Pinchot & Pinchot, 1993). For example, According to Wick and Leon 

( 1995): 

No matter what label is attached to it, leaming undergirds all the cunent theones 

on how to achieve business success. The working title rnay be reengineering, or 

quality, or fast cycle h e .  but learning provides the foundation without which any 

attempts at improvement fall flat. Through our research into managerial learning 

and our studies of companies adept at learning, we have identified the elements 

necessary for companies ro become leaming organizations. We define a learning 

organization as one that continually improves by rapidly creating and refining the 

capabilities needed for future success. (p.299) 

Yet the organizational effects of training have been snidied empiricdy for at least 

the pasr 30 years. For example, Eddy, Glad, and Wilkins (1967) stated "Employee 

training in its various forms may be thought of as a vehicle for improving organization 

effectiveness" (p. 15). In parallel to training evaluation research and theory, the results of 

trauüng are increasingly discussed in terms of organizational leaming (Dixon, 1992; 

Gayeski, 1996; Kline & Saunden, 1993; Kramlinger, 1992: Watkins & Marsick, 1992). 

Although training's comection to organizational leaming has k e n  wîdely touted, 

with few exceptions (e.g., Dixon, 1992) there is a distinctive dearth of published works 

that describe the function, role, or evaluation of training in terms of the more 



foundational organizaûonal leaming work (e-,o., Argyris & Schon, 1978; Cyen & March, 

1963: Daft & Huber. 1987: Hedberg. 198 1; Huber, 199 1). 

From a rbeoreùcal point of view. training can be thought to auErnent "vicarious 

leaming" (Huber, 1991) in which organizations commonly attempt to l e m  about the 

strategies, administrative practices, and especially technologies of other organizations. 

And. while training attempts to stimulate leaming in individuals. organizational leaming 

is more than the sum of the learning of individuals (Argyris, & Schon: 1978). Rather. 

training represents one approach to the enhancement of organizational learning capacity 

defined as '*the capacity to increase the volume of data processed by the organization. and 

the capacity to reduce equivocality" (Daft & Huber, 1987, p. 13). The reduction of 

equivocality also figures into the iramework proposed by Hulin and Roznowski (1985) 

who discuss training as a system designed to protect the organization's core technology 

from equivocality and uncenainty in the environrnent. While. beyond the scope of the 

present study, it is interesting to contrast the potential of technology to increase-versus 

the potential for training to decrease~quivocality in the organization. Such descriptions 

of training's role are useful, from the perspective of both definition and evaluation, 

because they relate training to the broader domain of studies concemed with 

organizational learning. 

Beyond the direct role of training in organizational Iearning, there are also 

oppominities for organizational leaming to occur based specifically on the evaiuation of 

training. Yet, given the relatively weak state of training evaiuation practice in business 

and industry (described below), oppominities for substantial organizational learning 

through training evaiuation are rare. This is because training evaluation is widely 



practiced. as a low risk/low r e m  type activity by a separate stakeholder group of 

training professionals who are cast into an evaluation role. Such evaluation efforts 

typically lead to little more than propagation of the status quo with limited dissemination 

and organization-level leaming. That is, continuing to evaluate training in the same ways 

tends to have a vaiidating effect which limits organizational leaming to what has been 

variously descnbed as "first order" (Lant and Mezias, 1992). or "single loop" (ArgMs 

and Schon, 1978) Ieaming. This is characterized as "incrernental" (Eisenstat. 1985) or 

"adaptive" (Senge, 1990) learning that is relatively shallow and which preserves an 

orgmization's "theories in ~ s e " . ~ u c h  limited leaming is seen to be at least partly 

responsible for the continued propagation of inefficient and ineffective training practices 

such as those descnbed by Cocheu ( 1993): 

The ultimate objective of any training is to give the nght people the rîght 

knowledge and skill at the right times to help them do 'the right things right.' But 

the traditionai 'spray and pray' approach to industrial training has not always had 

this result. In this approach, people are randomly brought together in a classroom, 

given theoretical knowiedge. and sent back into the workplace with the hope that 

they will be able to apply the knowledge and improve things. The experiences of 

one organization after another have been disappointing. Sending people to class 

does noi by itself result in the application of learning to the job. (p. 98) 

As noted some authors (see, above, the comments of Brinkerhoff & GU, 1994) have 

criticized traditionai training evaluation for focusing too much on the event not the 

Senge contrasted espoused theories commonly proclaimed in organizations with more deeply embedded 
theories in use. Such theories may actuaiiy guide behavior and decisions in the organization regardless 
espoused theones. 



process. An extension of this cnticisrn is that the traditional frarne focuses on evaluating 

the training event, rather than iü  tme goal of leaming. However, training's relation to 

conrextual learning and socially-constructed organizational knowledge ha not gone 

largely unexplored although not entirely umoticed. 

As the professional training cornrnuniry continues to use training evaluation to 

extol training's virnies and benefits within the orpanization others have raised doubts 

regarding the ultimate results of training as typically practiced. For example, Brown and 

Duguid ( 199 1 ) noted that theones of leaming implicated in the way training is typically 

practiced view leaming from the abstract stance of pedagogy: 

Training is thought of as the transmission of explicit, abstract knowledge from the 

head of someone who knows to the head of someone who does not in 

surroundings that specifically exclude the complexities of practice and the 

cornrnunities of practitionen. The setting for learning is simply assumed not to 

matter. Concepts of knowledge or information uansfer, however. have been 

under increasing attack in recent yean from a variety of sources (e-g., Reddy, 

1979). In partîcular, learning theorists (e.g., Lave, 1988); Lave and Wenger, 

1990) have rejected nansfer models, which isolate knowledge from practice, and 

developed a view of learning as social construction, putting knowledge back into 

the contexts in which it has meaning (see also Brown, Collins, and Duguid, 1989; 

Brown and Dugwd, in press; Pea, 1990). From this perspective, learners can in 

one way or anothe: be seen to construct their understanding out of a wide range of 

materials that indude ambient social and physical circumstances and the histories 

and social relations of the people involved. (p. 47) 



Observations such as these seem to take on increased relevance in view of the way 

training is conceived, executed. and evaluated particularly in the context of an 

information rich organizational environment of professional knowledge workes. 

As alluded to earlier in discussing the problems of defining the term "training," when 

viewed in the context of a leamiog organization of knowledge workers, the preceding 

discussion supports the need to more carefully define training for purposes of evaluation 

particularly in tems of organizational results among varied stakeholders in the 

organization. In the context of a traditional bureaucratie organizational hierarchy of low- 

skilied workers reporting to generally more highly educated managers ir probably made 

sense for training to be prescribed to employees by management. However, given a 

knowledge-based orjanitation that is information-rich with intellectual propeny this no 

longer is the case. The comments of Marchionini and Maurer ( 1995) support this view 

Professional learning refers to the ongoing learning adults engage in to do their 

work and to improve their work-related knowledge and skills. In fact, for many 

professionals learning is the central aspect of their work. Like informal leaming, 

it is mainly self-directed: but unlike formal or informal learning, it is focused on a 

specific field closely linked to job performance, aims to be comprehensive, and is 

acquired and applied longinidinally. (p. 68-69) 

The point here is that the traditionai way in which training is performed and evaluated 

either completely ignores. or tacitly dismisses the complex organizational context for 

leaming. It tends to focus instead ûri endless debates over, for exampie, the best media or 

technologies to be used, or the logistics of implementation (see, e.g., Ashe & Bueil, 

1998). Gayeski (1997) would seem to agree with this point: 



Traditional training where managers order up days of training and send their 

employees to courses to be "done over" doesn't support today's continuously 

leaming. diverse. distributed, and empowered workforce. We need to "rewire" 

our organizations' learnin; and communication systems, both philosophically and 

technicaily. (p. 36) 

This view further illustrates how definitions and concepts of training have changed in the 

context of cornplex. leaming organizations of knowledge workers. These changes 

continue to present a challenge to training evaluaton. While much has been done in the 

specific area of training evaluation. much yet remains to be accomplished. The following 

review focuses on uaining evaluation theory. research. and practice. 

Training Evaluation 

In a personai communication Brinkerhoff (1 992) stated: 

In my mind, there is plenty of theory about, but not enough demonstrable 

procedures and methods that atuact people to use hem: evaluation remains in the 

province of academics and researchers. (personal communication, November 17) 

This brief comment, in many ways surnrnarizes the status of training evaluation theory, 

research, and practice even today. As organized below. the training evaluation literature 

cm be most logicaily separated into at les t  two broad categories: (1) that related to 

practice, and (2) that related to theory and research. But, as impiied by Brinkerhoff, this 

taxonomy also suggests a rift. 

Current practice seems to have squeezed huge "mileage" out of little theory. 

Given this, much current practice remains fixated on demonstrating training's 

organizationd value to management, largely in economic terms. Yet, this view of 



evaluation either completely fails to address or very inadequately addresses training's 

relationshp to the organization in terms of its complexity, effectiveness, learning, 

stakeholder dynamics, power, and politics as outlined above. While this situation can be 

cast in tenns of methodological or procedural inadequacies, it serves to limit the use of 

emerging theoreticai and empirical work by practitioners who continue to bemoan the 

inadequacy training of evaluation while, ar the same t h e ,  continuing don; a well-worn 

path of practice. 

Cixporate and Professional Practice 

Employee training is generally advocated as a corporate necessity particularly in 

technologically advanced industries. This is reflected in much of the management 

literature (e.g.. Drucker. 1995: Gale, 1994: Hammer & Champy. 1993: Morgan. 1988. 

1993: Peten, 1988). Based on this, much of the curent training evaluation literature 

focuses on assessing training's role to enhance organizational performance throujh 

suategic learning. In panicular the notion that aaining shouid be strategically "linked" to 

key business objectives has been widely espoused. This notion (easily traceable back to 

Kirkpatrîck's fonh-level of organizational training results) has been stated and restated 

by multiple authon. For exarnple, Carr (1992) emphasized that training cannot be 

separated fiom the overall goals and strate3 of the fm and that it is smart only when it 

is suategic in creating and maintaining the core cornpetence of the fim. Robinson and 

Robinson (1989) have provided similar emphasis in their book on the subject, while 

Phillips (199 1) echoing simiiar views also suggested the involvement of training staff and 

key management in the evaluation of training. 



Yet, amidst an ostensibly universal advocacy for training evaluation. the 

organized evaluation of professional corporate training and development prograrns has 

been notoriously weak. Bimbrauer (1987) noted that 'Every HRD professional pays lip 

service to the idea that evaluation is important to successful training, but few conduct 

complete and thorough evaiuations." Similarly. Hennecke (1988) observed that most 

management trainers don? really know whether their efforts are effective, and still fewer 

know how to evaluate a program's impact. Other such critiques abound. For example. 

Bnnkerhoff (1989) assened that evaluation business-as-usual will not help tu position 

training as the important business partner it could and should be. whik Dixon (1990) 

stated: 

For the last twenty years human resource developmenr (HRD) professionals have 

been urged to evaluare the results of their efforts. The need for evaluation has 

been the topic of nurnerous journal articles and presentations at national 

conferences. Yet as recently as 1988, a report on fony-five Fortune 500 

cornpanies showed that although 100 percent of the organizations used some fonn 

of participant reaction form. only 30 percent used measures of learning and only 

15 percent used measures of behavior (Brandenburg and Schultz, 1988). (p. 1) 

More recently Lewis ( 1994) observed that there seems to be a widespread 

agreement with the proposition that evaluation is the least well conducted aspect of ail 

training activities. In general agreement with the fmdings of Brandenburg and Smith 

(1986) and Dixon (discussed above), Bassi, Benson. and Cheney (1996) recently 

observed that "Only Level 1 evaluations are common, conducted for 94 percent of all 

companies" (p. 38) These authon further mentioned that level2,3, and 4 evuations are 



perfomed respectively by 34%. 134,  and 3% based on their survey of corporations in 

the United States. 

Perhaps as a reaction to this generally weak corporate evaluation scene. there has 

also been a growing and constant c d  in professional training literature for increased 

evaluation. Quite representative of the message here is a quote frorn Geber (1995): 

"Blame TQM (total quality management) or downsizing or impatient managers.. .Fact is. 

trainers are being pressured to evaluate training courses at much deeper Ievels." In 

addition to simply wishing to improve the resulü of training in a professional sense, 

Geber's quotation points out two conditions that have led to calls for increased training 

evaluation. These include (1) investment justification. and ( 2 )  the rise of the quality 

rnovement (see. e.g., Garvin. 1988: Hugh. 1990: Juran. 1989: Zeithami, Parasuraman. & 

Berry, 1990). 

The idea of investment justification involves the idea that training costs and 

benefits must be monitored through evduation designed to "justify training's existence." 

The temptation for corporate management to look across their organizations in tough 

times asking questions in ternis of dollars (e.g., R e m  on invesunent, or ROI) can be 

overwhelming. In response, the training evaluation literature contains many efforts to 

prepare training professionals to do exactly this, that is, cdcuiate the ROI of training 

(Abemathy, 1999; Benabou, 1996; Cohen, 1995; Cook & Panza, 1987; Ensher & 

Murphy, 1997; Fitz-enz, 1988; Geber, 1995; Head, 1993; Lombardo. 1989; Medsker & 

Roberts, 1992; Phihps, 1994, 1996a, b; Rupp, 1992; Tesoro, 1998). Further, while many 

have recognized the futility of trying to obtain a hard-linked, isolated cause and effect 

type, analysis of training's ROI, its legacy has been an even larger set of quasi or implied 



ROI methods, techniques, approaches, and the like. These are al1 aimed at describing 

training's results in various aitemate ways to convince management (as a stakeholder 

soup separate from the evaluators) of its positive " r e m "  (ASTD, 1975: 1988: 1991; 
C 

AT&T, 1995; Bassi & McMurrer, 1998; Gordon, 1987; Sorensen, 1995). 

The quality movement is a second reason for training evaluation interest. There 

are at least two distinct dimensions to be considered here. The first involves a push to 

apply the pnnciples of continuous improvement to training. While not necessarily 

fxated on ROI or the "bonom line" (aithough this theme seems not too far off in ihe 

background) efforts here are focused on making training development and delivery more 

effective. Representative arnong these are Mouton and Blake ( 1984), Quick ( 199 l), and 

Powers ( 1992). 

The second aspect of the quality rnovement's influence on training evaluation is 

the widespread adoption of quality standards by many organizaùons. Quality standards 

such as the ISO (International Standards Organization) 9000 series. and other quality 

benchmark models such as the Malcolm Baldrige award (see, eg . ,  Brown, 1997; Fisher. 

1994) specifically cal1 for the evaluation and continuous improvement of training. 

Seeking to have their orgmizations certified or otherwise recognized as a "quality 

organization" via such benchmarkhg standards, upper management and training 

professionai cornmonly see statements such as the foilowing: 

Training shouid be considered which will provide executive management with an 

understanding of the quality system together with the tools and techniques needed 

for full executive management participation in the operation of the system. 



Executive management should also understand the criteria available to evaluate 

the effectiveness of the system [IS09004. 18.1.2; in Arnold (1994)] 

Moseley and Solomon (1997) surnmarize the influence of quality system standards as 

follows: 

Implementation of ISO (International Standards Organization) Standards are fast 

becoming the *'price of admission" to compere in global markets and certification 

will soon become a requirement. As the quality movement meets the information 

age, performance improvement efforts will meet a new set of challenges. 

Increasing demands for accountability will influence the t h e o ~  and practice of 

evaiuation. (p. 13) 

These authors made t h i s  statement in connection with their discussion of "confirmative 

evaluation" applied to insuuctional design. In so doing, they M e r  emphasized that 

confirmative evaluation is grounded in the current literature of continuous improvement 

and evaluation. This view further reinforces the notion of the quality movement's 

influence on training. 

The two influences mentioned above (investment justification and the quality 

movement) both combined and individually have spawned an unprecedented flurry of 

professional media (books, articles, newsletters, training workshops/seminan, and even 

web sites, and cornputer-based tools) aimed at equipping trainea and HRD professionals 

with information and techniques required to "answer the call" for the increased 

evaiuation of corporate training. As individuals or groups generally focused on the 

deveiopment and delivery of training as a product or service withui a client organization, 

many training and HRD professionals do not have an extensive (or even rudimentary) 



knowledge of evaluation. Although a good range of theory and research on training 

evaluation does exist, most practitioners are likely to be farniliar with only a narrow band 

of such work. Furthemore their theoretical perspective of training evaluation is 

commonly centered on Kirkpatrick's "four level model." The next section demonstrates 

how the Iiteranire suppons this conclusion of limited use by professionals. while also 

offering a review of some alternative theory and research. 

Theoretical and Empirical Work 

Several theoretically-oriented and empincally-based works have had varying 

degrees of influence on the professional practice of training evaluation in business and 

industry. Most theoretical notions of training evaluation. however. cm be directly or 

indirecdy traced back to Kirkpauick's four levels of training results first published in 

1959 (see also. 1994: 1996). In fact. the "Kirkpatrick Model" has had a profond and 

pervasive influence on the theory, practice, and research associated with training 

evaluation. In brief, the four levels descnbe the results of training in terms of training 

participant (1) Reaction (Did they like it?), (2) Learning (Did they leam it?), (3) Behavior 

(Did they use it?), and (4) Results (Did the organization or business benefit from new 

knowledge and skilis resulting from training?). Because each level of result is 

increasingly more difficult to assess, with reaction k i n g  the easiest, as evidenced by the 

ubiquitous end-of-course survey or so-cailed ''srnile sheet" used throughout the training 

world, most training never gets evaluated beyond reaction (level 1). This is unfortunate, 

for even if we are able to c o ~ d e n t l y  say that training participants liked (or didn't like) 

their training, it couid have been a big waste of tirne and rnoney in terms of producing 

intended results. This has been illustrated by Dixon (1987) who descnbed several such 



problems conceming the validity of "srnile sheet" data These involve problems 

associated with self-report data from participants obtained immediately after a training 

event regarding their views of the usefulness of the training before they have had a 

chance to apply it in the acnial job context. While data conceming "Level2" and "Level 

3" training outcornes involve progressively more sophisticated. but fairly well- 

documented. measures respectively involving testing (see. e.g.. Popham. 1990: Shrock. 

1997: Shrock & Coscarelli, 1989; Wonhen. Borg, & Gall. 1993) and job performance 

(see e.g.. Dean. 1994; Gilbert & Gilbert. 1994: Rossett. 1992). measunng "Level4" 

training results is substantially more complex and difficult. 

In his original description of "Level4 Results" Kirkpatrick did recognize the 

difficulty of measuring such: 

The objectives of most training proparns can be stated in terms of the desired 

results, such as reduced costs, higher quality. increased production. and lower rates 

of employee turnover and absenteeism. It's best to evaiuate trainins programs 

directly in terms of desired results. But complicating factors cm make it difficult. 

if not impossible, to evaluate certain kinds of programs in terms of results. 

He further explained a reference he used to develop his "Level4" notion of training 

results: 

In a sophisticated article in the March/April 1958 issue of the Harvard Business 

Review. Rensis Likert says that changes in productivity can be measured on a 

before-and-afier basis. A group of s u p e ~ s o n  was trained in using democratic 

leadership in which decision making involved the use of a participative technique. 

Another group of supervisors was trained to make their own decisions and not to 



ask subordinates for suggestions. Such factors as productivity, loyalty. attitudes, 

interest, and work involvement were rneasured. Both training prograns resulted in 

positive changes in productivity. But the participative approach resulted in better 

feelings, attitudes, and other human relations factors. Liken concludes, "hdustry 

needs more adequate measures of organizationd performance than it is now 

getting." (excerpts from 1959 article. reproduced 1996, p. 59) 

So. while suggesting accountancy-oriented measures of productivity and cost, 

Kirkpatrick's original notion of results is clearly derived from Likext's *'modified theory" 

emphasizinç the human oganizatiomather than the traditional, financial bottom 

lin-as discussed earlier. But as discussed, most of the professional training evduation 

literature that has referenced Kirkpatrick's fourth level has tended to emphasize training 

results in terms of what Likert described as "traditional theory" in his original article. 

Liken defined vaditionai theory by stating the following: 

The traditional theory of management is based on scientific management. cost 

accounting and related developments, and general administrative concepts taken 

from military organizationd theory . (p. 3 19) 

Furthemore, based on the results of his study (which compared "participative" and 

"hierarchically conuoIled" training approaches) Liken stated: 

As was demonstrated in the hierarchically controlled program of the experiment, 

puning pressure on a weii-established organization to produce can yield 

substantiai and imrnediate increases in productivity. This increase is obtained, 

however, at a cost io the human assets of the organization.. ..In other words, the 

quality of the human organization deteriorated as a functioning social 



system.. . some of die increased productivity was achieved actually by liquidating 

part of the investment which the Company had in the human oganization in these 

divisions. The increase in productivity should have been charzed with this cost. 

(p. 329) 

Herein lies the major conundnun of "Level4" training evaluation as commonly 

understood by training evaiuators today: The organizational "results" originally outlined 

by Kirkpatrick (as developed from Liken's work published the previous year) were 

developed based on rnodifed versus traditional administrative theory. Modified theory 

emphasizes human and intellecnial versus accounting and economic organizational 

capital. Likert presented each of these theoretical positions as largely antithetical to each 

other. Yet as discussed (perhaps because of Kirkpatnck's brief reference to "reduced 

costs" and "increased production") the legacy of the four-level taronomy has been a 

continuing succession of professional pracrice large- fùrated on evaliiating rraining 

using rhe same " traditional " rheo ry Liken cautioned against! 

Despite this anorndy. Kirkpstrick's four-level model has endured for nearly 40 

yean now. Why? A possible reason is that it lends itseif well to popular corporate 

training evaluation practice being ostensibly understandable and conceptually straight- 

foward. No matter what the exact nature of its appeal and influence this four-levei 

taxonomy is dive and well today and deeply ingrained in the collective psyche of training 

professionals. This influence has even spread beyond training to other areas such as 

technical communications products and services. In comection with this adaptation, 

Carliner (1997) expressed the following view regarding the longevity of Kirkpatrick's 

model : 



One of the Kirkpatrick model's many advantages is its wide use. .4ccording to 

Training magazine's annual industry survey, nearly all organizations conduct 

some of the model's level of evaluation (Training, 1995). Thar means trainers 

have a cornrnon language- In fact, so many human performance technologists use 

and understand this model that we refer to it in short-hand: Level 1, Level2, 

Level3. and Level4. These ievels provide not only a common language, but a 

common tao1 that lets us compare results much like price-to-eamings ratios let 

businesspeople compare performance among otherwise unlike companies. (p. 14) 

Other authors nave further proposed continued use of the model in a modified form to 

accommodate. for example, technology-based training: 

Training uaditionally ha been evaluated using Donald Kirkpatrick's four-levei 

model. This model. inuoduced in 1959. bas been widely used in both education 

and industry. but the increasing acceptance of technology-based training in 

industry may require us to take a new look at our methods of evaluation. 

(Lachenmaier & Moor. 1997; p. 16) 

This comment seems to both endorse and tacitiy question the four level model's 

continued relevancy. 

Several authors and researchen have more emphatically and explicitly questioned 

the assumptions of the model (Alhger & Janak, 1989; K a u b ,  Keller, & Watkins, 

1996; Lewis, 1996; McLinden. 1995). Central to many critiques of level four evaluation 

is the issue of isolating and substantiating (proving) cause-effect between training and 

orgaaizational results and performance. Bernthal(1995) explicitly discussed five critical 

assumptions about training evaluation in relation to the Kirkpatrick model. The first of 



these has to do with the assumption that training evaluations are definitive. This 

assumption is based on the philosophy that a single snidy can answer al1 questions about 

the effect of a training effort. However, Bemthal noted that most evaluators are not 

prepared for ambiguous findings and that the degee of cenainty regarding the results 

depends on such variables as the reliability of the design, measures, and sampling 

suategy. Bemthai's second assumption revolves around a belief among trainers that 

evdüation equals effectiveness. Yet he noted that evaluation focuses on the ieaming 

aspect of training. According ro Bemthal, training evaluation answers the question, 

"Have the requisite slulls and knowledge appeared as  a result of training?" .4n evaiuation 

can become problematic when it also tries to measure effectiveness. Effectiveness 

focuses on whether the training has produced the intended outcomes. To answer the 

effectiveness question, the evaluator must measure several organizationai. individual. and 

training-related variables. Bemthai stated that "Evaiuation and effectiveness are 

linked.. .But they shouldn't necessarily be arranpd on a continuum, as they are in 

Kirkpatrick's model." (p. 42) A third (key) assumption discussed deals with the notion 

that trainers are accountable for effectiveness. The problem here is that many trainers 

who conduct evaluations don't have the skills, time or resources to do an in-depth study. 

They may not be knowledgeable about the training topic. It doesn't make sense for 

uainers to be held responsible for the success of dl training especially those instituted by 

senior management. According to Bemthai, "Still, trainers often have the most to lose 

when results aren'r positive." (p. 42) The fourth assumption is that Ievel four evaluation 

is superior: 



Typically, uainen believe that level1 is the pinnacle of training evaluation. But 

each level can provide equally valuable information, depending on the type of 

trainees being evaluated. Level 1 or 2 outcomes can provide some of the mosr 

useful information because those outcomes are ofien the easiest to measure and 

change. (p. 421 

The fiNi and final assurnption described by Bernthal ha .  to do with the idea that 

measurement must occur in the fmt  place. However. rnany measures used to assess 

training are inappropriate and not sensitive enough to detect behavioral changes in 

trainees. Bemthal further noted that "It's also difficult to know what questions to ask. 

how to phrase them.. .And al1 measurement methods aren' t equaily reliable or valid." (p. 

42) 

Bemthai's critique is representative of others. For example, in relation to the focus 

of the Kirkpavick model, Brinkerhoff and Gill(1994) pay tribute to. but move quickly 

beyond it: "While a significant contribution to the HRD field, Kirkpauick's model has 

kept the focus on the event, not the process.. .We must create ways to measure the entire 

training process and the effects of its various components." (p. 153) And, Kirkpatrick 

( 1996) himself has acknowledged such concems: 'The benefits from training may 

outweigh the costs, but unfortunately, proof can be dificult, if not impossible, to get." (p. 

56-57) In sum, no review of training evaluation fiteranire wouid be cornpiete without a 

recognition and consideration of the Kirkpaaick model's pandemic influence across the 

domains of training evaluation theory, research, and practice. Indeed, while other 

theoreticaliy-oriented approaches toward training evaluation have been developed, as 



noted, many can be related to some dimension of Kirkparrick's model. A brief review of 

several other training evaiuation approaches follows. 

In considering the costs. benefits. and productivity of training, Kearsley ( 1982) 

applied quantitative (econometric) techniques in describing four kinds of cosdbenefit 

models. These include, (1)  the resource requirements model, (2) the life cycle model, (3) 

the benefits analysis model, or (4) the productivity model for analysis of training retum. 

Such methods tend to rely heavily on a broad range of critical assumptions (stated and 

unstated) in applying quantitative indicators to produce numerical estimates of training's 

irnpac t. 

In contrast tu strictly econometric or quantitative models. other authors have 

outiined alternatives to an excIusively numericd approach. Through the use of "soft 

systems" and "action systems" for the analysis of human activity, MeDonald (1987) 

proposed the use of a causal map to conceptualize a training design and evaluation 

system. However, even given its qualitative orientation, this approach still highlights 

training's relation to productivity and corporate profitability. In determining critena for 

training effectiveness. McDonald stated: 

As an outcome of the training program. the work performance of persons trained is 

enhanced, affecting the productivity of action-systems in the client organization, 

and ultimately the contribution of that organizaûon to corporate profitability. 

Therefore, a major critenon of training effectiveness is the value added to the client 

organization's corporate contribution by the achial application on the job of what is 

Iearned through the training program. An action-system model of the client 



organization's p a l s  for training provides a heuristic for defining specific changes 

as criteria of training program effectiveness. (p. 27) 

This view implicates both behavioral and organization-levei resulü specifically in t ems  

of knowledge application on the job. and productivity and profitability in the organization 

without being specific about the details. process, and mechanisms by which these results 

can be achieved through training. 

In contrast to training evaluation models that focus predorninantly on 

organizational resulü in rems of productivity and profitability, others have emphasized 

job-application of skills (Momisey & Wellstead, 1975) or the overail process related to 

training. Brinkerhoff ( 1987) suggesied paying much closer attention to the before and 

after of training developrnent in discussing his Six-Stage Mode1 for corporate training 

development and impact. This cyclical mode1 considers the training process from needs 

assessrnent through development and delivery to evaluation and encourages the 

application of learning through each cycle of the process to improve subsequent iterations 

of the process. In addition to rendering training more amenable to organizational 

learning, a basic message here is simply to spend the tirne and resources to undentand 

and document the purpose of training as a means to an end before its development. Next, 

follow-up to understand training's results in terms of its contribution to achieving these 

ends. With the right before and afier work done properly, course development and 

delivery activities are set into a more balanced perspective within an overall process. 

Brinkerhoff argues that both the More and after work have suffered by receiving 

disproportionately little attention compared with the actual development and 

implementation of the training intervention. This argument seems reasonable given the 



abundance of literature focused on the development and delivery phases of training (see. 

e-g., Powers, 1992: Quick, 1991; Rothwell & Kazanas, 1992). 

Perhaps because the earlier empirical work has tended to focus on a few very 

specific areas, as implied above, many theoretically-oriented conceptualizations have not 

typically referenced the empirical literature on training evaluation. Another possible for 

the lack of synthesis between theoretical and empirical work is the lack of appropriate 

empirical studies to draw upon. This dearth of empincd work has been expressed by 

some of the earlier researchers. Hand and Slocum (1972), for example. performed a 

longitudinal study of the effects of a human relations training program on managerid 

effectiveness, but noted: 

Buchanan's (1970) review of the literature indicares a general lack of carehilly 

controlled research design and a paucity of definitive studies relating training in 

human relations to any form of increased organizational effectiveness. (p. 412) 

Using control and experimentai grooups, these authors empirically studied whether 

managerial human relations training could change attitudes and whether these attitudinal 

changes were reflected in organizational effectiveness. They found significant aninidinal 

and performance changes in the experimental group relative to the control group. The 

experimental group developed a more positiw attitude toward the human relations aspect 

of their jobs. and this attitude was reflected in positive changes in job performance. 

Moitra ( 1976) employed empirical methods to develop a pre-program evaluation mode1 

to determine training effectiveness based on expectancy theory of work motivation. This 

author used expectancy theory as a framework that recognized the importance of 

motivation in the training process to develop three dependent variable measures of trainee 



performance. These were based upon self-report measures of performance improvement 

by trainees. and two supervisor reported measures 4, and 8 weeks, after training 

completion. The conclusions supponed the hypothesis that motivation alone was found 

to be the most consistent, si,@ficant, and valuable predictor of trainin; effectiveness. 

Based again on an observation of the relatively meager arnount of empirical research 

available, Hicks (1983) investigated the process of training program enuy from the 

participant's perspective. This researcher found diat participants who received a 

"redistic" preview of a training intervention's content were more motivated to leam 

compared to participants who received an overstated "traditional" announcement. The 

conclusions drawn supponed that, instead of having some administrative d e  requiring 

that employees take a particuiar course based on their job tides, departmental function. or 

supervisor's recommendations. attempts should be made to have employees believe there 

is a need to engage in a given training intervention. 

Noe ( 1986) investigated motivational and environmental influences on training 

effectiveness. This investigator derived a model of multiple motivational influences in 

trainees relative to multiple measures of effectiveness referencing Kirkpatrick's model. 

The multiple influences inciuded factors such as reaction to skiil assessrnent feedback, 

locus of control, expectancies and self-effîcacy, career and job attitudes, social and task 

environmentai favorability, motivation to l e m ,  and motivation to transfer. The results of 

this synthesis emphasized the importance of social reinforcement of newly acquired 

knowledge from CO-worken, and supervisory personnel. An empincal extension of this 

work was m e r  perfonned by Noe and Schmitt (1986). These researchers tested the 

model developed by Noe in an empirical study to investigate the influence of trahee 



attitudes on training effectiveness. Using attitudinal response measures. scales were 

constmcted and subjected Io path analysis, the conclusion being that job involvement and 

career planning are antecedents of leaming and behavior change relative to training. 

Extending previous work begun by Hicks (discussed above). Hicks and Klimoski 

(1987) described a field experiment investigating the conditions of entry into training 

program and its effects on training outcornes. These authors reponed that multivariate 

tests for main effects were si-gificant but the interaction of degree of choice and type of 

pior information available to trainees was not sipificant. Specifically, uainees who 

received reaiistic (as opposed to exaggerated) training previews and those who had a high 

degree of choice were more likely to believe the workshop was appropriate for them to 

take and they were better able to benefit from training. 

While beyond the scope of the present review. it should be noted that several 

authors have focused on training transfer which is defined as a behaviotial change on the 

job as a result of training. Training transfer has been cntiqued by several authors (see 

above) as roo restrictive in heavily knowledge-based settings where job behaviors are not 

readily observable; however, a discussion of some of the centrai principles and work 

related to transfer is included here for cornpleteness. 

According to Camp, Blanchard, and Huszczo (1986) knowledge acquired through 

training has the potential for positive, negative, or zero transfer. Zero transfer occurs 

when the matenal in training cannot be reiated to the cues that exist in the job 

environment. Negative ~ansfer occurs when the material leamed results in a decrease in 

job performance (e.g., when it interferes with previously learned job behaviors that were 

acceptable). Rinciples for optimuing positive transfer are denved from two classical 



approaches to transfer of learning problems? These are (1) the identical elements 

approach and (2 )  the transfer through principles approach. The first approach stipulates 

that identical elements in the training and job situations must exist for positive uansfer to 

occur. The second approach proposes that positive transfer occurs through cues that 

stimulate the recall of general principles or ,ddelines for behavior. 

In discussing post-training stratepies for facilitating positive transfer (see also, 

Kelly, l982), Wexley and Baldwin ( 1986) pointed to the empirical inadequacies 

associated with post-training uansfer: 

It is clear from a review of the literature on transfer that most current authors. 

regardless of what particular posttraining [sic] strategy they espouse. support 

McGehee and Thayer's suggestion that additional training directfy addressing the 

transition from "leaming ro doinp" ( 196 1 : 177) best enhances transfer of learning. 

To date. most of the literature on posttraining transfer interventions has been 

conceptuai rather than empiricd. (p. 506) 

Although these authors noted a dearth of empincal work specifically connected to post- 

training transfer as they defined it, a fairly substantial body of empirical work exists 

descnbing various other aspects of transfer. For example, Baldwin and Ford (1988) 

specificaily reviewed 70 empiricai studies in the three areas of training design (38 

studies), trainee characteristics (25 studies), and work environment (7 studies). Also, 

Gist, Baveaa, and Stevens (1990) empirically investigated the influence of transfer 

training rnethods on skill generaiization, repetition, and performance level. And, while 

not reporting the resdts of original research, several authors have used the results of such 

Bass and Vaughn (1 966); Leifer and Newwswm (1980) as cited in Camp, Blanchard. and Huszczo (1986) 



studies to discuss evaiuation improvement. Citing a range of empirical work, Barnow 

(1986) provided a good overview of existing methods and problems involved with the 

evaluation of federally funded employment and vaining progams in the United States. 

In defining a two-dimensional "role-time training nansfer matrix" as a conceptual 

aid to developing positive transfer strategies, Broad and Newsaom ( 1992) specifically 

defined three major organizational stakeholder group roles to consist of managers, 

uainees, and trainers. They further focused on three specific time periods as before, 

during, and afier in relation to the uaining event. In constnicting a three-by-three matrix. 

using these roles and tirne penods, these authors used a panel of experts to populate the 

nine resulting cells with stakeholder perceptions related to effective transfer strategies. 

More recent transfer work has continued to focus on assessments of skills and 

performance in trainees. For example, in using a longitudinal field study to study the 

relationship of information system training methods and cognitive ability to end-user 

satisfaction. comprehension, and ski11 transfer, Simon. Grover, and Teng (1996) 

compared traditional and non-traditional techniques for cornputer training among U.S . 

Naval recruits. Traditional training techniques included lecture-based and independent 

study. Non-traditional techniques involved behavior-modehg as an enhanced 

combination of both of the traditional techniques. Based on mesures of hands-on task 

performance, and end-user satisfaction, the use of hands-on methods, especiaily behavior 

modeling resuited in superior retention of knowledge, transfer of teaming, and end-user 

satisfaction. 

Other researchen have focused on the development of quantitative methods and 

models to describe training ROI. Using a multi-attribute utility technology (MAUT), 



~Milatzo (1989) evaluated a standard window clerk training program for the U.S. Postal 

Service. Through a seven-step process including progam and stakeholder identification, 

attribute definition and weighting, expert ratings, and utility score production. Milatzo 

used MAUT to estimate that a new window clerk program had a 94% greater utility than 

that of a previous program. 

While the bulk of empiricai training studies have employed svictly quantitative 

measures and analyucd methods, several researchen have bepn to explore and describe 

the results of training with qualitative approaches. This seems to be more a trend in the 

later empirical research. For example. Shayo and Olfman ( 1993) used qualitative 

research methods to explore the views of end-users with respect to the most recent formal 

software training session they attended. Using concepts from theories of self-regulation 

to generate questions and propositions to guide their analysis. these researchers focused 

on the areas of goals and intentions, self-efficacy. expectancy, individual charactenstics. 

feedback. and suppon relative to their investigation of software training effectiveness. 

They found that the success of the training process seemed to be influenced by the quaiity 

of match between trainee pre-training goals and trainer goals. When there was a 

mismatch, the trainees usually did not adopt the sofnvare or had to be retrained. 

Other qualitative training evaiuation research also merits mention. Sacks (1994) 

analyzed software developer knowledge and ski11 development using ethnomethodology.6 

Specifically he used interviewhg techniques in a single case study involving one 

company. In doing this he focused on the questions concerned with how software 

designers and programmers interact with ieaming systems in terms of the range and 



usefulness of techniques, order of application, organizational culture, and workplace 

design among others. Thirty-three audio taped interviews were carried out. These were 

transcribed and coded in the grounded theor). tradition of Glaser and Strauss (1967. cited 

in Sacks). Sacks noted: 

As in grounded theory, my work derived its insights from the data themselves and 

was refined as more interviews fleshed out a model of disconfmed early 

hypotheses. However. I made no attempt to account for the totality of ail 

experience invoived in learning. In this work 1 cm only take the data as far as 

they apply to a lirnited simple of cornputer professionals and must leave broader 

generaiization to future research. (p. 15) 

This work is interesting in that it adapted an ethnomethodological approach in a non- 

traditional settin;. Several findings discussed include the influences of environment 

(business. job. culture), formal versus informal thinking, written materials. peopie as 

resources, and models of learning (field independencefdependence, depth of processing, 

inventory of learning processes, the experiential learning model, models and reality). 

Empirical studies examining stakeholder variation in training evaluation are 

exwmely few. In the only such study found for this review (a qualitative study entitled 

"How managers and training professionals attribute causality for results") Brown (1994) 

used coded text analysis and a software program called 'The Ethnograph" (Seidel, 

Kjolseth. & Seymore, 1988) to reveal differences in the way managers and training 

professionals attributed causality for organizational results relative to training. 

Adler and Adler (1994) describe ethnornethodology as an observational research technique invoiving, for 
example, conversation anaiysis and focusing on how peopie accompiish their everyday lives. 



Focusing on two specific stakeholder groups-training professionais and functional line 

managers-Brown ( 1994) found that training professionals differed from managers in 

that they referred to use of data from surveys, focus groups. and course evaluation 

instruments, and to information collected through conversation with other training 

professionals, as sources of information when making causal judpents. Managers did 

not. Training professionals reponed training as a cause of the positive results they 

observed w hile managers generall y did not. Training professionals were aware of 

procrsses, but often had incomplere knowledge of results. while managers had direct 

knowledge of result; in their own departments, but incomplete knowledge of what results 

had been achieved in other parts of their organization. 

Brown aiso noted Kirkpatrick's mode1 but further highlighted the problems 

involved with evaluating training in terms of economic organizational results by noting 

that causality for events within complex contexts is extremely difficult to measure. He 

recognized that training professionals know intuitively that under some circumstances 

training can increase efficiency and profits, but realistically. training alone can almost 

never determine profit or loss. Training is just one of many interrelated factors. 

In descnbing his results Brown wrote: 

The findings of this study suggest that the cause-effect relationships encountered 

by business professionais are very complex, often with many factors acting as 

causal inputs which led to mixed results. Training evaluators described attempts 

to isolate a single factor (training) then link that factor causally to the desired 

results. An often repeated goal of evaluators is to collect data about the ment and 

wonh of inputs in support of a decision making process. With this goal in mind, 



perhaps a better use of the data collection and analysis skills possessed by 

competent training evaluators would be to explore a range of important causal 

inputs, attempting to provide more complete information to improve the accuracy 

of managers' causai jud,gnent making activities. It is recommended that 

managers use the skills of evaluators to better effect by asking them to explore a 

wider range of questions. (p. 114) 

Such results serve to both substantiate and tie together a range of concepnial work 

describing training evaiuation in business organizations. For example. Swanson (1989) 

noted that most typically upper-level managers are concemed on a daily basis with a 

great vanety of key or suategic organizational decisions, as such they are forced to 

evaluate continually: 

Business decision makers-typicaily. people with titles of manager. director, 

vice-president. or CE-are charged with rnakuig al1 kinds of decisions that 

contribute to the fundamental economic missions of their f m .  They evaluate 

continually and make decisions based on their evaluations. (p. 72) 

Moreover, in conuast to the perceptions of training professionais and training evaluators 

regarding training's potential impact at the organization-level, managers tend not to view 

and value the corporate training function similar to other perceived "hard" investments: 

Managers in organizations tend to lack cornmiunent to the education of 

employees. They do not value training and development because they do not 

view educational activities on a par with corporate investments that bring 

signifïcant retums to the business. (Gill, 1989 p. 42) 



Also, attempts to tightly focus and connol empirical investigations to reveal (even sorne 

aspect of) the organizational benefits of training have been s h o w  to suffer from cause- 

effect problems. as well as. problems of low utility for decision maken. In commenting 

on user-focused evaluation applied to corporate training Brethower (1989) stated: 

No manager will pay attention to the information or make use of the information 

unless he or she bas had input in aslung the question in the fint place. in 

collecting the information. and in interpretin; the meaning of the information. 

Therefore, the idea underlying user-focused evaluation is that those people who 

will be called on to implement the findings of the evaluation shouid be involved 

in the evaluation itself (p. 37) 

This passage suggests an underrepresentation of management as a srakehofder in 

corporate training evaluation. These comments also reflect Brethower's recognition of 

"user-focused evaluation". Discussed more later in this review. training evaiuation 

involving multiple perspectives, such as stakeholder-based evaluation, do rend to broaden 

the relevance of and oppominity for increased usability of evaiuation resuits. 

The Literature reviewed thus far suggests that even carefully prepared program-level 

evaluations of education and training might seem to figure very sliphtly in the overail 

system-level concems of managers as training prograrn sponsors. Yet some have further 

suggested that by necessity (particularly in organizational enviroments where innovation 

is rewarded) program-level training is king subjected to more ngorous and multiple- 

perspective foms of evaluation (Bragg, 1995). Whereas evaluators and researchers of 

the p a s  industrial era might have "succeeded" in reducing the transfer of cornpiex 

responses to mechanistically observable job behavion and amibuting these, in a cause- 



effect marmer. to a trainingAearning event (see. e-g. Rae, 1986) in the narne of training 

effectiveness, this approach has largely outlived its usefulness. 

Brinkerhoff ( 1995) would seem to agree based on his cornments to the American 

S o c i e ~  for Training and Development (ASTD, 1995). The crux of his message was that, 

by adopting a systems view in which training is considered as essential to the ove rd  

system (as other resources that typically go unevaluated such as the need for intenor 

lights in offices), stakeholders would tend to relax their requirements for training to 

constantly prove its worth in the organization. In effect the need for the evaiuation 

"event" disappears as a cornmon understandin; is developed among stakeholders (e.g.. 

training program sponsors, providers. and participants) regarding the training imperative. 

Given the context and shared understanding of the situation, training just makes sense 

and needs not be formally evaluated (just as the office light level does not need to be 

formdly evaluated). While this view rnakes good sense. it also assumes a solid 

foundation of mutuai trust and communication arnong stakeholders. Until funding 

sponsors cease requesting evaluative proof of uaining's results, and until training 

professionals cease trying to supply such proof to justify their programs (whether it is 

requested by sponsors or not), Brinkerhoff s view will rernain more idedistic rather than 

realistic. His point is weil taken, however. 

in a workshop on concept rnapping held in Chicago in 1996, Bill Trochim (the 

workshop facilitator) asked an impromptu question regarding the calculation of training 

ROI. When pressed by one of the workshop participants about using the concept system 

to support such calculations, Trochim asked if those fixated on training ROI had ever 



considered 'Vie ROI of calculating training ROI*" Such a question captures the essence 

of Brinkerhoff s araoument (outlined above). 

But to completely abandon ROI thinking in relation to training suggests the need 

for a dynamic interplay and open dialog between stakeholder groups involved in training. 

From a theoretical perspective ths notion might be compared to what Huberman (1994) 

descnbed as "sustained interactivity" between researchers and research users. Although 

he was not refemng to training sustained interactivity cm be adapted to accommodate 

such if researchers are viewed as analogous to evaluators. and research users are viewed 

as analogous to training program sponsors. Huberman adopted a decidedly stakeholder- 

based orientation in conceptualizing researchers and practitioners as two disthcuve and 

separate groups: 

Conceptually, there is something on the line for both sides. and this is what keeps 

them talking. Whatever understandings they generate constitute a sense-making 

and interpretive exercise on both sides. Also, we are in a situation of relative 

symmetry, in which the researchers are no longer delivering their knowledge base 

to practitioners and leaving the scene, but in which both sides are Iaying claims to 

conceptual power and replicability as the findings play out in their local surround. 

If basic cognitive theory tells us one thing, it is that symmetry is often a 

prerequisite to significant learning, especiaily among adults. (p. 23) 

This same reasoning seems to apply equaily well to evaluators and non-evaluaton 

regarding the evaluation of training in an organizational context. Huberman's description 

offers a basis for resolving training evaluation issues (identifîed above) and suggests a 

joint construction of evaluation critena to increase the usefuiness of results for usen. A 



comrnon theme is that training evaluation results becorne more useful when they are 

produced in the language most meaningful to the progam stakeholders. This leads to the 

tentative conclusion that. what the "ideal evaluation model" tums out to be cannot be 

known without substantial input fiom the program sponsors who are also ultimately 

responsible for the organization and its effectiveness. 

Training evaluation power and politics. 

In discussin; barriers to irnplementing training programs. the Conference Board. 

Inc. (1997. p. 20) explicitly rnentioned the hierarchically g'low-power position" of most 

corporate human resource groups and organizational "power and politics" as specific 

impediments. While empiricai studies specifically targeting training evaiuation power 

and politics are panicularly rare. several studies address the topic with varying degrees of 

directness. For example. beyond the empiricai findings descnbed by Brown ( 1994) 

discussed earlier. by far the most explicit discussion of power and politics in training 

evaluation was provided by Dmah (1995). He presented and discussed the implications 

of empirical findings based on a qualitative case study perfomed in a cornputer 

manufacturîng fim. Because of the organizational context similarities (high technology 

business) this discussion is panicularly relevant to the present study. 

Darrah studied the views and perspectives of multiple groups including 

production management, engineers (who were aiso recnùted as instructors), and 

production workers in relation to training originally conceived to improve the technical 

and quality aspects of a cornputer rnanufacturing operatioo. Initially, Darrah 

acknowledged: 



Workplace training programs may serve multiple purposes and be subject to 

diverse assessments. but as instmmental activities they are the means by which 

the nansfer of requisite skills and knowledge is achieved. For example, workers 

may j u d g  a program on the basis of the quality of instruction and whether they 

are able to translate what they leamed into bener employment opportunities. 

From the perspective of the employer who sponsors it, however. workplace 

training rnay be assessed as successful insofar as it solves important problems 

within the organization. Thus. both workers and employers may evaluate 

programs according to how efficiently the transmission of skills and knowledge 

occurs, and how the skills and knowledge that are transmitted are relevant to their 

respective _goals of career building or solving perceived workplace problems. 

Following dus reasoning, it is the output of training that matters: a training 

program can therefore be conceptualized as a conduit through which skills and 

knowledge is transmitted. (p. 3 1) 

However, Dmah adopted an alternative analysis by situating training withm a larger 

culture of learning in the workplace. In contrast to constituting a pedagogical (or 

andragogical. see Knowles, 1990) channel through which skills and knowledge flow. 

training in this analysis reflecü and reifies extant social relationships in the workplace 

including those reiated to power relationships. In commenting on the differing 

perspectives involved, Darrah noted: 

Each group of participants had ideas about training that place it in the context of 

their larger assessments of the workplace, and they differed in their definitions of 

the problems that training was to solve.. ..Training appeared to be a natitfal and 



obvious response to 'workmanship problems,' but the tacit assumptions made 

about the workplace and replicated through training included a prescriptive ideal 

that was abstracted from the daily practices of production workers: human agency 

was striking by its absence. The right of some parties to cd1 for and then to 

define the vansfer of specific knowledge and skills to another group is an act of 

power. a daim on tirne and resources that was considered to be a nanird part of 

the organizational order.. ..From its inception. therefore, the training class 

reflected ideas about work, agency, individuals, leaming, and power that 

remained invisible ro the participants who. despite their disagreements. saw 

training as the logical way ro solve problems. (p. 35) 

m s  "rational problern solving" approach is funher descnbed as a basis for 

organizational decision making that is "deeply embedded in a broadly western and 

specifically American world view." (p. 3 1 ). Problem solving has becorne the cuituraily 

acceptable way to frame situations in preparation for social action. Organizations must 

develop means to present diemselves as rational actors in order to conform to societal 

noms. despite evidence to the conuary. In comection with this Darrah stated: 

By d e f ~ n g  the goals of training as the solution to a set of predefmed problems, 

the training planners utilized a widely accepted and familiar mode1 for justiwng 

action. Yet in doing so, important assumptions about organizational Me, such as 

the exercise of power, the role of individuai agency, and the deffition of work 

remained implicit. The training program, as an exercise in organizationai 

problem solving, provided oppominities to exercise and reproduce such tacit 

organizationai assumptions. In this sense, the training program was as much 



about enacting world views as it was about conveying skills and knowledge. This 

constitutive aspect of training has implications for how such program are 

ultimately assessed. On the one hand, a training progam may be deemed 

successful when in fact it merely conforms to an organizational world view. By 

confinning 'what everyone hows,'  a training program can allow an organization 

to be more efficient in pursuin; a course of action that is ultimately deleterious. 

while it simultaneously directs attention away from other conditions thought to be 

extraneous to problem solving. On the other hand a training program can fail for 

reasons unrelated to its instrumental function, but rather because the conditions 

underlying the problems it is intended to solve remain unchanged. Training rnay 

therefore constitue a seemingly neutral langage for smcturing 'messes' (Ackoff 

1974). while it mystifies or conceals other organizational issues. (p. 35) 

Darrah concluded that the differing perspectives regarding training, learning, and work 

"were embedded in differential power." (p. 40) The "socioculturd" view dopted by this 

researcher views organizations as "cornpiex systems structured by technology, social 

organization, and ideoiogy, which rnanifest themselves in the daily practice of work." (p. 

40) 

Perhaps the most direct opportunity to connect politics to training evaluation 

arises because training profession& are often cast as evaluators of their own training 

programs. Hence, they could well be expected to have a particularly keen or vested 

interest in the results of such evaluations. Unfominately the implications of such vested 

interests or self-serving bias are vimially ignored in the general training evaluation 

literature. U m e  discussion in the organizatiooal and program evaluation domallis, both 



empincal and conceptual work on the implications of organizational power relations 

specifically related to this perspective of training program evaluation are effectively nil. 

This is the case despite the existence of a solid theoretical bais  to undentand such power 

dynamics (e.g., Chelimsky. 1987: Kakabadse & Parker, 1984; Mintzberg, 1983; Pfeffer. 

198 1. 1992; Weiss. 1987). Athough the present study does not specifically focus on 

such political uses (misuses) of training evaluation. as mentioned eariier such 

considerations do provide a useful framework component especially in conjunction with 

multiple-constituency perspectives. 

The last main section of this review is a selective review of the program 

evaluation literature. While several authors have applied integrated principles of progam 

and rraining evaluation the former body of knowiedge still seems Iugely unconnected to 

training evaluation practice. Two main areas in which training evduation could benefit 

from the program evaiuation literature are the increased application of stakeholder-based 

approaches and the recognition of organizational power and politics. 

Program Evaluation 

In discussing a systems approach to attain highly effective training, Brinkerhoff 

and Gill(1994) mention that such an approach uses program evaluation as a tool for 

continuous improvement. This emphasizes a highiy systemic and encompassing view of 

training within the context of an overall organizational system. Yet others have snessed 

program evaluation to support decision making and accountability (Stufflebeam & 

Webster, 1988). In contrast to a systemic view, the decision making mode1 emphasizes 

that evaluation should assist decision making and be geared toward supporthg 

accountability. This view emphasizes that evaluation has to be useful to those that it 



intends to serve. for example, supporting the potential interests of training progran 

sponsors: they want to make good decisions which provide a basis for improvernent and 

accountability-or at very least. l e m  something potentially useful about their 

organization for future decisions. Either approach, however. involves the use of progam 

evaluation which has associated with it certain purposes, processes. and consequences, 

and stakeholders. These aspects of program evaluation are considered next. 

Purposes 

The purpose of progarn evaluation c m  be described in terms of decision making, 

organizationd effectiveness, program definition or irnprovement. and the determination 

of program ment and wonh. Among the traditional purposes of evaluation. Stufflebeam 

and Webster ( 1988) include ( 1) decision making, (2) accountability, and (3) 

undentanding as major airns. They emphasized that evaluation should assist decision 

making and be geared toward supporting accountability. Accordinp to Stufflebeam and 

Webster merit concems program quaiity. Questions of prograrn merit rnight be "Is the 

program a good one? Does it meet or exceed pertinent standards?" Program worth is 

concemed with whether the program accomplishes what it was intended to accomplish. 

An illustrative question of worth might be "Did the program meet a predeterrnined, high- 

priority need in a given setùng? Questions both of merit and worth are. therefore, 

concemed with program jud,pent rather than improvement. This is a fundamental 

distinction. 

Patton (1997) seems to recognize both judgment and improvement in his 

d e f ~ t i o n  of program evaluation as "the systematic collection of information about the 

activities, charactenstics, and outcornes of programs to make judgments about the 



program, improve proprarn effectiveness, and/or inform decisions about hture 

programming" (p. 23). Posavac and Carey (1992) emphasized the role of program 

evaluation in organizational effectiveness in their statement chat "Program evaluarion c m  

be a powerful tool for improving the effectiveness of organizations" (p. 11). These views 

illustrate central purposes of program evaluation in terms of jud-ment, improvement, and 

the effectiveness of the organization. 

Refining the term "progam" Scheirer ( 1994) disunguished between aggregate 

and targeted program. Aggreegate progams imply a funding classification for activities 

oriented around a global objective. Program evaluation for aggregate programs often 

focuses on monitoring participants and activities, then measuring outcomes. with little 

emphasis on methods for infemng whether the program caused the outcomes. As such. 

aggreegate program theory tends to be more normative than causal in defining what the 

program should be. Hence. the use of aggreegate (normative) program evaluation 

provides a usefui alternative to circumvent. for example. the insistence on "proof' for 

organization-level prograrn results since it de-emphasizes establishing causality for such 

outcornes (contrast this, for exarnple. to "theory-based evaluation," Weiss, 1997). 

The relationship between goals and evaluation has been described by severai 

authors. Goal-free evaluation has been described as a situation in which "the evaluator is 

not told the purpose of the program but does the evaluation with the purpose of finding 

out what the prograrn is actually doing" (Scriven, 199 1 b, p. 180). One of the benefits of 

goal-free evaluation is the avoidance of expensive, speculative, and timeîonsuming 

problems iavolved in detemiining '?rue'' current program goals. Whîle program goals 



may seem either obvious. or easily obtained. others have similarly pointed out the 

problematic nature of performing evaluations strictiy in rems of program goals: 

Focusing an evaluation on progarn goals and objectives is clearly not the 

snaightfonvard, logical exercise depicted by the classical evaluation literanire 

because decision making in the real world is not purely rational and logicd. This 

is the paradox of goals. They are rational abstractions in nonrational systems. 

(Patton, 1997, p. 174) 

This situation then effectively foreshadows politically-based interpretations of 

effectiveness. According to Pfeffer ( 1992) "Because organizations are inevitably 

confronted with multiple. occasionaily competing objectives, the assessrnent of the 

effects of orpnizational choices is inherently ambiguous and uncertain" (p. 258). 

Indeed. among program staff, Patton (1997) even suggests avoiding the terms goals and 

objectives in favor of discussing desired outcome conceptualizations by asking questions 

such as (1) What are you trying to achieve with your clients? (2) U you are successful. 

how will your clients be different after the program than they were before? (3) What 

kinds of changes do you want to see in your clients? (4) When your program works as 

you want it to, how do clients behave differendy? (5) What do they Say differently? (6) 

What would 1 see in thern that would tell me they are different? 

Consequently, program "goals" rnight be better understwd in t e m  of 

stakeholder expectations. For example, McLinden (1995) pointed out "What is needed is 

a theoretical focus that directs attention to both the goals of the intervention and to 

stakeholder expectations ... The challenge for the HRD professional, then, is to defme what 

constinites proof among stakeholders and determine what level of methodological rigor is 



required" (p. 7). This suggestion relates well to multiple-constituency notions of 

assessing training effectiveness and r e c o ~ ~ e s  the need to respect organizational context 

(culture and ideology) in training progam evaluation research. 

The formative-surnmative taxonomy (Scnven, 1967, 199 1 a) has been widely used 

to agide research, facilitate communication. and develop knowledge over the past 30 

years. Formative evaiuation is generaliy understood to be that which is designed. dom. 

and intended to support the process of improvement (development). while surnrnative 

evduation is the rest of evaluation intended to support conclusions for any reasons 

besides develùpment. Without reiterating the details of lengthy discussions as to the 

viability of "formative" versus "summative" program evaluation. the results of such 

discussions have served to stimulate useful dialog related to evaluaiion theory. For 

example. in reconceptualizing the formative-summative debate. Patton ( 1996) introduced 

"developmental evaluation" (evaluators) to serve development-oriented progams that 

have as their purpose the vague. general notion of development: 

The process is the outcorne. They eschew clear. specific and measurable goals 

up-front because clarity, specificity and measurability are iimiting ... The process 

ofien involves engaging participants in setting and achieving their own 

goals ... They never expect to arrive at a steady state of programming because 

they're constantly tinkering as participants, conditions. learnings, and context 

change. (p. 135) 

Beyond the formative-summative dichotomy Patton identifies valid purposes for 

evaluation that include "developing programs and organizations" and "creating learning 

orgaaizations" (p. 142). Such views obviously recognize the complex nature of 



evaluation in organizations and correspond well with emerging images of knowledge- 

based, intelligent, organizations. 

Processes 

Evaluation processes are concemed with the steps involved in actually carrying 

out the evaluation. This includes steps to plan, develop instruments. collect data. andyze 

data. interpret the analyses. report. and disseminate the findings. The "context. input. 

process. product" or CIPP evaluation mode1 (Stufflebeam & Webster. 1988) is 

represcntative of more traditional approaches and includes process steps to admnister 

and focus the evaluation. as well as collect. organize. analyze, and report information for 

decision making. 

Akin (199 1) descnbed evaluation as a process of information gathenng for 

presentation in a useable form for decision making. He further noted that different kinds 

of decisions require different kinds of evaluation procedures and oudined four 

assumptions about evaluation. He stated that evaluation is (1) a process of information 

gathenng, (2) useful to assist decisions about alternative courses of action, (3) presented 

for effective use by the decision maker, and (4) determined proceduraily by the decision 

kind(s) required. 

Several authors have discussed general and educational progam evaluation 

processes. Posavac and Carey (1992), for example, discussed evaluation planning, 

criteria seiection, measurement principles, ethical standards, dissemination, and 

utilization for program evaluation and monitoring. These authors funher detailed 

nonexperimental and quasi-experimental quantitative evaluation approaches, in addition 

to quaiitative and mixed (qualitative and quantitative) methods. In preparing evaluation 



reports they suggest the use of techniques involving the development of a communication 

plan in tems of the stakeholders involved. and content of the formal written report. The 

report should be outhed and include a clear statement of purpose. It should describe the 

context, 

possible 

participants, criteria. data collection procedures, findings, recommendations, and 

bias involved with the evaiuation. 

Focusing on educational evaluation. Worthen and Sanders ( 1987) considered the 

role of evaluation for irnprovernent. They described several specific approaches to 

evaluation including those oriented toward objectives, management, the consumer. 

expertise and adversary-onented approaches. In tems of evaluation processes they 

provided practical guidelines for conducting and using evaluaiions. These involve 

guidelines to accomrnodate the political. ethical, and interpersonal aspects of evaluation. 

as well as data collection guidelines for information control. organization. and reuieval. 

They also supgest several methods for analyzing and interpreting both qualitative and 

quantitative data. Reporting is considered in tems of its purpose. audience. timing, and 

use. 

Other authors have focused on more specialized evaluation process forms. In 

d e f ~ n g  "fourth generation" evaiuation as a form of evaluation in which the daims, 

concems, and issues of stakeholders serve as organizational foci (the basis for 

deiennining what information is needed), that is implemented within the methodologicd 

precepts of the consmictivist inquiry paradigm, Guba and Lincoln (1989) detailed a 

hemeneutic dialectic process involving stakeholder circles. The data aoalysis process 

involves the "constant comparative" method based on differing stakeholder interviews. 

According to Guba and Lincoln 



The process is repeated with new respondents bein; added until the information 

being received either becomes redundant of falls into two or more consuuctions 

that remain at odds in some way. (p. 152) 

In contrast to evaluation processes based primarily on quantitative data and analysis, the 

processes outiined in connection with fourth generation evaluation invoke the 

constructivist paradiam and are siniated within the domain of qualitative social research 

(see. e.g., Denzin & Lincoln. 1994). 

Specifically refemng to training, Caffarella ( 1988) identified a nine-step process 

for planning and conducting a systematic program evaluation. These include (1) 

identifyin; the individuals to be involved in planning and overseeing the evaluation. (3) 

defining precisely the purpose of the evaluation and how the results will be used. (3) 

specifying what will be judged and formulating the evaluation questions, (4) determining 

who will supply the necessary evidence. ( 5 )  speciQing the evaluation design (e.g., single 

zoup posttest. pre/post test. time-senes. control group) to be used, (6) determinhg the 
Y 

data collections techniques to be used (e-g.. observation, interview. questionnaires, tests. 

trainee products. organizational records. cost-benefit analysis). (7) specifying the analysis 

procedures to be used, (8) specifying what critena wiil be used to make judgments about 

the program, and (9) determining the tirne frame and the budget needed to conduct the 

evaluation. This author also provided suggestions for focusing the evaluation in terms of 

participant leaming , job performance, organizational polic y, and training polic y. This 

overall process (while adapted for training program evaluation) is generally 

representative of a practical program evduation approach describing evaluation processes 



from planning through execuùon and reponing (see. eg., Wholey. Hatray. L Newcomer, 

1994). 

In brief. evaluation processes are concepnially situated between and related to 

both the purpose(s) and consequences of evaluation. Methodologically, while there have 

been historic debates and differences between paradi-ms (worldviews built on implicit 

assurnptions) Patton (1997) has noted that the field of evaluation has corne to recognize 

that usinj multiple methods (quantitative and qualitative) can be valuable because each 

has its suen,@ and one approach cm ofien overcome weaknesses of the other. 

Consequences 

The consequences of program evaluation include the utilization of evaluation 

results. Evaiuation urilization and the broader area of knowledge utilization are closely 

related areas. According to Shulha and Cousins ( 1996) "scholars continue to think of the 

utilization of research findings or program knowledge in instrumental. conceptual. and 

symbolic terms" (p. 26). Based on an interdisciplinary review of 65 studies of the use of 

evaluation results Cousins and Leithwood (1986) developed a framework that considers 

evaluation utilization as "decision making" versus "education." This framework 

distinguishes (1 ) evaluation implementation. and (2) decision or policy sening as two 

higher-order categories of factors affecting use. The factors of evaluation quality, 

credibility, relevance, communication quality, findings, and timeliness are associated 

with the evaluation implementation. Information needs, decision characteristics, political 

climate. cornpeting information, persona1 characteristics, and commitment/receptiveness 

are seen as part of the decision or policy sening. Among other conditions, overall 

evaluation use was most evident when evaluation fmdings were (1) consistent with user 



beliefs and expectations, (7) users were involved in the evaluation process, and (3) usen 

considered the data relevant to their problems. In summarizing. the authors stated 

"Results argue strongly for evaluation procedures that at the outset jenerate information 

helpful to users in canyinp out their decisions" (p. 360). These results highlight some 

dimensions of utilization while reco_miizing the roles of progam stakeholders and 

evduation users. 

User-focused evduation ( A k n .  Daillak. & White. 1979) is a sub category of 

decision-oriented evaluation that emphasizes the instrumental client application of 

evaluation results. for example. in decision mak.int. The general area of evaluation 

geared toward use and the user has several related tenets and labels. Many of these can 

be related to Patton's ( 1997) frarnework of "utilization-focused evaluation". For 

example. in reference to "responsive evaluation". S take ( 1975) advocated incorporating 

into an evaluation die various points of view of constituency groups under the assumption 

that each of the groups associated with a program understands and expenences it 

differently and has a valid perspective (Stecher & Davis. 1987, cited in Patton, 1997). 

According to Patton. utilization-focused evduation is inherently participatory and 

collaborative in actively involving primary intended users in al1 aspects of the evaluation. 

But in the complex milieu of assessing organization-level results involving multiple goals 

and multiple acton, utilization-focused evduation leaves questions unanswered. For 

evduation users are aiso organizational stakeholders. 

In recognizing the immediacy and specific potential users (who are likely to 

benefit form the results) of the evaluation, Alkin (1991) related evaluation utilization 

with the roles and relationships of the evaluator and the decision maker(s) or 



stakehoider(s). The central ideas here are that the evaluator should engage decision 

makers to better understand their concerns and focus the evaluation on the concerns of a 

minimum number of decision makers/stakeholders to increase the effectiveness and 

potential use of the evaluation. Patton was on to much the s m e  idea with his focus on 

"intended uses by intended users." And. Smith and Chircop (1989) funher placed 

Patton's view in an apolitical arena of technical rationality driven by the p a l  onented 

approach of purposive-rational action and the expert-client system. The ends (goals) of 

the evduation are clear to evduator and decision maker. 

The most recent conceptions of utiiization include two related areas described by 

Shulha and Cousins (1996) as process use and organizational leaming. These emerging 

areas represent a si&@ficant development because they augment and extend prier 

conceptualizations of evaluation utiiization descnbed by the instrumental. conceptual. 

and symbolic modes described. Process use (sze also Greene. 1988: Patton. 1997) refers 

to the impact of the evaluation process, not just its outcornes or results. For example. 

intended users (through their participation) learn about their programs and their leaming 

ultimately affects their practices, decisions. and behaviors. These process effects c m  be 

described in terms of cognitive, affective, and political dimensions of the evaluation 

process. For example, research knowiedge and skills are developed in participants as a 

result of their participation in the evduation process. Process use can also include results 

related to enhanced communications, empowerment, social justice, and organizational 

development. 

A related (but suffïciently distinctive) form of process use, involves consequences 

of evaluation in terms of organizational leaming. By invoking organizationd learning 



principles in relation to participatory evaluation. Cousins and Earl(1992) implicidy 

proposed that conceptions of utilization be expanded to consider the effects that uanscend 

the boundaries of the program under study to includr the organization within which the 

program is being implemented. This notion relies on several key organizational learning 

principles. These include (1) that knowledge is socially consuucted. (21 that learning 

occurs first at the Ievel of the individuai. then at the collective level, (3) that collective 

learning can be either incrernental "single-loop" versus "double-loop" leming (Ar;yris 

and Schon. 1978 j which serves to shift fundamental assumptions about organizational 

practice. and (3) that learning can be either conceptual as the shared representation. or 

behavioral as evidenced by overt actions. 

While severai authors have developed the link between orjanizarional leming 

and evaluation (Jedink, 1994: Preskill. 1994) some of the most recent empirical work has 

focused on specific areas such as the organizational effects of intemal participatory 

evaluation. Robinson ( 1997) observed varying increases in seven indicator variables for 

organizational learning attributable to the evaluation process. These included (1) shared 

knowledge representation, (2) levels of leaming, (3)  rnemory, (4) knowledge of action. 

(5) knowledge acquisition, (6) knowledge generation. and (7) interpetive systems. He 

produced evidence to show that the four dimensions of process use descnbed (coapitive. 

affective. political, organizatîonal) were influenced by intemal participatory evaluation. 

In sum then, the introduction of process use has expanded and augmented our 

view of evaluation utilkation. The idea of process use effectively broadens the concept 

of evaluation utilization. Whereas traditional evaluation conceptualizations tended to 

isolate utilization effects to the tail end of the overail process (e.g., use of published 



report findings for decision making), the process use view accommodates notions of use 

throughout the duration of the evaluation-£tom planning through to reporting. Such use 

cm be descnbed in terms of co,@.ive, affective, political, and organiza~onal 

development and leaming dimensions. The idea of process use also recognizes a wider 

audience and involvement (beyond, for example, a sin-dar decision maker) of 

participants and stakeholders in evduation. Yet the roles and nature of stakeholder 

involvement in evaluation has been steadiiy emerging as an area of study itself. For the 

purposes of the present study ths topic deserves special mention as presented nexr. 

S takeholders 

Stakeholder-based evaluation (Alkin. Hofsterter. & Ai. 1998: Bryk. 1983) is an 

approach that identifies and is informed by particular individuals or groups. Stakeholders 

are the distinct groups interested in the resuits of an evaluation. either because they are 

directly affected by (or involved in) program activities. or because they must make a 

decision about the progam or about a similar program (Gold, 1983; Stake, 1983). Aikin 

( 199 1 ) has distinguished four different stakeholder roles. These inciude stakehoiders as 

(1) pnmary uses  of evduation results, (2) information sources for frafning the 

evaluation, (3) data sources during the evaluation, and (4) the audience for the evduation 

report. 

Multiple-constituency and competing values approaches to effectiveness 

assessrnent support broadening user involvement in program evaluation. GU(  1989) 

proposed the adoption of user-focused evaluation for corporate training to increase 

evaluation responsiveness and utility for managerial decision making. Rather than have 

training evaluation remain the responsibility of training professionals, increased 



management involvement is prescnbed (see also. Nadler, 1984). While such 

participation can increase utilization (Cousins & Earl, 1992), Brown (1994) found 

substantive differences between how managers and trainers amibute causalig for 

organizational results: "...training professionals often identified training as either the sole 

cause or a pnmary cause of the results that had been achirved. Managers rarely singled 

out ~ainin; as a cause of results" (p. 149). McLinden (1995) suggsts that this situation 

c m  be improved by broadening the focus to re~o~gnize and distinguish between proof, 

evidence, and complexity to understand the impact of training in an organization. 

Research on stakeholder variation is seen to be a prerequisite to deveioping such an 

understanding panicularly in large or complex training-intensive organizations. 

Power and ~olitics. 

As noted discussion of power and politics in training evaluation is effectively nil. 

Several searches of the uni ver si^ of Ottawa database Polaris (polaris.uottawa.ca) using 

"training evaluation and politics" included al1 social. psychological, educational 

(SocioFile. Pqclnfo, ERIC), and Curren t Contents resources available producing a 

negiigible number of useful "hits." The most recent search included the following four 

major databases: (1) current contents (week 01, 1996 through week 41,1998) which 

provides access to the tables of contents of more than 3,800 international journais 

covenng all disciplines; (2) ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center, 1966 

through August, 1998) a bibliographie database sponsored by the United States 

Department of Education; (3) PsycINFO (1967 through August, 1998) which contains 

citations and summaries of journal articles, book chapters, books, and technical reporü, 

as weii as citations to dissertations, as weil as international material selected from more 



than 1,300 penodicals written in over 25 langages; (4) SocioFile (1974 through August. 

1998) which contains abstracts of the world's literature in sociology and related 

disciplines including approxirnately 1,900 journals worldwide in al1 langages. In 

addition to the library search (descnbed above) a web search was performed using the 

same keywords. through seven different search engines.7 Although the most recent 

estimates place the number of distinctive "content areas" available on the world wide 

web at approximately 20 million (Lucht, 1998) thts search similarly reveded zero hirs. 

The fniits of these searches were indeed meager. Probably the most relevant hir 

produced an article (outside the scope of the present study) rhat discussed politics in 

conducting cross-culturd training with evaluation ueated as a separate issue. One 

explanation for the apparent absence of such discussions might be organizationd 

avoidance of evaiuation in general. In discussing the politics of information and analysis 

Pfeffer ( 1992) stated "Organizations are notorious for avoiding evaluation and avoiding 

looking backward." (p. 263) Yet politics have long been considered in the program 

evaluation literature. For example, in discussing political and econornic rationality in 

reference to internai evaluation, Love (1991, p. 128-129) stated "An oqanization is a 

coalition of various stakeholders, each with their set values and intentions, that is held 

togther through a political process." 

nie search utility cailed MeraCrawfer (hnpd//www.metacrawIer.co~ simultaneously uses the individual 
search engines AltaVista@ Excite@ InfoseekO LycosO ThunderstoneO WebcrawlerQ Yahoo!O. 



Chelimsky (1987) noted rhat any discussion of politics and program evaluation research 

cm be informed by the original work of Weiss (1973) in which the role of evaluation in 

public policy decision m a b ;  was considered. In assening that "p rogms  are political 

creatures" Weiss ( 1987, p. 48) clearly highlights this dimension of program evaluation. 

According to Weiss (1984) an obstacle to the use of evaluation is fragmentation of 

authority. Panicularly in large organizations no one penon or small group of people has 

the exclusive authority to make decisions: "Staff in many offices have to be consulted. 

outside constituencies have to be accommodated" (p. 173). 

Focusing on the role of the evaluator in evaluation utilization, the so cailed 

"Weiss-Patton Debate" (Patton, l988a, l988b: Weiss. l988a, 1988b) also relates to 

organizational constituency issues. Smith and Chircop (1989) analyzed this debate in 

terms of fundamental differences between decision-making communities: (Weiss) 

adversarial. disparate special interest cornmunities characterized by weak managerial 

control and arational a d o r  political decision making concemed primarily with the ends 

of evaluation; versus (Patton) a more cooperative and unified comrnunity of shared 

values and cornmon p a i s  or agreed upon ends characterized by more direct manageria! 

control and concemed primkly with gaining consensus on means toward these ends. 

The former argument limits utilization and the role of the evduator to communicative 

action, while the later focuses on purposive-rational action related to technical 

competency. Since this exchange, Patton has acknowledged the political nature of 

evaluation. Discussing the power of evaluation as inûinsically political Patton (1997) 

asserts that the use of evaluation will occur in direct proportion to its power-enhancing 

capability to "reduce the uncertainty of action for specific stakeholders" (p. 348). 



Stakeholder mapping (see originally. Bryson & Crosby, 1992, pp. 377-379: also 

cited in Patton, 1997) in which program stakeholders cm be categorized using a matrix 

according to rheir initial inclination toward the prograrn (support. opposition, or 

neuirality) and how rnuch they have at stake in the evaluation's outcome (a high stake, a 

moderate stake, or little stake), is offered as a means to conceptualize stakeholder 

relations with respect to the program being evaluated. Patton also describes program 

administrators. funders, clients. program staff, and others as among potential members of 

an "evaluation task force" assembled specificdly to identify such diverse perspectives. 

These members should represer,: "the various groups and constituencies that have an 

interest and stake in the evaluation findings and their use. including the interests of 

program participants" (p. 354). In discussing how evaluators choose among potential 

srakeholders. Mark and Shotland, (1985) identified two dimensions as important: 

perceived power and perceived legitimacy of the goup. Power refers to the ability to 

influence policy decisions involving the program being evaluated ( e g ,  prograrn funders 

are high in power). Legitimacy refers to the group's reasonable interests in one or more 

aspects of the prograrn and its results (e.g.. program participants or recipients of 

knowledge and skills). These ideas were incorporated in developing the predicted 

relationships among stakeholder groups in the research questions proposed. The 

conceptual framework developed to situate the study is presented next. 

Conce~tual Framework 

The conceptuai framework is illustrated in Figure 1. This reflects both the 

purpose of the study and its orientation within extant knowledge as reflected in the 

literature reviewed. In the organizational context, effectiveness is characterized as a 



complex construct based on multiple-cons tinienc y perspectives. Mu1 tipletons tituenc y 

views of effectiveness reco,@ze and accommodate the influence of power, particularly 

that of the inremal coalition (Mintzbeg, 1983) in rems of the systems of authority. 

ideology, expertise, and politics. This overarching reference frarne provides context for 

three main conceptual elements involving training results and evaluation. as well as the 

role of training progam stakeholders. Training results are defined by stakeholder 

perceptions of traditional (e.;.. accounting-based, financial) and emergent (people and 

knowledge based) outcornes. Training evaluation involves stakeholder group perceptions 

of the purposes. processes, and consequences of evaluation. Purposes c m  be categorized 

as mostly formative (as for prograrn improvement) versus mosdy summative (as for 

prograrn jud,pent). Evaluation processes include the collection, anaiysis. and 

presentation of data and information related to evaluation. Consequences focus rnainly 

on evaluation utilization in terms of instrumental, conceptual. symbolic. and process uses. 

Stakeholder perceptions of training results are shown to potentially affect or influence 

perceptions of training evaluation. Stakeholder groups include training program 

sponsors. participants (nainees), and program providers. Sponsors and participants are 

the intemal clients of training served by providers who develop, deploy, and maintain the 

progam. 
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Summary of Literature Reviewed 

Cunent training evduation theory and practice is limited by gaps related to 

untrsted assumptions involving undifferentiated stakeholder groups and traditional 

evaluation approaches. Failure to acknowledge perceptual variations among stakeholder 

groups has also severely resüicted the application of organizational power theory in the 

domain of training program evduation. The literature reviewed has sought to trace a 

cornmon thread through several fabrics of knowledge not typicdly integrated-or even 

discussed in association with each other. The common thread involves stakeholder 

perceptions of training results and evaluation. The fabncs are organizational stuclies. 

training evaluation. and progarn evaluation. 

The research questions (and predictions) of the current study target these gaps. 

Expressed another way, current training evaluation practice can be thought of as a 

sirnplistic picture on a transparency. Yet both training and evduation occur within the 

organizational context. Knowledge from the other literature areas discussed thus 

represents additional such pictures of detail. When al1 of the transparencies are layered 

together. a more realistic overall image of training results and evaluation emerges. While 

the literature reviewed suggests that different stakeholder groups perceive varied images 

of organizational training results (e.g., in terms of the traditional and emergent indicators 

described), empincal evidence for this is rare. In particular, the extent and dimensions of 

variation among stakeholder groups relative to training results is not weii undentood. 

The fmt research question and set of predictions targets this gap. In relation to this, the 

professional training evaluation literature has hieled much practice from a relatively linle 



theory. This situation has been responsible for a methodological chasm between theory 

and practice. For while it is intuitively sensible to believe that the planned leaming 

espoused by training professionals nust  have some positive organizational effects. these 

are exuemely difficult to measure. Moreover, specifically in knowledge-based 

organizations of highly-skilled professionals who are constantly leamin; in many ways, 

such measurement attempts "open the door" to multiple-constituency. stakeholder-based, 

and ultirnately political implications for training evaluation. Yet the relationship between 

stakeholder group views of training program evaluation and the results these groups 

perceive for uaining has not ken investigated. The second research question and set of 

predictions address this. The methodological approach used in this study was chosen to 

address the research questions raised. An overview of methods used for the study is 

presented next. 



Chapter 3 

blethods and Case Organization 

The overall study consisü of an extensive singlecase (organization) empirical 

study oqanized into three phases. This chapter provides a description of the methods 

employed. It includes a description of the purpose. sample. instruments. procedures. and 

analyses used in each study phase. A description of the case organization is also 

provided here. The three chapters following this one contain detailed discussions of the 

results obtained in each of the three smdy phases. 

Complementary, rnixed, methods were sequenced in these three interrelated 

phases as shown diagammatically in Figure 2. The use and combination of quantitative 

and qualitative methods in research, evaluation, and employee naining have been well 

described (Ruunan. 1984: Schmitt & Klimoski, 199 1: Sopnro. 1997). From a research 

perspective Greene. Caracelli. and Graham ( 1989) note that methodological 

complementarity uses qualitative and quantitative methods to mesure overiapping but 

also different facets of a phenomenon to yield an enriched, elaborated understanding. 

Trianplation refen to the designed use of multiple methods with offsetting or 

counteracting biases in investigations of the same phenomenon in order to strengthen the 

validity of inquiry results through convergence. 





The goal is enhancement, illustration, and clarification of results especially to increase 

the interpretability . meaningfulness, and validity.8 This is achieved b y both capitalizing 

on inherent method strenb@s and counteracting inherent biases in methods and other 

sources. In specific reference to the case study, Stake (1994) aiso noted that uiangulation 

has been generally considered a process of using multiple perceptions to clarify meaning, 

verifying the repeatability of an obsewation or interpretation. 

The phase 1 research employed concept mapping and pattern matching to identify 

individual stakeholder goup perceptions of training results with reference to the first 

research question. The cor,:ept mapping process applied encompasses both qualitative 

= was and quantitative methods. These are descnbed in more detail lûter. Pattern matchin, 

further used to develop an empincal understanding of percepnial variation across 

stakeholder goups. This study phase also partially addressed the second research 

question in that d l  stakehoiders also rated the relative importance of training results in 

terms of their importance for training program evduation. 

The phase 2 research addressed study question two directly. It was further used to 

both c o n f m  phase 1 results and to funher investigate perceptual variations among the 

stakeholder groups regarding the purposes, processes, and consequences of training 

program evaluation. This phase 2 approach consisted of a series of one-on-one, 

interviews invoiving members from each stakeholder group. Al1 interviews were audio 

taped and transcribed for coding and analysis. 

The phase 3 research m e r  built on results fiom the previous two phases. This 

third and final study phase involved the use of a questionnaire deployed to the two large 

Validity in the tescarch process has ban discussed at iength by Brùiberg and McGrath (1985). 
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stakeholder groups (management sponsors and training participants) widiin the case 

organization. The quantitative analyses of these data were used to hnher  complement 

and generalize findinp within the case organization in the context of the overall study. 

Table 3 provides an overview of the methods, instruments, sarnples, procedures, and 

analyses used in the three research phases. Funher details for each phase are provided 

below. Before considering these, however. the context for the study is described in terrns 

of the case organization involved. 

Studv Context: Case Or~anization 

The overall investigation is a single case study. A case study is both the process 

of leaming about the case and the product of our leaming. Case study is not a 

methodological choice. but a choice of object to be studied. Its central purpose is to 

optimize understanding of the case rather than generalize beyond (Stake, 1994: 1995). 

The case organization is a division of a multinational network design and 

engineering company (based in Eastern Ontario, Canada). The main activities of the 

case organization involve the design and development of products for market in the 

telecommunications industry, specifically fiber-optic transmission and optical carrier 

(OC) network hardware and software. As shown in Figure 3 the case organization 

(sometime referred to simply as 'btransmission") is situated as one of several divisions 

within the research and developmeat (R&D) group of the company. The total population 

of the R&D group is approximately 13,000 employees. The company as a whole has a 

total global presence of approximately 75,000 employees operating in over 150 countries 

and territones worldwide. 
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Figure 3. Situation of case organization within the company. 

The case organization consists of approxirnately 8 0  local, full-time technical and 

manapnal personnel. These employees are knowledge workers with professional 

occupational descriptions such as software and hardware designers, engineers, scientisü, 

and other highly skilled managerial, administrative, and technical support staff. As a 

division of the R&D group within the company. a broad range of training, education, and 

development opportmities are available to the general staff from both intemal and 

extemal sources. 

The divisional training function has developed into a fomalized and intemally 

administered program funded anoually through an operations budget. The annual 

hinding level for training staff associated with the program ranged between $300,000 and 

$500,000 (US) during the penod of the smdy. 



The progam itself is bounded within the case organization (see Figure 3). This 

progam consists primarily of policies, procedures, products, and services in the areas of 

training needs assessment, de~i~ddevelopment, instructional deployment. course-level 

evaiuation. and adrmnistrative support. Specific instructional offenngs include a broad 

range of interventions to support essential skills and cornpetencies in the case 

organization. These are developed and deployed as insuuctor-led, self-paced. cornputer- 

based, video. and audio instruction. Many of these have been arranged and organized 

into "training uacks" in major job responsibility areas. During the period of the study 

there was no formal evaluation process in place for the training program as a whole. 

Course evaluation is canied out through informal reviews of individual end-of-course 

satisfaction surveys. 

Annual program staff funding level decisions are generally made on an ad hoc 

bais by the chairrnan of the Transmission Curriculum Cornmittee (TCC). This core 

cornmittee of 12 individuais meets locaily to review the stanis of the training program on 

a quanerly basis. The chairman acrs in consultation with the five training professionals 

and six ather managers from the case organization who also hold responsibilities as 

training program sponsors. These six line managers, who work closely with the training 

staff, specifically represent knowledge development areas penaining to (1) hardware. (2) 

software, (3) verification, (4) adminisaatioo, (5) management, and (6) operations 

training. 

Program decision making is based primarily on input from TCC management 

representatives in the case organization, as well as consultation with training 

professionals from the training provider group. This is a much smaller group consisting 



of training developers and training managers who also provide similar training services to 

other divisions within the R&D grooup (see Fi,ve 3). 

The data and information used for training program staff hinding decisions 

oenerally involves quantitative measures associated with training participants (product 
C 

developers) use of the program. This includes. for example, the number of traininpdays 

delivered. number of registrants. course wait-list numbers, trainee feedback and quality 

system audit data. More subjective influences include general impressions of the 

program sponsors regarding the popularity and effectiveness of the progarn. Appendix 

A contains a detailed description of the program policies and procedures. 

Three distinct training stakeholder groups can be identified in connection with the 

program. These include program sponsors. training participants (trainees), and training 

developers. The population numbers of the three groups Vary widely. Training 

participants comprise the largest relative population at approximatel y 700 individuals. 

Managers in the case oganization (progam sponsors) consists of approximately 100 

individuals at ail levels (managers. senior managers, directors, vice-presidents). Both the 

training participants and training program sponsors are situated within the case 

organïzation. The training group is situated in a division that is separate from the case 

organization. The training division houses 25 local training specialists and training 

managers, five of which are dedicated to the training progam. This number includes the 

training professionals funded by and dedicated to the transmission training program. 

Over the period of the study this included one training manager and four full-time 

training specialists who report to this manager. Although this manager formaily reports 

to a senior manager within the training division, he has a strong "dotted line" 



cornmiunent to the chairman of the TCC. It should be noted that the relationship between 

the training group and the case organization has been historically a good one. Within the 

culture of the larger R&D gooup. this relationship reflects the generally good working 

relationships, steady gowth. and evolution widiin the R&D group as a whole. The 

organizational history and c u l ~ r e  of the case organizarion is descnbed next. 

Organizational Historv and Culture 

The company has a long and interesting history. This is also true of the R&D 

goup in which the case organization is siniared. While a discussion of the histoncal 

roots and evolutioo of the company and R&D group are well beyond the scope of this 

study, this section presents a brief overview and history of training, learning, and culture 

specifically within the case organization. 

The SONET (synchronous opùcal networks) uansmission case organization bas 

irs origins in the mid 1980s. It was onginaily estabiished as specific division widiin the 

R&D organization to focus on the development of fiber optic transmission technology 

and product applications.9 Both the larger R&D group and the transmission division 

(within R&D) were funded through a separate budget which historically averaged 

approximately 15% of the total muai  company budget. Throughout the f i t  half of the 

1990s the total annuai transmission (division) budget exceeded $100 million (US). 

From its inception the culture of the division has largely mirrored that of the 

larger R&D organization. This was characterized by close, informal, working 

arrangements among knowledge worken-engineers and scientists as MSS or members 

Many additionai sources describe the technology and application of fiber optic technology (set. e.g.. 
Winch, 1998). 



of the scientific staff. Beyond the f o m d  professional and acadernic credentiais (e-g., 

university engineering degees. technical certificates, professional engineer certifications) 

brousht or developed by employees, learning was generaily accomplished mostly through 

informal mechanisms related to personal contacts in the job environment or self-initiated 

means (reading, rnembership in professional organizations, project research and 

involvement). 

Since the decade of the 1970s when die R&D goup was formally launched. 

training evolved steadily into a formaiized function. In the early 1990s ( 1992-93) the 

"transmission training program" (described) was fomally established to specifically 

serve transmission employees. In addition to the general nse of training professionalism 

this move was also infiuenced by the growth in popularity of international quality 

standards such as the IS O standards (see li terature review chapter). 

Many of the conswcts and processes described by Huber ( 199 1) can be used to 

describe organizational learning in the case organization. For example, Huber described 

"congenital learning" as a combination of knowledge inherited at the conception of an 

oqanization and that acquired pnor to its birth. The transmission group clearly inherited 

knowledge from the larger R&D group which aiso acquired such knowledge pnor to the 

birth of the transmission division. Without going into undue detail, both the R&D group 

and the transmission division can be described as having engaged in other f o m  of 

organizational knowledge acquisition. These include "experiential" and "vicarious" 

learning. For example, a f o m  of experiential l e d n g  described by Huber involves 

"experimental Ieamùlg". This involves the use of (usually informal) organizational 



experiments as leaniing mechanisms. According to Huber dthough the literature 

contains very few studies of experimentation by organizations: 

An exception to the general lack of empirical snidy of organizational experiments 

is the literature on program evaluation. where in effect a program is an experiment 

even though that is not its purpose. (p. 92) 

Indeed. within the culture of the organization. the uansmission training progarn itself fits 

this description weil. This is so because it was the arnong the first of its kind to be 

formalized and funded as a distinctive training program within the larger R&D group. As 

suggested by Huber. while no sponsoring manager would justify such a program solely as 

an organizational experiment, most progrms usually have an ostensibly rational purpose 

that is formaily stated even though they also bear clear charactenstics as organizational 

expenments. Huber's connection between such expenments and program evaluation is 

most appropnate in the present case. 

Evidence of vicarious iearning or the acquisition of organizational knowledge 

through second-hand expenence also exists in the case organization. According to Huber 

the use of consultants, professional meetings. uade shows. publications. vendors and 

supplien, and professional networks al1 represent means of acquiring corporate 

intelligence through vicarious leaming. Al1 of these means are clearly evident in the case 

organization. Beyond this, the nature of the industry itself is such that vicarious learning 

plays a key role in the evolution of its technologies and product capabilities. 

l0 This evolution roughiy coincides with the pan-industrial rise of training professionaiirm (se, e.g, 
Pepitone, 1935). 



In sum then. rhe case organization cm be said to have stron; leaming culture 

rooted in that of the larger R&D goup. This culture was characterized by more informai 

means and mechanisms of leaming in its earlier years, and more fomal (especially 

training-based) means of late. It is in this organizational culture and context that the 

present study was performed using methods organized into three research phases. These 

are described next. 

Phase 1: Concept b p p i n g  and Pattern Matchhg 

The use and discussion of concept rnapping in evaluaiion practice has been 

steadily growing over the past l j  yrars (Rizzo-Michelin, 1998). Aithough several 

approaches to concept mapping have been developed, the approach detailed by Trochim 

(1989a. 1989b; 1993) was selected for use in the present organizational case study based 

of its well-documented use in evaluation and program planning (Cousins & MacDonald, 

in press 1998: Knox. 19951, training design and evaiuation (Moad, 1995) and its 

suitability for comparing among groups using pattern matching techniques. 

The concept rnapping process selected is often summarized sequentially in terms 

six-steps. These involve (1) preparation. in which the focus for the concept mapping 

project is operationalued, participants determined, and schedule developed; (2) 

brainstorming relative to a locus statement; (3) structuring, in which panicipants 

individually son and rate the statements generated during brainstorming; (4) rnap 

cornpuration, in which the software calculates point and cluster maps; (5) group 

interpretation, of the default rnap computed, and (6) utilization of the results for research 

or problem solving. The following sections describe the irnplementation of this process 

in the context of the study undertaken. 



This research phase addressed the first research question conceming stakeholder 

goup perceptions of training results in the organization. Concept rnapping was used to 

identify stakeholder perceptions of training results using input from three stakeholder 

groups. Pattern matching was used to compare and quanti@ both variations among the 

stakeholder groups in terms of their perceived importance of training results in the 

organization and their perceived importance of these same training results in terms of 

evaiuation. This latter comparison (importance of training result in the organization 

versus its importance in terms of evduation) also provided overlapping data usehil to 

address the second research question. This is discussed further in Chapter 4. 

Sample 

The sample consisted of a total of 39 program stakeholders arranged into three 

equal groups of 13. The typicaily recommended project sample size for concept 

mapping is 15 (Trochm, 1993). In an analysis of 38 concept mapping studies, Trochim 

(1993) found the mean number of participants (statement raten and soners) to be 

between 13 and 14. A total of 20 training providers (developers and managers) were 

randornly selected and invited to participate from the local training division. Of these 13 

agreed to participate throughout the duration of the study. Similarly, 13 (of 20 randody 

selected and invited) training program sponsors (managers in the case organization) also 

agreed to participate. A total of 30 training participants (engineers and designers) were 

randody selected and invited to participate. Of these, 13 agreed to participate fuily 

through the duration of the study. Because random selection was used, the 13 

respondents in each goup were deemed to be demographicaüy representative of their 



respective groups and there was no evidence or reason to believe these respondents 

differed substantiaily from non-respondents in any ~i~gnificant way. 

Instruments and Procedures 

The preliminary concept mapping activity required each mernber of each group to 

generate statements in response to a "focus instruction" regardmg training results. 

Preliminary statement seneration was done individually by each stakeholder group by 

brainstorming. The participant/trainee and uaining provider groups were involved in live 

brainstorming sessions facilitated by the researcher. while the program sponsors 

generated brainstorm statements in writing. These were subrnitted to the researcher by E- 

mail or by intemal rnemo. 

The preliminary concept mapping "focus statement" was a concise instruction 

directed to the group: Generate stutements (short phrases or sentences) that describe 

specific training prograrn results thar worrld contribure to the success of [the 

organization] over the next 12 to 24 rnonrhs. The "focus prompt" is used by respondents 

as a check while generating statements to stay on task. For the focus statement (shown 

above) each brainstormed statement shouid make sense when preceded by the following 

focus prompt: One specific training program result that wodd contribute to the success 

of[the organizarion] over the ne= 12 to 24 months is ... . 

A total of 219 raw response statements (77 participant/trainee; 70 training 

provider; 72 program sponsor) was stored in a database file for editing by the researcher. 

This editing process involved the combination or removai of obvious redundancies, 

clarification of terminology (acronyms, abbreviations, etc.), as  well as checks for spelling 

and gramma.. A fmal set of 100 statements was derived for the subsequent concept 



mapping tasks. The proportionality of the original set of raw statements was preserved so 

that approximately one-third of the 100 statements came from each of the h e e  groups 

(as in the raw set). The final list of statements was then presented to each individual 

(who participated in brainstorming) for sorting and importance rating. 

Intemal mail was used to distribute a package to each concept mappin; 

participant to individually sort and rate the set of 100 statements produced. The sorting 

and rating activity involved sorting cards containing each statement into conceptually 

sirnilar piles (Concept Systems, Inc., 1996b). Once the sorting task was complete each 

statement was rated for its relative importance in terms of both an organizational training 

result and as a training evaluation critenon. This was done by providing two separate 

rating forms and requesting respondents to rate the relative importance of each statement 

i 1) as a training program resuit on the first fom, and (2) as a training progarn evaiuation 

criterion on the second form. The following scale was used for both ratings: 

l=Relatively Unimportant; 2=Somewhat Important: 3=Moderately Important: l=Very 

Important: j=Extremely Important. The precise instructions as well as the statement 

importance rating and ethicsll foms appear in Appendix B. After al1 participants had 

completed and retumed their sorting and rating packages, three separate interpretation 

sessions were scheduled (one session per group). These interpretation sessions are part of 

the concept mapping process. They are discussed in more detail next. 

I Ethical appmval was grmted by the University for the study in the three phases described. This 
approvd is reflected in the Certrflcare of Ethical Approval signed by the ethics comminee chair on April 
18, 1997. 



Analvsis - 
This section descnbes concept mapping and its associated anaipical procedures 

related to pattern matching and bridging calculations. Al1 data were analyzed as a single 

project using the Concept S ystem version 1.7 1 (Concept S ystems, Inc.. 1 996a). Both the 

main statistical procedures (multidimensional scaling and cluster analysis j and the 

application of such specifically in concept mapping have been well-described 

(Anderberg, 1973: Davison, 1983: Eventt. 1980; Kniskal.& Wish. 1979: Trochim. 1989a, 

b; 1993). Rather than reiterate these details here, the following discussion is concemed 

with im~lementinq the Concept System in the context of the study and providing an 

overview of relevant calculations related to pattern matching and bridging calculations. 

A reference code was developed for each project participant to preserve 

confidentiality and improve convenience for analysis. The completed soning data as well 

as the importance rating data from both imporrance rating foms was captured in a single 

project database for analysis. In this way individual maps could be generated for each 

stakeholder group and pattern matches could be performed both within (intra-group) and 

between (intergroup) groups. Also, because every participant supplied pile labels to each 

individual son pile, it was possible to extract concept rnap cluster names (based on the 

top ten best pile labels calculated by cluster centroîd proxirnity). These were used as a 

starting point for live map interpretation by each of the stakeholder groups. 

Three separate concept map interpretation sessions were held to allow each 

stakeholder group to discuss, interpret, and agree on the fmal content of their group's 

respective map. A default six cluster map solution was used as the stariing point for each 

interpretation session. The results of these interpretation sessions produced the fmal 



concept maps (discussed as results in the next chapter). These maps also formed the 

basis for subsequent pattem matching anaiysis. The analysis process associated with 

pattern matchin; is described next. 

Pattern lMatching Analvsis 

In addition to three group-level concept maps. the main anaiysis of this phase 

involved pattern matching across stakeholder groups. Pattern matching is a jenerd 

method that cm use concept mapping information in various ways (see. e.g.. Caracelli. 

1989: Davis. 1989; Marquart. 1989; Trochim. 1985). The Concept System software 

does pattern matching at the map cluster level. Pattern matching allows for the 

combination of any two measures aggreegated at the cluster level to see to what degree the 

measures match or whether they disconnect. By examining such combinations of 

measures, sirnilarities and differences between srakeholder goups c m  be identified. 

According to Trochim ( 1989c: 1990) pattem rnarching is extremely powefil  in its 

implications, particuiarly as a measure of divergence across groups. Pattem matching 

dways involves two patterns. The patterns are based on measurements taken at the 

staternent level. Almost any kind of measure c m  be used, depending on the purpose. For 

the present study, this involved exploration of relationships in stakeholder perceptions of 

the importance of training results in the organization and the importance of these same 

results in terms of evaluation. 

A pattern match itself consists of two elernents. First, there is the visual picture of 

the match. Second, every panern match has a correlation coefficient associated with it. 

The visual picture of the match is shown through a ladder graph which is essentiaily two 

vertical scales (one for each measure) joined by horizontal lines for each cluster, showing 



comparative performance on the two measures. If the match is a perfect one, the lines are 

dl horizontal and the resulting g a p h  resembles a ladder of sorts. Ladder graphs are 

especially usehl for quickly spotting disco~ects  (as negative correlation coefficients) 

between rwo rneasures. 

Three variations of pattem matching have been defined to include outcorne, 

consistency, and consensus type pattem matches (Trochim. 1990, 1996). Of these, only 

consensus pattern matching was used (and will be discussed) in connection with the 

current snidy. Ln a consensus pattern match the theoretical ratings of one group are 

compared with those of another g o u p  as a gauge of agreement or consensus between the 

measures being cornpared visually and quantitatively using correlation values. The 

correlation coefficient associated with each match describes the strength of the 

relationship or match berween the two variables. The correlation ranges between -1 and 

+ 1. Values near O indicate the absence of a match; values close to either pole indicate 

stronger matches. Negative values imply an inverse relationship (when one measure is 

high, the other is low and vice versa). Positive values imply a synchronie relationship 

(high with high and low with low). Together, the ladder g a p h  and correlation descnbe 

the relationship between the patterns of die two rneasures (Concept Systems, 1996a). 

Because pattern matches are done comparing two groups at a thne, the 

cornparison of three groups among each other wouid require three main comparisons. 

Thus program sponsor perceptions were compared separately and respectively with those 

of program providers and participants. Similarly program provider perceptions were 

compared with those of training participants. Such pattem matching combinations 



resulted in a series of correlation coefficients and gaphical ladder diagram comparisons 

which are discussed as results in Chapter 4. 

The two irnponance scales described allowed dl participants to rate each 

statement twice. A total of 21 pattern matches were made to compare both within (intra) 

and between (inter) group perceptions of training program results and training program 

evaluation. Intra-group pattem matches consisted of comparisons of general to training 

program evaluation (TPE) importance. This resulted in three pattem matches, one per 

stakeholder group. There were also 18 intergrooup pattem matches. These consisted 

respectively of six pattern matches (three groups x two matches per group) each for 

general to general importance, general to TPE importance, and TPE to TPE importance. 

The results of these analyses are described in the followinp chapter. The calculation of 

the bridging index is considered next. 

Bridging Analvsis 

A bridging value is computed for each statement and cluster as pan of the concept 

mapping andysis after the concept map is computed. As an index a bndging value 

always ranges from O to 1. The usefulness of the bridging value is that it indicates 

whether a statement was soned with others that are close to it on the map or whether it 

was soned with items that are farther away on the map. This index helps in the 

interpretation of what content is associated with specific areas of the map. For example, 

statements with lower bridging values are better indicators of the meaning of the part of 

the map they are Iocated in than statements with higher bridgining values. 

Bridging can also be computed at the cluster level by taking the average of 

statement bridging indices in the cluster. Clusten with higher bridging values are more 



likely to "bridge" between other clusters on the map. Clusten with low bridging values 

are usudly more cohesive. easier to interpret. and reflect the content well in that part of 

the map. Bridging results for the concept maps produced are furcher discussed in Chapter 

1. The interview methods associated with the phase 2 research are described next. 

Phase 2: Interviews 

In addition to the pattern matches performed in phase 1. interviewing provided the 

principle means for data collection and analysis for the phase 2 research. Beyond its use 

across a wide range of fields and disciplines in the social sciences, this merhod ais0 has 

an emerging history of application specifically for training and group learning relared 

research in technology-based organizations (see. for exarnple. Brown & Duguid. 199 1 ; 

Sacks, 1994: Shayo & Olfman. 1993). 

Purwse 

The main purpose of phase 2 was to address the second research question by 

hirther expioring differences in perceptions about training results and the extent to which 

views about training program evaluation depend on such perceptions. To this end phase 

2 d s o  served to clarify, interpret, and extend the findings from phase 1. This was done 

by obtaining data on individual views about the concept map produced by their 

stakeholder group (individual validation of group results) and then discussing the 

purposes, processes, and consequences of training evaluation. 

Eight participants from each stakeholder group fiom study phase 1 were randornly 

selected and invited to participate in phase 2. Five individu& from each of the three 



stakeholder groups agreed to be interviewed. Individual, private interview sessions were 

scheduled with each member of the h e e  stakeholder groups. Before each interview, 

permission was specifically requesred and obtained to audio tape record the session. 

RealVing that times probably would range and Vary (depending on the lenk@, depth. and 

complexity of any given respondent's reply), each interview was scheduled for 1 hour in 

duration. 

Al1 interviews were conducted on the premises of the case organization by the 

researcher. His affiliation with the case organization is viewed as a methodolo@cal asset 

based on a snared organizationai and progrm experience with the respondents. 

According to Holstein and Gubrium (1995. p. 46), such prior experience ". . .provides 

direction and precedent. connecting the researcher's interest to the respondent's 

experience. bridging the concrete and abstract." This promotes useful common 

awareness that can be referenced 3s a way of linking the respondent's experiential 

location to the researcher's more conceptual issues and questions. 

Instrument 

In view of the second research question, a semistrucnired interview guide was 

developed to facilitate the semistructured interviews. According to Borg and Gall (1989) 

the semistnicnued interview has the advantage of being reasonably objective while still 

permitting a thorough understanding of the respondent's opinions and reasoning behind 

them. The following section presents a more detailed description of the interview ,guide. 



Interview Guide 

A sernismcnired, interview p i d e  was developed and used for the one-on-one 

interviews. Pilot testing of the instrument was done with two individuals from each of 

the three stakeholder groups who did not paticipate in the snidy proper. The pilot testhg 

process involved use of the instrument in mock interview sessions that were combined 

with participant debriefing about quaiity and clarity of the interview questions. Notes 

were taken. reviewed, and used to improve the phrasing and content of the semistnictured 

guide. The instrument was refined and updated based on the pilot tests perfomed. 

The finai interview guide was organized into three main parts. Part L sought to 

corroborate each individual's views about organizational training resulü with those of 

their respective stakeholder group. This was accomplished by showing each respondent 

their group's concept map (generated in phase 1 ). This map depicted a stakeholder 

group-level view of organizational training results. In addition to seeking details related 

to further interpretation. respondents were prompted to describe how well the map 

represented their own personal views about training results. Part 2 of the p i d e  sought 

views and ideas about training program evaluation by inviting respondents to discuss 

their views of the purposes, processes, and consequences of evaluation. Part 3 of the 

instrument was included to funher explore explicit perceptual differences among the 

goups by inquiring about any specific differences perceived. The interview guide is 

contained in Appendix C. 

halvsis 

Al1 interviews were audio taped and transcribed verbatim to enhance descriptive 

validity as discussed by Maxwell (1996). To enhance audio quaLty for accurate 



transcription special care was taken to use high-quality recording equipment. The major 

components of rhis inciuded a good quality muiti-channel recording unir wiùi variable 

tape speed control using two separate microphones with complimentary audio response 

characteristics.12 For redundancy (in case one channel or microphone failed during an 

interview j each microphone was arranged to feed a separate audio channel. This 

equipment performed very well to produce a set of ten. 90-minute cassette tapes 

containing the interview data which was transcribed to text. 

These data were analyzed following Miles and Huberman ( 1994) w ho favor 

deriving a sran list of codes from the conceptual framework and research questions 

,@hg the study pnor to fieldwork. A list of %art codes" was developed correspondmg 

to the research questions within the conceptual framework. The coding list underwent 

several revisions both prior to and during fieldwork. M e r  preliminary anaiysis several 

"add on" and 'pattern" codes were funher developed. In addition to constructing themes 

from the data (Rubin & Rubin, 1995), pattern coding was used to develop tentative 

explanations and relationships among coding categories and e m e r p g  consuucts. Pattern 

codes pull together a lot of material into more meaningful and panimonious units of 

analysis as a son of meta-code. Appendix D contains an expianation of the codes 

develo ped. 

QSR NUD-IST (4.0) software was used to facilitate phase 2 data analyses. This 

application was chosen because it greatly expedites the data storage and rerrieval process 

(see, Richards & Richards, 1994). 

l2 The recorder used was a Fosru, X- 15 Multitrafker. The two microphones were Calrd super-cardioid, 
electret shotgun, and Realisric PZM, surface contact piezoelecmc units. 



Appendix E shows an example of a NUD-IST index tree and command file developed 

for the analysis. Several data displays were consuucted to sumrnarize analysis and 

coding results particularly in reference to the research questions. These displays. 

respectively depicting stakeholder perceptions of training program results and 

stakeholder perceptions of program evaluation. are presented and discussed as interview 

results in Chapter 5 .  

Phase 3: Survev 

Purpose 

The purpose of the srirvey was to corroborate results across phases and 

specificaily to funher address research question two by focusing on the relationship 

between stakeholder views about training progam evaiuation and the training results 

using the two large stakeholder groups. Quantitative methods were viewed as 

particularly usehl to further explore differences among the manager and non-manager 

stakeholder groups as the two relatively large stakeholder populations in the case 

organization. Recognizing that the results of the overall study remain a single case. and 

therefore cannot be generalized beyond the case organization, phase 3 sought to 

complement and generalize (within the case organization) results obtained in the previous 

two phases. 

Sample 

As mentioned, during the period of the study the training participant population 

consisted of approximately 700 engineers, designers, and technicians, while the line 

management population consisted of approximately 100 managers in the case 



oganization. Based on researcher experience with the organization it was known ba t  

managers generally respond to surveys at a proportional rate of three to one relative to 

engineering staff, an appropriate proportional sample was prepared using simple random 

sampling principles (see. eg., Miller. 1994). Also. because training is equally available 

to d l  members of al1 organizational subdivisions, sampling stratification was considered 

but deemed unnecessary. Frorn the organizational population a list of names (each 

accompanied by departmental and job classification information to distinguish managers 

from non-managers) was randomiy selected using the most current intemal employment 

record information available from the company's human resources group. 

Implementation and Response 

Several authors have emphasized the importance of achieving sufficient response 

rates in surveys. For example, Fink (1995a) discussed the problems associated with non- 

response at both the s w e y  and item level. Furthemore, Bourque and Fielder (1995) 

emphasized the importance of the many details of s w e y  preparation and administration. 

They discussed many of these in terms of obtaining a vdid and reliable sample in 

comection with achieving a suficient response rate. This was a panicular concern for 

the present research because the population sampled is very routinely polled and 

surveyed using al1 varieties of techniques (mail. phone, E-mail, web. even live 

solicitation). Hence, extreme care and effort was taken to maximize the response rate of 

this s w e y .  This included careN considerations of details such as questionnaire 

objectives; general length and format; item wording, length, and format; use of clear and 

sufficient instructions and contact information; pilot testing; cover letter; and follow-up 

reminders. 



A total of 415 surveys were mailed via interoffice mail to randomly selecred 

individuals from the case organization population sampling frame consisting of 6 10 

narnes. The list of individuals for the sample was obtained from the host organizations 

human resources database and waç sorted to show the names of regular, full-tirne 

employees with job band classifications five through ten (inclusive). It included a total of 

458 non-managers (bands 5 and 6) and 132 managers (bands 7 dirough 10). This 

population of knowledge workers consists mostly of telecomrnunications engineea. 

progammers. designers, as well as project and line managers. Because 15 individuals 

from the ongininal list were later determined to be invalid because they had left the 

division (or company), or were otherwise unavailable to participate (for example due to 

vacation or leave of absence) a final total of 100 surveys were sent to individuals 

including 100 managers and 300 non-managers. 

An achieved sample of 280 (70% response rate) was obtained consisting of 60 

managers and 220 non-managers. This represents a proportion of 31 % managers and 

7 9 4  non-managers who responded to the survey. CareN random samplin; is credited 

for attaining an achieved sample with demographic proportions closely comparable to 

their respective (total) population proportions. For example, the sampling frarne included 

25% managers and 75% non-managers as determined by job band. 

As shown in Appenàix F survey response was also broken down by the 

expenence level (tirne in company), product development responsibility, and job category 

of the respondents. Nearly half (47%) of ail respondents indicated 1 to 5 years of 

experience in the company followed by 20% who indicated 10 to 20 yean experience. 

Proportionally smaller percentages of respondents indicated 5 to 10 years (14%), less 



than 1 year (144), or over 20 years (5%) of experience respectively. Approximately 

44% of dl respondentô indicated a pnmary affiliation with the OC-192 development 

group. Another 18% identified an affiliation with the OC48 group whde OC42 was 

identified by 14% and OC-3 by 13% of respondents. The category "other" product group 

was indicated by 1 1% of respondents who wrote in affiliation such as TNUI (transport 

node user interface). or various combinations of the OC development groups among 

others. Nearly 90% of respondents indicated job funcùons of either software (60%) or 

hardware (298) as their primary job function. Venfication was indicated by 2 8  and 

captive office by 14 of respondents. Th3 "other" job category was selected by 8 8  of 

respondents and included write-in functions such as "project management". "design field 

support". "customer suppon". "characterization". "program office", and "design 

advisor". Al1 product groups were represented well by both managers and non- 

managers. For exarnple. manager response by product goup ranged from 15% (OC-12) 

to 40% (other). The "other" category included write-in job-roles such as "project 

manager" that correspond to specialized managerial roles. 

Instrument 

A four page questionnaire s w e y  booklet was developed in view of research 

question two and the resuits obtained in the prior two phases. The final concepnial 

cluster thles from phase 1 were used as a staning point to identify six initiai question 

categories for part 1 of the survey regarding perceptions of training results beneficial to 

the organization. These cluster titles reflected several cornmon themes, such as customer 

and employee satisfaction. perceived by both line managers (training sponsors) and non- 



managers (trainees). They were used to derive six distinctive categones for s m e y  part 1 

scale variable construction as discussed in Chapter 6. 

The average limpoaance ratings assigned by each of the two p u p s  to the phase 1 

statements was furdier used to identify training results within each of the six areas 

included in swey part 1. To do this a simple differential was calculated by 

arithmetically subuacting the average uainee ratings from the average sponsor ratings for 

each of the 100 statements. These caiculations (performed using a common spreadsheet 

software application) resulted in a colurnn of 100 difference scores (deltas) each 

correspondin; to a phase 1 statement. A. descending bubble sort was performed on this 

column of differences to identifi rating dissimilarities between the goups.l3 As simple 

differences, these delta values were both positive and negative. A large positive vaiue 

indicated a statement that was rated (on average) higher by the sponsor group relative to 

the trainees. A large negative value indicated the opposite relationship (a difference at or 

close to zero indicated minimal difference). For example, for statement #23 (support key 

performance plan of organization) the sponsor average importance rating (as a training 

resuit) was 4.08 (very important). The average importance for this sarne statement as 

assigned by trainees was 2.77 (somewhat to moderately important). The difference 

between these two averages was 1.3 1 indicating that sponsors generally rated the 

statement higher in average importance relative to trainees. A similar calculation for 

statement #8 (training is integrated with university-industry interaction programs) yields 

a difference of -0.93 indicating that nainees generally considered the statement (training 

result) more important relative to sponsors. In providing an indication of statements rated 



differently by managers and non-managers, this process provided some objective 

guidance to fomulate and balance the representation of the 20 items finally developed 

for part 1 of the survey. A minimum of three items per scale variable were planned. As 

discussed in Chapter 6, five of these variables contained three items whilz the sixth 

variable (on employee satisfaction) contained five items. 

The phase 2 interview ,ouide and results were also employed to fomulate the 

items contained in part 3 of the survey. This survey section focused on respondent 

perceptions related specificzlly to training evaluation. The first three items were 

concemed with respondent perceptions related to the purpose of training evaluation. 

Items 4 through 8 focused on stakeholder involvement. Items 9 through 13 sought to 

capture respondent views about the type of data required for training evaiuation. Items 

14 through 17 were concerned with views related to evaluation reporting audiences. The 

lasr nine items ( 18 through 76) were focused on the consequences of training program 

evaluation especially in terms of conceptual. instrumental. and symbolic uses. Similar to 

the three sections of the semistnictured interview guide developed for phase 2, the 26 

items comprising survey pan 2 sought to capture data related to stakeholder view of the 

purposes. processes, and consequences of training evaluation. 

At the request of the management group that approved deployment of the survey 

ten items (part 3) were also included to measure respondent pneral satisfaction with the 

existing training program. This purpose was mentioned in the cover letter that 

xcompanied the survey. 

l3 Aithough the spreadsheet used to produce the calcuiations is not provided in the thesis. the dam in 
Appendix H can be used to calculate these delta values. 



While the part 3 data was not used for the analyses reported in Chapter 6 the pooled 

analysis of these ten items was made available to respondents as prornised in the cover 

lener. Because by far inost respondents who completed parts 1 and 2 of the survey also 

completed part 3, and because part 3 was physically located on the last page of the survey 

form (just before the demographic section at the end) there was linle conceni (and no 

evidence) that the ten part 3 questions affected responses of the first two sections. 

Techmcdly and frorn an analyticai perspective. the development and analysis 

plan of this instrument was also informed by pnor survey research related to evaluation 

practice. Referencing Cousins. Donuhue. and Bloom. ( 1996) the s a l e  variables were 

constructed as linear combinations of Likert type item sets using the research questions 

and conceptuai framework. As described below in the andysis section. relationships 

among variables were examined using bivariate and multivariate procedures. 

Intercorrelation matrices using Pearson correlation were examined for variable set 

patterns. Stepwise multiple regression was used to account for variation in criterion 

variables and to assess the relative uniqueness and magnitude of contributions by 

predictors. Repeated measures mdtivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used 

to test for differences between groups. 

The questionnaire was developed following general techniques of good survey 

design (see. e.g., Bourque & Fielder, 1995: Fi&, 1995 a,b,c.d; Mangione, 1995; Miller, 

1994; Rodeghier, 1996; Rosenberg, 1968). Realizing that the s w e y  instrument was 

being developed primarily in relation to the research project as a new instniment and, 

therefore, does not enjoy long history to compare certain aspects of reliability and 

validity, these areas were, nevertheless, considered. For example, the instrument's 



stability (test-retest reliability) and dternate-form reliability are obviously not known due 

to its single form and instance of administration. The homogeneity of items and scde 

variables was possible to assess using Cronbach's alpha. This is discussed M e r  in 

Chapter 6. 

The content, face, crirerion, and consuuct validity of the survey were also 

considered, but again the initial administration of the instrument limits extensive 

conclusiveness here. As noted the content for the survey was derived from the 

conceptual frarnework with reference to the literature review performed. Care was taken 

to ensure a high quality and highly readable form to enhance face validity. Due to the 

research nature of the instrument, critenon validity (predictive and concurrent) could not 

be conclusively established. According to Fink (1995a) constmct validity (convergent 

and discriminant) is established expenmentdly to demonstrate that a survey distinguishes 

between people who do and do not have certain charactenstics. This can be 

accomplished in at least two different ways both of which rely upon existing (valid) 

instruments for cornparison or well-developed theory. Again, due to the dearth of 

material available in either of these categories specifically related to the research 

undertaken here, conclusive claims about the constmct validity of the instrument cannot 

be made. Rather, the research project as a whoie might be viewed as a precursory 

contribution to efforts aimed ai developing future versions of the instrument. 

Pilot testing of the instrument was performed by mailing the form to a total of six 

members of the target population who agreed to complete it and provide feedback for 

improvement. These individuds did not participate in the s w e y  proper. Comrnents 

fiom these ùidividuals were used to ensure the appropriate level of language and usage of 



terms understandable to the target population. Face validity was also examined by 

discussing the overall look. readability, time and ease of completion. 

The survey form included two primary data collection sections with a total of 46 

items related to respondent perceptions of general training results (part 1 containing 20 

items) and training program evaiuation (part 2 containing 26 items). A five-point, 

balanced. attitudind scale was used for al1 items (suongly disagree to strongly agree). As 

mentioned the third section was included only to collect parùcipant satisfaction data 

relative ro the current training program. Because they are outside the scope of the present 

snidy, the results of these ten s w e y  questions are not presented or discussed in 

connection with the present study. Similarly, as taken from the fourth and final s w e y  

section. only the demographic data about respondent job classification (i.e., manager or 

non-managr) were used in the current study. 

To maxirnize the accuracy of data entry, the final instrument was produced as a 

scanable form using the software application called Telefonn (version 5.4). This software 

produces s w e y  forms from which data c m  be scanned directly into a nurnber of 

database formats (e.g., SPSS) using a fax machine or flatbed scanner. 

Irn~lernentation and De~lovment 

The s w e y  deployed was both random and anonymous. To encourage 

participation and ameliorate the overd response rate, prenotification of all potential 

respondents was accomplished using standard postcards distxibuted through interoffice 

mail i week before the survey was mailed. Similar postcards were also sent as reminders 

2 weeks aller the s w e y  package was mailed. 



The survey package contained three items includin; (1) a cover letter. (3) the 

questionnaire form. and (3) a self-addressed interoffice mail envelope. A recommended 

r e m  period of 1 week was suggested in the cover letter. To accommodate travel and 

vacations. a total period of 4 weeks was aliowed for responses. The cover letter 

accompanying the s w e y  was drafted by the principle researcher and CO-signed on his 

behalf by the vice president responsible for training in the organization. The vice 

president's signature was used because (unlike that of the researcher) his name was well 

known arnong the yotential respondents within the case organization. Such cover letter 

name farniliarity has been shown to be beneficiai in boosting survey response rates 

(Bourque & Fielder. 1995). The cover letter and complete survey fom are shown in 

Appendix G. 

Analvsis 

The research questions specified and the format of the data were the pnmary 

criteria used to select the general analytical procedures described below. Al1 statistical 

analyses were performed using SPSS for Windows (8.0.0) software. Survey data were 

scanned into SPSS for analysis. In addition to item-level descriptive statistics such as 

number of respondenu, item mean, and standard deviations, several other procedures 

commonly used for survey response anaiysis were also used. 

Using the research framework and results fiom the prior phases, individual survey 

items were grouped together concepniaiIy to calculate a reduced set of scale variables as 

linear combinations of item rating averages. Scale variables corresponding to training 

p r o a m  outcornes, evaluation processes and consequences were computed and tested for 

reliability using Cronbach's Alpha as a coefficient of interna1 consistency. Cronbach's 



Coefficient Alpha (a) is a general form of the Kuder-Richardson (K-R) 20 formula used 

to estirnate the internai consistency of items when they are not scored dichotomousIy 

(Borg & Gall, 1989). 

Program participant (non-management trainees) and management stakeholder 

groups were compared using univariate and multivariate testing procedures such as 

independent t-tests and MANOVA procedures. These procedures allowed for the 

cornparison of stakeholder group scores on scale variables and multiple item sets 

considered to be dependent variables. Further analyses were also used to examine 

relationships between perceived training results and views of training evaluation. These 

included stepwise multiple regression analyses using the scale variables as criterion and 

predictor mesures. 

Factor analysis was also used to explore other pattems in the data. Several other 

relationships among variables were examined using a variety of bivariate and 

multivariate procedures. These included the construction of intercorrelation matrices 

usin; Pearson correlation coefficients to examine patterns among variable sets. as well as 

stepwise multiple regression to account for variation in the critenon (dependent) 

variables and to assess the relative uniqueness and magnitude of contributions by 

predictors. Between groups MANOVA was used to test for differences between manager 

and non-manager stakeholder groups. 

Additionaily, because a substantial volume of written comments fiom both 

managers and non-managers were also obtained, al1 written comments were coded and 

analyzed using QSR NUD-IST (4.0) software. As discussed later, the coding and 

indexing structure for this analysis was derived kom the research questions and 



conceptual frarnework based on written comments from each respective section of the 

questionnaire. The results of these analyses are provided and discussed in Chapter 6. 



Chapter 4 

Phase 1: Concept Mapping and Pattern Matching Results 

As detailed in the previous chapter, the purpose of phase 1 was to address the first 

research question regarding stakeholder perceptions of training results. Training results as 

conceptualized by each stakeholder goup are represented in three corresponding concept maps. 

Each map represents dl 100 statements within the cluster goupings defined and labeled by each 

zroup. These concept maps are presented and discussed in sequence. In addition to generating 
C 

the statements to describe training results. al1 members of each g o u p  also rated the relative 

importance of each result in tems of its generai (organizational), and training progam 

evaluation (TPE) importance. Importance rating dong these dimensions allowed for pattern 

matchmg analyses to be performed both withn and among the goups. The resuits of these 

analyses are presented and discussed in a srparate section. The average ratings for both general 

and TPE importance are shown in the table contained in Appendix 8. 

Individual statement bridging values ranged from 0.00 to 0.93, however, mosr cluster 

bndging averages were 0.5 or Iess. The bndging average for each of the respective concept 

maps was .38 (training providers), -50 (training sponsors), and .51 (trainees). As discussed in 

Chapter 3, this indicates that training providers tended to son statements siightiy more 

consistently as a group relative to the other two stakeholder groups. Although a detailed 

discussion of the calculation and implications of bndging are beyond the scope of this snidy, the 

staternent and cluster level bridging values for a i i  stakeholder maps is provided in Appendix 1. 

Stress values ranged from 2474 to .3045 for the maps and these are also shown in this appendix. 



Providers 

Each of the three groups began their concept rnap interpretation session using a default 

number of six conceptual clusters. The ~a in ing  provider goup conceptualized the results of 

training as an essential product or service for intemal clients. Compared to the other two groups, 

providers interpreted the fewest and concepnially broadest concept map clusters. The training 

provider concept rnap is s h o w  in Figure 4. 

The training provider group defined five conceprual clusters. In order of average general 

importance these are (1) beaefits resulting rrom training (M=3.7?), (2) customer value (M=3.7 1). 

(3) effective training program attributes (M=3.38), (4) employee satisfaction (M=3.34), and ( 5 )  

skills and knowledge (M=3.29). These results ernphasize the benefits and necessity of training in 

terms of achieving the goals of the client organization, particularly in traditional terms of 

producrivity and efficiency. Recognizing that d l  statements descnbe "specific training p r o p m  

results that would contribute to the success of [the organization]" it is notable that the training 

provider goup specifically labeled clusters as "benefits resulting from training" and "effective 

training program attributes" on their map. Among the individual statements ranked highest in 

average importance by this group were (#3) suppon customer's strategic and operational 

objectives (M=4.85). (#73) makes new people productive as  quickly as possible (Mi4.38), (#36) 

better suppon of strategic direction of organization w . 3  l),  and (#Il) training program 

objectives obtained directly from organizational business objectives (M=4.08). In contrast eight 

of the ten statements ranked lowest by this group were related specificdy to employees as 

opposed to sponsoring management. 





Examples include (M2) increase relevant training days per staff (M=2.00), (468) 

employee professional/educationai credentials are better recok@zed (M=2.3 l), (#34) employees 

Say "there's [sicl so many good courses and so Iittle time" instead of "are there any courses 1 

should take?" (M=2.62), ($777) employees look fonvard to training to l e m  something new and 

"neat" (M=2.69). 

In rating the importance of these results in t ems  of TPE, the training provider group had 

a much different view. In sharp contrast to their rankings of the statements in terms of general 

(organizational) importance. training providers rated TPE importance much differently. In order 

of TPE importance, the average cluster ratings were ( 1) effective training program attributes 

&l=3.63), (2) skills and knowledge (M=3 A6), (3) employee satisfaction Mz3.34). benefits 

resuiting from uaining (M=3.25). (5) customer value @l=2.95). These results stand in stark 

contrast to the importance of the same statements as genenl training results. This contrast is 

quantified and depicted graphically as a pattern match within the training provider goup as 

shown in Figure 5. 

A negative cluster-level correlation (r =-.75) between the general and TPE importance 

ratings suggests that while the training provider group tends to view training as an important 

ingredient in benefiting the organizatiowspecially in tenns of conuibuting to customer value 

and s a t i s f a c t i o d e y  do not deem these same results to be simiiarly important in terms of 

training evaluation (TPE). Rather, as the ladder diagram shows, this group views the importance 

of the cluster statements as training resuits inversely compared with rankings of the same cluster 

statements in tems of TPE importance. Included in the "effective training program attributes" 

cluster are those statements strictly referenced to training, teaching. learning, and the integration 

and improvement of such. 





By considering this conceptual cluster to be highrst in TPE importance the training provider 

group seems to view training evaluation as sornewhat paralle1 to the evaluation of their own 

performance in delivenng these results as progam providers. In other words, these critena are 

much more closely tied to progam development and delivery than the other training program 

results. 

Sponsors 

A prominent resuit reflected in the (traininj progam) sponsor group map is training as a 

contributor to profitability thiough custorner satisfaction. This group chose tr, settle on the 

default number of six conceptual clusten for their map. Figure 6 shows the concept map 

produced by the sponsor goup. 

The six clusters ranked in order of average general importance are (1) customer and 

market ( M 4 . 1 2 ) ,  (2) product development (0=3.71). (3) collaboration and knowledp 
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alipvnent (M=3.59), (4) employee development (M=3.50), (5) organizationaVcoporate 

(M=3.46), md (6) training-leaming integration (M=3.02). The top two conceptuai clusters 

emphasize this group's close organizational proximity to the interface between external customer 

and intemal producr development and staffhg priorities. Among the statements ranked highest 

in general importance by this group were (#75) reduced t h e  to market m4.77), (#30) ability to 

meethnticipate customer requirements (M=4.62), (#96) improve ability to turn product 

capabilities into value for the customer &¶=4.46), and (#8 1) attractdretains key employees @est 

& brightest); develops employee loyalty (M=4.46). In contrast, the statements ranked lowest by 

this group included those wbich do not directly or immediately relate training to product 

developrnent or customer satisfaction. 
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3=moderately important 
4=veiy important Employee Development 
5=extremely important (M= 3.50) Training-Learning lntegration 

(M= 3.02) 
Figure 6. Line sponsor group training result importance concept map. 



Examples, include (#8) training is integrated with university-industry interaction progams 

(M=1 .W), (#6) individual leaming style(s) are addressed by optimization of ieaming media 

(M=2.3 l), (#42) increase relevant training days per staff (M=2.38). (#94) employees get 

credit/acknowledamenr/ rewards for their leaming achievements (M=2.62), and (#61) employees 

have increased conuol of their training and knowledge resources (M=2.77). 

Program sponsors tended to rate statements for both general and TPE importance in a 

much more concordant rnanner than training providers. Statements comprising the "customer 

and market" cluster were rated highest in average general and TPE importance (M=3.46). This 

sirnilarity is summarized by a fairly strong positive intra-goup pattern matching correlation 

coefficient (r =.74). .4 particularly notable difference is that, rather than ranking "product 

development" next in importance for TPE. "employee development" (M=3.35) is ranked second 

overall. This result indicates support for management's perception of training evaluation as 

instmmental to develop the employee (at least to the extent required to ensure effective product 

development). This is discussed below more completely in reference to the employee 

(knowledge worker) system of expertise in the organization. 

The participant/trainee concept map is shown in Figure 7. This group produced i h e  most 

highiy-defined map which included nine conceptual clusters. In order of general importance 

these were (1) design quality (M=3.88), (2) customer and market orientation (M=3.68), (3) 

project preparedness (M=3.40), (4) employee satisfaction &f=3.39), (5) people management 

(M=3.38), (6) process awareness (M=3.35), (7) organizational training support &l=3.28), (8) 

business management (M=3.l j), and (9) learning improvement m=3.14). 





The results of this group emphasized the project-driven job perspective of the 

designeddeveloper, panicularly in terms of design, customer. and quality processes. Both of the 

top two clusters contain statements that emphasize the essential role of this group's expertise as 

core knowledge workers in the organization. These results suggest that this group views itself as 

a main vehicle toward achieving many of the organizational results with training acting as a 

catalyst. Individual statements ranked highest as general training progam results in average 

importance were (#8 1) attracrs/retains key empioyees (best & brightest): develops employee 

loyalty (M=4.46), (#29) si,dficant product quality improvements u 4 . 3  1). (W8) less time 

correcting mistakes/fewer recunent problems (M=4.23), and (#75) reduced time to market 

(speed deliverables, reduce des ig  cycle tirnes) (M4.23). Among the statement ranked lowest 

in general importance were those emphasizing more bureaucratic or managerial themes. These 

include (#78) attaui training program cornpliance with standards (M=2.54), (tW3) contribute to 

line management perception of staff project preparedness (M=2.54), (#42) increase relevant 

training days per staff (M=2.62), (#51) faster transition to 90% effectiveness for new managers 

(M=2.69), (#69) obtain "certifieci" special skills (M=2.77). and (#23) support key performance 

plan of organization (M=2.77). 

Panicipantsltrainees also rated the statements for general and TPE importance more 

closely than training providers. Parallel to the general importance ratings, statements in the 

"design quality" cluster were also ranked f ~ s t  in TPE importance (M=3.64). "Project 

preparedness" (M=3.42) and "process awareness" (M=3.25) were next in TPE importance. An 

examination of the statements in these clusten demonstrates that this group values training 

program results in temis of outcornes that contribute directly to and support the employee 

(knowledge worker) system of expertise in the organization. In contrast to the training provider 



group (but similar to the sponsor group), the panicipant/trainee group rated general and TPE 

importance in a fairly analogous marner. The panicipant/uainee intra-group pattem match shows 

a positive correlation =.65) between general and TPE importance. This resulr is particularly 

notable for several reasons. Both stakeholder groups from the customer/client organization 

conceptualized the results of training and the evaluation of such as being much more closely 

aligned in contrat to the training provider goup. Although there were differences in how both 

training customer stakeholder groups viewed training results in tems of their own roles in the 

organization. both of these groups generally expect training to be evaluated in tems of how well 

it helps to deliver diese sarne results. As shown edier, the training provider goup perceived 

much larger differences between general and TPE importance. Both customer groups showed 

much better agreement between how they conceptuaiized general and TPE importance results 

relative to the training provider group as based on the pattem match correlation coefficient 

values. These conuasts and cornparisons are next exarnined more closely across the three 

stakeholder groups using pattern matching analysis. 

Intererou~ Pattern Matchine Results 

As demonsmted, pattem matching techniques were used to explore stakeholder 

differences in perceptions about the importance of training results and training evaluation. A 

total of 21 inter- and intra-group pattem match correlation coefficients was obtained from the 

analyses performed. The 18 intergroup pattem matches compare average cluster importance 

ratings of the initiai group who produced the map with the average importance ratings of the 

same set of statements as assigned by memben of the other groups. Three additional intra-group 

matches compare how each group rated the importance of the same statements in te= of 

training result-versus training evaiuatio&portance. A side-by-side examination of these 



coefficients is useful to reveal and quanti@ variation arnonj the stakeholder goups. Table 4 

presents the pattern match correlation coefficient values for geeneeral (G) and TPE (T) importance 

among dl three stakeholder groups. The ladder diagrams for al1 7 1 pattern matches is shown in 

Appendiv J. 

Compared with the other two stakeholder groups, training providers demonstrated the 

strongest contrasting views regarding the evaluation of training results. Table 4 shows fairly 

good agreement on the generai importance of training results (G-G) arnong dl groups with 

correlations g 1 . 7 3  (with a range of .73 to 90). Positive pattern match correlations were also 

obtained for comparisons of general to TPE importance (G-T) for dl grcups (range 21 to -74) 

except in those comparisons involving the training provider group. The strongest negative 

intrrgroup correlations occurred between the training providers and both other groups in pattem 

matches comparing generai to TPE importance (G-T) and TPE to TPE (T-T) imponance. For 

example. comparing the sponsor general importance ratings (G) to the TPE importance ratings 

(T) assigned by the training provider group, a pattern match correlation of y = -.94 was obtained. 

This same cornparison (G-T) between the panicipant/trainee and training provider groups yields 

a pattern match correlation of y = -.40. An intergroup cornparison between the sponsor and 

training provider groups for TPE importance (T-T) shows a pattern match correlation of g = -.57. 

The oniy negative correlation (r = -28)  obtained between sponsors and participant trainees was 

for TPE importance (T-T). This result demonstrates variation among these two groups 

specifically regarding training evaiuation. The implications of such variation are discussed next. 





Implications 

There were both cornmonalties and differences in the way the groups conceptualized 

training results. Common map features included extemal and intemal aspects of the organization 

associated respectively with the customer and the employee (particuiarly in terms of employee 

satisfaction). Regarding the predictions made (see Table 1), ihere were several statements that 

referred to traditional training results in tems of cost (e.g., statement #3 1-reduced cosr of 

operation intemally, #46-realize increasingly cost effective training). However, no stakeholder 

group or individual statement specifically stated that training should be evaluated in strict 

financial tenns of ROI. Also each stakeholder goup concepnialized these cost-related 

statements quite differently. For example, statement #3 1 about intemal cost reduction was 

conceptualized in the "benefits resuiting fiom training" cluster by the uaining provider group. 

The same statement was concepnialized in the "product development" cluster by the sponsor 

group, and in the "business management" cluster by the participant/trainee group. Radier than 

conceptualize cost reduction as the direct "result" of training, both of the two latter groups 

included the statement in clusters characterizing it more as an indirect result in terms of 

ernergent, rather than traditional, indicators of tmining program results. 

The differences between the group maps tend to relate well to the role of each group in 

the organization. Training providers, although showing strong negative (inter and intra) pattem 

matches for general and TPE importance did show fairly strong positive intergroup pattern 

matches for general importance alone (ail g 2 -73). This c m  be attributed to this group's strong 

alignment with the goals and values of their intemal (management and participant/trainee) 

clients. The general importance of training results was conceptualized by this group in a way 

that both emphasized their involvement in key organizational results and highlighted the value of 



their services as organizational suppon staff. The statement ranked highest overall by this goup 

in general importance was statement # k u p p o n  customer's strategic and operational objectives 

(M4.85). In terms of organizational power dynamics this result fits quite well with Mintzberg's 

( 1983) description of professional support staff tendencies to align with and support what they 

perceive to be the top goals and pnonties of management. 

But, while ostensibly wanting to be perceived as collaborating with other stakeholden to 

help bnng about positive organizational results (via training), the training provider group does 

not seem to favor being seen as exclusively accountable for delivering these results by training 

alone. The (G-T) pattem matches rnenùoned for the training provider goup  are most reveaiing. 

These pattern matches sugpst that training providers would support a more evidence-based and 

less mechan~stic (cause and effect type) training evaluation model. This is ostensibly based on 

the provider goup's more acute ability to recob@ze (particularly relative to the other two 

stakeholder groups) the complexities of "proving" training's conuibuûon in a complex 

oqanizational sening. This result corresponds well to McLinden's (1995) conclusions about 

proof. evidence. and complexity in understanding the impact of training in business: 

Specifically, studies that are designed to focus soleiy on the extent to which interventions 

affect bottom-line indicators ignore the way organizations work. That is, a myriad of 

other effects c m  occur between the intervention and the measurement of an effect on 

fees, profits, customer satisfaction, and other indications. Disentangling the myriad 

variables, isolating and unequivocally proving the single effect due to training, may 

simply not be possible. (p. 15) 

Additional evidence of this can be seen by examining the statement ratings in the map clusters 

and pattem match shown previously in Figure 5. The cluster labeled 44customer value" is a good 



example. This cluster was ranked by the provider group second in overail general importance 

(by only .O1 units less than the top-ranked cluster), yet was ranked lowest overdl in terms of 

TPE importance. An examination of the ciifferences in the individual statement ratings (e-g.. #3. 

#30, #33. M7. #53) in this cluster supports the apparent training provider group belief that 

training contributes t ~ a t h e r  rhan causes-key organizational results. Because training 

providers seem to recognize that causal proof is effectively impossible to obtain regarding 

training's contribution. the same cluster statements chat were rated hi$ (M = 3.7 1) as generally 

important training results were rated much lower (M = 2.95) in terms of TPE. Hence, as 

professional support staff this group recognizes the political importance of aliaging and 

collaborating with their customers but seems to be vulnerable and ever-challenged to produce 

appropriate indicators of training's contributions in doing so. 

As participants in training evaluation, particularly in relation to the other stakeholder 

groups. the sponsor group is key precisely because of its power position in the organization. 

According to McLinden 'The belief is that evaluation involving both those with substantial 

position power and those with close transactional proximity to the training is necessary to 

provide compelling evidence of strenaghs and weaknesses." (p. 13). The sponsors were much 

more consistent in how they rated both generai and TPE importance. By far this group 

considered training resdü in terms of customer and market to be most critical as a general 

training result. In rems of T E  the statement ranked highest in average importance was 

statement #7>rnakes new people productive as quickly as possible (faster ramp-up, e.g., io 

9056 efficiency) (M=4.08). 

This outcome suggests a strong concem with organizationai change a n d h  growth from 

the sponsor perspective. Assuming the need to bring in "new people" is not just to stem normal 



employee mrition. the perceived importance for training to conuibute to the productivity of new 

employees portends a concem with organizational growth-by definition, "new" employees are 

those brought in and added to the population of existing employees. This corresponds well with 

organizational power theory. According to Mintzberg (1983) this group (line managers) invokes 

power and political influence characterized by position power. budgeting discretion. and 

accountability (Le., the system of authority). The needs of the line managers are reflected in two 

different forces; on the one hand. an identification with the CE0 and his goals of survivai and 

growth. especially at higher levels in the hierarchy, and on the other. an attempt to sausfy their 

own drives for autonomy and achievement through the aggrandizement of their own units and 

the balkanization of the overall structure. Both these forces, however, favor expansion of the 

organization at large, and so growth emergesadvertently and inadvertendpas the key goal 

promoted for the organization by the managers of the rniddle line. 

Participants/trainees are the central or line knowledge workers in the organization. This 

g o u p  emphasized the importance of training results and evaluation mostly in ternis of the 

practice of their profession in the organization. Therefore, concepts of design quaiity and project 

preparedness were considered as particularly important. As noted, ths group constitutes the 

professional operaton of the organization. Their power and political ba i s  involves the system 

of expertise. Characterized by a normative reward system and high intrinsic satisfaction, the 

goals of this group involve protection and especially autonomy of the group. Beyond this the 

group would favor enhancement of the prestige and resources of the specialty and professional 

excellence (sometimes in spite of client need) and when client-professional relationships are 

close and personai, support of the organization's mission. As professionals, individuals in this 



group tend to take pleasure in their work and were expected to place a higher relative value on 

TPE indicators related to their own career and professionai growth and job satisfaction. 

Phase 1 Limitations 

Several limitations should be noted. Most of diese limitations involve sarnpling, 

reliability, and validity issues associated with the concept mapping process and methodology 

employed. First. there is a limitation related to a lack of similar empirical studies for 

comparison.14 As noted the concept mapping process typicaily involves 15 or so individuais to 

brainstorm. son. rate. and interpret a single concept ma?. As noted !here have been a good 

number of published studies that have descnbed typical concept mapping projects as single 

group-facilitated sessions: however, none of these used the exact approach adopted for the 

present snidy. For purposes of the present study, a total of 39 individuals organized into three 

groups of 13 each were involved in brainstorming. sorting, rating, and interpreting the concept 

maps. As noted. radier than attempt to gapple with the technical intricacy involved with 

comparing grououp maps produced fiom different statement setsls, the set of brainstonned 

staternents produced by each group individuaily were combined by the researcher into a singe 

set for subsequent structuring by each group. While this approach did allow for the 

snaightforward calculation of the three group rnaps and the calculation of pattern matches, it 

seems intuitively obvious that some relative group emphasis was lost. in other words, it would 

be interesting to compare three concept maps produced by the same stakeholder groups as 

completely independent projects (using separate brainstormed statement sets). This, however, 

l4 Theoreacaüconceptuai studies have only very recently begun ro crnerge. See. tg.. McLinden and Trochim 
(1998). 
l5 A problern wonhy of r r ~ a r c h  in its own right and not yet well discussed in the literature- 



would have to be a qualitative cornparison and would not allow for the calculation of pattern 

matching coefficients. 

A second limitation has to do with sample representativeness and generalizability. Being 

a single case snidy performed at a locaiized site, the sample of individuals involved was 

necessarily restricted. Funherrnore, the total local training provider population was relatively 

small in compaxison to the total populations of the other two groups. Also, because all of these 

populations were organizationally nested within a much larger company, the results obtained in 

the case organization cannot be confidently generalized to the company at large. Beyond this, 

repetition across a larger nurnber of cases would au+ment the results obtained. 

A third limitation concerns the reliability of concept mapping itself. Trochim (1993) has 

noted that the traditional theory of reiiability typically applied in social research does nor fit the 

concept mapping mode1 well because that theory assumes that for each test item there is a correct 

answer that is known a priori. The performance of each individual is measured on each question 

and coded correct or incorrect. Data are typically stored in a rectangular matrix with the rows 

being pesons and the columns test items. In this frame. reliability assessment focuses on the test 

questions or on the total score of the test so bat  the reliability of these can be meaningfuliy 

estixnated. According to Trochim, concept mapping involves a different emphasis dtogether. 

There is no assumed correct answer or correct son. Instead, it is assumed that there may be sorne 

normatively typical arrangement of statements that is reflected imperfectly in the sorts of aii 

members who corne from the same relatively homogeneous (with respect to the construct of 

interest) cultural group. The emphasis in reliability assessment shifis from the item to the 

person. For purposes of reliability assessment, the structure of the data maûix is reversed, with 

persons as the columns and items (or item pairs) as the rows. Reliability assessment focuses on 



the consistency across the assumed relatively homogeneous set of participants. In this sense. it is 

meaningful to speak of the reliability of the sirnilarity matrix or the reliability of the map in 

concept rnapping, but not the reliability of individual statements. 

Phase I Sumrnarv 

In reference to the first research question. this phase has produced evidence of percepual 

variation among stakeholder groups regarding training results and their evaluation. Concept 

mapping and pattem rnatching revealed that. while d l  groups agreed reasonably well about the 

general importance of training results based on pattern match correlations (al1 2 -73). 

progressively larger variation was found in terms of group perceptions related specifically to 

these same results in terms of evaluation (TPE) importance. It was this dimension that showed 

the greatest arnount of difference among the stakeholders. These findings suggest that while al1 

stakeholders seem to agree about training results in the organization. there is much more 

variation in the importance each group ascribes to these same results in tenns of training 

evaluation. While a negative correlation (1 = 4 8 )  was observed describing sponsor versus 

participant views of TPE. the training provider group was most divergent in this respect as 

evidenced by low and negative pattern rnatching correlation coefficients describing the 

importance of both generai and TPE results compared with the other two stakeholder groups. As 

discussed such variation corresponds with and supports characterizations of the stakeholder 

zroups in terms of organizational power theory in view of their respective hinctions, roles. and 
C 

responsibilities. The presence of organizationai politics in training program evaluation was 

supported but requires further exploration. By addressing the second research question related to 

the infiuence of stakeholder perceptions of training results on their views about training 

evaluation, the phase 2 research was particularly useful in further exploring and explaining the 



phase 1 findings. The phase 2 (interviewing) results are presented and discussed in the following 

chapter. 



Chapter 5 

Phase 2: Interview Results 

In view of the phase 1 results described. the interview research was designed in 

specific reference to research question two. To review, the phase 1 investigation 

involved a total of 39 participants in the three stakeholder grououps who constnicted 

concept maps to describe at the group level "specific training p r o g m  results that would 

contribute to the success of [the organization] over the next 12 to 21 months." As 

discussed in the last chapter. although relative homogeneity acros: groups was found in 

t e m  of training program results, greater intergroup variation regarding training program 

evaiuauon was revealed. The most pronounced differences were found regarding training 

program cvaluation between training providers and both training client (sponsor and 

trainee) groups. The present phase of research was designed to au,ment and extend the 

findings obtained in phase 1 by focusing on whether stakeholder views of training 

program evaluation depend on the results they perceive for the progam. 

Most of the interviews were approximately 1 hour in duration; however, they 

ranged overall in duration fiom 0.5 hour to 1.5 hou.  While this 1 hour range at first 

appears extreme. in reaospect it seems reasonable based on the fact that these were single 

instances. The 0.5 hour interview occurred with a relatively new (less than 5 years 

experience) designer who was not very opinionated regarding training (since this was not 

his area of expertise). The 1.5 hour inteniew occuxred with the very opinionated director 

of the training provider group who had nearly 30 years experience with the Company. 



The maximum number of transcribed pages for a single interview was 15 single- 

spaced pages of raw text. The 15 interviews transcnbed to a total of 841 text units (a text 

unit is defined as the srnaIlest portion of a document coded for analysis). The average 

interview was 56 text units in length cD=11.28). As discussed in Chapter 3, dl text was 

coded and analyzed using QSR NUD-IST (4.0) software. 

Background and Dernographics 

Interview participants were familiar with the general background and purpose of 

the interviews from their participion ia the prior concept mapping phase described. As 

nored in Chapter 3 eight interviewees were selecred at random from the list of phase 1 

participants and invited to be interviewed. Five members of each of the three groups 

partïcipated. 

As show in Table 5. al1 three groups had sirnilar demographic representation 

based on age. gender, years in Company. years in current job, and job classification 

(band) level. Only one individual indicated his age to be less than 30 years: seven of the 

individuals indicated theu age in the 30 to 39 year range; four in the 40 CO 49 year range; 

and three in the 50 to 60 year range. Thirteen of the study participants were male and al1 

but one participant indicated being with the firm at least 3 years. Five participants 

indicated more than 10 years with the Company. 



Table 5. Demogaphic Base Data for Interview Sample 

Time in Time in 
Stakeholder Age Gender Company Job Job Band 

Group (years) ( years) Level" 
provider 30 to 34 mde 3 to 4 3 to 4 6 
provider 30 to 34 male 6 to IO 3 to3  7 
provider 30 to 34 male 3 to 4 < 1 7 
provider 40 to 44 female > 10 1 to 2 8 
provider 50 to 54 rnaie > 10 3 to4 9 
sponsor 35 to 39 male > 10 6 to 10 8 
sponsor 35 to 39 male 6 to 10 < 1 7 
sponsor 45 to 49 male > 10 3 to 4 7 
sponsor 45 to 49 male > 10 1 to 2 9 
sponsor 50 to 54 male > 10 6 to 10 IO 
trainee 25 to 39  male 3 to 4 1 to:! 5 
trainee 30 to 34 male 4 to 6 3 to3  6 
trainee 30 to 34 male I to 2 1 to2 5 
trainee 40 to 44 male 3 to 4 3 to4 5 
trainee 55 to 60 femaie I to 2 1 to 2 6 
a 

An intemal human resource designation related to job classification and coinciding with hierarchical 
position in the organization. Bands 7 and above are management-level positions. 



Training Result Perceptions: Concept Map Verification 

This section corresponds to questions contained in the first part of the interview 

guide related to individual views of training program results and concept rnap 

verification. X11 individuals generally agreed with the training program results as 

displayed on their respective group's concept map. Although there was variation across 

the groups in both the number of conceptual clusters, specificity, and cluster Utles. al1 

three stakeholder goups commonly reco,@zed a role for training in contributing to 

customer and employee satisfaction. Several major themes pertaining to training 

program results emcrged for each stakeholder goup. Table 6 contains a summary and 

cornparison of training program resuits by group. These results are presented next. 

Providers 

General individual agreement was evident arnong members of the training 

provider group supponing their group ' s concept map showing training program results 

obtained in phase 1. The following comments are representative of others obtained in 

response to the fust set of interview questions: 

So I think this [concept map] represents my view fairly well in thar it's the 

end goal, the end resuits of training that we are trying to identify, and what 

those might be. 

I think it is as though this map was rny map. 

So 1 agree with that.. ..It really presents everythmg that you need to capture 

with training impact . 



TabIe 6. Slakcholder Perceptions of Training Program Hcsulk 

SrI'AKEHOLI)EK GHOUP 
Providers Spoiisors l'ruiiiees - 

Trüiiiirig obcnefiis rcsriltiiig froi i i  training gciistoiiicr i i i id iiiarkct dcs ig i i  cluiility 
Progrüin mcustoiner value lproduct developiiieiit mciisioiiicr wid iiiürkei orieiitutioii 
Results %ffectivc training progrütii üttribiites mcollühoriiiioii i i i id kiiowlcdgc üligriiiieiit 'pujeci  prepürcdiiess 
Perceived by (optimizcd Icürning inedia, nceds oeriiployce devclopiiieiit mciiiploycc siit isfiictioii 
Grou$ üssessineiit processes; iiieiiior morgi~~iizi~lio~ii~l/cor~~oriric mpcopl~ inüiiiigciiieiit 

developiiietii; training-job iritegruiioii) otraiiiirig-leiiriiiiig iriiegriitioii m j ) ~ ' ~ e ~ ~ ~  iiWiîKllcSS 
oemployee sütisf'iict ion mo~-giiiiiziitioiiüI truii i i i ig support 
l sk i l l s  & kiiowledge ~bi is i i iess iiiuiiiigeiiicrit 

=learniiig i i i~provcii iei it 
lndividuül strong evidence stroiig evidciicc iiioderütely siroiig evideiice 
Agreement 
w i i h  Group 

Major  
Theines 

~ In te r i i n l  training custoiner 
sütisfiiction (sponsors, irainees) 
'Technical training as aii 
orgaiiizat ional iinperaiive 
Verceived prograin worth 
'Demonsirat ing employtx 

"l'raiiiiiig progrüiii results as prerequisites 
to biisiness per for i i ia im 

.Iiitcrrelatioiiship betweeii ciistoiiier aiid 
criiptoyee sniisfiiciioii 

.I<cliitioii of eriiployec profcssioiiiil 
i i ~ i c i  çiireer developiiieiit to einployee 
siii isfirct ioi i  

mlhal i ty o f  trüitiiiig goals i r i  ternis o f  job- .Teiisioii betweeii triiii i irig for (ciii'rciit) 
specific vcrsiis profcssioniil aiid pcrsoriiit job-spccific, i i i id (longer tcr i i i j  
ciiiplayec objectives d~~e lop i i i e i i t i i l  resiilis 

canccpi inap niain cluster iiilcs (desccnding ordcr of avcrngc iiiipor~aiice) for training progr;~iti resulis i is ticlincd hy ciidi st~kclioldcr group 



Similar to members of the other two stakeholder groups (discussed next). program 

providers described training program results in terms of employee and customer 

satisfaction. As discussed later in rhis chapter, however. larger differences were seen in 

how providers viewed the evaluation of training relauve to such results. 

In connection with this it is important to distinguish this group's use of the term 

of "customer" as cornpared with the other two groups. Whereas the program sponsor and 

the trainee groups use the term "customer" to refer to extemal entities in a business sense. 

program providers recoapized û>ese extemal customers but also used the term to refer to 

their intemal training clients (prograrn sponsors and participants). This usage was 

reflected in the emphasis training providen placed on job-specific technical training, and 

by their tendency to use evaluation results as a means to promote training as an essential 

ingredient for extemal customer satisfaction and business success. Consequently. 

members of this g o  &hasized technical vaining as an orpanizationai imperative for 

job productivity, customer, and employee satisfaction as indicated by the following 

comment: 

The relationship in my mind is that training will build skills and howledge. that 

wili result in customer value. At the same time it will result in [employee 

satisfaction] because you are valuing [the employee by investing in them]. So 

you are building [employee] skills and making [employees] more marketable, so 

that will affect [ernployee satisfaction]. As a result of this, the effectiveness of 

[these] skills and knowledge WU have an impact on [the employee's] job. 

Other members of the training provider group likewise described training program results 

in t ems  of extemai customer value achieved through employee productivity and 



satisfaction. As noted, however, this was done in clear reference to also achievin: 

intemal client satisfaction, panicularly in terms of satishing case organization 

management and program sponsors. Views express by mernbers of the sponsor group are 

presented next. 

Sponsors 

Individuals pnerally agreed with the conceptual clusters of training program 

results displayed on the concept map produced by their group as illustrated by the 

following individual sponsor comments: 

Looking at what you've got here nght now. it does resonate [with] what I 

recall from my own set of groupings.. . It's quite aligned with how 1 would 

group things. 

There is nothing that obviously sticks out as rnissing. 1 mean. our focus is 

obviously on customers and market in order to be successful as a Company, so 

anythmg that leads to that has got to be the right thing. 

1 think they [concept rnap results] relate quite closely. cenainiy the concept of 

understanding the customer and the market and where the technology and the 

market and al1 those things are going, that to me is a very important aspect. 

1 think that the weights of these boxes [concept map cluster importance 

stacks] look about right. The right areas have been hit. 

Commenting on training results, sponsors also indicated a recognition of the 

interrelationship and importance of extemal customer and employee results especially in 

the context of product development and organizational and corporate performance. 

Rather than discuss training results solely in traditionai financial or business performance 



terms. however, program sponsors generally focused on training program results as 

prerequisites for such performance. An exarnple is training's role in keeping staff current 

and up-to-date in technology and market directions. The cornments of one program 

sponsor-a manager of a hardware development g r o u p a r e  representative: 

It has corne out in the hardware training needs assessment as well, it is one of the 

recurring themes. Where is the market going? Where is [the case orpization] 

going? How do we make use of the technology? What is happening with data? 

What's happening with IP [intemet protocol]? What is happening with the 

traditional networks. where are they going? So that is definitely very important, 

and unless we know where to go. we won't get there. 

Program sponsors further emphasized uaining-leaming integration in 

distinguishing between training to directiy support an employee in a current job 

assigrnent and training for professional or personal development. Refemng to this 

distinction. sponsors supponed a wide range of training dong a continuum of purely job- 

specific to purely developmentai and persona1 training. The rationaie for this was that 

job-specific training is obviously important in the short term to meet project deiiverables 

for customers, but developmental and personal training was at least as important for the 

longer term growth, satisfaction, and (ultimately) retention of the employee. The 

following sponsor comment illustrates: 

So the employee development, focusing it into those two angles, really helps to 

develop the individu& to what we need them to be. That's something that the 

individual has to recognize too. As managers we can help them by sitting through 

the MFA [annual personnel performance review] process, looking at this kind of 



training and that kind of training. It's both of them. So you can't just think, 

"Well. 1 only want to take a bunch of technical courses." It's much beyond that. 

Such comments demonstrate a rec~~pi t ion of the difference between knowledge and 

skiils imparted and intended to be used immediately on the curent job as training, versus 

those intended for enrichment and growth of the employee as education or development. 

Employee development is seen as particularly important in terms of the general 

satisfaction of those more expenenced employees who have ostensibly learned what is 

required for most entry-level positions. Hence, program providers view training progam 

results strongly in terms of emplovee ski11 and longer-tenn knowledge development and 

expect reciprocd benefits through. for example, improved product development. 

cwomer and employee satisfaction. and overall business performance. As discussed 

next, program participants had similar views but. as employees, they are more tightly 

focused at the project level in tems of product development and their own self-perceived 

training and development needs. 

Participants 

As knowledge workers mostiy in the hardware and software design fields, training 

participants (trainees) also generaily agreed individually with their group's concept map 

as indicated by the following individual comments: 

1 think it's [concept rnap] pretty accurate as far as my understanding and my 

impression of the training organization. As far as my requirements and where 

1 think the training organization shouid go as far as training for a designer at 

my level. 



As I've already indicated, a lot of the rnap goes back to a wish lis t and not 

what the training should be. So it maps it somewhat but not completely. 

I aimost totally agree with that panitioning. Process is something; project 

2reparedness is another thing, which is actually part of the training, and should 

be actually part of the training especially at [the organkation]. 

As mentioned. trainee views of training results were similar to those of program 

sponsors bur at a lower level. Trainees described program results specifically in t e m  of 

their own professional and career development yet aiso recognized a bigger 

organizational picnire involving, fcr example, extemal customer satisfaction, 

organizational. and management issues. The cornrnents of one designer exemplify how 

training supported him ". . .in doing the design well, because you don? work only for 

money [but for] professional improvement which leads to satisfaction". But. while being 

aware of potential benefits of less technical training, trainees placed a higher priority on 

job-specific. technical rather than less technical (soft-skills) knowiedge and skills. The 

following trainee seems aimost apologetic in expressing his priority for such training: 

One thing that 1 do know is that certain aspects iike this [employee satisfaction] 

and people management.. .I haven't taken courses like ''7 Habits of Highly 

Effective People" ... non-technical courses that really contribute to my 

effectiveness as a team player or my growth as a leader in the organization. 

However, they are lower on the totem pole as far as getthg my job done. 

Another designer, who was aiso in the midst of a transition from a non-management 

design role to a design management role, was more emphatic in stating his view that 



trainins should be exclusively onented toward job-specific knowledge and skill 

development: 

I thmk a training program is a very personal thing. We've been training dl our 

lives (i.e., we go through school, we get courses, we read books). and a lot of that 

is done by ourselves. What the training program shouid do here is provide us 

with the basic tools thar are required to get the job done. And har should be it. 

Basically, what we are doing in our field and none of the extra cumcular stuff that 

people want to put in there as a wish list for [employee satisfaction] and stuff. 

This individuai indicated moderately pcsitive support for the participant/trainee group's 

concept map. Although just making the transition into management. his views conuast 

with those of the more expenenced managers (in the program sponsor group presented 

earlier) al1 of whom had been in a managerial role much longer. This penon viewed 

effective training as that which could be shown to directly support job-specific design 

and product development processes. This view echoes other participant comments 

describing a perceived "tension" between immediate, job-specific. and longer-term 

developrnental training program results among participants. Beyond bat. however. t h s  

group generally described program results similarly to program sponsors by 

conceptuaiizing the ultimate results of training in terms of employee and customer 

satisfaction, produc t developmen t, and general organizational performance improvement. 

Looking across the stakeholder groups it is worthwhile to note several points. 

First, because each person interviewed participated in consmicting their respective group 

map, the strong individual support demonstrated is not surprising. Second, al l  groups 



discussed satisfaction of both customers and employees, although there were differences 

in both definition and ernphasis in these areas. Third, both program sponsors and 

participants conceptualized training results predominantiy in ternis of external customer 

satisfaction. Training providea also recognized these extemal customers but were most 

keenly concerned with the satisfaction of their intemal training customers (Le., program 

sponsors and participants). In this sense the program provider group was most directiy 

concerned with interna1 and less directly concerned with external customer satisfaction as 

a program result. Program participants discussed results mostly in terms of developing 

their professional careers and technical knowledge and skills. Program sponsors 

exhibited the most integrated view in discussing the interdependencies of training results 

as a balance of business, customer, and employee performance. 

These results correspond well with those of the previous study phase. In 

reference to the predictions made (see Table I )  the results suggest that rather than 

focusing on training program results directly in the traditional terms indicated, program 

sponsors are interested fust in more emergent resdts (e.g., customer and employee 

satisfaction) as prerequisites to more traditional business results. Program providers 

largely mirrored this view while also emphasizing the role of the training program in 

contributing to both traditional and emergent results. As predicted, trainees emphasized 

largely emergent indicators related to their role and professional growth and 

development. 



Evaluation Result Perceptions 

Stakeholder group views about the purposes. processes, and consequences of 

training program evaluation are presented next. Table 7 surnmarizes and compares these 

views across groups. 

Purposes 

Stakeholders discussed the purpose s for uation in a range of formativ 

sumative. and mixed terms. Progam sponsors described evaluation purposes mostly in 

formative or rnixed fornative-sumnative terms. The following cornments are 

representative: 

1 think that irnprovemenr is a much more positive angle. Judgment is kind of 

saying. "well we expenenced this set of training and now we are going to decide 

whether it is good or bad." It doesn't imply any fonvard movement in tems of 

taking that value judgmenr and doing somediing with it. 

The next step is to detennine ways to improve what we have . . .I mean, yes we 

need training, so we need it. So who cares whether i f s  good, bad. or indifferent, 

just make it better and let's deliver it..  .so 1 think the evduating is contained in the 

determining ways to improve it. 

Trainees, having most direct program exposure at the course level, exhibited a more 

mixed formative-summative view of evaluation purposes: 

1 would defuiitely Say that it is a m.k of both. ... You can't really make a 

suggestion for improvement without cnticizing or judging that one part of it, and 

you can't redy judge it unless you think there is room for improvement 

someplace. 



Table 7. Stakehalder Perceptions of Traiiiirig Prograni Evaluaiion 

Training Program Evalualion 
Group ~urposes - Processes Consequeiices 
Sponsors PPP (strong positive) PPP (strong positive) PPP (strong positive) 

formative sponsors as primary users 
trainees as dala sources 

PP (moderate posltlve) survey data 8 analysis 
mixed report to al1 stakeholders, brief format 

PP (moderate positive) 
NN (moderate negatlve) providers as users for program improvemeni 
summative qualitative data (interview, focus group) 

N (weak negative) 
reporl results uslng web 
NNN (strong negative) 

inst rumenlal ulilizulion 
-improve prograin 

PP (moderate positive) 
symbolic utilizaliori 
-enhance program credibility both above and 
below in the lin0 organization hierarchy 
-encourage program participalion arnong 
employees 

long detailed report 
Trainees PP (moderate positive) PPP (strong positive) PPP (strong posltlve) 

mixed (formative- trainee & sponsor involvement inslrumental ulitizütion 
summative) survey data 8 analysis -assisi ernployee course seleclion 

report to al1 stakehotders, web format -support professional development 
P (weak positive) PP (moderate positive) PP (moderate positive) 
summative (course level provider involvemen! conceptual 
evatualion) NN (moderate negative) -educate provlders to imptove program 

report results using e-mail 
Providers PPP (strong posltlve) PPP (strong posltlve) PPP (strong positive) 

mixed (formative- provider group to initiate and lead evaluaiion instrumental uiiliziition 
summative) sponsors as information sources to frarne evalualion -sustain program 

survey data 4% analysis -civolve program 
PP (moderate posltlve) selective reporting Io al1 stakeholders, brief lormat -secure program f unding 
summatlve PP (moderate positive) -advertise training 

trainees as information sources during evalualion 
qualitative data (interview, focus group) PP (moderate positive) 
P (weak posltlve) symbolic ulilizatioii 
knowledge testing -highlight progrûm success 
seieclive reporling using web -demonsirale program value 
NN (moderate negative) -demonslrate training expertise 
long detailed repoit for a single audience 



1 think it's both. By doing this, you jet a feel of how we feel about the îraining 

program. so maybe you c m  improve what is there already and maybe you can say 

that it is not necessary and introduce somethuig else. 

Although also showing some support for formative and mixed views, training 

providers discussed their view of summative training p r o g m  evaluation in connection 

with their perceived need to demonstrate program worth to sponsors: 

It's to makz the decisions on the investment up front. if you have a limited 

amount of cash to invest. So to improve. very much so. 

Both.. . . [the progam] has to have a benefit. What is it worth to the organization? 

That's a judagnent. So we are spending that much money on investing in your 

people for a reason. You need to know what that reason is. At the same Ume, how 

we c m  make it better. So you use it also to make it better.. . .So judg and improve 

based on the evaluation. 

The coding of stakeholder views of evaluation purposes in formative and summative 

terms facilitated the further exploration of stakeholder reasoning behind these views. 

particularly as related to the training program results described for each group. 

The predicted relationships summarized (see Table 2) were o d y  partiaily supported. 

Program sponsors, viewing training as a necessary organizational function (or perhaps a 

sunken cost in econornic terms) tended CO describe evaluation in more formative tenns 

emphasizing program improvement. In correspondence with this group's perceptions of 

program results in emergent texms (as a prenquisite to traditional results as described) 

this group demonstrated a basic assumption that program must be maintained (at some 



level). Given chis cornmitment to sustaining the program, formative evaluation for 

improvement represents a most logical perspective. 

Trainees, as direct program consumers with a somewhat narrower focus than 

sponsors. descnbed overall progam evaiuation purposes in generally formative rems as 

predicted. This grooup also, however, tended to discuss specifically course-level 

evaluation in largely summative ternis. This is explained by this groups high level of 

familiarity and experïence with typical end of course evaluation forrns. which are 

generally more summative (Le., did the course accomplish its stated objectives). 

Also as predicted, program providers described formative purposes but also 

emphasized more summative views to demonstrate program worth to sponsors for 

funding and budget decisions. The summative aspect of this group's perceptions can be 

furdier qualified by noting their particular interest in favorable summative results. namely 

those that cm be used as evidence of program effectiveness as a basis of continued 

program growth. 

Processes 

Variations in group views of evaluation processes reflect each group's views of 

both the purposes and consequences of evaluation as well as the resuits of training 

specified by each gxoup. Program evaluation processes are divided into the three 

categones of (1) planning and involvement (2) data collection and analysis, and (3) 

dissemination of resdts. 



Planning and involvement. 

Multiple stakeholder involvement was generally favored across the groups. Progarn 

sponsors expressed an interest in diverse involvement. In describing who should be 

involved they stated: 

The participants. [and]. . . . managers [as] the people in the organization who are 

responsible for moving its capability fonvard. The people who deliver the 

training, in order to evolve a training event to make ir better next time. 

The icdividuals themselves.. .the individual's manager.. .But the other ones could 

be catalysts for it. like the peuple who give the training have to respond to it in 

some way, improve it. 

The people who take the training.. . . Then of course, the training people from a 

"How do 1 best deliver it?" point of view. 

To a large extent this grooup views t5e participants as the main program consumers 

seeing themselves (as management) primary evaluation usen acting on behalf of training 

participants as their employees. Members of this group consistentiy rnentioned the 

involvement of both trainees and sponsors. While there was also mention of program 

provider involvement this was more indirect and in some cases included suggestions to 

include other groups as well such as technical subject matter and evaluation experts: 

There could be another independent group of individuals who can provide input 

on what constitutes effective training. People who have enough knowledge of 

training techniques and training approaches to be able to advise the people who 

are trying to evolve the training as to what works and what doesn't, benchmarkhg 

if you me. 



While one member of the training participant group stated that the evaluation 

process should include "The people being trained, the people who send people to be 

trained. and also the people providing the training, because al1 three are interrelated", as a 

eroup, training participants discussed evaluation planning and involvement in terrns of 
C 

themselves. program sponsors, and to a lesser degree program providers. Members of 

this group. as the main program consumers, see themselves mostly as information and 

data sources dunng the evaluation. This agrees with the program sponsor view 

described. Trainees view themselves and their management as most relevant in the 

evaluation process. In ope exception a designer expressed a lack of confidence in 

management in the evaluation process by stating "1 don't have much of an idea of how 

the managers are evaluating the training process." A different designer fiatiy stated that 

training program providers need not be involved. The latter respondent indicated that 

highly experienced management (at least 10 years of expenence) would be in the best 

position to undenake such commitments. As a recently promoted manager this panicular 

individual was highly opinionated in his belief that management by cornmittee just 

doesn't work and in expressing his perception of a need to take charge (ostensibly 

through some form of heroic leadership). 

In contrast to the previous wo groups, training providers view themselves as the 

main group to plan and execute the evaluation. While widely discussing a need to 

involve al1 stakeholders, this group saw evaluation both as a means of promoting their 

main service (training) as weil as a potential way to offer a new and related service 

(evaluation) to intemal organizational customers. An experienced senior training 

manager suggested that the program evaluation prccess should be the exclusive domain 



of the training provider group and linked closely ro existing training needs assessrnent 

services currently offered. In discussing evaluation planning and execution another 

training provider stated ''1 think that the training specialists have to dnve it, absolutely." 

.4 main theme in this group's cornments concepnializes program sponsors as important 

information sources to specify the purpose. scope. and focus of the evaluation with 

trainees (participants) acting mainly as data sources in terms of the requirements 

specified by sponsors: 

I wouldn't want it to be left to me to try to tell them [program sponsors] what is 

going to be the benefit of this, 1 would like them to be able to work with me and 

decide. If [progam sponsors] c m  tell me up fiont [what the goals of the program 

are] then we'll measure this.. .and corne up with a way that we' re both going to 

believe what we find out. So, number one, the sponsor has to decide with you. 

The sponsors and obviously the consumers [uainees] of it are going to be integral 

in making that decision, but 1 think the sponsor has to be the one to give you that 

end result. If [in the sponsor's view positive results are achieved] rhen you 

[provider] have done your job. 

Data coUection and analysis. 

Moderate variation was found regarding progam data collection and analysis. 

Program sponsors and participants were closely digned in their views. Even while 

recobûniWng (or perhaps because of) the pervasiveness of traditional questionnaires, al1 

groups generally emphasized s w e y s  of the trainee population as foundational. The 

following sponsor comment is illustrathe: 



I diink s w e y  foms are quite effective [although] there is a danger of being 

surveyed to death. But if it is a f o m  that cm be fded  in quite quickly and with 

slcillfully designed questions and multiple choice answers [and] if the words are 

phrased correcdy and it can very easily key into potenûal answers that people will 

want to give, then it is quite an effective way to collect data quickly and 

efficiently. 

In addition to survey techniques. there was also a general reco,g.ition of 

complementary or alternate methods such as interviews and focus groups. After 

reflecting on some of the problems he perceived in using survey data exclusively. a 

training progam participant made the followin, = comment: 

Maybe a mixture of a survey and group discussions .... You would have a focus 

goup of people that would be able to talk to each other, brainstorm. and send 

feedback directed to a specifîc area. 1 would capture that and then send it back as 

pan of the evaluation. 

Similarly, a progarn sponsor expressed his openness to alternative methods by 

cornmenting 

... if it involves a large group andior it's very critical, then probably the focus 

group type of approach cornes into play there, because you are going to get more 

insight by having a group discussion than you are just asking people 

independently of each other to ffl in a form. 

W e  there was a generd sense in both the program sponsor and participant groups that 

"evaluation data collection and analysis is not my snength or specialty" training program 

providers were much more cornfortable discussing such. In addition to generaily 



menûoning s w e y  techniques, this goup  favored data that produced what they viewed as 

hard evidence. such as test scores, to show training effectiveness: 

A questionnaire to a sample will work [but] I diink rhat we've got to increase the 

amount of testing that we do, especiaily with the volume of people that seem to 

corne into line groups ... You've got to be able to competendy Say someone c m  do 

something .... and die value of that shows the sponsor that we're addressing the 

training that they need. 

This perspective is also related to program provider views that they should "dnve" 

evaiuation planning and impiementation to produce evidence of program effectiveness 

for their interna1 customers. 

Dissemination of results. 

A l  groups generally favored reporting program evaiuation results to dl 

stakeholders. Program sponsors al1 mentioned themselves as evaluation resulr recipients. 

As a whole this group indicated that evaluation results should be shared and made 

generally available: 

... report the results to somebody who cm actually take the action to do 

improvement, and two. we'd also want to report the results to the sponsors of the 

whole training program .... The third audience wouid be the population at large. 

They need to know what has changed, what is new, and what is improved. 

Another clear theme among this group was an aversion for large, especially paper, 

training program evaluation reports. Alternatives mentioned included web-based 

summaries and live presentation: 



So typically web pages where information about courses is available.. ..I think the 

last thing that [sponsors] need is a 10 page, closely type wrinen report goin; into 

a lot of detait. 

One senior line manager mentioned the use of a modified spreadsheet involvin; the 

display of training results using an integrated project "dashboard." This would allow 

managers to monitor several key project statu variables at a glance: 

There has been this business of dashboards and this division is working on its 

own. There are some very interesting concepts around the dashboard analon 

where you don? have to have really complex indicators. It could be you have a 

needle basically that ssays this is the number you are at, and you have a green zone 

and a red zone, and if it is son of in the red zone (and the red zone has been 

defined by what the organization would feel as uncomfonably low and heading 

for trouble) then it is just simply an indicator to ask the question. it's not rneant to 

tell you necessarily [how to bel that rnuch more effective. ir's a sign of trouble 

and if you don? do something then maybe you are going to have a total 

breakdown. But very simple analogies like a car's dashboard with idiot lights 

aimost. for example. "you're out of oil" type lights. Those kinds of concepts can 

be just the right jogs for the memory of the managers to look at it. And it's got to 

be sort of visible to hem without them having to go and look for it, because they 

won't go. It's got to be as part of an overall organizational indicator. So part of 

the overall console would have a little corner of it that has training, and maybe 

trainhg effectiveness wouid be a separate instrument, aad it's not on the 

dashboard yet, because we haven't invented how we are going to measure yet, but 



at least on the consumption indicators you could Say, "it looks okay" or "it's not 

okay." And it can let the cxecutives start asking questions. So it's sort of like, 

"what does it mean to me that I've got 9.3 days?" Is that p o d  or is that bad? It's 

son of like, what are you trying to present the information to me for? What is the 

purpose? So if the manager is looking at and he's got some son of parameter 

range that says, "for my team this is the size of the eye of the needle." If it's in 

there. no problem, if you are outside of it we've got a problem. That 's pretty 

much al1 they need, because they just want to make a quick view and say, T m  

okay" or "I'm not okay." "If I'm okay, I'm not going to take any further action." 

So that's son of it at the highest level of abstraction. 

Particularly corning from a senior line manager. these comments emphasize a view that 

sees training as one of many factors considered important to project success. Further 

information about the dashboard concept referred to by this manager are contained in 

Appendix K. 

Trainees were more indifferent in their responses about the details of evaluation 

reponing. This group generally views ail three stakeholder groups as legitimate 

recipients of evaluation results but sees program sponsors as primary users of evaluation. 

In stating that results shouid be reported 'To the people who provide and will decide the 

future of the training program" one trainee implied a belief that trainees individually or 

collectively generiy did not have much to do with deciding the future of the program. 

This group further favored use of the interna1 organizational intranet (web) for as a meam 

to disseminate program evaluation results. Two individuah aiso mentioaed rheir dislike 

for E-mail as a reporting method, whiie one individual suggested that, in spite of aU 



formalized reporting methods. training evaluation information flows among employees 

through infornial interpersonal networks. This is particularly m e  of informai cornrnents 

about courses as a way to share usehl selection advice among coworkers. 

Training providers superficially favored the widely shared dissemination of 

evaluation results as indicated by the comment of a training manager "1 f d y  believe 

that every person who contributed to the study should be given the opportunity to see the 

end results." But it was also clear that this group perceived themselves as the main 

owners of evaluation results and favored selective dissemination and control of reporting 

as indicated by the comrnents of two different training managers: 

[Progarn evaluation repoxtinp] would depend on what you are reporting and 

what parts of the data you are reporting.. .it will probably have to be reported 

many different ways to different audiences and probably at differenr urnes. 

1 am a service provider and my opinions are totally different when it cornes to 

deaiing with training fiom the person who is payin; the money. 

Correspondhg to such views, this group did not support the use of a single, formal 

evaluation report document to be distributed to al1 stakeholders but instead suggested a 

range of tailored reponing means inciuding the selective placement of information on an 

intemal corporate web site, live presentation to sponsors as program funding decision 

makers, and E-mail formats. 

As mentioned, stakeholder views of evaluation processes also correspond with 

and refiect each group's view of the purposes and consequences of evaluation. Emerging 

variation among the groups based on their respective views of training program resuits 

revolved largely around organizational results perceived as priorities for exarnpie, 



customer satisfaction by each of the groups. These are funher described in terms of 

evaluation consequences described next. 

Consequences 

Stakeholder views of evaluation consequences ranjed from using evaluation 

results for rational program decision making to mostly political purposes. In the context 

of the frarnework used such consequences are described as instrumental. conceptual, and 

symbolic perceptions of utilization. Some evidence of process use was also found in 

terms of learning that occurred in study participants as a direct result of their participation 

in the study. 

Progam sponsors described largely insuumental and symbolic foms of utilization. 

Instrumentai utilization patterns were descnbed in t ems  of program success and 

improvement: 

The end result [of evaluation would be a] successful training 

progra m... everybody is able to leam the things they feel are important and as a 

result of that we do the right things. 

The consequence of it is that people would put some credibility into the training, 

that if 1 invest and send my employee to this training that he is going to be better 

for it, you need to build confidence up. Show that there is change there and 

adaptation, constant, continuous improvement taking place, monitoring yourselves, 

and trying to make things berter. Just so you realize that the courses are not 

stagnant.. . it would lead to an improvement. 

In addition to instrumental utilization for program improvement, the last comment 

additionaily indicates a symbolic fom of utiiization based on the intent to use evaluation 



to "build confidence up" and "show that there is a change". Symbolic utilization is 

illustrated by comments describing evaluation to demonstrate program credibiiity to 

groups and individuals both above and below in the line organization hierarchy. These 

include comments about showing senior and executive management that something is 

being done to evaluate and improve the program as well as  using evaluation to 

demonstrate the benefits of engaghg in progam training to employees. One program 

sponsor cornrnented: 

. ..a consequence of the training program evaluation process would be that 

[executive management] would feel cornfortable that somediing is in place that 

would raise a flag when necessary but not kind of put it in their face al1 the time 

when not necessary. 

Such a comment underscores a clearly symbolic intention. 

In addition to instrumental. conceptual. and symbolic forms of utilization. there 

was also some evidence of process use displayed by all three stakeholder goups. This 

was demonsuated by leaming that resulted as a result of engaging in the snidy. For 

example. as became clear (from the wrinen comments obtained on the phase 3 s w e y )  

most individuais in the case organization are generally not familiar with the field of 

evaluation. They are panicularly not familiar with stakeholder-based evaluation. 

However. individuals in ail three stakeholder groups indicated by theû comments some 

leaming specifically about stakeholder-based evaluation. For example, a program 

sponsor commented: 

1 would expect some difference between the stakehoiders. but not significantly. 

The training providers would want to get lots of data because that's 



very close to what they do, that's where their srakeholder interest is. 

In brief. individuals who probably had not deeply considered stakeholder-based 

evaluation approaches had begun to use its terrninology simply by panicipating in the 

study. 

Trainees were mostly concemed with using program evaluation for program 

improvement at the course level. As the group with the least accountability for program 

evaluation results, rather than discuss consequences in terms of symbolic utilization. this 

group described utilization in strongly instrumental and moderately conceptual rems. 

We will see an improvement in the quality of training being provided to 

designers and the quality of work coming out of the design groups. I'm 

focusing specifically on design because diat's where 1 work. but I think that 

extends very well into other areas as well. 

Eventually 1 think that the vaining will be more suited to the needs of workers 

and to the needs of the [corporate division]. Because the existing courses will 

be evaluated and necessary actions will be taken, so this will satisfy the 

workers and the people who are taking the courses. 

This group was most concemed with using evaluation to improve the program to better 

meet their perceived needs. In addition, various members of this group aiso exhibited an 

emerging awareness of stakeholder-based principles. The foilowing trainee comment 

illustrates: 

So there is defdtely the customer and supplier relationship happening in terms of 

how the different stakeholders would tend to evaiuate or look upon the training 

organization . 



Such a comment obviously demonstrates some increased awareness of stakeholder 

evaluation in this software designer. 

Of the three stakeholder groups, program providers were by far the most opinionated 

descnbing program evaluation consequences in strongiy instrumental and symbolic 

tems. Key instrumental consequences that were indicated involved improvin; the 

current progam through slow. steady evolution and highlighting positive program results 

as "advertising" to assure and stimulate intemal training business: 

If the evaiuation is effective, we'll find that a cumculum evolves. So rnethods of 

media changes, the frequency of delivery changes, the modularity of training 

changes. So there is always some son of movement. Things somewhat change 

[and are] not just constant. 

In a nutshell. the training will be hopefully revarnped when 1 say revarnped 1 

don't mean a huge change, but even if it is a minor change and kept updated if it is 

done on a yearly basis. 

[Evaluation results should be used mainly] for reco,@tion, for advertising. If we 

do a good job evaluating training then we can make the training bener and 

better.. ..So it will lead to changes in improvement to the course marketing you can 

get more people corning in. 

As implied in the last comment, symbolic uses center around showing program value to 

intemal customers. In addition to using evaluation instrumentdy to improve the 

prograrn training providers also continuously ernphasize symbolic uses aimed at 

reinforcing their organizational importance through their affiliation with the prograrn. 

Such results correspond weil with, and to some degree explain, the muted and varied 



views of this goup  relative to the other two stakeholder groups. As professionai 

instructional developers and managers of such functions. this group is obviously 

committed to improving their products and services based on formative modes of 

evaluation. However. as suppon staff outside the technical core. this group is also 

vulnerable to intemal training program budget decisions, outsourcing, and large-scale 

organizational restructuring. Some implications of these results are discussed nexr in the 

context of the variation found across ail stakeholders. 

Irnplica tions 

Table 8 summarizes stakeholder group views of training program results in 

relation to each group's view of training evaluation. In addressing the research questions 

this smdy has produced evidence to suppon that stakeholder views about training 

evaluation do at least partly depend on the organizational results they perceive for the 

program. 

In relation to current research, the results of this research phase have helped to 

clarify previous findings. Phase I pattern rnatching correlations revealed substantive 

variation in the importance training providen ascribed to training program results as 

evaiuation criteria particularly relative to the other two stakeholder groups. While 

aligning closely with these groups on the organizationai results of training in t ems  of 

operational goals (e-g., as a major contributor to extemal customer satisfaction), training 

providen differentiaily increased their importance rankings of statements specifjmg what 

they labeled "effective training program attributes." 





Staternents ranked highest in this cluster described training program results that fell under 

the direct control ancilor expertise of training specialists (e.g., seiection of learning media; 

training needs assessrnent ; teachedmentor development: training-job learning 

integration). In conuast program sponsors and participants ranked the importance of 

statements much more consistently 3s both resuits and evaluation criteria for training. 

In revisiting the partial variation resuit mentioned. in which stakeholder views 

were found to depend only partly on the results they perceived for the program, the 

question &ses about other major sources of variation. The multiple-constituency and 

organizational power framework employed provides a useful heuristic. While each 

stakeholder grooup's view of program evaluation c m  be seen as somewhat dependent on 

the results the group perceives for the progam. the overall program evaluation views of 

die training provider group are most remarkable. Specifically, in conuast to the other two 

(non-training) stakeholder groups. provider views of program evaluation are most 

consistent whrn this goup is viewed as (1) the group with the most at stake with the 

program (in terms of their vulnerability relative to funding and budget cuts), and (2) the 

group extemal to the core function of the organization, in contrast to the two other two 

stakeholder groups. 

From an organizational power perspective both non-training (line) groups operate 

within the central core of the intemal coalition as described by Mintzberg (1983). As 

such these two groups are much more "organizationally-interdependent" in theû needs to 

develop products and satisQ extemal customers. Intemaily these groups are 

interdependent in that line management must be sensitive to the attraction and satisfaction 

of the highly skilled icnowledge workers composing the trainee population, while these 



same knowledge workers have interna1 performance incentives ( m u a i  personal 

performance review tied to. e-g., rewards and compensation) related to project parameters 

of schedule and design quality. 

Training program providers, on the other hand. are more dxiven by intemal 

customer satisfaction. especiaily in terms of program sponsor satisfaction related to 

progarn sustaining in terms of funding and budgeting decisions. Concem with uainee 

satisfaction is important but secondary. Program providers are inclined to use training 

program evaluation instrumentally and symbolicaily ro highlight their program's role in 

attaining organizational gcds by sustaining and gradually evolving the program. As non- 

line support staff training providers demonstrate hybridized characteristics of what 

Mintzberg rems anaiysts of the technostnicture and professional suppon staff: 

. . . because of the nature of their professionalism. their work, their staff status. and 

their need for operationai goals to prove the worth of their systems. the 

analysts.. . favor as goals, professional excellence. perperual but moderate and 

well-reaplated change in the organization.. . .Compared with the analysts, the 

professional support staffers are not wedded to andysis per se. but rather to its 

application in some specialized branch of expertise. [AIso] they work in srnall, 

kactionated groups offering rather vulnerable services to the organization (since 

these can usually be bought extemally), it is in their interest not to pressure for 

autonomy but rather the reverse-to encourage their involvernent in decision 

processes. (pp. 137- 1 38) 



Viewed this way, training providers favor aspects of evaluation that are instrumental in 

emphasizing training's-and hence their O-ontribution to the operational goals of 

line mana, mement. 

The influence of power and politics in both general organizational life and 

specifically in program evduation have been noted. In stating that the power of 

organizacional actors is fundamentally detennined by (1) the importance of what they do 

in the organization. and (2) their skill in doing it. Pfeffer ( 198 1 ) asserts that power 

differences are both smcturally determined and inevitable in large organizations. 

According to Weiss (1987. p. 19) 'The politics of program survival is m ancient and 

important art." While originally presenting her ideas 25 years ago in reference to large. 

federally-funded social programs, this study has produced evidence to substantiate a 

similar conception of large, pnvately-funded. training progams. 

Phase 1 Limitations 

Three main study limitations are described. A positive aspect of al1 three 

limitations. however, is that each represents an oppominity for further research and is 

recognized as such. Fint, as a single organization case study, the generalizability of the 

results is necessarily limited. Repetition of the approach and methodology in similar 

organizations would add strength to any "'petite generalizations" (Stake, 1995, p. 7) 

begun here. Second, while the literature supporting the elements of the conceptual 

framework employed is fairly welI developed, there is a clear deanh of specific empirical 

work on stakeholder-based training program evaluation referencing this framework. 

Beyoad the scarce empixicdy-based work cited earlier (Brown, 1994) there is little in the 

current literature to ailow a cornparison of resuits. Third, because two of the three 



stakeholder groups studied namely training sponsors (as line management) and training 

participants (as non-management employees) constitue relatively large populations in the 

case oganizaiion and because they exhibited relatively consistent but not identical views, 

funher quantitative investigation couid lead to a more complere understanding of 

stakeholder variation between these two particuiar stakeholder goups. Perceptual 

cornparison among program sponsors and uainees could be accomplished, for example. 

through quantitative survey methods. This type of further investigation would also help 

to trianadate and pneraiize the findings. 

Phase 2 Summarv 

In view of the second question posed, the interview research performed in phase 2 

produced evidence that stakeholder group views about training program evaluation do 

depend in pan on the organizational results these groups perceive for the program. 

hterviewing and qualitative analysis was used to snidy goup perceptions of the 

purposes, process, and consequences of evaluation in term of the training program results 

perceived by these goups. A total of 15 members from three organizational stakeholder 

groups, includmg training program (1) providers, (2) sponsors, and (3) 

panicipants/trainees, were interviewed. While al1 stakeholder groups commonly 

identified severai categones of orgaaizational training program results, for example, 

customer and employee satisfaction, each group placed a varying emphasis on these as 

training program results. This varied ernphasis was shown to influence group views of 

training program evaluation. 

Stakeholder group views of training program evaluation were also found to be 

related to each group's role in relation to the program. This effect was found to be most 



pronounced in the training provider stakeholder group. As the stakeholder group with 

the most immediate stake in the program, training provider views of training evaluation 

were found to most infiuenced in their organization role as suppon staff. hoviders 

perceived training evaluation more in tems of intemal client satisfaction to demonstrate 

program value as a means to sustain and grow the program based on sponsor funding 

decisions. In contrast, a closer and organizationally more interdependent relationship 

was suggested between sponsors and uainees. Their relatively similar views of training 

program results were more consistent with their views of the purposes, processes. and 

consequences of evaluation, however, some variation was also found in the emphasis 

each of these group placed on evaluation. Program sponsors exhibited keen interest in 

training program evaiuation in terms of business and customer satisfaction. Program 

participants recognized these but funher emphasized their own professional career 

developrnent. These perceptual variations were explored M e r  using the survey 

techniques and quantitative methods discussed in the next chapter. 



Chapter 6 

Phase 3: Quantitative Survey Results 

This chapter describes the survey results obtained. The purpose of the survey was 

to further address research question two regarding stakeholder views of training 

evaluation in relation to their perceptions of training results. The survey involved 

managers (sponsors) and non-managers (trainees) in the case organization. As discussed 

in Chapter 3. the local population of training providers was too small (relative to the size 

of the other groups) to iriclude in the survey. 

As described in detail below. the centrai analyses performed here were concemed 

with the relationship between three predictor variables developed to describe stakeholder 

perceptions of training results and five cntenon variables developed to describe 

stakeholder perceptions of training evduation. The three predictor variables developed 

described training results in tenns of customer satisfaction, product development. and 

employee satisfaction. The five critenon variables denved described training evaluation 

in terms of evaluation purposes, data collection, participation and involvement, 

instrumental-conceptuai use, and symbolic evaluation use. 

Beyond several marginal differences revealed between the groups regarding their 

respective perceptions of training results and training evaluation, the key concem relative 

to research question two is which (if any) of the predictor variables (training results) are 

related to the cntenon variables descnbing stakeholder perceptions of training evaluation. 

The following sections provide a progressive description of the analyses performed 

beginning with item-ievel results. 



Item-Level Results 

Part 1 of the survey included 20 items penaining ro stakeholder perceptions of 

training results. As mentioned, these items were developed based on findings in the 

previous two studies with reference to the conceptual framework developed. The item- 

Ievel results by stakeholder group for each of the 20 part 1 items are first examined 

followed by a similar examination of the items in survey part 2. 

Part 1: Training results 

.As mentioned above. al items were scored using a five-point scale: l=strongly 

disagree, ?=disape,  3=neither agree or disagee. 4=agree. j=strongly agree. Table 9 

displays each of the items from survey part 1 dong with group cornparisons of item 

means. standard deviations. and numbers of respondents in both stakeholder Croups. As 

shown. missing data problems were minimal with mosr items answered by ail of the 

managers (n=60) and non-managers (n=220) who retumed surveys. 

Item means (MJ ranged fiom 2.03 (rnanagers-ûniy job-specific training should 

be provided to employees) to 4.10 (managers-The availability of high-quality training 

leads to increased employee satisfaction). Item standard deviations ranged from .6 1 

(non-managers-The availability of high-quality training leads to increased employee 

satisfaction) to 1.04 ( m a n a g e m e  main purpose of training should be to improve 

customer satisfaction). 

Item-level group means were also compared using independent samples t-tests. 

The nui1 hypothesis is that there is no difference between average ratings by managers 

and non-managers. 



Table 9. Item-Level Results by Stakeholder Group for Survey Part 1 

Survey Items: Training Pro-onm Resufts Stakeholder - n - M - SD 
Group 

An effective training program attracts or retains 
the rnost taiented employees. 
Effective ~ n i n g  ultimately irnproves business 
profitability. 
The main purpose of training should be to 
improve customer satisfaction 
Effective training should directly support our 
custorner's business objectives 
Effective minin: shorild heip designers to 
anticipate custorner requirements 
Effective training should improve ernployee 
understanding of product development processes 
Effective training ultirnritely improves employee- 
customer relations 
The main purpose of eaining shouId be to 
improve ernployee productivity 
The availability of high-quality training leads to 
increased employee satisfaction, 
Effective training ultimately leads to product 
innovation 
Only job-specific rraining should be provided to 
empioyees 
Effective training shoufd result in the immediate 
use of knowledge on the job 
Training is the best way to make new employees 
producuve as quickly as possible 
Employee pay and employee training are directly 
related 
The main purpose of training should be to 
develop empioyees professionaily 
Employee promotion and employee training are 
directly related 
Product quality can be improved substantiaily 
through emplo yee training 
All training provided to employees should have a 
positive "Return on Investment" (ROI) 
Training program objectives shouid be derived 
directly from organizational business objectives 
Roduct Time to Market can ix reduced 

manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manaser 
non-rnanager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-rnanager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-rnanager 
manager 

substantially throuph employee training non-manager 
Note: group mean cornparison using independent samples t-test (alpha = .05) 
* p -05- p 5 .O01 



The alternative is that there is a difference. By selecting an alpha level of si,pificance of 

-05 as the probability of cornrnitting a Type 1 error (rejecting the nul1 hypothesis when it 

is me) si,gificant differences @ -05) between managers and non-managers were found 

in only three of the 20 items. In al1 three cases non-managers agreed more strongly than 

managers with the statements which had to do with training results respectively in terms 

of anticipating customer requirements. product innovation, and ernployee professional 

developrnent. For the item "Effective training should help designers to anticipate 

custorner requirements" the average ratings by non-managers (M=3.65) was si-gnificantly 

greater @ = .O 17) than rhose of managers (M=3.33). Non-managers also rated the item 

"Effective training ultimately leads to product innovation" significantly higher (M=3.67; 

E = -00 1) than managers (M=3.22). Similarly, for the item 'The main purpose of training 

should be to develop employees professionally" the average raring by non-managers 

(M=4.16) was significandy greater @ c .001) than that of managers (M=3.77). 

Part 2: Training Program Evaluation 

The same five-point scale used for part 1 was also used to score items in pan 2. 

Table 10 displays each of the items from s w e y  part 2 dong with the item mean, 

standard deviation, and number of respondents by stakeholder group. While missing data 

was sirnilarly not excessive, the number of individuals who rated ail items in part 2 was 

obviously less than that of the previous section on training results. Generalizations cm 

be made as to the possible reasons for this (e.g., respondent fatigue), however, the written 

comments (discussed later) indicate that a substantial number of respondents considered 

the items in this section as somewhat technical and beyond their specialty area or realm 

of expertise. 



Table 10. Item-Level Results by Stakeholder Group for Survey Part II 

Survey Items: Training Progarn Evaiuation S takeholder - n M - - SD 
Group 

The main purpose of training pro-- evaluacion is to 
improve the program 
The main purpose of training p r o - m  evaiuation is to judge 
whether the program should be continued 
Training speciaiists should be actively involved in 
performing the training progarn evaluation 
Trainees (training recipients) should be actively involved in 
performing the training progarn evaluacion 
Training sponsors (line management) should be active1 y 
involved in performing the training proe- evaluation 
Extemal evaluation experts should be acuvely invoived in 
performing the training progam evduation 
Questionnaire data from mining participants is essential in 
training proc- evaluation 
Interview data from trainin3 participants is essential in 
training pro-- evaluation 
Focus group data from training participants is essential in 
training program evaluation 
Knowledge test data from training participants is essentiai 
in training program evduation 
Al1 training program evaluation results should be reported 
directly to training specialists 
Al1 training program evaluation results should be reported 
directiy to trainees (training recipients) 
Al1 training progam evaluation results shouId be reported 
directly to training sponsors (Iine management) 
Training progarn evaluation results shouId be used mainly 
as  a basis for future decisions about the program 
Training program evaluation results should be used mainly 
to develop new knowledge about program effects 
Training pro+- evaluation results should be used mainly 
to comply with quality standards such as ISO audits 
Training program evaluation results should be used rnainly 
to routinely monitor pro- activities 
Training program evaluation results should be used mainly 
to detennine uainee satisfaction with the program 
Training program evaiuation results should be used mainly 
to detennine manager satisfaction with the program 
Training program evaiuation results shouid be used rnainly 
to deterrnine if the program is meeting its goals 
Training program evaluation results should be used rnainiy 

manager 
non-manaser 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-rnmager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager 
manager 
non-manager to assist trainees in selectine courses - - 

Note: group rnean cornpaison using independent samples t-test (alpha = .05) 



Nevenheless. each item in part 2 was rated by a minimum of 55 managers and 2 13 non- 

managers, with most items being rated respectively by at least 57 and 215 individuals. 

Item means ranged from 2.14 (rnanagers-Training program evaluation results should be 

used rnainly to comply with quality standards such as ISO audits) to 1.14 

(manage-Trainees should be actively involved in performing the training program 

evaluation). Item standard deviations ranged from -47 (managers Trainin5 progam 

evaluation results should be üsed mainly to develop new knowledge about program 

effects) to .99 (manageroExtema1 evaluation expem should be actively involved in 

performing the training program evaluation). 

Item-level goup means were also compared using independent samples t-tests. 

Si,gnificant differences (E 5 .Os) between managers and non-managers were found in only 

two items. Managers agreed M. 10) more s trongl y than non-managers w=3 -90) that 

'Training program evaluation results should be used mainly to detennine if the program 

is meeting its goals" @ = ,047). However. non-managers provided a higher rating 

(M=2.84; p < ,001) to the statement "Training program evaluation results should be used 

rnainly to comply with quality standards such as ISO audits" than managers (M=2.14) 

who more clearly tended to disagree with the statement. 

Scale Variable Construction and Description 

Several multiple-item scale variables were also constmcted as linear combinations 

of item average scores. In addressing the second research question about whether 

stakeholder views of training program evaluation depend on the results they perceive for 

the program, ail items fiom both part 1 and part 2 were initially grouped respectively in 

t e m  of specific subcategones of training results and evduation purposes, processes, and 



consequences. This process ultimately resulted in the definition of three predictor 

variables for training results and five critenon variables for training evduation. The 

detaiis of predictor and criterion variable construction are described next. 

Training Program Result Predictor Variables 

Referencing the phase 1 results as discussed in Chapter 3, d l  items in part 1 of the 

survey were organized conceptually inro subcategories of training results. As shown in 

Table 11 the items were grouped initidly accorduig to the following six conceptuai 

subcategories of training results: ( 1) business and market, (2) customer satisfacuon. (3) 

product development. (4) employee productivity, (5) vaining efficiency, and (6) 

employee satisfaction. Whde each of these initially contained a minimum of three items 

to allow for the calculation of reliability coefficients (Cronbach's alpha) unacceptably 

low reliability coefficients were revealed using these sub-categones. The coefficients for 

each of the categones were as follows: business and market (a =.53), customer 

satisfaction (a =.59). product development (a =.46), employee productivity (a =.40), 

training eflïcienc y (a =.48), and employee satisfaction (a =.6 1 ). 

Although Hinkin (1998) stated that a coefficient alpha value of .70 is considered 

large for exploratory measures, the original reliability coefficients were considered too 

low. To improve this situation the results fmm the previous two snidy phases and 

concepnial framework were used to regroup items from part 1 into three conceptually 

broader subcategories descnbing training resuits in terms of (1) customer satisfaction, (2) 

product development, and (3) employee satisfaction. As shown in Table 12 this 

regrouping did substantially improve reliability among the variables and so these were 

developed and used for subsequent analysis. 







It should be noted that. in an effort to obtain better scaie variable reliability, a depamire 

was taken from the conceptual framework and an exploratory factor anaiysis (principle 

components with varimax rotation; factor extraction using Eigenvalues > 1 ; factor 

loadings 2.40) was also performed on ail part 1 items. This yielded five factors which 

accounted for 52% of the variance. However. because only one factor (factor 1) yielded 

a potential scale variable with a reliability in excess of -7, and because the remaining 

potential scale variables (defined by the remaining factors) were conceptually unrelated 

to each other. the use of factor anaiysis to consuuct scaie variables was abandoned in 

favor of the conceptual framework and previous results drscribed. Appendix L contains 

the detailed results of this factor analysis. 

Training Pro~ram Evaluation Criterion Variables 

Referencing the conceptual framework and phase 2 research as described in 

Chapter 3. a set of predictor variables related to training evduation was aiso developed 

fiom the part 2 survey items. Similar to the process used to denve the part 1 scale 

variables. the criterion variables were also organized into subcategories descnbing 

stakeholder perceptions of the purposes, processes (data collection. participation and 

involvement) and consequences of training evaluation. Table 13 shows the initial item 

grouping by subcategory. As shown training evaluation purposes are described in terms 

of formative and summative categorizations. Evaluation processes are divided into ihree 

subcategories related to (1) stakeholder involvement in the performance of the evaluation, 

(3) data collection, and (3) reporting audience. 





Additionally. eijht items were included to describe various instrumental- conceptual, and 

symbolic consequences of evduation. The reliability coefficients initially obtained for 

each item subcategory were a s  follows: purposes (a =-69, processes involvement (a 

=.59), data (a =.66), reporting (a =.56): consequenccs (al1 items combined, a =.75). 

hgain, adhering to the original conceptual framework, these groupings were adjusted in 

tems of the previous results obtained to improve reliabilities and constmct the cnterion 

variables s h o w  in Table 14. 

As shown. the cnterion variables developed to descnbe training evaluation 

include ( 1) evduation purposes, (2) data collection, (3) participation and involvement. (4) 

instrumental-conceptual use. (5) symbolic use. The reliabilities for these variables fall in 

the range of .65 to .69. Similar to the process used to anaiyze the pan 1 items. a factor 

analysis (pnnciple components with varimax rotation: factor extraction using 

Eigenvalues > 1 : factor loadings 2.50) was aiso perforrned for the part 2 s w e y  items. 

Of the seven factors extracted reliability coefficients ranged between .6 1 and .12 

Because of these low reliabilities and because the items cornposing the factors were 

conceptudly unrelated, factor analysis was again abandoned (in favor of the conceptual 

groupings described). The factor analysis details for the part 2 items are aiso displayed in 

Appendix L. The next section descnbes the zero-order intercorrelation relationships 

revealed among the scale variables derived. 





Relationships Among Scale Variables 

Table 15 shows the zero-order intercorrelations among the scde variables 

constructed to describe stakeholder views of training results and evaluation. This table 

shows the five criterion variables (variables one through five) presented first followed by 

the three predictors (variables six dirough eight). Significant @ 1.05) to highly 

siagnificant @ 5 -00 1) relationships were observed arnong al1 values. As shown by the 

ce11 values in the first five intersecting rows and columns. intercorrelations among the 

five critenon (dependent) variables are dl positive ranging from .l8 to .58. Al1 positive 

intercorrelations, ranging from .4-4 to 3 7 ,  were again observed among the predictor 

variables (rows and columns six through eight). The moderate size of rnost coefficients 

suggests that the scale variables are measuring different constructs. Also. because these 

values are moderate, assumptions regarding multicollinearityl6 are not likely to have been 

violated. Additionally, as shown by the cell values in the intersections of columns one 

through five with rows six through eight, ail intercorrelations between the predictor and 

criterion variables are positive (ranghg from -15 to 29). These values suggest a positive 

relationship between group perceptions about training results (predictor) and those related 

to training evaluation (critenon variables). 

l6 MulticollineMty is related to tolerance in describing the propomon of an independent variable's 
variability that is net explained by its linear relationships with the other independent variables in the model. 
As a proportion ranging from O to 1, a tolerance close to 1 indicates hat an independent variable has Iittle 
of it variability explained by the other independent variables. A value close to O signals possible 
multicoiiinearity problems by indicating that a variable is aimost a linear combination of the other 
independent variables (Nonisis, 1997). 





A .MANOVN7 procedure was performed to test for differences between groups 

regarding views of training results using the diree predictor variables constructed. A 

marginal difference between the groups was reveded @ = -0%) by Hotelling's 

multivariate F (2.563; a= 3: 276). While this multivariate result was marginal, as 

s h o w  in Table 16 separate univariate tests revealed that the only significant effect was 

associated with the variable "employee satisfaction" @ = 7.05. g = -008). 

Table 16. Predictor Variable Univariate Tests 

Variable SS df MS F P 
Customer Satisfaction 1.3 1 1 1.3 1 -30 -655 

1816.63 278 6.54 
Employee Satisfaction 49.46 1 49.16 7.05 ,008 

1950.32 278 7.02 
Product DeveIopment 6.66 L 6.66 .67 .415 

2781.12 278 10.00 
The F tes;: hr effect of manager based on the lincariy independent pairwise cornparisons 
amon_e the estimated marginal m a s .  

Item-level t-tests on the five statements composing this variable revealed a signifiant 

difference @ 5.001) for only a single statement (1 3) on employee professional 

developrnent. Based on the five-point scale used (1 = strongly disagree through 5 = 

strongl y agree) non-managers agreed more suongl y (M = 4.16) than managers (M = 3.77) 

with the statement: "The main purpose of training should be to develop employees 

professionall y." 

l7  According to SPSS. hc. (1997) both MANOVA and GUI pmvide pneralized procedures for andysis 
of variance and covariance. The major distinction is that GLM uses a non-full-rank or overparameterized 
indicator variable approach in linear models instead of the al-rank reparameterization approach used in 
MANOVA. For the current analysis both procedures yielded identical results. 



Of the remaining two predictor variables, "customer satisfaction'' and "product 

development" each contained one statisticall y sia@kant item based on the item-level t- 

tests discussed. Non-managers agreed more strongly (M = 3.63) than managers (M = 

3.33) with the statement "Effective training should help designers to anticipate customer 

requirements" in the customer satisfaction variable. Non-managers also agreed more 

strongly (M =3.67) than managers (M =3.22) with the starement "Effective trainine 

ultimately leads to product innovation" in the product development variable. 

The MANOVA procedure was also used to examine differences between groups 

regardhg views of training evaluation using the five criterion variables constructed. 

Somewhat greater difference between grooupps was reveaied @ = -077) by Hotelling's 

multivariate E (2.69 1 ; = 5:  264). As sshown in Table 17 separate univariate tests 

revealed only the variable descnbing "Insuumental-Conceptml Use " to be significant @ 

Table 17. Criterion Variable Univariate Tests 

Variable SS d f MS F P 
Evaluation Purposes 1.97 1 1 -97 1 . 5  221 

349.80 
Data Collection 7.84 

I359.92 
Participation and Involvement 2.38 

2502.67 
Instrumental-Conceptuai Use 52.33 

2306.77 
Symbolic Use 5.77E-02 

530.24 268 1.98 
The F tests the effect of manager based on the lineariy independent pairwise cornparisons among 
the estimateci rnarguial means. 

Significant differences were found at the item-level in two of the six items composing 

this variable. As discussed in the item-level analysis, both sratements that showed 

siPWicant differences between managers and non-managea were found in this scale 



variable. In the first of these, managers agreed more srrongly (M = 4.10) than non- 

managers @ = 3.90) with the statement 'Training program evaluation results should be 

used mainly to determine if the program is meeting its goals." However, non-managers 

agreed much more strongly (M = 2.81) than managers (M = 2.14) with the statement " 

Training program evaluation results should be used mainly to comply with quality 

standards such as ISO audits." As described later in this chapter. several of the wntten 

comments also support these differences. For example, these cornments suggest that 

managers tend to perceive training results more in tems of the extent to which they help 

?o achieve certain management objectives, hence, they favor instrumental-conceptuai 

modes of evaluation utilization that suppon this view. 

Perceptions of evaluation in terms of training results. 

Stepwise multiple regression was also used to further explore the relationship 

between stakeholder views of training results and evaluation. As shown in Table 18 the 

five criterion variables were regressed on the three predicton in separate models. As 

indicated by the values for & . a relatively low arnount of variability was explained by 

each of the rnodels. However, several significant relationships were revealed between 

stakeholder views of training results in terms of both employee and customer satisfaction. 

As shown, the predictor labeled "employee satisfaction" was retained and most 

significant in all models consmcted. This outcome suggests that stakeholder group 

perceptions of evaluation are influenced by their perceptions of training results 

particularly in t e m  of employee satisfaction (see research question two) . 





Summarv and Limitations of Quantitative Results 

Perhaps not surprisingly in view of the results obtained in the previous two 

srudies. only moderate variation was found among the training client group stakeholders. 

The variation that was found, however, supports the general predictions made regardhg 

manager and non-manager emphasis in terms of both the results and evaluation of 

uaining. While both groups related training results closely with overall employee 

satisfaction, ~i~pificant differences found in both the univariate and multivariate tests 

suggest that employees perceived training results more in tems of their own professionai 

deveiopment than did their line manager counterpans. Both goups of training evaluation 

were shown to be related to their views of training results marginally in rems of 

employee and customer satisfaction. 

Before anemptin; to generaiize these results hinher. however, several limitations 

should be recognized. First. the relatively Iow reiiability exhibited among the scde 

variables is considered a notable limitation. In performing these analyses it was found 

that various other item combinations (e.g., using factor anaiysis) could indeed produce 

scale variables with higher reliability coefficients. However, as descnbed such 

combinations tended to deviate profoundly from the concepnial framework and research 

questions thereby producing ''variables" that largely defied interpretation. For example. 

grouping the part 1 items related to "paf' and "promotion" does indeed yield a high 

coefficient alpha (.78), however, this is the case simply because there is no sibgificant 

difference between managers and nonmanagers in their mild disagreement that training 

is directly reiated to these. Simply stated, neither group indicated a belief that there is 



some direct proportionality between training and one's pay or promotion stanis in the 

organization. 

The second limitation to note is the relatively low R' coefficients obtained in the 

regression analysis. The ability for the models defined to describe more vanation could 

well be related to the relatively low reliabilities for the scde variables. Hence, while the 

results obtained suggest that stakeholder group perceptions of training program 

evaluation may be moderately dependenr on the training results they perceive in ternis of 

employee satisfaction. M e r  investigation could orily improve our understanding of this 

apparent relaùonship. 

A third limitation is diat these results were obtained w i h n  a single organization. 

Any generalizations to be made from the results would have to be based on a broader 

deployment of the survey instrument in a range of representative organizational settings. 

Lastly. and perhaps most obvious. this phase of research was limited to only two of the 

three stakeholder groups identified. As explained. the training provider goup  did not 

have a population sufficient to survey and compare relative to the size of the other two 

groups. 

Even given these limitations, however, the results obtained rnight be best viewed 

as a useful beginning for continuing exploration beyond the scope of the present research. 

Also, in addition to these quantitative results, a good number of written comments were 

dso  supplied. These were useful to more thoroughly understand the quantitative results. 

They are discussed next. 



Written Comments 

In addition to responding to the quantitative survey items, respondents also 

provided a higher than anticipated volume of wTitten comments. These comments have 

been vanscribed from the surveys and are included in Appendix M. The written 

comments were especially usefbl in assisting in the overall interpretation and 

meaningfulness of the survey data. Using a similar coding analysis approach as 

descnbed for the previous qualitative phase of the research, these comments were content 

analyzed. This section presents the resuits of these analyses. 

Training results 

Comments were extracted fram the completed surveys and uanscnbed for coding 

and analysis. Because the comments were provided by respondents in the context of a 

particular survey section (and were therefore bounded by the questions being asked) two 

broad coding categones were defined to correspond respectively with the fmt two 

sections of the survey on training results and training program evaiuation. Several start 

codes were defined to correspond with the research questions and conceptual categories 

initially established for the analysis of the quantitative results (see Tables 1 1 and 13 

respectively). In addition. several codes were added during analysis to accommodate 

other comments not related to the start codes defined. Both the start and add-on codes 

are shown in Appendix N. While both managers and nonmanagers commented 

similarly in many areas, several differences also emerged from the analysis. 

Both managers and non-managers commented about training results in common terms of 

empfoyee and customer satisfaction, product development, and business results. 



Examples of typicai comments about training results made by managers included the 

following: 

A happy, productive. effective employee producing a high-quality effective 

product. Poor, ineffective. training is more a dissatisfier than good training is a 

satisfier; continuous employee development; development of skilis needed for 

hitue growth of [the company] 

Happy and productive employees that are knowledgeable in both technical 

skills. process skilis besr practices. and people skills 

Improved effectiveness: improved ESAT [employee satisfaction] and CSAT 

[customer satisfaction] 

Non-managers provided similar comments related to employee and customer satisfaction: 

Increased awareness of products. processes; CSAT as wel1 as ESAT 

hprove employee satisfaction 

A satisfied employee 

Effectively trained and satisfied participants 

Both groups also recognized training's role in keeping up with technological. and 

industry-specific change. Related to this managers commented thar training should result 

in 

increased productivity, quîck familiatity with product and work environment; 

allow designers to stay current with leading-edge technology advances and 

practices 

a program which can adopt quickly to changing needs 



Perhaps because they are most directly affected by job-specific knowledge requirements, 

non-managers cited traininz results mostly in relation to their own jobs in relation to 

product development. In their view effective training results in 

employees knowledgeable in their field; continuing training is necessary to stay 

on the cutting edge [it] makes employees productive as fast as possible; improves 

employee-customer relations; leads to product innovations 

broadening] employee knowledge as well as to enhance their effectiveness 

[a] continuously update [of] employees knowledge (since the technology is 

evolving so fast) 

ernployees who are effective in their current positions and up-to-date with the 

changing world. [Also serves as] a method for employees to improve 

professionally and improve their knowledge 

employees that c m  adapt to a rapidly changing business environment: employees 

that are willingkapable of anticipating future customer requirements 

[developing employee awareness of] technological domain trends 

[developing employee awareness of] market trends, new technology 

Such comments about "keeping up" dso extended into those specifically about helping 

newly-hired employees Leam sufficiently fast to become effective on the job. The 

following manager comment is illusnative: 

[The training program should produce] new hires effectively trained and confident 

to act independently more often; reducing other staffs Ume in providîng 

assistance; increasing quality of their output sooner; comecting them to their 

environment faster 



However. beyond these comments, non-managers tended to describe training results more 

specifically in terms of their own professional development. They also tended to better 

articulate training's relationship to the roles and importance of non-management 

employees (such as designers and engineers) than did managers. Non-managers 

specifically connected improved professional knowledge and skills with the uitimare 

benefit of the company. In ttus regard they saw training results in rems of 

More productive employees; better specific or general knowledge of the 

product or company; better well-being for the employee which pays off for the 

[company] and its shareholders 

improving the productivity of the employees; increase ESAT; open-up new 

job-reiated opponunities for employees; help retain taiented employees: 

improve the overali competitiveness of [the company] 

Quality and productivity; higher morale; employee effectiveness and better 

performance: better communication of complex ideas and designsi fewer 

conflicts due to ignorance or dfferences in background; a professional skilled 

workforce that is keeping up with changes in technology 

A satisfied employee who can effectively perform assigned tasks; the 

outcome of assignments wiii be received by everyone involved management. 

employee, and customer increased satisfaction and sense of self which 

translates to boaorn-line productivity 

While both groups also recognized strictly personal training results, non-managers 

emphasized such results as Uusnated by the following comments: 



Specific knowledge usable for employee for job at hand; general knowledge 

of the employee's field; personal skills usable on the job; general skills and 

knowledge of personal value to the ernployee 

a program which provides a balance between technical and non-technical 

courses as well as allows professional development in non-work related areas 

k i n g  kept happy with up-to-date technicd training in their area as well as 

personal-interest courses 

In contrast to such comments, managers made reference to organizational, business. and 

program objectives: 

Achieving a specific objective. be it specific skills required for a job or softer 

skills which c m  be appiied generaily; in the case of [our corporate division] 

these objectives should be driven by both business needs as well as 

organizational [needs] 

Does the progarn meet the objectives? Do the t q e t  audience accrue the 

value/knowledge desired? EvaluaUon involves collecting evaluation data, 

analyzing and presenting results to trainers and sponsors; the results should be 

used to determine if business requirements [are met] 

Metrics against objectives (defects. productivity) 

Aithough nommanagers also made reference to training's relation to such objectives (as 

described above) this goup emphasized training results most related to job, professional, 

and career development. Both the written comments from part 1 (training evaluation) 

and those fiom part 2 (training evaluation) reflect the quantitative findings described. 

Comments from swey part 2 are discussed next. 



Training Evaluation 

Written comrnents obtained from both groups regarding training program 

evaluation were more general. In contrast to part 1 of the survey on stakeholder views of 

training results, diere was a tone in the wrinen responses that 'kaining evaluation is not 

my specialty so please don? expect me to comment too knowledgeably or authontatively 

in this area." The following manager cornments support this view: 

1 never heard of [training program evaluation] before today. therefore. I am 

not familiar with its objectives. 

What is this "training evduation" thing? Are you talking about a pre-existing 

process, some new process, or simply the act of asking people to assess the 

quality of courses they have taken? 1 have assumed it is the latter. 

The following comment provided by a non-manager also illustrates this view: 

You p y s  are the professionals; 1 have no idea how training programs should 

be evduated. 

Also. as pointed out in connection with the survey response demographics. such 

comrnents may help to explain the very slight decrease in the number of respondents for 

part 2 of the survey compared with part 1. One individual, a non-manager who 

completed the fint but not the second part quantitative items of the s w e y ,  commented in 

the part 2 section: 

Was this survey [training program evaiuation]? If so7 1 guess 1 should have 

answered the questions, if not, then I'm not familiar with [training program 

evaiuatioa] and thus not in position to aaswer. 



Nevertheless, many respondents did provide comments which serve to shed light upon 

and funher explain the response patterns observed. The next section descnbes 

stakeholder comments provided in connection with the purposes of training evaluation. 

Pumses 

Neither group favored exclusively formative or sumrnative evaluation purposes 

based on their written comments. Rather, both indicated a balanced view between 

evaluation for training program improvement and jud,ment. Representative manager 

comments supporring formative evaluation purposes included 

[training program evaluation] resulü in long-term curriculum improvemenü. 

Training evaluations should be used to continuously improve training. 

Sirnilarly, non-managers commented that training progarn evaluation 

[should] improve the quality of the existing prograns; lead to the design of 

new prograrns to meet the new needs of the [lines of business] 

[leads to] a continuous improvement in the material presented in the training 

sessions and the presentea of the material 

result[s] in improved training progams 

[leads to] improved training programs; faciîitate[s] employee course decisions 

result[s] in better training program 

[should be used to] improve [the] training program 

Manager comments indicating a more summative posture included evaluation purposes to 

result in an accurate audit of the value currently being deiivered by training 

ensure [the] program meets stated objectives 

identiQ the value to the Company 



Non-manager comments supporting this more summative perception of evaluation 

purposes included suggestions that training program evaluation 

results in determining program effects and goals 

[results in the] elimination or revision of ineffective programs 

[serves to J prune coursesdiscontinue some, add others 

[determines] whether the program is effective 

[serves to] evaluate the usefulness of the program 

[serves to assess] the effectiveness of the training program 

[allows evaluators] to see what has been gained from the program 

[helps to] rernove ineffective training 

[serves to] to determine the degree of success 

[helps] to determine if the program should continue 

[helps] to decide which courses to keep 

In addition to comments regarding generally formative and summative purposes. 

rnisceilaneous other comments focused on assessing insmictor cornpetence, facilitating 

team building, and benchmarkmg the training program against those in other f m s .  

Beyond these perceived evaluation purposes, one non-manager implied a certain 

professionai faith in training professionals (and perhaps remforced a general view that 

respondents do indeed recognize training and its evaluation as special areas of expertise 

outside their own) by indicating the purpose of training program evaluation to be sirnpl y 

"whatever uses the training team chooses." Comrnents made in connection with training 

evaluation processes are presented and discussed next. 



Processes 

Written comments were also included pertaining to the training evaluation 

process. Corresponding to the survey, these comments were focused on the identification 

of (1) who should be involved in the process. (2) data required. and (3) the reporting of 

evduation results. The following sections present written comments made by both 

managers and non-managers about these areas of the evaluation process. 

Involvement. 

Both groups made comments ro indicate favoring a range of involvement in the 

training progam evaluation process. In these comrnents many respondents specified a 

more precise hierarchical relationship for the involvement of immediate line 

management. that is. one level up from the training participant. Managers specifically 

mentioned die involvement of both the "immediate manager" of the training participant. 

as well as. "executive/senior management." Non-managers commented on the 

involvement of the following: 

senior business line managers 

managers 

trainees' managers 

imrnediate manager 

next level of management 

business line managers for future ventures 

immediate manager 

The following comments on the involvement of training participants were also included: 



involve trainees perception of usefulness of training as applicable to k i r  

responsibili ties 

to detemiine.. .if the progam is meeting employee's expectations and needs 

feedback from uainees that are attempting to apply what they have learned 

Of al1 comments provided by both managers and non-managers, only a few comments 

(by non-managers) implicating the involvement of training specialists were included: 

help course developers improve course content and presentation to meet the 

needs of the nainees and line management 

[training] specialists 

individuals who deiiver training 

In addition to suggesting the involvement of each of die three stakeholder goups several 

respondents identified several other intemal and extemal goups. Managers suggested 

the involvement of "universities and other compmies" as well as "extemal consultants 

who are experts in their area." Nonmanagers mentioned the involvement of 

individual contributors [ICs] 

customers 

auditors [ISO and quality] 

observation by extemal expert [individuais and groups] 

trainers (the ones training) 

subject matter experts (SMEs) 

Data. - 
Substantidy fewer comments were made about the kinds of data ~quired for the 

training program evaluation process. In addition to the data formats explicitly stated in 



the survey items included, both groups sug~ested several other forms of data related to 

the annual ernployee performance review proccss. Several non-managers hrther 

commented on the need to obtain feedback data frorn course instmctors as well as 

training progam participants as follow-up and performance data 1 month after the 

completion of a progam course. An interesting comment was also made by a manager 

who simply stated that "some data are essential. but no individual data listed above are 

essential." This individual did not elaborate on whar these "essential" data might be. 

Reportin% 

Comments about training progam evaluation reporting included suggestions to 

report results to both management and non-management groups in the line organization 

as well as instmctors of program courses. While. relative to the other categories for 

which it was possible to supply written comments. very few comments were included 

about the report audience, both managers and non-managers emphasized that any such 

results shouid be made widely available to any interested individual or p u p  in the 

organization. One manager simply commented that training program evaluation results 

should be made available to "al1 stakeholders." Echoing this view non-managers 

suggested availability to 

al1 interested parties 

whomever applicable (based on need) 

anyone in the organization 

[the organizational] community 

As an extemal reporthg audience, one non-manager dso suggested that training program 

evaluation be made avaiiable to "customers." 



Consequences 

A reiatively few original cornments were offered by either group pertaining to the 

consequences of training program evaluation. There are at least three possible reasons 

for this. The fint of these is reiated simply to respondent fatigue as the comments fields 

for this section of the survey were al1 located on the third page (of the four-page survey). 

A second possible exolanation is the general lack of perceived respondent expertise in 

evaluation. As discussed earlier. several respondents indicated that they felt 

"unquaiified" to add extensive comments based on their limited evaluation background. 

A third reason is that the eight part 2 s w e y  items (2.18 throujh 2.75) effecuvely covered 

and exhausted the gamut of consequence possibilities. Particularly in connection with the 

first reason (fatigue) by the tirne most respondents reached the additional comments 

section they may weii have been eager to reach the last page to complete the survey. 

Nevertheless. some additionai comments were provided here. These suggsted largely 

instrumental evaluation consequences, for example, for course and program improvement 

as well as to assess whether training participant needs were met. 

Summarv of Written Comments 

Rather than promote selective interpretation of the quantitative results discussed, 

the written comments presented and discussed should be viewed to augment those results. 

Brief comments were liberaily provided by both managers and non-managers. With a 

few exceptions, most of these can be placed in one or several of the following categones: 

( 1) comment. that restated or reiterated one or more of the s w e y  items (e.g.. training 

should contribute to customer or employee satisfaction), (2) comments expressing a iack 

of expertise perceived as a requirement to respond "conectl y" to the items in the second 



part of the survey (e.~.. I don't know much about evaluation so don't expect my 

responses to be very meaningful), (3) specific suggestions for coune or program 

improvement (e-g.. course notes should be made available to participants before they 

attend the course). Nevertheless. dong with some of the more original comrnents whch 

spoke more directly to the research questions. taken as a whole the comments should be 

viewed as a valuable addition to the quantitative results in providing additional 

information about respondent perceptions of training results and evaluation. 

Phzse 3 Limitations 

Both general and specific limitations have been discussed regardin; this phase. 

As described above most of these concem the quantitative aspects of reliability. validity, 

intemal consistency. and generalizability of the findings. Regarding the qualitative data 

collected through the wrîtten cornments. sorne additional limitations should be 

mentioned. First, the wrinen comment sections of the survey were necessarily restricted. 

While many respondents did choose to use the limited space provided to supply such 

comrnenü. By design, however. these were relatively brief and focused on the topical 

areas specified (training results and evaluation). Whle one respondent actually included 

a separate sheet of typed comments, this was clearly the exception rather than the nom. 

Hence, because this phase was concemed primaRly with quantitative data collection, 

most of its limitations revolve around the quantitative limitations discussed above. 

A second overall limitation concems the scope of this phase. As discussed, 

sampling for this phase was done in a single division that is part of a rnuch larger total 

corporate organization. Whde this division seems intuïtively representative of both other 

divisions within the company (and perhaps the company itself), only repeated measures 



involving larger sarnples can substantiate further generalization of results. As mentioned. 

this is c e n d y  the case for generaiizations beyond the case organization itself. 

Phase 3 Surnmary 

Even with the limitations rnentioned. rhe results obtained in this phase have 

served to supplement and extend findings from the previous two research phases. In 

terms of the predicted relationships and research questions posed. perceptual variation 

regarding training results was found to bz moderate. These findings generdly correspond 

well with both the pattern matching reiationships exhibited in phase 1 and the qualitative 

results of phase 2. While grooup views regarding evaluation were observed to depend 

moderately on training results in terms of employee satisfaction. each goup emphasized 

different aspects of diis consüuct. 

Both the quantitative variation indicated about training results (in tenns of 

employee satisfaction) and training program evaluation (in terms of instrumental- 

conceptual use) were also funher explained by the wntten comments obtained. Managea 

perceived the importance of employee satisfaction more in terms of productivity and 

project requiremenü, whereas non-managers clearly expressed employee sausfaction 

more specificaliy in terms of dieir own professional and career development. This 

outcome can be funher used ro explain variation among the two groups based on each 

group's tendency to use evaluation both insrrumentally and conceptuaily in ways that are 

congruous with their respective group' s perceptions of training results. This conclusion 

is supported by both the univariate and the multivariate differences described. 

Beyond this the results have also enabled fwther generalization to the case 

organization. As anticipated, based on both the original predicted relationships and the 



results of the previous two research phases. the limited variation found c m  be understood 

in terms of both goups CO-location within the core function of the organization. 

Organizationally, and from a business perspective, both groups are much more closely 

aiigned and united in their focus on meeting extemal customer and market requirements. 

The training provider p u p  (not included in the survey because of their reiatively small 

numbers) on the other hand generally focuses on satisfying both of rhese core stakeholder 

croups as  interna1 oganizational clients. The implications of these resuits in the context - 
of the overall study are discussed next. 



Chapter 7 

Discussion 

The purpose of this chapter is to integrate the findings of the overall snidy. This is 

done with panicular reference to the research questions. conceptual framework, and 

multiple research methods employed. Stakeholder group perceptions of training results 

and evaluation are integrated and summarized across the three research phases. 

Individual results from the three research phases have been presentrd with their initial 

implications in the three preceding chapten so referencrs to rhese are kept to a minimum 

and used largely for illustrative purposes. As developed in the literature review, elements 

from the conceptual framework are also used to expand the discussion and to further 

develop several key implications. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized into three major subsections. The fmt 

addresses stakeholder group perceptions of training program results and evaiuation based 

on the findings of the study. The second discusses and develops the implications of these 

findings referencing literanire and the conceptuai Framework. The third and final section 

of the chapter presents and discusses the limitations of the smdy overall. 

Stakeholder Perceptions of Training! Results and Evaluation 

Each research phase has produced evidence of stakeholder group perceptions 

relative to the results or evaluation of training. Table 19 presents a summary of the 

overd snidy fmdings based on an integration of the results obtained in the three research 

phases. The main stakeholder group perceptions reiated to training results and evaluation 

as  presented in the table are discussed next. 





Program Sponsors 

Training program sponsors emphasized training results leading to improved 

business results through customer satisfaction. market competitiveness. and product 

development. A predominant view among members of this group was that employee 

leaming gained through training should result in continuously improvin; customer 

satisfaction. and ultimately business performance. This would corne through quality and 

productivity gains achieved through training Adjunct benefits would serve to amelionte 

the management task and contribute tc executive management's perception of an 

effective. efficient. and productive divisionai management tearn. 

In brief, training results were perceived to be ultimately instrumentai for 

improving the business by growing market share to compete within the global 

marketplace. As such ths group saw the results of training (phase 1) as having ro do with 

helping to position the Company as the industry supplier of choice through its ability to 

meet and anticipate customer requirements. even when the customer doesn't know them. 

Training results should support an increased ability for the organization to mm producr 

capabilities into value for the customer and get employees to appreciate the customer's 

viewpoint, not just the employee's own technical specidty. 

Along the critical path to these business outcornes, training results were aiso 

perceived by this group strongly in terms of effective and efficient product development. 

Specificaliy, tainhg should lead to reduced time to market (?TM) by speeding project 

deliverables and reducing design cycle times. But training should also lead to significant 

product quality improvements. Training wouid further result in new employees 

becoming productive as quickly as possible. Such training results would facilitate the 



managerial and product development process throuph improved project planning and 

project management. This would be done specifically by clarifying project goals and 

decreasing maintenance efforts and costs related to software developed (a major project 

and work activity of this division). 

The training program would further improve collaboration and knowledge 

ali,pneent within the division. From the sponsor perspective the development of critical 

and core organizational expertise also had an instrumentai purpose to stimulate and 

maintain essential scarce skills. improve reamwork. encourage the reuse of information. 

and increase organizational learning specifically to capture and redeploy intellectual 

property widiin the division. Idealiy, the uaining program would d s o  result in a Mgh 

level of employee satisfaction a s  well as support their interest and motivation to continue 

leaming. 

Overall such training results would effectively make life easier for managers. The 

sponsor group suessed the importance for training to result in less time correcting 

mistakes, fewer recurrent problerns, and more effective management. Training would 

prepare staff for development programs not yet taunched, facilitate employee job 

transitions berween functions, and better support &e strategic direction of the 

organization. Training would funher serve to simplify the learning effcrts required of 

newly-promoted managers, improve employee understanding of organizational culture 

(how they fit-into the organization), and develop employee loyalty. It would help to 

integrate employee professional knowledge and ski11 with the reai and potential needs and 

wants of the customer and market. 



In terms of the traditional and emergent perceptions predicted for this group, 

while progam sponsors did not specifically cite traditional themes associated wirh ROI, 

they did emphasize the prerequisites for such indicators that were perceived to be within 

their respective spans of control as managers of the middle line. Training results 

caregorized as emergent indicators (Table 1) were seen as insrrumental to the managerial 

task. Ernployee satisfaction, for example. was not viewed as  an end, but rather as a 

means toward sustained organizational and business effectiveness. The traditional results 

were viewed as inevitable byproducts of the emergent indicators specified. Moreover, as 

middle line managers within a (large and important but nevertheless) single division of a 

much larger company, the progarn sponsor group did not perceive the traditional 

outcornes as their immediate problem. Rather, rhese were the concems of executive and 

corporate management. Because (as training program sponsors) the performance of the 

middle line managers is evaluated morz in tems of project and product deliverables, this 

group emphasized training resuits that contributed to those deliverables. 

There was a good correspondence between progam sponsor perceptions of 

training results and training evaluation. Evidence was produced to support the 

conclusion that prograrn sponsor views of training program evaluation do depend on the 

organizational results they perceive for the propam. To briefly review, the fxst research 

phise demonstrated that prograrn sponsors viewed both the results (G) and evaluation of 

training (T) very similady based on the relatively high positive pattern match correlation 

coefficient obtained (E = -74). This suggests that program sponsors view the training 

results they perceive to also form the basis for its evaluation. Referencing the predicted 

relationships outluied (Table 2), althou@ the results of research phase 2 indicated that 



sponsor views of evaluation were generally more formauve than summative, the group 

dso agreed (M = 4-10? with the phase 3 s w e y  statement reflecting the perception that 

'"Training program evaluation results shouid be used mainly to determine if the progam 

is meeting its goals." Hence, while perceiving training evaluation mostiy in connection 

with program improvement, the primary role of sponsors as managers fosters a more 

,ooal-oriented view of evaluauon in terms of accountability. This also explains the 

goup's general preference for quantitauve, outcorne-oriented (survey) data in the 

evaluation processes and is expanded on further below. 

Progam sponsors indicated a general preference to have themselves and training 

providers mostly involved in the evaiuation planning process. As reveaied in the 

interviews performed. the time of training participants (as the core Lnowledg- worker 

group directly involved with product development) is better spent on deveioping product 

radier than planning evduations. While recoPpizing the central role of participant 

involvement in evaluation, sponsors perceive this role more in terms of end-user 

satisfaction with the training program overail. This funher explains the approval 

indicated by the sponsor group to have training participants serve mostiy as data sources 

using multiple data forms, and to make the results of evaluation available to participants 

as such. 

The sponsor group perceived the consequences of ~aining evaluation mostly in 

instrumentai and symbolic terms. In correspondence with their mostly formative view of 

evaluation purposes, the group views the results of evaiuation in terms of program 

improvement and to enhance the general ulllity and credibility of the program. 



Training Participants 

As mentioned. traininz participants represent the main non-management training 

consumers. This stakeholder goup was originally predicted to perceive training results 

and evaluation largely in terms of the emergent indicators reiated to their own 

professional p w t h  and development as knowledge worken in the high-technology 

industrial sector. The findings produced across the three research phases do. indeed. 

support these predictions. 

The main work responsibilities of this stakeholder goup consists lar-ly of the 

design. development. aiid systems integration of fiber-optic transmission software and 

hardware. The range of tasks performed by ths g o u p  is wide spanning the lowest 

(instruction and line-level progamming and component-level design and specificaùon) 

through to the highest (systems) levels of design md integration. Much of the work 

performed by members of this group is done in the context of project teams that report to 

a project team leader who, in tum, reports to a project or departmentai manager. 

Training participants emphasized training results that rnost directly contributed to 

roles in the product design and development environment. From the phase 1 research, the 

conceptual cluster ranked highest in average importance in tems of both general and 

training program evaluation importance was labeled simply "design quality" by members 

of this group. This refiects the group's view that training should serve to improve 

moduiar software design methodologies, give software designen better ability to write 

efficient. high-quality code. and enable better hand-off between functions (e.g., hardware 

designers to board Iayout; software designers to verification). Even from die perspective 

of what this goup conceptualized as people versus business management, they 



emphasized the perspective of the employee by specifying training results that foster 

networking (beween employees and across depamnenrs. divisions, and funcùons). as 

well as shared, collaborative. tearn learning. The groups also promoted the usage of in- 

house expenise to enable less dependency on extemal expertise perceived to be much 

higher in cost. From a practicd perspective this group categorized the integration of 

training with on-the-job leaming as a dimension of learning improvement. 

This group's view of the training program's contribution to employee satisfaction 

clearly emphasized the perspective of the employee. Ideally, the training program would 

conuibute to an employee's sense of professionai or self marketability. It would ensure 

that employees receive credit. ackno~led~gneent, or rewards for their learning 

achievements as well as give employees increased control of their training and 

knowledge resources to support personai broadening and job enrichment. 

Because the divisionai culture has a history of supporting the development of 

employees with panicuiar expenise or experience as intemal subject matter experts for 

the purpose of teaching within the program, this group aiso recoegized and emphasized 

their contribution in this area From the perspective of participants, the training program 

should M e r  result in learners becorning teachers and mentors to others. Training 

participants recognized the importance of s h a ~ g  knowledge and funher perceived that 

those employees who do teach should be better recognized by management for their 

efforts in disseminating intellecnial capital in the organization. 

This group both recognized and emphasized theù position within the organization 

as key resources based on their knowledge worker roles. As a part of the phase 3 

research, an anonymous hardware designer also inctuded a separate sheet of comments 



dong with his completed surveyls. This sheet contained a generai overview of this 

individual's overali naining philosophy as well as three concisely wntten sections 

corresponding to the first three sections of the survey. In oudining his general 

philosophy of capitalizing from intemal expertise and intellectual capital within the 

organization he stated: 

Cross "lines-of-business" technical support. should be available so people 

developing laser cirivers, for example, in OC- 192 land can benefit from the 

lessons lemed by OC-3 land. So the corporation as a whole does not need to 

relearn about laser dnven!! This is one exarnple of the oganization benefiting 

from its own knowledge, and not wasting time leanllng what it already knows! ! 

Such examples exist on d l  levels; within [the company], within divisions, even 

within departments.. .There is a need to actively recognize those people within 

[the company] who transfer knowledge Freely so others can do their job 

eficiently. This "knowledge uansfer" could be a complete set of documentation, 

a living web site. or some other means whereby valuabie Company knowledge is 

made accessible. 

The individual went on M e r  to emphasize training results with high perceived vaiue 

that directly supported the employee. T h ~ s  included suggestions that training should 

ideally result in employees being fully versed in the existence, availabiiity, and access 

details regarding all the hardware and software toois and resources available to hem 

relevant to their jobs. He M e r  noted that the training program should result in 

l8 Resentation and discussion of rhis data was deferred unti1 now becausc of its illumative utility. 



new people not wandering around lost, and k i n g  dependent on "hear-say" (i-e. 

only gathenng usehil infornation by r a k n g  to people. After dl. how do they 

even know who to talk to!??) 

Ln his latter comments. this designer went on to highlight the "nitty-&gitty" details that 

oniy an employee in this role wodd likely make regarding training results and evaluation 

The following comments resonate with themes of uaining transfer (Broad & Newstrom, 

1992) and the increasingly popular notion of action learning (see. cg.. Bierema. 1998: 

Dixon, 1998; Gale, 1994; Raelin, 1997; Revans, 1983, 1998): 

Most technical training is on-the-job, so the training should be on-the-job not in 

the classroorn. For example. in the Hardware Lab, hire people who really know 

how to use the equipment. It wouid be THEIR responsibility to trainlaid 

enpeers  in setting up the equipment. Some tests are only done a few times. but 

may take many daydweeks to figure out: 

1. what equipment is to be usedmest to use 

2. how to se it upkonfigure it 

3. if there are any other pieces of equipment that should be used with it 

(for example, to prevent equipment damage, such as an input filter) 

There should be equipment/technical ,gurus in the lab, who are NOT responsible 

for stockroom control. These gurus are NOT lab technicians!! l'bey would be 

equivalent to an IC7 [individual contributor, job-band 7 this is equivalent to a 

departmental manager in hierarchical statu but an IC is more of a subject-matter 

expert than a traditional departmental manager] position, knowing al l  the 

equipment, as well as king an expert in the technical aspects of tesMg optical 



systerns (i.e. knowing al1 about eye dia,orams, watzrfall Cumes, etc. to name a 

few). They should become experts in the use of the equipment, and be the ones 

most knowledgeable for the ordering of new equipment. And please. let the new 

hires (and those of us who have been around awhile) know who these g u s  are 

and what their responsibility is!!! The - m s  should be highly visible. 

approachable, and able to cornmunicate well. This should be a recognized job 

position. 

Commenrs such as these are typical and were reflected in the phase 2 qualitative research 

results describing evaluation views. From the perspective of the ernployee, training is 

perceived to result in knowledge and skills targeted to the job and the professional growth 

and development of the employee either within or without the company. As professional 

engineen, designers, and technicians, such aspects of knowledge and expertise are 

obviously valued for both the instrumental purposes relative to the job, and in the larger 

context of professional practice independent of any panicular company or organization. 

As did the program sponsor group, the training participant group's view of 

training program evaluation closely matched their view of general training results. The 

phase 1 pattern match correlation performed between participant views of general and 

training program evaiuation importance ratings was positive and relatively high = .65). 

Again ù i i s  illustrates that training participants did not exhibit great variation betwecn the 

importance they ascnbed to statements as pneral results compared to the same 

statements in terms of evaluation importance. Again, similar to the sponsors, this 

stakeholder group's views of training program evaluation did depend on the results they 

perceived for training. 



The purposes of evaluation were perceived by this group in mostly formative 

ternis for progam improvement-particularly as the sum of irnprovements made to 

program individual learning interventions (courses) that the group directly encounrers on 

a daily bais.  Training participants displayed a wide view of progam evaiuation 

involvement. data, and reporting including al1 three stakeholder groups using multiple 

data forms. The group did not display a preference for any particular mode of reponinj, 

but (as with most other forms of information these days) endorsed the idea of making 

evaluation report results avdable to ail via the intemal corporate intranet. 

Of the three groups studied, only sponsors and participants responded to the phase 

3 survey which indicated moderate perceptud variation between the groups. While the 

participant (nonmanager) goup  agreed significantly @ 5 .ûûl) more strongly than did 

progam sponsors (managers) to the part I item 'The main purpose of training should be 

to develop employees professionaily" both the univariate and multivariate tests did not 

provide evidence of strong group variation. Beyond the technical limitations of the 

analysis (described in comection with the phase 3 results and limitations) this result 

might be explained by at least two points. 

First, as mentioned, the managers who participated in the survey were those of the 

middle line, rather than corporate executive management. As such, this group of 

managerial program sponsors have a close working relationship with the designers, 

technicians, and engineers that report to them. Given the increasingly project-driven 

environment of the division, both the success of the non-management members of any 

given project team, as well as the success of their managers is determined by the results 

of the project. Roject success is determined largely by meeting specified, monitored, 



progress relative to the project charter. schedule. and deliverables. A second reason for 

these results might be explained by the organization's strong history and culture. In this 

partïcular organization. it is a well-known fact that by far most managers are recruited. or 

otherwise "work their way up". from the ranks of the non-manager (training participant) 

level groups. Both the business of the organization and the professional credibility of the 

manager mong the highly skilled pool of workers requires a generally perceived high 

level of technical. job-specific knowledge and expertise. 

The consequences of evaluation perceived by this group also matched their 

perceptions of iis purposes. Because the group views training as a means to meet both 

their job responsibilities and professional development needs, the consequences of 

evaluation were perceived mostly in ternis of course selection (instrumental use) and 

program improvement (conceptual use) which was viewed a the pnmary responsibility of 

training providers. 

Training Providers 

The training provider stakeholder group consisted of training specialists and their 

managers who are readular, Ml-time, employees of the company, but located within a 

separate division fiom the two previous groups. As mentioned the training provider 

group is part of a combined training and documentation group which provides services 

rhroughout the company. 

Looking across al1 three stakeholder groups studied, the views of training 

providen v~ried much more widely compared to those of the sponsor and participant 

groups. Although, because of their relatively srnail numbers, rnemben of this group did 



not participate in the phase 3 survey, evidence from the first two research phases 

supporred this group's distinctive view of training results relative to evaluation. 

Training providers perceived training to suppon the espoused operational and 

strategic goals of their internai clients. As such they viewed the importance of training 

results very similarly compared to both sponsors and participants. This was reflected by 

exceptionally high pattern match correlation coefficients obtained in the phase 1 research 

by comparing this groups view of training results with both sponsors (r = .78, .87) and 

participants (L = .S 1, .73). They conceptualized these results in t r m s  of two respective 

concept map cluster Odes in t e m  of benefits resulting from training, and customer 

value. The statenents comprising these two clusters were ranked highest in average 

importance (M = 3.72: 3.7 1 respectively) and contained statements indicating that 

training should result in reduced tirne to market, significant product quality 

improvements, better support of the strategic direction of the organization, and an 

improved abiiity to kxerage change in the technology to the best advantage of our 

Company and our customers. 

Training providers further echoed and emphasized progrcni sponsor views by 

emphasiUng training resuits that direcdy supported the extemal customer. The view that 

the training program should result in support for customer strategic and operationai 

objectives was rated as extremely important (M = 4.85). They also rated the importance 

of statements describing training results perceived to be specifically beneficial to 

program sponsors and iine managers high in importance. Examples include training 

results that nmow the gap benveen how a designer thinks and how our customen think., 



less time correcting mistakes and fewer recurrent problems; and developing the ability for 

the organization to meet and anticipate customer requirements. 

Ln contrast th is  goup  rated naining results that were organized into two 

conceptual clusters descnbed as effective training progarn attributes. and skills and 

knowledge lowest in average importance. Both of these clusters included statements 

indicating training results that are ostensibly within the purview of this group to more 

directly affect. These included training results concerned with obtaining certified specid 

skills (eg . .  project management and code inspection), employee communication skills. 

service management sWls, tool knowledge and proficiency, addressing training needs, 

swifdimmediate knowledge use, training integration with university-industry interaction 

programs. and addressing individual learning style(s) by optimization of learning media. 

This goup's view of training program evaluation was found to be negatively 

correlated with their view of training results. In sharp contrast to the sponsor and 

participant groups, the training provider group did not rate or discuss the importance of 

training results similarly to that of training evaiuation. Strong negative pattern match 

conelatioas were found both within the training provider group and between this group 

and the others. Within the group, the pattern match correlation between statements rated 

as training results and the same statements rated in terms of training program evaluation 

importance was a strong negative (r = -.75). Furthemore, the pattern match correlation 

between statements rated in terms of their importance as training resuits by program 

sponsors, and these same statements rated in terms of their training program evaluation 

importance by provîders was profoundiy negative and almost exactly opposite Q = -.94). 

The same pattem match with reference to the participant group was also negative, but 



less so 6 = -.JO). These results were discussed earlier in connection with the phase 1 

results and are developed and expanded further in their implications below. 

Evidence was also produced to support and explain these results in phase 2. 

Training providers emphasized a theme to use training program evaluation to secure 

funding for. and furrher expand their services among intemal sponsors and clients. 

While, on one hand. such a view rnieht be explained in ternis of the provider group's 

sincere desire to meet or exceed client expectations. there was clear evidence that this 

group aiso perceived such service growrh and client satisfaction as a main basis for their 

corporate existence. Such attitudes were perhaps most suongly held by training 

managers. This is undentandable because these managers are often cast into the role of 

internat training account executives who work the "front lines" in the perennial banle to 

secure and sustain intemal hinding to support their services in the organization. The 

comments of a senior training manager describe this view well: 

[Evaluation results should be used rnainly] for re~o~pition, for advertising. If we 

do a good job evaiuating training then we c m  make the nainhg better and 

beaer.. ..So it will Iead to changes, in improvement to the course marketing. You 

can get more people coming in. 

Another training manager stated: 

1 am a service provider and my opinions are totaily different when it cornes to 

dealing with training from the person who is payuig the money. 

Based on the fmdings of both research phases involving this group, it was clear that in 

addition to depending on the organizational results they perceived for the program, 



training provider views of traininz program evaluation also depended on their perceptions 

of its ability to satisfy intemal clients to secure budgetary program funding. 

Emphasizing their area of expertise relative to traininz, the provider group 

perceived themselves to be in a lead role in evaluation planning process. Due to the 

consultative nature of their work they see themselves as providing responsive services ro 

their main clients (progarn sponsors). Providers perceived multiple data sources and 

stakeholder involvement as well. The main reponing audience was perceived to be the 

sponsor group. Provider perceptions of evaluation consequences emphasized 

instrumental and symbolic forms of utilization related to justifyinp, sustaining. and 

expanding the progarn. 

Stakeholders perceptions of training results were shown to differ moderately. Al1 

groups reco,pized sirnilar training results that were considered desirable and important as 

organizationai results. However, variation was seen in the relative eiiiphasis placed upon 

these results. Looking across the stakeholder groups and study phases, sponsors and 

training participants showed differences in the results they emphasized. Sponsors. as 

managers, emphasized customer, market, business, and product development results. 

While also reco-gizing custorner-related results, participants, emphasized design quality, 

job, career, professional, personal, and technical knowiedge results. Training providers 

echoed a combination of results perceived by both sponsors and participants (as their 

main clients), but they identified more closely with the views of the sponsor group (as the 

group with the most direct influence on intemal training funding decisions). 



Each group's view of training results was seen to influence rheir respective views 

of evaluation. Among program sponsors and participants this influence was relative1 y 

subde and each was seen to be somewhar complementary to the other. Each of these two 

groups emphasized a slightiy different set of training results and these news subdy 

affecred each goup7s view of training evaluation. but the structural proximity and 

organizational interdependency of the groups wûs seen as a potent force in moderating 

this variation. On the other hand. in addition to depending on the organizational results 

they perceived for training, provider views of evaluation were seen to also depend 

suongly on the vitality of both the program and their jobs in administering it. The 

following section serves to further explain and develop the implications of these findings 

within the contexr cf the literature and conceptual framework. 

Im~lications Within Conceptual Framework 

This section revisits the conceptual framework and relevant Iiterature ro expand 

and M e r  develop the findings of the study discussed above. 

Elements within the cornplex organizational context in which training and its 

evaluation occur 

Evaluation and Organizational Theoc 

The study irnplicates both evaluation and organizational theory. These are both 

emphasized in the conceptual framework presented. Yet the integraion of these two 

theoretical realms is in its infancy. Indeed, the fus? linkages between ihese domains have 

only recentiy been forged. In observin; that %ere has k e n  iinle research or theoretical 

development iinking organizational theory and e--düsiûiî" Rûgcrs and Hou& (1395, p. 



32 1) reviewed five different perspectives on organizations in connection with evaluation 

effecriveness. Although they include it as one of the five perspectives, these authors 

questioned the unified, rational, view of organizations as orderly and predictable entities. 

They further rec~~gnized the complex nature of organizations in which "progarns cm be 

said to constnict realities that match their assumptions." (p. 322) The five oganizational 

perspectives they discussed are useful to the present snidy because they provide an 

additional basis for exploring its findings. 

Conuary to the initial prediction that program sponsors would adopt a more 

summative view focusing on program worth as based on traditional organizationai theory. 

the findings suggested they actually had a more formative evaluation perspective related 

to program merit and irnprovement. The "managerial hierarchy pers~ctive" cf 

evaluation described by Rogers and Hou$ suggests an explanation: 

This perspective is based on the assurnptions that "decision-makers and managers 

are constantly in search of ways to improve performance" (Floden & Weiner, 

1978, p. 10). Therefore a "good" evaluation is one whch provides decision- 

makers with the information they request and can be utilized for program 

improvement. (p. 324) 

This perspective judps the quality of an evaiuation based on its ability to meet its 

objectives for rationai decision-mahg for program improvement (see aiso Stufflebeam 

& Webster, 1988). Furthexmore, the evaluator acts in the role of management consultant 

using client satisfaction as his or her main criterion for assessing the success of the 

evaluation. This perspective fits some of the fmdings obtained in the present snidy 

because, dtho?igh rpncrs exercised the gezes? re,!rtive ccctiol cVe: p p ~ ~  bw!get, 



they also discussed training as an essential service to be steadily improved. In 

responding to the phase 2 question about the (formative or summative) purposes of 

training evaluation, the sponsor goup's (TCC) chairman stated 

1 think [the purpose of evaluation is] both [formative and summative]. In some 

ways by definition improvement is tied to judgment. So the objective is to 

improve it. Judghg for the sake of jud,@ng is not very valuable. 1s it 50/50? Is it 

70/30? The objective is to make it better. 1 don't h n k  that we have an option not 

to have a training program. 

Of the collective of program spunsors occupying the TCC. this standing group c h a h a n  

is the person with direct sign-off authonty for the annual program budget. As outlined 

above, the managrid hierarchy perspective explains his leaning toward formative 

evaluation. Assuming the need to budget for and fund the training program (as essential), 

a formative evaluation focus becomes paramount because even though summative results 

may suggest the progarn should be curtailed or cancelled there is no option "not to have 

a training progarn." 

The views expressed by the TCC chairman about the role of evaluaton also 

squares with the managerial hierarchy perspective. In responding to the phase 2 question 

about what data is required for evaluation, he replied "1 honestly don't know. 1' m 

looking for professional advice here." In looking to the training provider group to take a 

leading role in evaluating the program, this view clearly casts the evaluator in the role of 

"management consultant" as described by Rogers and Hough. But if the training 

evaluators are recnûted intemally from the ranks of the training program providen (who 

not only have a clear and direct stake the program's funding level but also in its 



implementation) their evaluarion recommendations rnight reasonably emphasize the 

status quo of program funding and operation because they are vulnerable to outsourcing. 

What organizational evduarion perspective explains this view? 

The "street-level bureaucrat" mode1 assumes that workers will resist hierarehical 

control and managerid attempts to alter their routines. Firstiy, because these thin, =S are a 

concrete expression of their status: and, secondly. because they represent informal copinj 

processes which are essential to the containment of the work. Because of th is  resistance, 

oqanizations fighht to remain the same regardless of evaluation findings. Program 

providers in the present study exhibited some of these characteristics in attempting to use 

evaluation to maintain training program operation. According to Rogrs and Hough. the 

street-level bureaucrat perspective also involves calls for professionalism and concern for 

individuals radier than numbers. This encourages progam staff to concentrate on 

servicin; existing clients. rather than questioning whether the service needs to change to 

meet the needs of those who do not use the service. As discussed, supportive evidence 

was obtained (particularly in phase 2) regarding provider goup views related to training 

professionalism as well as their focus on meeting existing client needs before expanding 

their services to potential organizational clients. The training provider group involved 

viewed their current interna1 client as foundational to maintaining their resources. The 

followîng organizational evaluation perspective links cornpetition for resources to power 

among stakeholders. 

Based on the view that common goais are largely unanainable, the "collective 

bargaining perspective" acknowledges that unequai resources and power will lead to 

competing interest stxuctures or coalitions relative to evaluation. Even so, differentials in 



power and resources arnong evaluation stakeholders ". . . will probabl y never be open1 y 

discussed" according to Rogers and Hough (p. 328). They further noted that no approach 

to evaluation responds to the issues raised by die collective bargainhg perspective: 

Even where conflict is recognized in an evaluation (for example. Palumbo & 

Hallett, 1993) there are no suggesred methods or theories to deal with it. The 

faiiure to rffrctively link corporate management evaluation techniques such as 

performance indicators to budget decisions (Winston, 1991) may be Iargely due to 

the assurnption that participants will cooperate with the process, rather than 

continue their cornpetition for resources. (p. 328) 

As discussed the three stakeholder groups snidied in the present research clearly had 

differing resource availability, stakes, and organizational power. While the findings by 

no means suggest hostile or ineconcilable schisms between the groups (as members of 

the same company). these differences did serve to color their perceptions of evaluation 

relative to the training progam. The multiple research methods employed in the current 

study enabled the collection of data describing sorne of these differences. The centrally 

featured stakeholder-based framework has assisted in interpreting and developing the 

fmdings. The next section h t h e r  explores these specificdy in terms of stakeholder- 

based evaluation. 

S takeholder-Based Evaluation 

The findings of the present study support the increased use of a stakeholder-based 

approach using multiple applied research rnethods in corporate training evaluation. 

Although stakeholder-based evaluation has been the exception rather than the d e  for 

corporate training, the reasons for this have not been widely discussed in the training 



evaluation literature. Perhaps this is due to the weak linkage between the training 

profession and the field of evaluation as theoreticians and practitioners in evaluation have 

long considered the multiple group perspectives involved with a stakeholder-based 

evaluation. For example, Mark and Shotland (1985: pp. 605-606) stated: 

Evaluation. in theory and in practice. increasingly acknowledges and 

accommodates the existence of multiple groups interested in evaluation results. 

The need to incorporate in an evaluation the interests of multiple groups has been 

acknowledged by evaluators with markedly different perspectives (e.g. Cook. 

1985: Cronbach et al.. 1980; Guba and Lincoln, 1981: Patton. 1980) using a 

variety of terms such as "constituency analysis." "pluralism," and the "policy 

setting community. 

Within this frarnework stakeholder values are key. Although derived in reference to the 

evaluation of public progams ths framework provides a useful heuristic for the present 

study because it also recognizes how the independent and continoous dimensions of 

stakeholder power (the ability of a goup  to influence policy decisions involving the 

program king evaluated) and legitimacy (the perception that the stakeholder goup's 

interest in the progam and its effects is socially acceptable) are likely to influence 

stakeholder perspectives of evaluation. 

Using the results of the current study, each of the stakeholder groups considered 

c m  be placed dong the dimensions of power and legitirnacy regarding the training 

program. All three groups have an obviously legitircate stake in the training program. 

As the group with the most direct budgetary influence over the program, however, 

sponsors are highesr in power relative to the other groups. Although it can be argued that 



sponsors also have a high stalre in the success or effectiveness of the program. providen 

are seen to have the rnost at stake as the goup most immediateiy susceptible to program 

budget cutbacks or outsourcing. Because (as pointed out) training is a necessity in the 

organization, whether it cornes predominantly from intemal or extemal sources, people 

(training participants) will always have access to training in some form. For this reason, 

participants are seen as positioned between the former two groups in terms of both power 

and legitimacy relative to the program. 

Viewed from a multiple stakeholder perspective the evaluator faces not only 

technical but aiso political challenges in the organizauon. As demonstrated by the results 

of the present study. these challenges are most evident in the contrasting perceptions of 

program providers and sponsors reveaied regardinj training results and evaluation. As 

described by Bunker ( 1978. p. 129-130) such differences might be explained by political 

and role differences related to differential organizational power: 

The plannen and evaluatoa have tended to be specialists and technocrats with 

dlegiance to professional n o m ,  whle managers of field activities tend to be tied 

to poiiticaily accountable hierarchies with interest not only in program 

performance, but also in conserving their power.. . .Similarly, the capture, 

andysis, and use of evaluation data is arduous and ticky. The evaluator faces 

both technicd and politicai challenges. Even when the task of g a t h e ~ g ,  

analyzing, and reporthg meaningful data can be mastered techmcally, the 

unacceptable result remains a serious and oft encountered problem (Meyers 

1975). The perspectives of the evaluator and of the program administrator and his 

political sponsors are sufficiently different. 



As demonstrated by the results of the cunent study, a stakeholder-based evaluation 

approach has the potentiai to at least identify (if not reçoive) differences in the 

perspectives of the parties involved. 

Interestingly, in contrast to the raft of training evaluation efforts that have been 

referenced in the professional training lirerature, the few articles thar have been published 

describing the use of multiple-stakeholder approaches to training evaluation have shifted 

dieir focus away from the popular search for training ROI. For exarnple, McLinden and 

Trochm (1998) argue for the involvement of multiple groups and the use of concept 

mappin; and pattern matching to reveal the degree of consensus. correspondence, and 

consistency among stakeholders. Also. in discussing the need to move beyond traditional 

views of training evaluation in tems of ROI. Moad (1 995) described the application of 

concept mappinp and pattern matching in the Professional Education goup of Arthur 

Andersen Company to evaiuate training in tems of stat.eholder expectations. This group 

has abandoned attempts to evaluate training in tems of ROI. According to Moad (p. 46)' 

"Most of the training ROI studies are just seen by management as promotion and 

marketing by rt?e training department." Although this perception among the management 

sponsors involved in the present study did not corne through with the blunmess reflected 

in Moad's comment, the tendency for intemal training providers (training department) to 

promote and market training through evaluation was clear. 

Yet such motives walk a fine line between justifiable group self-interest and 

exercises in organizational power and politics. Sorne have discussed such evaluation 

self-interest in te- of cooptation in comection with intemal evaluation (see e.g., 

Cooley, 1980; Kean, 1980; Kennedy, 1983; Mathison, 1991) however, the scarce 



discussion in the professional training literature a ~ o u t  the political side of training 

evaluation remains. The following discussion considers some of die implications of the 

study in this area. 

Power and Politics 

No individual or goup openly chose to discuss either training results or 

evaluation explicitly in terms of organizational power and politics. Althou$ the training 

provider group perhaps came ciosest. evcn their remarks and comments were largely 

couched in terms of intemal client satisfaction or rationalistic views of results perceived 

as generally favorable by al1 stakeholders. Yet, as has been pointed out. both 

organizations and individuals within them generally resist such open discussions. 

According to Patton (1997. p. 344): 

We found that many evaluators disassociated themselves from the political side of 

evaluarion. despite evidence throughout their interviews that they were enmeshed 

in politics. 

If this is m e  for evaluation in general. it is also clear for corporate training evaluation. 

iMuch of the training and human performance professional Iiteranire dernonstrates a 

clearly self-serving tendency to use evaluation to actively promote both the products and 

profession of training. A good number of articles from this literature pool have been 

cited in the current snidy. As pointed out, many of these have focused upon the financial 

retum on training as well as its contribution to profitability and business results. 

Especially in view of the empiricai findings presented, the argument can be 

developed that the professional societies and organizations associated with the business 

of training, performance, and human resource development are themselves pursuing a 



political agenda on behalf of the profession. This has to do with legitirnizing and 

strengthening the organizational power of both internai staff and externai consultants who 

provide training services. Training evaluation in terms of ROI has become a mantra 

throughout the profession. 

But the continuing viability of this type of training politics depends on a 

mainstream organizational ideology that has become so ingained. This continues to 

promote functionai rationality and fosters ROI thinking in connection with training 

evaluation. Even so. this ideology has its own political underpinnings. In pointing out 

that the literature of management is political, Pfeffer (198 1, pp. 14- 15) noted: 

The ar,ueent, then, is that the very literature of management and organizational 

behavior (as well, we might add, of much of economics, though that is a topic 

wonhy of separare development) is itself politicai (Edelman, 1964), and causes 

support to be generated and opposition to be reduced as various conceptions of 

organizations are created and maintained in part through their very repetition. 

In this literature, efficiency-enhancing or profit-increasing behavior are not being 

taken as hypotheses about motivation and causes for action, but rather as accepted 

facts. 

In view of the framework developed for the present study, such a view funher serves to 

connect and i n t ep t e  organizational politics with training evaluation. It aiso provides an 

additionai dimension for considerations of organizational effectiveness and helps to 

explain the enduring ROI language of training evaluation incessantly pitched to the 

management in these organizations. So if evaluation in general and training evaiuation in 

particular tends to succumb to the political language and predispositions of the 



organizations where it is pracriced the complex organizational context becomes a vital 

consideration in training evaluation research and practke. 

In addition to the political nature of management and organizational literature 

nored by Pfeffer above. others have also flagged sirnilar difficulties associated with 

organizational effectiveness theory. For example. Hall (1980) critiqued the goal 

attainmenr mode1 based on its oversimplified view and failure to account for multiple 

perspectives and goal diversity. More recently Perrow (1992) connected such problems 

to the widespread and uncritical adoption of elitist idroiogy: 

Next. 1 question the assumption that efficiency can be addressed by examining 

survival, legitimac y, growth or profits, thus neglecting the multiple stakeholdee 

within and without the organisation with quite different notions of efficiency or 

goai achevement. . ..I have long proposed diat organisations be seen as 

contentious arenas where people witLn and without the organisation seek to use it 

for their own ends. and that organisations were bound to pnerate negative 

extemalities or social costs. Yet measures of one. or at rnost two or three goals, 

continue to dorninate our snidies. The financial measures used by organisational 

elites (and taken over by us) are recognised in the management literature as 

uncorrelated. and garbage-can theory observes that even the heads of 

organisations are not of a piece regarding the uses they wish to put their 

organisations. But our basic notions or organisations fundamentally resist the 

implications of multiple and unstable goals, in part, 1 suspect, because the elites 

are reluctant to acknowledge this and we are more subject to the reality 

construction of organisational elites than we care to acknowledge. (pp. 37 1-372) 



Perrow's comments have several implications in relation to the framework used in the 

present snidy. First, he acknowledps the limited view of organizational effectiveness 

based on the neglect of multiple stakeholder perspectives. Second, Perrow impiies a 

constructivist view of organizational performance relared to financial measures and 

fostered by the elitcs of the organization. Third. he emphasizes an open-systems view of 

the organization in terms of its negative extemalities within the Iarger context of society. 

Referencing the current results only one srudy participant (a senior manager in the 

sponsor group) indicated a view of organizational success in rem of training results 

extemal to the organization beyond the customer or market. In refiecting on possible 

omissions in bis grooup's phase 1 view of uaining results he commented: 

The other one [nainin; result] 1 was thinking of is there is no therne of society 

here. it is suictly customers and market, it's not [the organization's] contribution 

to the bettement of the world as it is. That would maybe be closer to employee 

development. organizationaücorporate and sociery inter-relationships. 

This comment is particularly useful to point out that, beyond the differential group 

emphases placed on the results and evaluation of training, ail groups adhered closely to 

an impiicit set of assurnptions within a weli-enuenched set of conceptual boundaries 

regarding organizational effectiveness and success. As noted above, this same set of 

boundaries is seen to influence mainstream views of training evaluation. While it can be 

argued that these influences are also related to adjunct limitations of the Kirkpatrick 

mode1 (see, e.g., Hale, 1998; Lanigan, 1998) the conceptual framework and 

methodological approach used for the present study highlights the organizational role, 

power, and statu of the knowledge worker. This is considered next. 



Iylowledpe Workers and the Power of Intellectual Ca~itai 

Proqam participants as the main knowledge workers in the organization have 

neither official accountability for training progam budget spending nor a high stake in 

whether there is such a budget at dl.  As described. the findings of the present study 

suggest rhat this group views both training and its evaluation in tems of their own 

professional growth and development. But, unlike the minimaliy technically skilled 

manufacturing workers discussed by Damah (1995. see Chapter 3). the program 

parucipant stakeholder goup in the present study constinites a specific set of knowledge 

workers that c m  be broadly conceived within the information technology (ïï) sector. 

Even among Darrah's workers he pointed out that "knowledge was a comrnodity that 

could be transfened fiorn person to peson.. .It brought power to those who possessed it. 

so that it was bartered among worken and became a basis for infornial networks of CO- 

workers." (p. 33) If this was true for Darrah's workers. it 1s most certainly m e  for the 

knowledge workers snidied here. Furthemore. from this perspective it can well be 

argued that. in developing their collective intellecrual capital, training contributes 

direcdy to the power of this group in die organization. The implications of this are 

considered next. 

The scarcity and inter-corporate cornpetition for ï'ï knowledge workers has been 

described and is receiving increasing attention (Caplan, 1995; Lee. 1997) and it is funher 

sensationalized and commonly discussed in the popular media in terms of "corporate 

raiding" and "brain drains" scenarios in which companies. or even nations compete to 

attract such employees. Even in the absence of media hype, there is a reasonable basis to 



believe that such workers must hold a certain amount of organizational power based on 

their individual and (especially) collective intellecnial capital. Several mana, aement 

authors have recognized this fDmckerT 1993a, 1995; Pfeffer. 1991: Pinchot & Pinchot, 

1993). 

The basis for power among such individuals has been described variously. 

According to Pfeffer (1981). French and Raven (1968) dcscribed expert power as power 

rhat cornes from possessing specialized expertise. Expanding on these notions. 

Mintzberg (1983) labeled this type of power in association with that possessed by the 

"professional operators" wi thn  the organizational "system of expertise": 

Professional operators have an important basis of power-the possession of 

critical knowledge and skills. This means that alone or in small groups. they must 

be given considerable discretion in their work. and so corne to arnass a good deai 

of power. This is enhanced by the fact that the professional operators generally 

provide a ski11 wtiich is in great demancl, resulting in a good deai of job mobility. 

As a result. their dependence on the oganization is reduced as is their 

cornmitment to it. In other words, ideoiogy is typicaily not a strong force in the 

case of professionah. at least not organizational ideology (professional 

i d e ~ l o ~ w e l i e f  in the profession and its norms-certainiy is). Al1 of this means 

that the professional operator relies on the System of Expertise as the prime 

means of influence. (p. 132) 

Therefore. insofar as training contributes to the knowledge and expertise of these workea 

it also contributes to their individual (and particulariy coliective) power. 



More recently (and in specific relation to the type of case organization and 

knowledge workers considered in the present study), Moad (1998) traced and 

summarized the hstorical rise of corporate power arnong such workers. This author 

traced the power beginnings of this goup  back to 1950s. He noted that from 1950 CO 

1960 traditional business executives held strong power because they controiled al1 

information technology within the fm. Moad observed that power among iT 

professionals increased most rapidly in the period from 1960 through 1980 and this rise 

coincided with rapid technological changes also occurring during this period. He goes on 

to note that from 1980 tu 1990 in the US the political climate of "Reaganornics" served to 

r e m  some power to traditional administrative and managerial functions, but beyond this 

the rnost recent developments have seen the power of the knowledge worker expand at 

unprecedented rates. According to Moad (p. 4) "ln some highly technology-dependent 

companies, IT managers aren't just being p a e d  doser to the business they're starting to 

take it over." 

Such obsewations of knowledge worker power are particularly useful in die 

present study because these help to explain the close proximity of perceptions found 

between the line management training program sponsors. and the knowledge worker 

training participants in the phase 3 results described. In addition to the organizational CO- 

location of these two groups, there is also an obvious organizational power balance (see 

also Bunker, 1978 above) between these two groups. Manageriai authority on the one 

hand, expert power on the other. But in comection with his view of post-capitalist 

society as both a knowledge society and a society of organizations Drucker (1993) sees 

these as opposite, baiancing poles rather than contradictions. This is because most 



educated people practice their knowledge as members of an organization and must 

therefore simultaneously live and work in two cultures-that of the "intellectual," who 

focuses on words and ideas, and that of the "manager" who focuses on people and work. 

Intellectuals view the organization as a tool to enable them to practice their profession. 

Managers see knowledge as a means to the end of organizational performance. 

Accoràing to Drucker (p. 215) both need each other equally: 

If one overbalances the other, there is only non-performance and dl-around 

frustration. The intellectual's world. unless counterbalanced by the manager. 

becomes one in which everybody "does his own thing" but nobody achieves 

anythmg. The manager's world. unless counrerbalanced by the intellectual, 

becomes the stulti@mg bureaucracy of the "Organization Man." Büt if the two 

balance each other. there c m  be creativity and order, fulfülment and mission. 

Although the variation revealed among them c m  be viewed from a number of theoretical 

perspectives as discussed thus far, perhaps the realization of Drucker's comments above 

helps to funher explain the similarities in views of training resuits displayed by ail 

stakeholder groups in the present study. The overail limitations of the study are 

discussed next . 

Limitations of the Studv Overall 

Beyond the limitations described in connection with each individual research 

phase, the discussion thus far has suggested several limitations of the study overail. Fit, 

although the empirical approach taken has addressed the research questions in descnbing 

the nature of stakeholder variation views of uaining and its evaluation, the study 

population did not include the perspectives of the most powemil individuals within the 



organization hierarchy (such as the CE0 and board)? This Limitation, however, has dso 

been levied upon organizational snidies in general. As noted by Perrow (1992, p. 378) 

"CEOs and boards of directors need to be studied; these are the elites who exercise the 

most power." The inclusion of perspectives of such corporate power "elites" could have. 

perhaps provided a wider range of variation. especially using the interviewing methods 

discussed in connection with phase 3. 

Second. even taken together, the findings of al1 three research phases represent 

those of a single case study. A s  such, it can oniy be hyporhesized that similar (or indeed 

different) findings would be obtained in another-or set of other4rganizational 

setting(s). Idedly. this research would be repeated across a range of organizations in 

various sectors including. for example, private, public, profit, non-profit, etc. 

Third, while descnbed individually in connection with a range of published 

research. the empirical methods related here have not been discussed (to my knowledge) 

in combination within a single study'o. There are, therefore, no published references 

with whch to compare the integrated resuits produced. Yet this particular limitation 

might dso be viewed as a positive. For example, defining methodological 

"trianaguiation" as the multiple employrnent of sources of data, observes, methods, or 

theories in investigations of the sarne phenomenon, Greene and McClintock (1985) have 

m e r  described "between-method" uiangdation as the use of two or more different 

methods to measure the same phenomenon. The goal of methodological trianplation is 

to strengthen the validity of the overall finciings through congruence andior 

l9 Ir might be noied that at the tirne of the study <here existed six to eight Ievelr of hierarchy betwcen some 
study participants and the CE0 of the organization. 



complementarity of the results from each method. Conamence means similarity, 

consistency, or convergence of results, whereas complementarity refers to one set of 

results enriching, expanding upon, clarifying, or illustrating the other. Thus the essence 

of triangulation is that the methods represent independent assessments of the same 

phenornenon. Yet, as pointed out by Greene and McClintock 

Despite widespread advocacy of mixed-method evaluation designs with 

rriangulation of quantitative and qualitative methods. several major obstacles 

inhibit their use. First. there is insufficient guidance regarding the 

implementation of different mixrd-methods designs, which ieads to confusion 

about the comparative costs and benefîts of design choices (Mark and Shetland, 

1984). Similarly. there are too few examples of data analysis in mixed-methods 

research, either in terms of comparing or inregrating results. and even fewer that 

meaningfully attend to the underlying issue of cross-paradiam triangulation. (p. 

524) 

Thus the combination and integration of methods used in the present study serve to 

provide a substantive example of methodologicai triangulation and integration. The 

reapplication of these particdar methods in connection with a range of funher research 

would. however, provide a most desirable basis for methodological analysis and 

cornparison. 

While data analysis strategies for mixed-method evaiuation designs have been dercribed (Caracelli Bi 
Greene, 1993) this is concerned with mre  traditional quantitative and qualitative data forms. 



Fourth. rather than produce an itemized list of al1 possible contextual limitations, 

it rnight simply be stated that ail empincal data were collected and anaiyzed by a single 

researchzr (the author), in the case organization described. under the circumstances that 

prevailed. While Wolcott (1990, p. 30) has referred to such disclaimers as a standardized 

"litany of limitations" he aiso pointed out the importance of underscoring "any elemenr 

deserving of special mention" in a particular study. Fortunately, most elements 

associated with the organizationai context were relatively stable durin; the period in 

which data collection occurred. For exarnple, phase 1 data collection commenced in 

May, and ended in August of 1997. Phase 2 data collection commenced in November 

and ended in late December of the sarne year. Phase 3 data collection both commenced 

and ended in May of 1998. During the whole tirne period in which al1 data were 

collected. both the training program and organization enjoyed a period of relative calrn at 

least relative to training. But this was not to remain the case much past rnid-summer of 

1998. For it was at that point, after al1 data had been coIiected, that major changes were 

announced afTecting training at the corporate level of the organization. Because these 

changes were only proposed to the functional training groups in the organization. and 

were not pnerally known throughout the Company at large u n d  well after all data were 

collected (4" quarter. 1998) they are not viewed as having influenced the (for example. 

the phase 3 survey) data in any way. In fact, the program studied is still in tact as I write 

this. Only the way in which the program is administered has been affected. Also, it 

should be mentioned that the researcher's role within the organization was that of a 

training speciaht during the period in which the data were collected and andyzed. 



Fifth, while methods employed for phase 1 and phase 3 were based on approaches 

that have been well-discussed. the approach taken in phase 2 (interviews) foliowed a 

panicular approach toward qualitative analysis, namely semistrucnired interviewing, 

transcription, coding, and analysis following Miles and Huberman ( 1994). But many 

approaches to interview anaiysis exist within a range of qualitative research paradigms 

(Guba & Lincoln, 1989; 1994) that are more or less concordant with diis semistnicnired 

approach (see, e.g.. McCracken. 1988: Momssey, 1995; Psathas, 1995). Although, it was 

clear that the sernistxuctured interviews did funher enrich the overali study, ir rnight be 

argued that more purely phenomenologicd or ethnomethodological approaches rnight 

have yielded even richer description. Such approaches would have, however, relied more 

upon grounded theory thus negating the use of the predefmed conceptual framework 

employed. As discussed. this particular approach was chosen within the overall context 

of the smdy and research questions, and it is believed to have worked well within this, 

and the organizational. contexr of the study. 



Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

The study fmdings suggest that stakeholder p u p s  varied in the relative emphases 

and importance they placed upon a similar set of perceived training results. This set of 

results was characterized by both traditional and emergent indicators and reflected 

themes and concepts related to customer satisfaction, market cornpetitiveness. product 

design and development. qudity. business results. employee satisfaction (especially in 

terms of professional and career growth), and productivity through the development of 

the intellecnial capital of the organization. 

Evidence was further produced to support the conclusion that stakeholder goup  

perceptions of training evaluation do depend on the results they perceived for training. 

Vaxiation among the goups was s h o w  to be related to differences in their organizational 

roles and values. These values were expressed as thernes of management among program 

sponsors; professional, job and career development among participants; and internai 

client satisfaction related to proa- sustenance among training providers. 

These findings were developed in the last chapter which contains an integrated 

discussion of the implications of the study particularly in reference to the methodological 

and conceptual framework employed. The current chapter focuses on the implications of 

the study specifically in t e m  of three main areas. These invoive (1) continuing research 

especially related to training evaluation and combining methods, (2) developing theory 

for training evaiuation, and (3) improving training evaiuation practice. 



Continuing Research 

Training evaluation research effons have generally focused upon isolated aspects 

using sin-dar empirical methods. Indeed. the lack of literanire available for 

rnethodoIogical cornparison relative to the three-phase approach taken in the present 

study has been noted as a general limitation of the overall study. But the positive side of 

this has aiso been flagged: for how can we expect to advance if we confine ourselves only 

to repetitive methodological and empincal approaches? The expanded views and 

complementary insights gained by combinin; the methods used in this snidy have 

provided a range of data to address its research questions. But this methodologkù 

combination has also broken new empincal ground. Yet an in-depth inquiry related to 

technical aspects (e.g., reliability, validity) of the approach taken is well beyond the 

scope of the present study. For this reason. two distinctive sets of research implications 

are described. The first is related to trainiv.g evaluation research. The second is related 

specifically to the technical aspects of combining the methods employed in the study. 

Training Evaluation 

Training is related to purposive learning. As descnbed in the present study much 

training evaiuation research has consequently focused upon aspects of rraining efficiency 

especially in terms of theories of transfer as related to skül development and observable 

changes in behavior. But multiple authors have underscored the lack of fit between such 

behavioraily-oriented approaches and populations of knowledge workers (Brown & 

Du,ed, 199 1; Conference Board, Inc.. 1997; Lewis, 1996; On, 1987, 1990; Pepitone, 

1995; Sacks, 1994; Shayo & Olfman, 1993). 



These results have strong implications for training evaluation practice. As this 

practice has only tacitly treated issues related to power and politics by continuing to 

assume goal and stakeholder hornogeneity, training professionds have been tradiriondly 

cast as would-be program rvaluators internai to both the organization and the p r o p m .  

Might alternative stakeholder-based. participatory (Cousins & Earl. 1992). or intemal 

evaluation (Love. 199 1 ) evaluation modes be prescribed'? Why haven't training 

providers embraced w ide-sale usage of evduation methods, models. and techniques 

beyond end of course satisfaction measurement? Is the training evaluation function best 

defined and formalized as an independent position in the orgmization'? Finally. wiiût 

cross-car generalizations might be developed from a funher examination of the 

intrrrelationshi ps brtwer n the stakeholder groups identi fied here? These questions are 

drrmed highly relevant and wonhy of continued investigation. 

Another major uea of training evduation might best be viewed as quasi of even 

training evaluation "action" research. The purposive action here is mostly on behdf of 

training professionals serking to promote. sustain. or market training solutions to 

organizational clients (Brown, 1994: Moad. 1995). Alternative motives for such 

evaluation and evduûtion reserirch might d so  include. however. decision or investment 

justification by decision makers (Darrah. 1995). Both of the main areas sumrnarized 

above may be seen as related in suggesting the following implications stated as questions 

to guide future training evaluation and research efforts: 

How do knowledge workers leam best in complex organizations'? How much. 

and what type(s) of, resources and structures are required? Who defines and 

acts on learning requirements'? In what ways? 



What is the cornplete range of stakeholder variation in training program 

evaluation? At the work goup, departmental, divisional, organizational. and 

uans-organizationl levels? 

From whose perspective should training be evaluated? What are the core 

motivations and outputs of evaluation? 

How c m  specific evaluation approaches (e.g., intemal. goai-free. utilization- 

focused, or participatory) be more effectively employed in connection with 

training evaluation? 

Can training evaluation ever be meaningfuily conceived and performed in a 

completely apolitical context? If so. under what contextual circumstances? If 

not, how can the influence of organizational power and politics be made 

explicit and used in a constructive marner within the evaluation? 

Combining Methods 

This study empioyed bath qualitative and quantitative methods. Within the scope 

of the present investigation, these methods (both individually and in combination) have 

produced dfferent kinds of evidence to answer the research questions posed. The 

concept mapping and pattern matching employed in phase 1 yielded stakeholder group- 

level views of training results and evaluation importance. The qualitative interviews in 

phase 2 further explored and probed these views from the perspective of individual 

stakeholder group memben. The quantitative s w e y  served to extend and generalize two 

of the three stakeholder group views within the case organization. 

While technicd issues related to reliability and validity have been discussed in 

connection with concept mapping and it component procedures (Caracelli, 1989; 



Trochirn, 1993; Weiss. 1983). qualitative and interview methods (Denzin & Lincoln. 

1994), and the quantitative techniques (Campbell, 1983; Cook & Campbell. 1983: 

Hinkin. 1998; Schmitt & Klimoslu. 1991), no such equivalent discussion is known (at 

least by this audior) to exist for these methods in combination. As mentioned. wh le  a 

detaded investigation of such technical issues is beyond the present scope, several 

implications are highlighted for future work in t h i s  area: 

C m  (or should) overarchin; indicators of technical quality be produced to 

describe the collective "reliability and vaiïdity" of the methods used here in 

concert? What quantitative and qualitative elements might such indicaton 

include. How would these be definrd, weighted. and combined? 

How c m  the analytical findings produced by each of the methods employed 

be properly combined? Do (or should) the findings produced by any parricular 

method "outweigh" the findings produced by the other(s). 

How could conflicting findings between the methods be handled? 

While the individual use of each of the three methods may suggest a particula. 

paradi-watic orientation (e.g., positivist, post-positivist, constructivist), what 

does their combined use suggest ontologically and epistemologically? Are 

such distinctions important and wonhy of consideration? 

Also, precisely because of the dearth of literanire regardhg the combination of 

methods used I will briefly reflect on my impressions of the relative merits, advantages 

and disadvantages across the study phases. As sumrnarized in Table 20 the methods 

used are compared relative to each other especidy in terms of (1) how difficult it was to 



implement each, (2) the relative costs, (3) the demands each placed on the participants. 

and (4) how useful the results were. 

Table 20. Cornparison of Methods 

Methoci Lmplcmentation Cost Participant Usefuincss 

DitTiculty Convenience of R d a  

Concept srienung pmicipsnrs on rneihod 

Mapping -hce to face mtzung 
-group facilinuon skills 
-hardware & tools serup 

Phase 2 modente 

inrerviewtng -face to facc 
-interviewmg skills 
-recorder xnip & monitonnp 

Phase 5 high 

S w c y  -planning & prepmoon 
-pdoung. prwfing. pnnung 
-initiai promotion & follaw-up 

modente 

-sor'iwrtrc! 

-~udio  nping 
-transcn bing 

high 

-soinvue 
-promouon 
-pnnnng 

modcrare to 

h r h  
e u y  to schedulz 
-convemtiond 
-informai feeling 

high 

-group data 
quuianuvt  
-qudlt3tlve 
-visuaUpphic 

As a researcher concemed with producing a high-quality study, 1 found the 

implementation difîïculty moderate to high for al1 methods. Each method presented a 

slightly different, but nonetheless, considerable degree of planning and execution 

challenge. A straightforward way to compare the costs associated with each method is to 

simply compare the relative costs of the s o h a r e  involved. Major software purchases 

included The Concept System, QSR-NUD-IST, SPSS, and Teleform. A notable plus is 

that sipifkant discounts were generaily available for studenthesearcher applications of 

these products. 

AU methods were generaily convenient for participants. This convenience came 

at the expense of the researcher's Ume and convenience, however. As discussed, aü 

methods yielded useful information relative to the snidy. Because of the way the snidy 



was planned it should be noted that a main purpose of the second phase was to 

corroborate fmdings from phase 1 (by asking individuals to comment on the concept map 

produced by their group). While phase 3 was limited to only two groups (and was 

subject to die other limitations mentioned) the results of this phase also corroborated well 

with those of the previous phases. 

Deveio~ing Theorv 

Training evaluation "theory" has been dominated by a four-level view in terms of 

satisfaction. leamin;, behavior. and results. While h s  has been. and will probably 

continue to be, a useful heuristic based on its theoretical economy and intuitive 

practicality, probably its greatest shortcomings relate to its assumptions of a singlar  

evaluative perspective within a classicaVrational organizational setting. From this 

perspective, the evaluator collects and analyzes data and provides evaluation results to 

the sponsor of the evaluation. Training participants act mainly as passive data sources, 

and the mode1 becomes stifled by complexity in its attempts to link and reduce 

organizational effects and performance to training causes (Sleezer, Hough, & Gradous, 

1998). While increasing numbers of authors have begun to suggest alternatives 

(Brinkerhoff, 1987; Brinkerhoff & GU, 1994; Hale, 1998; Lewis, 1996: Moitra, 1976) 

the results of the present research suggest the folollowing questions related to funhenng 

suc h development : 

Why has training evaluation theory not been integrated (or in many cases even 

recognized) in organizational theory? 

Why has training evaiuation theory not been integrated (or in many cases even 

recogni2ed) program evaluation theory? 



How c m  organizational and evaluation theory be integrated to inform the 

developmenr of training evaluation theory? 

Why hasn't power and politicai organizational theory been recognized in 

training evaluation? 

Irnproving Practice 

Training evaluation practice has suffered from being ar once both too reactive and 

too proactive. It has been overly reactive in the sense that trainiq professionals with a 

significant zrake in a eiven intemal program al l  too often have either consuucted. or 

purchased, program evaluation resuits to justify, sustain. or defend their progams from 

internai budget cuts. It has been overly proactive in the sense that the training profession 

at large seems to have adopted training evaluation as a way to market training as a 

commodity to the management of businesses and organizations. Ai1 too often, the 

commonly pointed to "reason" for training evaluation to improve training receives linle 

more than lip service, especially in schedule and budget environments where the 

objective is to "deploy" training in a timely and cost-effective manner. Training and 

evaluation remain largely separate and isolated activities. The following suggestions are 

offered to improve practice: 

Plan the evaluation into the training from its fusst inception. Recognize the 

additional cost in terms of both time and resources required to do so. 

Iden@ the stakeholders, variables, important criteria, relevant to any given 

training evaluation effort. 



Identify and make explicit the political and power dimensions associated with 

training program evaiuation. Use such information to leam organizationally 

and irnprove the evaluation. 

Recognize and develop expertise related to evaluation among training 

professionals. Expand university-level progams of study related to training, 

huma. performance. and human resources development. Intepte  an 

organizational. administrative, and evaluation components into such progams. 

Recogize the rnultidisciplinarity of such proprns. 

Utilize a balanced approach to training program evaiuation involving aspects 

of, for example, internal. extemal. stakeholder-based. and participatory 

approaches. 

Final Conclusions 

The investigation undertaken here has produced evidence of stakehoider variation 

in perceptions of training evaluation in a complex organizational setting of knowledge 

workers. These variations have been seen to be related to unique value differences 

among the goups and have m e r  been discussed in terms of their implicaUons for 

training evaluation practice. 

In addition to addressing the research questions, the study has demonstrated that 

stakeholder expectations of training are, indeed, iofty. Commonly cited perceptions 

across the groups related to training's ability to affect the critically important 

oganizational results mentioned, are testimony to training's power enhancing capacity 

for al1 stakeholders involved. If organizational power derives from the skills of various 

actors then training that enhances these skills also provides power to those who practice 



them. If the continuous development of knowledge and skills are vaiued by the 

organization, and its management is convinced of the training group's ability to support 

this development, then the providen of training also have power. But as "middle-men" 

in the knowledge, skill. and attitude value-added production and deplopent process this 

power is perceived by trainers to be ephemeral, always requiring renewal lest 

management's power to curtail the training goup's funding be exercised. But what could 

be more important than achieving operational and strategic results to an organization? 

The capability to produce "hard evidence?' linking training to such results has long been 

training evaluation's "holy grail." Some would argue that, at least in isolated cases. this 

hard evidence and l inkap has been accomplished. Where it has, training's position is 

secure (at least ternporarily). Evaluation from the training professional's perspective 

serves multiple purposes of improving progam, dernonstrating its value. demonstrating 

professional (training related) expertise, and developing and sustaining internai client 

satisfaction. 

Finally. given these fmdings and their implications, the particular stakeholders 

involved in the present study c m  hardly be faulted for their political tendencies. As 

mentioned, these are a fact of both organizational and societai Me. Rather, they should 

be commended for being as open with their views and unprotective of their shared 

feelings as they were. Also, the case organization itself and its management should be 

commended for its receptiveness (or least tolerance) for the research performed. Indeed, 

it is precisely this receptiveness that has contributed to both a culture and ciimate in the 

organization that freely shares ideas as well as values and fosters continuous learning. 
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Appendix A. Description of Training Program. 

This appendix describes specific organizational training program policy and details. The 
following pages were excerpted (in text-only format) from the inremal World Wide Web 
(WWW) homepage for the Transmission Training Pro-oram. This web reference has become the 
defacto representation of the training program and iü process. procedures. courses. etc. Only 
changes to delete and [replace] specific personal and organizational narnes were made. 
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Transmission Training Program Overview, Date of Issue: lune 03. 1996, lssue Number: 5.00 

CONTENTS 

About this document 
Audience 
Purpose 
How this document is organized 
Authority for review and approvai 

The Transmission training p r o a m  
Training needs identification 
Creating a training plan 
Training summaries 
Training reports 

Continuous Irnprovement 
Training tracks 
Training Courses 
The Transmission Cumculum Cornmittee (TCC) 
TCC membership and Training Track Pnmes 

ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT 

Audience 
This document is intended for anyone working in Broadband Networks/Transrnission Division I 
or the Radio Systems and Technolog goup who would like an overview of the Transmission 
üaining program. 

Puruose 
The intent of rhis document is to introduce the reader to the Transmission training program by 
$ h g  an oveniew of the training needs identification process used in Transmission describing 
the types of records and reports associated with the Transmission Training Program outlining the 
continuous improvement activities re1ated to the Transmission Training pro-gram listing the 
membership of the Transmission Cumculum Cornmittee (TCC) 

How this document is oroanized 
The section caiied "Training needs identification" ou the s  how training needs are identified in 
Transmission at the organizaaonal, project, and individual level. 

The section called "Training records and reports" ouciines the training records and reports 
associated with the Transmission Training Program. 

The section cailed "Training evaiuation and continuous improvernent" describes the activities 
carried out to evaiuate the effectiveness of training in Transmission and to enact improvements. 

The section called "Transmission Curriculum Cornrnittee" describes the role of the TCC and its 
membership. 

Authority for review and approval 
VP, Global Transmission Operations 
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TRANSMISSION TRAINTNG PROGFUIM 

Training needs idenùfication Training needs identification for Transmission employees is carried 
out at the organizationai, project, and individuai levels. 

The Transmission organization has been divided into six functional areas: software, hardware. 
operations, venfication, administration, and management. Needs anaiysis has identified a set of 
core and extended training related to each group that are capnued in relevant "training tracks". 
Core sWls and kxowledge are those seen as key development areas for a hinctional discipline. 
Extended skiil and lmowledge refers to areas of more specific development. The tracks and 
regîstration procedures can be viewed on-line in WWW http://J7.97.96.115:8080/ 

It is expected that each project develop and maintain a training plan to specify any special 
training needs. over and above those identified at the organiwtional and individual level. If a new 
project needs special skills or people assigned to a project need training that is not already defined 
a5 part of tbeir individuai training profile then it must be stated in the Project Development 
Quality Plan and training identified must be undenaken to ensure that employees are adequately 
qualified to perform their jobs. 

Ultimately die most important part of the Transmission training program is the proper 
identification of the naining and development requirements for each individual in the 
or~anization. h individual and their manager will assess training requiremenu based on the core 
and extended organizational training identified for the employee's hinctional area, projecr-specific 
training, and additionai training and career development co meet the specific needs and career 
goais of the individual. Additional training may include conferences. seminan, university 
courses. and customer visits. Individuai aaining plans will be completed during the MFA process. 

Creating a training plan 
Every individual wiU complete a Ûaining plan for the year. The plan outlines the uaining needs of 
an individual based on their functional discipline. project assignrnents, and personai development 
needs. The training plan is created, maintained. and owned by the individual. 

F o m  are available in WWW to assist in the creation of individual training plans. 

Training summaries 
Training summaries for every individual will be maintained by the Training departxnent. 
The training summaries list [organization] technical and [Li] training. In addition, extemal 
training. conferences, and customer visiu are iisted in the summaries if reponed to the Training 
department by the individual andlor their manager through die training plan or by sending a cocos 
to "technical iraining". The cocos must contain the coune narne. length of event. vendor (if 
hown), and dates attended. 

The trainhg summary is a key document for ISO audits. It is the individual's responsibility to 
ensure they have an accurate training surnmary with theirs 
and their manager's s ignam. 

Surnrnaries are stored in the EGAD and NT-Train databases for a minimum period of wo yean. 
C-level secretaries will be able to generate training summaries at the individual's request. 
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Training reports 
Training reports will be created and maintained by the Training department. Training reports will 
track plan/profile subrnission, training taken, and training planned by C-level department on a 
monthly basis. Training reports wilI be distributed to al1 Transmission senior management. 

CONTITiC'OUS IMPROVEMENT 
Trainin o trac ks 
In order for the organizational training mcks to be an ongoing useful tool for training needs 
identification. a means for updating must be built into the process. The tracks will undergo 
reviews triggered by either a predetermined review time, a l a r ~ e  s a l e  change in process or 
technology, or as a result of ongoing evaluation. A yearly review of these tracks will consist of 
subject rnatter experts (SMEs) identified by the associated training track prime from each 
functional group reviewing the tracks in order to validate their content. 

In addition. the track will be evaluated on an ongoing bais as a result of regular training 
evaiuations. The evaluations will be collected and reviewed by the Training department. h y  
large scde change in technology or Company direction would, of course. precipitate the need for a 
more cornplete review and possibly a new organizational needs anaiysis. 

Trainino: courses 
Al1 training is evduated on an ongoing basis. Evduations may include post participant 
evaluations (reaction forms), howledge and ski11 acquisition testing, and or foiiow-up surveys 
for on-the-job application of skiils and knowledge. 

The Training department is responsible for surnrnarizing and highiighting potential problem areas 
to instructors, subject matter experts, module owners, and TCC track primes as appropriate. Any 
actions resuiting from these consultations will be negotiated between these groups. 

The Transmission Cumculum Comrnittee (TCC) 
The TCC is a continuous membership rnultisite committee set up to define and 
implement the Transmission uaining policy (see [principle location] Quaiity Manual). 

TCC membenhip and Training Track Primes: 
[principle location] HR Representative 
[principle location] Mernber 
[principle location j Management Track Prime 
[principle location] Operations Track Prime 
[principlt: location] WW Track Prime 
[ptinciple location] SIW Track Rime 
[pnncipie location] Verification Track Prime 
[principle location] Administration Track Ptime 
Atlanta Mernber 
[principle Iocation 1 Member (Radio Group Rep) 
UK Site Prime 
Global Training Prime 
Software Training Prime 
VerificatiodAdmuiismtion Training Rime, ûperations/Radio 
Hard ware/Management Training Prime 
TCC Sponsor and Chairperson 
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T R A I N I N G  P O L f C Y ( f r o m  #TQS0003) 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
This section describes how staff training needs are idenufied. addressed and recorded. 

ISO 900 i REQUIREMENTS 
"Documented procedures shall be estabiished and maintained for identifying the 
training needs and providing for the training of personnel performinp activities affecting quality. 
Personnel perfonning specific assigned tasks shall be qualified on the bais  of appropriate 
education, training and/or experience. as required. Appropriate records of training shall be 
maintained. " 

RESPONSIBLITIES 
The Training Policy shall be owned and maintained jointly by the Training Group and the 
SONET Transport line gr~ups  (refer to Section 1.1 -6.4, "Training policy "). 

The Transmission Curriculum Cornmittee (TCC) oversees this policy and shall be responsible for: 
recornmending policy updates to SONET Transpon txecutives as and when required formulating 
standards and processes for the Training Program and courses developing training uacks for key 
hinctional groups identifying and following up on improvements in the existing Training 
Program. Ii is the responsibility of the hiring manager in conjunction with Human Resources to 
ensure that the qüalification for newly-hired employees is assessed and verifïed for cornpliance 
with the requirements of the position. 

It is the responsibility of each department manager to ensure diat hidher empioyees receive and 
maintain adequate training to ensure that they can accompIish their assipments, tasks, and 
responsibilities to the requirements of the Quality System. 

PROCEDURES 
Trainhg Tracks are defined to help employees reach maximum effecùveness in their respective 
job functions and their personal development. These mcks are the basis for developing 
individudy customized training plans that cornplement informai on-the-job training received 
from peers and managers. The Training Tracks are divided into core and extended training to help 
individuals prioritize and do not necessarily represent mandatory uaining requirements unless 
expiicidy so stated. Project specific training, if applicable, is identified in the Roject 
Development Quality Plan. Responsibility for Training Tracks rests with the Transmission 
Curriculum Cornmittee, 

Training targets wiil be estabtished and communicated througb the MFA Process. Organizational 
traioing statistics wdl be reviewed by senior managers and the TCC on a regular basis. Training 
in this context includes all relevant extemal and internai training as well as conferences and visits 
to customer sites. A training plan is created and rnaintained by every individual and their 
manager during the corporate Manamg for Achievement (MFA) review process. The manager 
ensures that training is discussed and planned with the employee. 

Individuals and managers use relevant Training Tracks as guidelines for functional training and 
Roject Development Quality Plan(s) for specific development oeeds. Technical as weli as 
personal development requirements are considered. 
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Requests for training are submitted to the appropriate agent ([organization] [pnnciple location] 
Technical Training, bu, or extemai vendors) by the individual via on-line training submissions. 
E-mail, or telephone. 

A training sumrnary for every individual is maintained in the EGAD and [organizationl-Training 
database systerns for a minimum of two yean. The summaries are accessed using INFOLINK. 
The summaries contain [Li] and [organization] training history as wel1 as plans for the year as 
submitted to the Training department by an individual and/or respective managers. A signed off 
copy of an agreed-to training su- is included as pan of the annual MFA process and is the 
responsibility of each individual. 

Training effectiveness is reviewed mnually by the TCC. by specific assessrnent of training tracks 
and training courses. Changes and additions of mcks and courses are implemented as required. 
Derails of implementation are dccumented in the "Training P r o a m  Overview (TQS4004)." 
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P R O C E S S  O V E R V I E W  

The following list is a sirnplified view of the training process from an employee's perspective. For 
more information, click on the associated activity. 

Analyze training and development needs 
Create and record a training plan 
Regis ter with appropriate agents 
Obtain and sign training s u m a r y  
Training evaluation and continuous improvement 

ANALYZE NEEDS 
for training and development 

Ultimately the most important part of the Transmission training prokgam is the proper 
identification of the training and development requirements for each individual in the 
orgmization. A sirnplified view of the process highlights 3 key steps: 

1. Identifyinp training needs related to functional discipline 

Managers and employees assess training needs based on organizational, project specific. and 
individual requirements. 

At the organization level, training guideline have been identified for 6 functional 
goups (software, hardware, verification. operations, management, and administration). 

The mcks have been divided into core and extended knowledge and ski11 
crite,oories. Core skills and knowledge are those seen as key development areas 
for a functional discipline. Extended skill and knowledge refers to areas of more 
targeted development dependent on an individual's specific job. 

It is important to note that the core and extended categories are not considered 
mandatory, but are designed to aid individuais in their personai training needs 
assessment. The relevancy of any particular core or extended category to an 
individual must be decided upon by the individual and their manager. 

Individuals can assess their func tional training needs b y cornparin; their current 
skill and knowledge against the core and extended categories listed. 
Appropriate training can then be requested from the suggested list or from other 
intemal or extemal training. 

2. Iden-g training needs reiated to projects 

In addition to these organizational guidelines, a c h  project in Transmission has a Project 
Deveiopment Quality Plan (PDQP) that list any speciai training for that 
project. 
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A manager and employee should refer to any relevant PDQPs and make 
appropriate training plans based on specific project requirements by cornparint 
their current ski11 and knowledge against any special requirements of the project. 

3. Identifying needs beyond functional discipline and project 

To complete an individuai's training needs assessment. training and development acùvities 
beyond those specified in the mcks and PDQPs need to be identified. 
Each individual should supplement their training plan with appropriate internal 
and externd training, conferences, and customer visits based on their own 
persond and technical development needs. Several tools exist to help in this 
endeavor including the on-line indices of training and development activities 
accessible from the W B  (http://47.97.96.115:8080) and the [prirent organization] Learning 
Institute Development Guide. 

CREATE IWD RECORD a training plan 
Every individuai will cornplete a training plan for the year. The training plan is 
maintained by every individual and their manager during the corporate Managing for 
Achievement (MFA) review process. 

The plan outlines the training needs of an individual based on their functional discipline, project 
assignmen ts, and personai development needs. 

Training plans can be recorded as part of the MFA, through [c-mail], or any ocher 
vehicle agreed to by an individual and the manager. Training Plan Forms have been created to 
assist individuals in assessing their training and development needs. Training Plan F o m  are 
accessible through ATLAS or the WEB (http://47.97.96.l15:8080). 

Note: 
Employees are NOT required to fil1 out a Training Plan Form - they are simpiy a tool to help you 
in the process of needs identification. 

REGISTERING 
[this section contains derails about registering for training aiong with internai contact 
information as &y e-mail, phone, www url, etc.] 

OBTAIN AND SIGN 
a training su- 

Once you have registered for identifïed trainhg with appropriace agents ([organization] 
Technicai Training, [LI], and third pany vendoa), the next step is to obtaui a training nimmary. 
The training summary wiii show an individuai's training history at  [organization] as weii as their 
pians for the coming year. 

The training sumrnary is a key document for ISO audits. It is the individual's 
responsibility to ensure they have an accurate, signed training sunimary . 
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Training surnmGes for every individual will be maintained by the Training depanment. The 
training summaries list [orpnization] technical and [LI] training. In addition. extemal training. 
conferences. and customer visits are iisted in the summaries if reponed to the Training 
depanment by the individual andor their manager. Reporting can be done by sending a [r-mail] 
to "technical training". The Le-mail] must contain the training name, len=@ of event, vendor (if 
known), and dates attended. 

Summaries are stored in the EGAD and NT-Train databases for a minimum period of two years. 
C-level secretaries are able to pnerate nainuig summaries at the individual's request. 

Individual's can print off copies of their own naining sumaries using the Transmission Training 
web page. Managers cm pint their employees training summaries. 

TRAIMNG EVALUATION and continuous improvemen t 

Training tracks 
In order for organizational training tracks to be a usehil tool for ongoing training needs 
idenufication. a means for updatinj must be built into the process. The tracks will undergo 
reviews triggered by either a predetermined review time. a large scale change in process or 
technology, or as a result of ongoing evaluation. 

A yearly review of these tracks will consist of subject rnatter expens (SMES) identified by the 
associated training track prime from each functional group reviewing the mcks in order to 
validate their content. 

In addition. the uack wili be rvaluated on an ongoing basis as a result of regular 
training evaluations. The evaluations will be collected and reviewed by the Training depanment. 
Any large scale change in technology or Company direction wouid. of course. precipitate the need 
for a more complete review and possibly a new organizational needs analysis. 

Training courses 
Al1 training is evaluated on an ongoing basis. Evaiuations may include post participant 
evaluations (reaction f o m ) ,  knowledge and skill acquisition testing, and/ or follow-up surveys 
for on-the-job application of skills and knowledge. 

The Training de panment is responsible for summarizing and highlighting po ten tial problem areas 
to instructon, subject matter expens, module owners, and TCC track primes as appropriate. Any 
actions resuiting from these consultations will be negotiated between these groups. 
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T R A I N I N G  T R A C K S  
h training mck shows the recomrnended and availabie nainhg products for 
individuals performing a particular role. Within Transmission. nine specific roles 
have k e n  identified - and their tracks are the result of a comprehensive needs 
analysis involving subject matter experts and Transmission employees. 

The training tracks for 1997 - including two new tracks - are listed below. To 
view what training is recomrnended for your role. simply click the appropriate 
category . 

Administration 
Hardware [see exampie of course lisring] 
Management [see e-wmple. abbreviaredj 
Captive Office 
Computing Suppofi 
Software [see example, abbreviated 
Software Production New rnck! 
Quality New track! 
Venfication 



H A R D W A R E  D E S I G N  IssueDate: January 10, 1997 

The following tables Iist the skills and knowledge for hardware personnel. Beside each subject is 
the suggested training to heip you develop in specific areas. To view a course description, click 
the course titie. For self-paccd courses, register on the respective course description pages. 
Courses that have been added to the training track for 1997 as well as brand new courses 
deveioped are highlighted with a New! beside them. 

C O R E  S K I L L S  & K N O W L E D G E  
1 Skill or howledge area 1 Available training 

[organization] orientation Entry Leadership Forum ([LI]) 

Sexual Harassrnent Prevention 

I I PASEDB Producr Change Management 

Design process 

I Process 
1 New Hire Orientation 

Hardware Design Process Overview 

UMX Fundamentals 1 

UND( Fundamentals II 

L L 

1 sa fer^ 1 [principlc location] Transport ESD and Fiber Jafety 

SONET Transport 
UNIX 

Tools I Introduction to FrarneBuilder (Self-paced-UNiX) 

SONET Transport Business and Products 
UNIX for Beginners 

I Introduction to FrameBuilder (Self-paced-Mac) 
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E X T E N D E D  S K I L L S  & K N O W L E D G E  

Excellence! Through Continuous Irnprovement 

S kill or knowled, =e area 

Quality 

Available training 

Problem Solving and Decision Making 

Produc ts 

ASIC Design Process 

[otgnizarion 1 Products Overview 

Design and process 

I 

1 Optical Fiber Design 

Project Management 
Product Configuration Management 

l 
Statistical Analysis Techniques 

Tz~ecommunications 1 Introduction to Telecom Networks 

Xetwork planning 1 S/DMS TN Network Planning (STL) 

TEAM Automated Testing Tool and Language 

ARTIST (Cadence) 

Verilog Synthesis - SYNOPSYS 

[organization 1 environment PTSPRS (Problem Resolution System) 
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1 S O F T W A R E  issue Date:ianuary 10, 1997 

The following tables list the skills and knowledge for software personnel. 
Beside each subject is the suggested training to help you develop in specific 
areas. To view a course description, click the course title. For self-paced 
courses. regisrer on the respective course description pages. 

Courses that have been added to the M i n g  track for 1997 as well as brand new courses 
developed are highlighted with a New! beside them. 

C O R E  S K I L L S  & K N O W L E D G E  

(This section contain a table of courses for software development personnel sirnilar to the ones 
displayed in the "hardware crack" shown above 1 

M -4 N A G E M E N T Issue date: J a n u q  !O. 1997 

Welcome to the new Transmission Management track! Along with the traditional descriptive and 
registration information. you'll fmd several new resources for Transmission managers. The four 
main areas are 

Basic Management Certification: A listing of recommended courses that are considered 
essential training for new managers. 

Advanced Manasement Training: A listing of recommended courses ro enhance a manager's 
skills and knowledge. 

Lucky Dip: A great place to review and contribute to a database of shared knowledge. Reviews of 
good books, interesting articles, conferences and useful web sites are featured. Please feel free to 
add your howledge and experience! 

Manager's Handbook: This web page gives you finger-tip access to human resource information 
and useful web sites for managers within [organization]. It also includes presentations made by 
other Transmission Managers for download and use. 
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INVITATION ,4ND LETTER OF INFORMED CONSElW 
[ D m 1  

To potential study participant: March 3. 1997 

You are invited to participate in a voluntary research and development project being 
carried out internally in conjunction with The University of Ottawa Faculty of Education 
and rny doctoral (Ph.D.) studies progam. The purpose of the study is to investigate 
stakeholder variation in perceptions about organizational training program evaluation. 

The snidy will be carried out over the next 6 months. If you agree to participate, your 
participation will consist of constructing a concept map, and possibly being interviewed. 
The construction of a concept map involves three main components requiring 
approximately 1 to 2 hours each: (1) meeting as a smdl group for brainstorming short 
statements in response to a focus statement, (2) individual sorting and rating of these 
brainstormed statements. arid (3) a small group meeting to interpret the resulting concept 
map. These sessions will be scheduled from March through Aupst  of the current year. 
You mny also be asked to participate in a one-on-one semi-structured interview session 
planned for one hour or less. if you are invited to participate in the interview session. a 
request wiU be made to audio tape the session. 

AU information will be treated as strictly CONFIDENTML with individual responses 
being pooled for anaiysis. You are free to withdraw from the project at any Ume, before 
or during an interview, refuse to participate, and refuse to answer questions without 
penalty. Any information requests or cornplaints about the ethical conduct of the project 
may be addressed to the University Human Research Ethics Cornmittee (UHREC) of the 
Faculty of Education. by calling the Secretary of the Cornmittee, Aiine Giroux. at 562- 
5800 (ext. 4090) in 305 Lamoureux Hall. 

The University of Ottawa requires its researchers to obtain formai consent of those 
participatin; in resexch. Your signature at the bonom of this lener wouid serve such a 
purpose. If you have any questions, you may contact myself or Professor Brad Cousins 
using the information below. 

Sincerely, 

Greg Michalski 
[contact information] 

Dr. Brad Cousins, Ph. D. 
Thesis Supervisor, University of Ottawa, Faculty of Education 
P.O. Box 450, Stn. A, Ottawa, 
Ontario, KIN 6N5 6 13-562-5800 (4088) 

1 agree to participate in the study 
sign name 

date 
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Instructions 
This packet contains complete instructions and data collection sheets for two key tasks 
of the concept mapping process: 

Task 1 - Sorting the statements into groups and recording your results 

Task 2 - Rating the importance and measurability of each individual statement 

In your packet you have the following materials: 

this two-page set of instructions 
one set of sort cards 
one Sort Recording form 
two Rating forms (one for importance; one for measurability) 

Please follow the instructions below very carefully. Even a few small errnrs c m  
significantly influence the final results. 

Task 1 - Instructions for Sorting and Recording 
Step 1 - Sorting the Statement Cards. Enclosed in your package is a set of cards. 
Each card has a statement and a statement ID number. ~ r o u ~  the statements into 
separate piles in a way that makes sense to you, following these guidelines: 

Group the statements for how similar in meaning they are to one another. 
Do group the statements according to how important they are, how 
high a priority they have, etc. The rating task will ask you how impoctant 
you believe each idea is. 

There is no right or wrong way to group the statements. You will probably 
find that you could group the statements in several sensible ways. Pick 
the arrangement that feels best to you. People differ on how many piles 
they wind up with. In most cases, anywhere from 10 to 20 piles is fine. 

You cannot put one statement into two piles. Each staternent must be put 
into only one pile. Make sure that everv statement is put sornewhere. Do 
not leave any statements out. 

A statement may be put alone as its own pile if you think it is unreiated to 
the other statements or it stands alone as a unique idea. Do not create 
any piles that are "miscellaneousn or 'junk" piles. If you have statements 
left over that you can't place, put each staternent in its own pile. 



Step 2 - Recording the Results. You also have in this packet a Sort Recording Sheet 
for recording the results of your groupings. On that sheet, please write the results of 
your sorting as described below. An example of how to record a pile is shown in the first 
box on the Sort Recording Sheet. 

Pick up any one of your piles of statements. It does not matter what order 
the piles are recorded in. 

Quickly scan the statements in this pile, and write down a short phrase or 
titie that describes the contents of the pile on the line provided after Stack 
Tifle or Main Topic in the first available box on the Sort Recording 
S heet. 

In the space provided under the pile name, write the statement ID number 
of each card in that pile. Separate the nurnbers with commas. When you 
finish with the pile, put it aside so you don't mistakenly record it twice. 

Move on to your next pile and repeat the three steps above, recording the 
statement numbers in the next available box on the Sort Recording 
Sheet. Continue in this way until al/ your piles have been named and 
recorded. 

Q Your Sort Recording Sheet has room for you to record up to 20 piles or 
groups of cards. As mentioned above, any number of piles (usually 10 to 
20) is fine. If you have more than 20 piles, continue recording your 
results on a blank sheet of paper and be sure to attach this extra sheet to 
the one provided. 

PIeasewritelegiblyandclearly. Mostoftheerrorsthatfindtheirway 
into the program and results are made at this stage and are due to 
illegibility. 

-- -- - -- 

Task 2 - Instructions for Statement Ratings 

In Task 2, you will rate the importance of each statement on two separate fons .  Each 
form contains exactly the same set of statements and rating scales. The only difference 
is that on one fom you will rate the general importance of the item, and on the other 
form you will rate the importance of each statement specifically as a training program 
evaiuation criterion. Please follow the instructions and cornplete al1 ratings on both 

When you are finished, place al1 materials back into the addressed envelope, seal the 
envelope, and retum it via interoffice mail (to Greg Michalski, mailstop). If you have any 
questions, please don? hesitate to contact me  hone ne number). 

Thank you for your cooperation. 
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Sort Recording Sheet 

This sheet is to be used for Task 1, Step 2 - Recording the Results. Specific directions for recording your 
sorts are included in the Instructions for Task 1 - Sorting and Recording. Remember that you do not have to 
have as many piles as there are boxes on this sheet. The 20 spaces provided allow for variability among 
participants in the way they group the items. The first box (Example Stack) is filled out to serve as a guide for 
you. 

II Example Stack Title or ~ a i n  Topic: Proaram Manaaement (descriptive phrase) 
Record here the identifying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numbers with commas. 

please record your card pile (stack) sortings below 
1 Stack 1 Title or Main Topic: 1 
Record here the identifying number of each item h this stack, separating the ID numbers with commas. 
> 
. 
Stack 2 Title or Main Toplc: 
Record here the identtfying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numbers with commas. 

Stack 3 Title or Main ~opic: 
Record here the identifying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numbers with commas. 
> 

Stack 4 Title or Main Topic: 
Record here the identrfying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numbers with commas. 
> 

Stack 5 îïtle or Main Topic: 
Record here the identtying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numbers with commas. 
> 

Stack 6 Title or Main Topic: 
Record here the identifying nurnber of each item in this stack, separating the ID numbers with commas. 
> 

Stack 7 Title or Main Topic: 
Record here the identtfying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numbers with commas. 
> 

Stack 8 Title or Main Topic: 
Record here the identifying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numbers with commas. 
> 
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1 Stack 9 Title or Main Topic: 1 
Record here the identifying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numbers with commas. 
> 

Stack 10 Tjtfe or Main Topic: 
Record here the identtfying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numbers with commas. 
> 
. . 
Stack 11 Title or Main Topic: 
Record here the identifying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numbers with commas. 
> 

. 
Stack 12 Title or Main Topic: 
Record here the identifying number of each item in this stack. separating the ID numbers with commas. 
> 

1 Stack 13 Title or Main Topic: 1 
Record here the identifying number of each item in this stack. separating the ID numbers with commas. I > 

Stack 14 Title or Main Topic: 
Record here the identifying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numbers with commas. 
> 

Stack 15 ïïtfe or Maii7 Topic: 
Record here the identifying number of each item in this stack. separating the ID numbers with commas. 
> 

Stack 16 lïtfe or Main Topic: 
Record here the identifying number of each item in this stack. separating the ID numbers with commas. 
> 

Stack 17 Title or Main Topic: 
Record here the identifying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numbers with commas. 
> 
. 

? 

Stack 18 7ïtle or Main Topic: 
Record here the identifying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numben with commas. 
> 

Stack 19 ntle or Main Topic: 
Record here the identifying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numbers with commas. 
> 

Stack 20 ritle or Main Topic: 
Record here the identrfying number of each item in this stack, separating the ID numben with commas. 
> 



Appendix B (continued) 
Importance Rating Form 

Instructions 
Rate the relative importance of each staternent as a training prugnm result by circling the appropriate rating below: 
l=Relatively Unimportant; 2Somewhat Important; 3=Moderately Important; 4=Very Important; S=Extremely 
Important. You are encouraged to spread your ratings out using al1 5 numbers. For example, if you believe a given 
staternent is retatively unimportant (1) compared with another that you consider to be extremely important (5)' pfease use 
the respective rating values of 1 and 5 to rate these. For other staternents you will obviously use more central ratings (2, 
3, 4), but don't be afraid to also use both exiremes (1'5) as well. 

please ckje a number # 

1 2 3 4 5 1 )  
1 2 3 4 5 2 )  
1 2 3 4 5 3 )  
1 2  3 4 5 4 )  
1 2 3 4 5 5 )  

statement 
increase understanding of current data networking needs and industry directions 
simplify the ieaming efforts required of newly-promoted managers 
support customer's strategic and operational objectives 
better empioyee interpersonal and communication skills 
products exceed customer requirements (e.g., features, operabitity, cost, 
maintenance ease, quality of sewice) 
individual learning style(s) are addressed by optimization of learning media 
contribute to employee sense of professional (self) rnarketability 
training is integrated with university-industry interaction programs 
promote designer understanding of big picture (how their product fits into market) 
decrease maintenance effortlcost of completed software (e.g., decrease calls to 
helplines) 
training program objectives obtained directly frorn organizational business 
objectives 
develop corporate awareness 
improve "effectivit)r of teamwork (more effective staff) 
more accurate estimates 
develop the equivalent skills that we would receive if we spent 1 year working for 
a customef s business 
increase ernployee confidence 
just-in-time, just-the-right, training needs are addressed 
better ability to understand the drivers and supporting technology of the 
telecommunication industry 
reinforces Iinkage of product developrnent processes to [organization] specific processes 
more efficient organization with improved capacity to take on a broader range of 
activities 
support personal broadening & job en richment (develops em ployee interests in future 
tas ks/roles/responsibilities) 
iconic (isolated) training ceases and integrated training begins 
support key performance plan of organization 
improve modular software design methodologies (code stnictured for modularity) 
prepares staff for developrnent programs not yet launched (anticipatory education) 
enables a more proactive (positive) response to change 
decrease in number of defects per lines of executable code 
sharing of product development knowledge (open exchange of ideas) is fostered 
significant product quality improvements 
ability to rneet/anticipate custorner requirements (even when the customer doesn't 
know them) 
reduced cost of operation intemalfy 
stimulates high level of employee interest & motivation to continue leaming 
customer satisfaction improves at a higher rate 
employees Say "tere's so rnany good courses and so little tirnen instead of 'are 
there any courses here that I should take?" 
better exPosure to customers networks and business plans 



AppendÎx B (continued) 

better support of strategic direction of organization 
build and run networks end to end to permit valued customer propositions 
employee professionaWeducationa1 credentials (existing expertise) are better 
recognized 
better hand-off between functions (e-g., h/w designers to board layout; s/w designers 
to verifkation) 
improve ability to leverage change in the technology to the best advantage of 
our Company and our custorners 
improve "evolvability" of designs 
increase relevant training days per staff 
contribute to line management perception of staff project preparedness 
personal productivity increases 
develop awareness and understanding of new product development process (e.g. 
IPi-4ntegrated product introduction) 
realize increasingly cost effective training 
better ability to write efficient, high-quality, code 
less time correcting mistakedfewer recurrent problems (disseminates 'lessons 
leamed" knowledge) 
better manager understanding of employee training and the MFA process 
flexibility in sourcing world-class technical training 
faster transition to 90% effectiveness for new managers 
long-term goal setting skills of employees are improved 
create [organization] differentiator "Network Supplier of Choice" 
narrow the gap between how a designer thinks and how our customers think 
foster networking (between employees across departments and divisions) 
allow changes to be made to existing software more easily 
increase organizational leaming (captures/redeploys intellectual property) 
increase general telecomrnunications and computer (MW, s/w) "literacy" of 
employees 
ern ployee satisfaction im proved 
leamers become teachers and mentors to others 
employees have increased control of their training and knowledge resources 
better general understanding of the benefits/application of root cause analysis 
people appreciate business reality, not just their technical specialty 
support our (organizational) approach to work and job design (structuring work for 
effectiveness) 
facilitates employee job transitions between functions (e.g., s/w, h/w, etc.) 
people appreciate customets viewpoint. not just their technical specialty 
irnprove ernployee understanding of organizational 'culturew (how they fit-into 
organization) 
demonstrates that the Company is investing in the employee and hislher career 
obtain 'certifiedw special skilis (such as project management or code inspection) 
irnprove service management skills 
specialty/tactÏcal training is available equally in ail locations 
employees look forward to training to leam something new and "neat" (rather than just 
fuffilling training days) 
rnakes new people productive as quickly as possible (faster ramp-up, e.g., to 90% 
eff iciency) 
people appreciate product application, not just their technical specialty 
reduced time to market (speed deiiverables, reduce design cycle times) 
highlights and contributes to specialized IC (individual contributor) path training 
requirements 
encourages reuse of information (helps elirninate reinventing the wheel) 
attain training program cornpliance with standards (e.g., as set by quality councils, 
ISO, Baldridge, etc.) 
develop high level of general (employee) satisfaction with training prograrn 
irnprove project planninghnanagement (ctanfies project goals) 
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attracts/retains key employees (best & bnghtest); develops employee loyalty 
relationship between (1) advanced technology (2) platform and (3) product 
development is made seamless 
employees are well-prepared for new (and future) technology 
develop tool knowledge and proficiency required to perform the job 
builds employee capacity and skill set to execute broader and more complex tasks 
swift/Ïmmediate knowledge use (less than 3 rnonths after course) 
reduced burden on mentors for training new arnvals 
foster shared, collaborative, tearn learning in the organization 
more productive customer interactions (better value of tirne spent by both 
designers & customer) 
develop cnticakore expertise (essential scarce skills 8 depth of knowledge 
imptove general product knowledge among employees 
more effective management 
al1 designers know & follow [SONET transport] developrnent processes 
employees get creditlacknowledgrnent/rewards for their learning achievements 
training as self development (fun) as well as directly making us more productive 
(usef ul) 
improve ability to turn product capabilities into value for the customer 
promote usage of in-house expertise (enables less dependency on external 
expertise) 
provide an increased understanding of roles within a project 
employees perceive that they are receiving the best training available 
integrate training with on-the-job learning (both recognize 8 support each other) 



Appendix B (continuecl) 
Training Program Evaluation Criteria Rating Form 

Instructions 
Rate the relative importance of each statement s~ecifically as a training program evaluation criterion (how important is 
it to hold a training program directly accuuntable for delivering this result) by circling the appropriate rating below: 
l=Refatively Unimportant; P=Somewhat Important; 3=Moderately Important; 4=Very Important; 5=ExtremeIy 
Important. You are encouraged to spread your ratings out using al1 5 numbers. For example, if you believe a given 
statement is relatively unimportant (1) compared with another that you consider to be extrernely important (5), please Lise 
the respective rating values of 1 and 5 to rate these. For other statements you will obviously use more central ratings (2, 
3, 4), but don't be afraid to also use both extremes (1, 5) as well. 

please circle a number # 

1 2 3 4 5 1 )  
1 2 3 4 5 2 )  
1 2 3 4 5 3 )  
1 2  3 4 5 4 )  
1 2 3 4 5 5 )  

statement 
increase understanding of current data networking needs and industry directions 
simplify the learning efforts required of newly-promoted managers 
support custorner's strategic and operational objectives 
better empfoyee interpersonal and communication skills 
products exceed custorner requirernents (e.g., features, operability, cost, 
maintenance ease, quality of service) 
individual leaming style(s) are addressed by optirnization of leaming media 
contribute to employee sense of professional (self) marketability 
training is integrated with university-industry interaction programs 
promote designer understanding of big picture (how their product fits in10 market) 
decrease maintenance effortkost of completed software (e.g., decrease calls to 
helplines) 
training program objectives obtained directly frorn organizational business 
objectives 
develop corporate awareness 
im p rove "effectivity" of teamwork (more effective staff) 
more accurate estimates 
develop the equivalent skills that we would receive if we spent 1 year working for 
a customer's business 
increase ernployee confidence 
just-in-time, just-the-right, training needs are addressed 
better ability to understand the dfivers and supporting technology of the 
telecommunication industry 
reinforces linkage of product development processes to [organization] specific processes 
more efficient organization with improved capacity to take on a broader range of 
activit ies 
support personal broadening & job enrichment (develops employee interests in future 
tasks/roles/responsibilities) 
iconic (isoiated) training ceases and integrated training begins 
support key performance plan of organization 
improve modular software design methodologies (code stnrctured for modularrty) 
prepares staff for devetopment programs not yet launched (anticipatory education) 
enabies a more proactive (positive) response to change 
decrease in number of defects per lines of executable code 
sharing of product development knowledge (open exchange of ideas) is fostered 
significant product quality improvements 
ability to meetlanticipate customer requirements (even when the custorner doesn't 
know thern) 
reduced cost of operation intemally 
stimulates high level of employee interest & motivation to continue learning 
customer satisfaction improves at a higher rate 
employees Say ?here1s so many good courses and so Iittle time" instead of "are 
there any courses here that I should take?" 
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better exposure to customers networks and business plans 
better support of strategic direction of organization 
build and run networks end to end to permit valued customer propositions 
employee professionaVeducationai credentials (existing expertise) are better 
recogn ized 
better hand-off between functions (e.g., Nw designers to board layout; slw designers 
to verification) 
improve ability to teverage change in the technology to the best advantage of 
our company and our customers 
improve "evolvability" of designs 
increase relevant training days per staff 
contribute to line management perception of staff project preparedness 
personal productivity increases 
develop awareness and understanding of new product development process (e.g. 
IPI--integrated product introduction) 
realize increasingly cost effective trairiing 
better ability to write efficient, high-qualiîy, code 
less tirne correcting mistakesfiewer recurrent problems (disseminates "lessons 
tearned" knowledge) 
better manager understanding of employee training and the MFA process 
flexibility in sourcing world-class technical training 
faster transition to 90% effectiveness for new managers 
long-terrn goal setting skills of employees are improved 
create [organization] differentiator 'Network Supplier of Choicen 
narrow the gap between how a designer thinks and how Our customers think 
foster networking (between employees across departments and divisions) 
allow changes to be made to existing software more easily 
increase organizational leaming (captures/redeploys intellectual property) 
increase generai telecommunications and computet (Nw, sh) uliteracy" of 
employees 
employee satisfaction improved 
leamers become teachers and mentors to others 
employees have increased control of their training and knowledge iesources 
better general understanding of the benefits/application of root cause analysis 
people appreciate business reality, not just their technical specialty 
support Our (organizational) approach to work and job design (structuring work for 
effectiveness) 
facilitates ernployee job transitions between functions (e-g., sfw, MW, etc.) 
people appreciate customer's viewpoint, not just their technical specialty 
improve employee understanding of organizational "culturen (how they fit-into 
organization) 
demonstrates that the company is investing in the ernployee and hisher career 
O btain 'certif iedn special skilis (such as project management or code inspection) 
improve sewice management skills 
specialty/tactical training is available equally in al1 locations 
employees look forward to training to learn something new and "neat" (rather than just 
fulfilling training days) 
rnakes new people productive as quickly as possible (faster ramp-up, e.g., to 90% 
efficiency) 
people appreciate product application, not just their technical specialty 
reduced time to market (speed delive rables, reduce design cycle times) 
highlights and contributes to specialized IC (individual contributor) path training 
requirements 
encourages reuse of information (helps eiiminate reinventing the wheel) 
attain training program cornpliance with standards (e.g., as set by qualiw councils, 
ISO, Baldridge, etc.) 
develop high level of general (ernployee) satisfaction with training program 
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improve project planninghanagement (clarifies project goals) 
attractshetains key ernployees (best & brightest); develops employee loyalty 
relationship between (1) advanced technology (2) platfom and (3) product 
development is made seamless 
employees are well-prepared for new (and future) technology 
develop tool knowledge and proficiency required to perform the job 
builds employee capacity and skill set to execute broader and more complex tasks 
swifthmmediate knowledge use (less than 3 months after course) 
reduced burden on mentors for training new arrivais 
foster shared, collaborative, tearn Iearning in the organization 
more productive customer interactions (better value of time spent by both 
designers & customer) 
develop criticaVcore expertise (essential scarce skills 8 depth of knowledge 
improve general product knowledge among employees 
more effective management 
al1 designers know & follow [SONFT transport] development processes 
employees get credit/acknowledgment/rewards for their learning achievernents 
training as self development (fun) as well as directly making us more productive 
(usefui) 
improve ability to turn product capabilities into value for the customer 
promote usage of in-house expertise (enables less dependency on extemal 
expertise) 
provide an increased understanding of roles within a project 
employees perceive that they are receiving the best training available 
integrate training with on-the-job learning (both recognize & support each other) 



Appendix C. Interview Guide Used for Phase 2 research 

Part 1: Meaning of the Map 

intemretation of Group-Specific Concept Mar> 

Please examine the concept map developed from the goup of which you were a member. Pay 
particular attention to the concepts (clusters) and the relations arnong them. 

1 Recaliing the original focus prompt about training program results that would contribute to the success of 
[the organization] in the next 12 to 24 months. th is  section asks about your interprerarion of the map? 

1.1 How do your interpret the concepts and relations arnong hem? 

1.2 Can you discrim any particular "regions" or higher-level clusten of concepts? If so. please describe and 
comment on these. 

1.2.1 How would you defme hem? 

1.2.2 How do they relate each other? 

1.3 How well does the map represent your own personai views about organizational training program resuiü? 

1.4 PIease summarize what this map means to you as an individual. 



Appendix C (continued) 

Part 2: Evaluation 

Views & Ideas About Trainine Pro- Evaluation (TPE) 

2 This section seeks your view about the purposes, processes. and consequences of TPE.  

2.1 Do you believe the main purpose of TPE is to either (A) determine ways to improve an e x i s ~ g  training 
program, or (B) decide the ultimate worth of an existing program (10. for example, produce evidence as ro 
whether the program should be continued or scraped)? 

2.2 Who should be invoIved in the TPE process? 

2.2.1 What kind of data are required? 

2.2.1.1 What type(s) of instruments (forms, surveys, etc.) should be used? 

22-12 How should these data be collected? 

3.2.1.3 Wow much data should be collected? 

2.2.1.4 How often should the data be collected? 

2.2.2 How should the analysis of collected data be done? 

2.2.2.1 Who should interpret the analysis? 

2.2.3 Now should the evaluation results be reported? 

2.2.3.1 Who would be the audience(s) of such reports? 

3.3.3.1.1 What rnethods of reporting would rnake the information most rneaningfid to 
these audiences? 

2.3 What do you see as the main or ideal consequences of the TPE process. 

2.3.1 What sorts of change might TPE lead to [instrumental (decision making), conceptual (learning), 
symbolic]? Why? 
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Part 3: Stakeholder Variation 

Perceived Stakeholder Differences 

3 This final section is concerned with obtaining your views about any differences you may perceive about TPE 
between the main stakeholder groups (training providers, training sponsors, training participants). 

3.1 Do you believe there are any substantid differences in how these groups view training evaluation? If so, 
please explain. 

3.2 Do you beiieve any particular group or groups rnight favor certain types of evaluation data? Why would 
this be the case? 

3.3 Do you believe any group or groups might favor any particular uses of evaluation results (e.g., rnight one 
group or another be more concemed with using evaluation to rnake program improvement decisions)? 
Why would this be die case? 



Appendix D. Code List for Phase 2 Interview Analysis 

S tart Codes 

RESLT: concept map results- individual agreement or disageexnent with concept map. 

TRAD: traditional organizational effectiveness-evidence of training perceptions related to financial 

r e m  ( r e m  on investmenr-ROD. profitability, productivity, effkiency, organiational growth. 

EMERGW: emergent concepts of organizational effectiveness-evidence of training perceptions related 

to employee and customer satisfaction. professional and career growth, orgînizational learning. 

P W S :  purposes of training program evaiuatiornvidence related to formative andlor surnmative 

evaiuation purposes. 

PROCS: processes of training p r o a m  evaluatiomvidence of stakeholder perceptions of 

mVMT: involvement in terms of sponsors (SPONSOR), providers (PROVIDER), trainees 

(-') 

DATA-C&A: data Collection and Analysis specifically in t e m  of questionnaire/survey 

(QüESTARE-SURVEY), inteniiews (INTERVIEW), focus groups (FOCUS GROUP) 

PRES: presentation of évaluation resdts specifically in terms of audience 

(AUDIENCE-SPONSOR, PROVER, TRADEE), methods @ETHOD) as reports 

(REPORT), group presentation (GROUP PRES) 

CONSQS: consequences of evaluation specifically in instrumental (INSTRUM) and conceptual 

(CONCEP) terms. 

VARWTION: evidence of stakehofder variation among the three stakeholder goups (SPONSOR, 

PROVIDER, TRAINEE). 

Added Codes 

*SEPIO: training prograrn sponsor perceptions of other involvement in evduation. 

'SEPDO: training program sponsor perceptions other data required for evaluation. 

'SEPPMO: training program sponsor perceptions of other methods for evaluation. 

'PEPIO: provider perceptions of other involvement in evaluation. 

'PEPW: provider perceptions other data required for evaluation. 

'PEPPMO: provider perceptions of other methods for evaluation. 

* W I O :  uainee perceptions of other involvement in evaiuation. 

'TEPDO: trainee perceptions other data required for evaluation. 

TEPPMO: trainee perceptions of other methods for evduation. 

Pattern Codes 

PAT::xEPB : group x perception of balanced or mixed formative and summtive evaluation purposes. 
PAT::xEPA: group x perception of all stakeholder involvement in evaluation process. 



Appendiv E. NUD-IST Programming Details for Phase 3 research 

Xurneric Node Index and Code Definitions 

/SPONSOR 
/SPONSORhIAP/RESLT 
/SPONSORIMAPRESLTW 
ISPONSOW/RESLTEMERGNT 
ISPONSOREVALUATION 
/SPONSOR/EVALUATION/PWS 
/SPONSOR/EVALUATIONPWS/FORMTV 
/SPONSOR/EVALUATION/PURPS/S~'MMTV 
/SPONSOR/EVALUATION/PURPS/BOTH** 
/SPONSOWEVALUATION/PROCS 
/SPONSOR/EVALUATION/PROCSlIWLVMT 
/SPONSOR/EVALUATION/PROCS/INVLVMT/SPONSOR 
/SPONSOR/EVALUATION/PROCS/TNVLVMT/PROVZDER 
/SPONSOR/EVALUAnON/PROCS/INVLVMT/TRAINEE 
/SPONSOREVALUATION/PROCS/INVLVMT/OTHER* 
lSPONSOR/EVALUATION/PROCS/DATA-C&A 
/SPONSOR/EVALUATION/PROCS/DATA-C&A/QESTARESURVEY 
/SPONSOR/EVALUATION/PROCS/DATA-C&mRVIEW 
ISPONSOR(EVALUATION/PROCS/DATA-CMOCUS GROUP 
/SPONSOR/EVALUA~ON/PROCS/DATA-C&A/KNEDGE TEST 
/SPONSORIEVALUATION/PROCS/DATA-C&A/OTHER* 
/SPONSOR/EVALUATION/PROCS/PRES 
/SPONSOWVALUATION/PROCS/PRES/AITDIENCE 

(2 2 2 3 1 1 )  /SPONSOR/EVALUATIONPROCS/PRES/AUDIENCE/SPONSOR 
(2 2 2 3 1 2) /SPONSOR/EVALUATION/PROCS/PRES/AUDIENCE/PROVIDER 
(2 3 2 3 1 3) lSPONSOR/EVALUATION/PROCSPRES/AUDIENC~ 
(2 2 2 3 2) /SPONSOR/EVALUA4~ONPROCS/PRES/METHOD 
(2 2 2 3 2 1) /SPONSOR/EVALUATION/PROCSIPRES/METHOD/REPORT 
(2 2 2 3 2 2) /SPONSOR/EVALUATION/PROCS/PRES/MET)IOD/GROUP PRES 
(2 2 2 3 2 3) lSPONSOR/EVALUATION/PROCS/PRES/METHODlOTHER* 
(2 2 3) /SPONSOR/EVALUATION/CONSQS 
(2 2 3 1) /SPONSOR/EVALUATION/CONSQSmSTRUM 
(2 2 3 2) lSPûNSOR/EVALUATION/CONSQSlCONCEP 
(2 3) /SPONSORNARIATION 
(2 3 1) ISPONSORNARIATIONISPONSOR 
(2 3 2)  /SPONSORNARIATIONPROVIDER 
(2 3 3) /SPONSORNARIATIONA'RANEE 

'denotes add-on code developed after initiai stm codes were defmed 

**denotes pattern code 

Note: Coduig example shown for program sponsor branch. Similar coding was used in provider and - 
trainee branches as well. 
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NUD-IST Command File Used for Index Svstem Generation 

(build-tree 
("map/resltn (%adw "emerg nt") 
"evaluation" ( 

"purps" ("fmtv" 'summtv" "bothn) 
"procsn ( 

"data-&an ("questare-survey" "interview" 
"fcus groupn "knowledge test" "othef) 

"pres" ("audiencen ("sponsor" "providef %aineen) 
"method" ("report" "group presn "othef)) 

"invlvrnr ("sponsorsn "providers" "traineen "othef)) 
"consqsn ("instrurn" "concepn)) 

"variationn ("sponsor" "provider" Sraineen) 
1 
node (2) 

noae-title "sponsor" 
1 

(build-tree 
("map/resltn ("trad" "emergnt") 
"evaluation" ( 

"purpsn ("frmtv" "surnmtv" "both") 
"procsn ( 

"data-c&an ("questare-sunle)r "interview" 
"focus groupn "knowledge testn "other") 

"pres" ("audiencen ("sponsof "providef "trainee") 
"methodn ("report" 'group presn 'othef)) 

"invlvmt" ("sponsorsn "providers" "traineen "othef)) 
"consqs" ("instrumn "concepn)) 

"variationn ("sponsof "providef Vaineen) 
1 
node (3) 

node-title "provide f 
1 

(build-tree 
("map/reslY (%adn 'emergnt") 
"evaluation* ( 

"purpsn ("frmtv" "surnmtv" 'bothn) 
"procs" ( 

'data-c&an ("questare-sunrey" 'interview" 
Yocus group" "knowledge test" "othef) 

'pres" ("audiencen ('sponsof "provider" "traineen) 
"methodm ("report" 'group presn 'other")) 

"invlvmt" ("sponsors" "providersn "traineen "other")) 
"consqsn ("instrumn 'concep")) 

'variationn ('sponsof "provider" "trainee") 
) 
node (4) 

node-title "taineen 



Appendix F. Survey Response Demongraphics. 

Response by Responsibility 
(ManagedNon-Manager) 

non-managers 
220 (79% 

Response by Experience 
(time in company) 

ss than 1 
38 (1 49 

10 years 
(1 4%) 

20 years or more 
15 (5%) 
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Response by Product Group 

other 

Note: Prodi ~ l c t  development groups are organized by transmission da 
S . , .  

:arrier (OC) refers to the 
fiber optic data transmissionT k - 1  is the-basic SO-MT (spchronous opticai network) rransmission rate of 5 1.840 
Mbits per second. OC-3. 13 ...., 192 are muItiples of this. OC-192, also referred to as "high-capacity" eanspon. is 
capable of transmission rates of lOGbits per second. 

Response by Job Category 

vetification captive office 
4(2%) 1- 2(1%) 

other 
23 (8%) 

hardware 



-4ppendix G .  Survey Cover Letter and Instrument 

Survev Cover Letter 

To: SONETlINM Employees 
Subject: Training Prograrn Evaluation Survey 

May 6, 1998 

During the p s t  week you should have received a postcard informing you of the Training 
Program Evduation Survey. This survey is enclosed and your cooperation to complete it is 
appreciated. 

We are aware that ?ou are routinely asked to complete various satisfaction surveys, however, this one is 
substantially different. in addition tc gauging your satisfaction with training in SONETm\lM, the survey 
data will also be used to advance howiedge about trainhg evaluation as part of a doctoral (Ph.D.) 
research project through the University of Ottawa. Greg Michalski. a replar full-cime employee with the 
Advanced Technology Training group. is the doctoral candidate performing this research. Data for this 
cornprehensive case study have been collected for about the last year. To date many of your peers and co- 
workers have contributed valuable ideas to the project. The survey enclosed represents the culmination of 
these efforts. 

As one of over 400 randornly selected regular fuil-time employees being asked to participate 
your response to this survey is crucial because your views will serve to represent those of al1 
division 1 employees.. 

Pilot tests were used both to improve the quality and to minimize the time required to cornpiete 
the form. ~Most employees who pilot tested the s w e y  completed it in about 20 minutes. Ail 
responses are completely anonymous. Pooled survey results wiil be made availabie directly to 
you through die Transmission Training web site (web url address) after all s w e y s  are retumed. 

If you have questions about the s w e y  or research project. please contact Greg at (intemal 
extension). This research project has been approved by the Ethics Cornmittee at the Faculty of 
Education. University of Ottawa, Chair Professor A. Giroux (562-5800 ~4066). 

PIease cornplete the enclosed survey form and r e m  it using interoffice mail (Training Evaiuation 
Survey, internd mail address) in the envelope provided within one week of receipt. 

Your participation is greatiy appreciated. 

Many thanks. 

(signed) 
Vice President Principle Researcher 

Enc. Training Pro-gam Evaluation S w e y  



Appendix G (continued) 

S w e v  instrument 

TRAINING PROGRAM EVALUATIONSURVEY(0pticalNetworks) 
This questionnaire has four parts. Part i seeks your views on the results of al1 training (as an 
integrated program) available to you as an employee. Part II asks about the evahation of thk 
training. Part III asks you to rate your satisfaction with the Transmission Training program. 
Part IV asks a few (important) employee background questions about you. 

Please completeand return the questionnaire in the en velope provided (WDLIV-1 Maikoom, A ttn: Training 
Evaluation Suwey) within ONE week of receipt. If you have questions, please cal1 ESN 393-3736. 

For u c h  of the foUowingstatementsindicate yourview by blackeuing ONEoption: a orpend ,s fi 
@ ,O \T $3 8 

Fill circies like this: 
Smndy Disagree hieither Agrcc Stron@y 
Disagree Not like this: 

Agrttnor &ree 
Digree 

The main purpose of training should be to improve employee productivity. 

Effective training ultimately improves business profitability. 

Product quality can be improved substantiaiiy through employee training. 

The availability of high-quality training leads to increased employee satisfaction. 

Only job-specific training should be provided to employees. 

The main purpose of training should be to improve customer satisfaction. 

Training program objectives should be derived directly from business objectives. 

The main purpose of training sbould be to develop employees professionally. 

Effective training should help designers to anticipate customer requirements. 

Product tirne- t O-market cm be reduced su bstantiall y throu gh emp 10 yee training. 

AI1 training provided to employees should have a positive " r e m  on investment". 

Effective trainiag should improve employee understanding of product development professes. 

Employee promotion and employee training are directly related. 

Effective training should directly support our customer business objectives. 

Effective training ultirnately improves employee-customer relations. 

Training is the best way to rnake new employees productive as quickly as possible. 

Employee pay and employee training are directly related. 

Effective training ultimateIy leads to produce innovation. 

Effective training should result in the immediate use of knowiedge on the job. 

An effective training program attracts or retains the most talented employees. 

Continue on the next page. eeeee 



Appendiw G (contînued) 

Part l WRîKEN COMMENTS: Print below any comrnents you have about training resul 

Hinr: Thkjieiù ismachine-readabie. ~Veady printed WiTriLlefrers oremosr emiiy rerogniA 

TUNNGRESULTS: An effective naking program should result in ... 

Part II seeks yourviews on the evaluation of al1 training available to employees as an integrated program 
jconsisting of al1 courses, self-paced learning moduies, computer-oased training). 

For each of the foilowing statements indicate your view by blackening ONE option: 

Fill circles Like this: 
Notlikethis: 181 a 

S D D N A  
The main purpose of training p r o k m  evaluation (TPE) is to irnprove the program. 3 0 0 0  
The main of TPE is to judge the Pro- meeting objectives. 

Trainees (training recipienw ) should be activel y involved in performing the TPE. 

The main purpose of training program evaluation is OTHER (PRINT NEATLY below): 
S D D N A  

S D D N A  

3 0 0 0  

: 

Training sponsors (line management) sfiould be active1 y involved in perfonning the TPE. S D  D N A 
3 O 0 0  

c9 3 0 0 0  

Extemal evaiuation experts should be active1 y involved in perfoming the TPE. S D D N A  

S D D N A  
Training specialists should be actively involved in performing the TPE. 3 0 0 0  

3 O 0 0  
OTHER individuais/~oups who should be actively involved in perfonning the TPE (PRINT NEATLY below): 

Questionnaire data are essential for TPE. 

Interview data are essential for TPE. 

Focus group data are essentiai in TPE. 

Knowledge test data 6om training participants are essential in TPE. 

S D D N A  

S D C N A  
3 0 0 0  
SD D N A 
3 0 0 0  
S D D N A  

Continue on thenextpage. 4 o 
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3.13 OTHER data are essentid in TPE (PRINT NEATLY below): 

e+ 
3.14 TPE results should be reponed directly to training specialists. 

TPE results should be reponed directly to trainees (training recipients). 

3-16 TPE results should be reponed directly to training sponsors (line management). 

2-11 TPE results should be reported directly ro OTHER (PEUNT NEATLY below) : 

7.18 TPE results should be used mainly as a basis for funire decisions about the prognm. 

2.19 TPE results should be used mainly to develop new knowledge about program effects. 

2.30 TPE results should be used rnainly to comply with quaiity standards such as ISO audits. 

2.2 1 TPE results should be used rnainly to routinely monitor program activities. 

2.22 TPE results should be used rnainly to determine trainee satisfaction with the program 

2.23 TPE results should be used mainly to determine manager satisfaction with the program. 

2.24 TPE results should be used mainly to detennine whether program goals are met. 

2.25 TPE results should be used mainly to assist uainees in selectin, = courses. 

2.26 OTHER TPE results (PRNT NEATLY below): 

e 
Part II WRi'mEN COMMENTS: Print below any comments you have about training program evaluation. 

HLrt: ThisfieUisrnachUre-readcLbie. Ne01iyprintedWiXAL hnersaremosreasiiy recognized 

S D D N A  

3 O 0 0  

TRAINING EVALUTION: Training program evaluation should (accompiish, involve, result in).. 

Continue on the n a p a g e .  c3 s3 4 c3 



Part Ill asks you to rate your satisfaction with the Transmission (OpticalNetworks) Training 
Program. The following statements refer specifically to training offered in the Transmisio, 
TrainingProgramdescribedat(http~l47.97.96.11 STTransmission/). 

For each of the following statementsindicateyour view by blackeaing ONE option: 

@ w a a 0 @ Fill circles Iike this: 
Stroagly ma* f i d k  A Strongly Not like this: 
Disagree Agree nor 

Disagrec 
1 ne program orrers me aaequare u m g  ro unprove my joo perronmince. S D D N A  

3 0 0 0  
The program offers me adequate training to develop in my career. S D D N A  

S D D N A  
3 O 0 0  

The program offers me adequate personal development training. 

S D D N A  
3 0 0 0  

I consider the training program to be an asset to me as an employee. 

The t h e  1 spend taking training offered in the program is worthwhile to me. 

The program meets my needs as an employee in SONETIINM. 
3 0 0 0  
S D D N A  Training offered in the progam helps me to understand customer requirements. 

Training offered in the program helps me to understand product development 

The training program contributes to product design quality in SONET/INM. 
3.1 Please indicate your job mle (blacken the appropriate circle). 

O non-manager O manager 

How long have you becn working with [the companyj? 
4.2 

1 Olenthanlyear O l t o S y e a n  05tolOyears OIOto20years 02Oyeanorrnore 

4-3 Please select the job category that best describes the work you do. 
Please PRINT NEATLY in area below: 

0 software 0 hardware 0 verification 0 captive office 0 other* e l  
1.4 Please selca the product you are most doseiy asscciated with. 

Please PRNT PEATLY below: 
00C-3 OOC-12 OOC48 00C-192 OlNM O o l h e r e e S e  )I 

Thank you vety much for your partic@ation. Please mail your furm back in the envelope provided 
[Retum Address] 
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Appeiidix H (continued) 

7 1. specialty/tactical training is available equülly in üII locations 3.3 1 4.00 
72. einployees look forward io training to lenm something ncw and "iieat" (nittier 2.69 3.38 

thaii just fiilfilling training days) 
73. inakes new people productive as quickly us possible (Fister rump-up, c g . ,  to 4.38 4.31 

90% effiçiency) 
74. people appreciate produci application, not just their techiiicnl specialty 3.31 3.23 
75. reduced time to market (speed deliverables, reduce design cycle times) 4.62 3.31 
76. highlights niid çoiitributes to specialized iC (individual contributor) pütli 2.85 2.77 

training requireriieiits 
77. encourages reuse of inforniaiion (hzlps eliiniiaute rziiiveiitirig the wlieel) 3.92 3.46 
78. attain training progran] coiiipliance with staiidürds (e.g., as set by qualiiy 2.38 3.23 

counçils, 1S0, Baldrigc, etc.) 
79. develop high level of general (employee) sütisfactioii with trüiiiing progrilni 3.69 4.00 
80, iinprovc project plunning/müiiageniei~t (clarifies project goals) 3.31 3.62 
8 1. at tractdretains key employees (best & brightesi) ; develops ernployee loyiili y 4.08 3.3 1 
82. reliitionship bet ween ( 1) advanced techiiology (2) plat forni and (3) product 3.31 2.92 

developnient is niade seumless 
83. employees are well-prepared for new (and future) iechiiology 3.92 4.1 5 
84. develop tool knowledge and proficiency required to perforni the job 4.00 4.77 
85. builds employee cupacity and skill set to execute brouder and more coiiiplex 4.00 4.46 

tasks 
86. swiftlimmcdiate knowledge use (less than 3 iiionths üfter cotirse) 3.46 4.54 
87. reduced burden on mentors for training new arrivals 2.38 3.15 
88. fosier shared, collaborative, teüni leaming in the orga~iizaiioii 3.85 3.62 
89. more productive customer interactions (better value of iime spelit by boili 3.62 2.54 

designers & custoiner) 
90. dcvalop criticüWcore expertise (çssentiul sçarct: skills & Jepth of knowledp 4.15 4.54 
91. improve general product knowledge umong empluyees 3.00 3.77 
92. more effective management 3.46 3.08 
93. al1 designers know & follow [organimiional] develoynient proccsses 3.00 3.62 

94. eiiiployces get credit/ackiiowledgineiii/rewurds for tliçir leuriiiiig üc tiieve~iieriis 3.3 1 3.1 5 











Appendix 1 (continued) 
Training Provider Group Cluster and Statement Bridging Index Values 

Cluster 1: SkiUs & Knowledge (cluster average = .a) 
Statement 

1) increase understanding of current data networking needs and 
indusrry directions 

3) better ernployee interpersonal and communication skills 
12) develop corporate awareness 
13) improve "effectivity" of teamwork (more effective staff') 
15) develop the equivalent skills that we would receive if we spent 1 

year working for a customer's business 
18) better ability to understand the dnven and supporting technology of 

the telecornmunication industry 
43) contribute to line management perception of staff project 

preparedness 
55) foster networking (between employees across departments and 

divisions) 
8 increase generai telecornmunications and cornputer (MW, s/w) 

"iiteracy " of ernployees 
62) better general understanding of the benefits/application of root 

cause analysis 
63) people appreciate business reaiity, noc just their technicai speciaity 
67) improve employee understanding of organisational "culture" (how they 

fit-into organization) 
69) obtain "certified" special skills (such as project management or code 

inspection) 
70) improve senrice management skills 
80) improve project planning/management (clarifies project goals) 
83) employees are well-prepared for new (and future) technology 
84) develop tool knowledge and proficiency required to perfonn the job 
85) builds employee capacity and skdl set ro execute broader and more 

cornplex tasks 
90) develop criticaUcore expertise (essential scarce skius & depth of 

know ledge 
91) improve general product knowledge among employees 
98) provide an increased understanding of roles within a project 

Bridging Index 
0.3 1 



Appendix 1 (continued) 
Training Provider Bridging 

Cluster 2: Employee Satisfaction (cluster average = 21) 
Statement 

connibute to employee sense of professional (self) marketability 
increase employee confidence 
support personal broadening & job enrichment (develops employee 
interests in future tasks/roles/responsibilities) 
prepares staff for development p r o m m  not ye t launched 
(anticipatory education) 
stimulates high level of employee interest & motivation to continue 
learning 
employees Say "there's so many good courses and so iittle tirne" 
instead of "are there any courses here that 1 should take?" 
employee professionaUeducational credentiais (enisting expertise) 
are better recognized 
personal productivity increases 
better manager understmding of employee training and the M'FA 
process 
long-term goal setting ski l ls  of employees are irnproved 
employee satisfaction improved 
empioyees bave increased control of their training and bowledge 
resources 
ràciiîtates employee job transitions between functions (e.g., s/w. MW, 
etc .) 
demonstrates that the Company is investing in the employee and 
hisher career 
ernptoyees look forward to training to leam sornething new and "neat" 
(rather thm just fulfilhg training days) 
highlights and contributes to speciaiized IC (individual contributor) 
path training requirements 
develop higb level of general (employee) satisfaction with training 
Pro- 
attractsfretains key employees (best & brightest); develops empioyee 
ioydty 
ernployees get credit/acknowledgmentkewards for their learning 
achievements 
training as self development (fun) as well as directly making us more 
productive (usefbl) 
employees perceive that they are receiving the best training 
available 

Bridging Index 



Appendix 1 (continued) 
Training Provider Bridging 

Cluster 3: Effective Training Program Attribut es (cluster average = 50)  
S tatement 

sirnplifj the learning efforts required of newly-promoted managers 
individuai learning style(s) are addressed by optimization of 
learning media 
training is inte-mted with university-industry interaction pro-ams 
just-in-tirne, just-the-ri& training needs are addressed 
iconic (isolated) training ceases and htegrated training be,oins 
enables a more proactive (positive) response to change 
increase relevant training days per staff 
realize increasingly cost effective training 
flexibiiity in sourcing worldclass technical training 
faster transition to 90% efkctiveness for new managers 
increase organizationai learning (captures/redeploys intellecmal 
property 
leamers become teachers and mentors to others 
speciaity/tactical training is available equally in al1 locations 
makes new people productive as quickly as possible (faster ramp-up, 
e.g., to 90% efficiency) 
artain training program cornpliance with standards (e.g.. as set by 
qualxty councils, ISO. Baldridge. etc.) 
swifvimrnediate knowledge use (less than 3 months &er course) 
reduced burden on mentors for training new arrivais 
foster shared. coiiaborative. tearn Ieaniing in the organization 
more effective management 
promote usage of in-house expertise (enables less dependency on 
external expertise) 
intepite rraining with on-the-job Ieaniing (both recognize & support 
each other) 

Bridging Index 



Appendix 1 (continued) 
Training Provider Bridging 

Cluster 3: Customer Value (cluster average = 26) 

support customer's strategic and operational objectives 
products exceed customer requirements (eg.. features. operability, 
cost, maintenance ease, quality of service) 
promote designer understanding of big picture (how their product fits 
into market) 
more accurate estirnates 
ability to meet/anucipate customer requirements (even when the 
customer doesn't know them) 
customer satisfaction improves at a higher rate 
better exposure to customers networks and business plans 
build and run networks end to end to permit valued customer 
propositions 
better ability to write efficient. high-quaiity, code 
create (corporation] differentiator "Network Supplier of Choice" 
narrow the gap between how a designer thinks and how o u  
customers think 
peopie appreciate customer's vicwpoint, not just their technical 
specialty 
peopIe appreciate product application, not just their technical 
special ty 
reiationship between (1) advanced technology (2) platform and (3) 
product development is made seamiess 
more productive customer interactions (better value of time spent 
by both designers & customer) 
al1 designers know & follow [SONET transport] development 
processes 
improve ability to mm product capabilities into value for the 
customer 

Bridging Index 



Appendix I (continued) 
Training Provider BRdging 

Cluster 5: Benefits Resdting from Training (cluster average = 44) 

decrease maintenance effodcost of completed software (e.g., 
decrease cals to helplines) 
training proD- objectives obtained directly from organizationai 
business objectives 
reinforces linkage of product development processes to [corporation] 
specific processes 
more efficient organization with improved capacity to take on a 
broader range of activiaes 
support key performance plan of organization 
improve modular software design methodologies (code structured for 
modul~ty ) 
decrease in number of defects per lines of exscutable code 
sharing of product development knowledge (open exchange of ideas) 
is fostered 
significant product quality improvemenrs 
reduced cost of operation intemally 
better support of suategic direction of organization 
better hand-off between functions (e.g., h/w designers to board 
layout: s/w designers to verification) 
improve ability to leverage change in the technology to the best 
advantage of our Company and our customers 
improve "evolvability" of designs 
develop awareness and understanding of new product development 
process (e.g. PI-integ-ated product introduction) 
less time correcthg mistakedfewer recurrent problems 
(disseminates "Iessons leamed" knowledge) 
aiiow changes to be made to existing software more easily 
support our (organizational) approach to work and job design 
(structuring work for effectiveness) 
reduced time to rnarket (speed deliverables, reduce design cycle 
times) 
encourages reuse of information (helps eiiminate reinventing the 
w heel) 

Bridging Index 



Appendix I (continued) 
Line Sponsors Bridging 

Cluster 1: Customer & Market (duster average = 28) 

increase understanding of current data networking needs and 
indus try directions 
suppon customer's strategic and operationai objectives 
products exceed customer requirernents ( e g ,  features. operability, 
cost, maintenance ease, qudity of service) 
promote designer understanding of big picture (how their product fits 
into market) 
develop the equivaient skills chat we would receive if we spent 1 
year working for a customer's business 
better ability to understand the drives and supporting technology of 
the telecornmunication industry 
ability to meet/anticipat~ cus!orner requirements ieven when the 
cus tomer doesn't h o  w hem) 
customer satisfaction improves at a higher rate 
better exposure to customers networks and business plans 
build and run networks end to end to permit valued customer 
propositions 
improve ability to leverage change in the technology to the best 
advantage of our Company and Our customers 
create [corporation] differentiator "Network Supplier of Choice" 
narrow the gap between how a designer thinks and how Our 
customers think 
people appreciate custonier's viewpoint, not just their technical 
specialty 
people appreciate product application, not just their technical 
specialty 
more productive customer interactions (better vaiue of tirne spent 
by botb designers & customer) 
irnprove ability to tum product capabilities into value for the 
customer 

Bridging Index 



Appendk 1 (continued) 
Line Sponsors Bridging 

Cluster 2: Product Development (duster average = .a) 

decrease maintenance effortkost of cornpleted software (e.g., 
decrease calls to helpiines) 
more accurate estimates 
improve modular software design methodologies (code strucrured for 
rnoduiarity ) 
decrease in number of defects per lines of executable code 
sigificant product quahty improvements 
reduced cost of operation internally 
develop awareness and understanding of new product development 
process (e.g. PI--intepted product introduction) 
allow changes to be made to existing software more easily 
bcrter generd 'inderstanding of the benefitdapplicarion of roof 
cause analysis 
reduced time to market (speed deliverables, reduce design cycle 
times) 
improve project planning/management (clarifies projecr goals) 
ail designers know & follow [SONET transport] development 
processes 
provide an increased understanding of roles within a project 

Bridging Index 



Appendix 1 (continued) 
Line Sponsors Bndging 

Cluster 3: Collaboration & Knowledge Alignment (ciuster average = 33) 
Statement 

training program objectives obtained duectly from organizational 
business objectives 
improve "effecrivity" of tearnwork (more effective staff) 
reinforces linkap of product development processes to [corporation] 
specific processes 
more efficient organization with improved capacity to cake on a 
broader range of activities 
prepares staff for development proprams not yet launched 
(anticipatory educarion) 
sharing of product development knowledge (open exchanp of ideas) 
is fostered 
better hand-off between functions (e.g., hlw designers to board 
layout: s/w designers to verificaaon) 
improve "evolvability" of designs 
conmbute to line management perception of staff project 
preparedness 
personal productivity increases 
beaer ability to wtite efficient, highqualiq, code 
less time correcting Mstakes/fewer recurrent problems 
(disseminates "lessons leamed" knowledge) 
long-term goal settinp skills of employees are improved 
foster networking (between employees across depamnents and 
divisions) 
increase organizational learning (capniredredeploys inteiiectual 
property) 
support our (organizational) approach to work and job design 
( s en i c tu~g  work for effectiveness) 
facilitates employee job ms i t ions  between hinctions (e.g., slw, hlw, 
etc.) 
encourages reuse of information (helps elirnhate r e i n v e n ~ g  the 
w heel) 
develop tool knowlrdp and proficiency required to perfom the job 
foster shared, collaborative, team leamhg in the organization 
develop criticaVcore expertise (essentiai scarce slrills & depth of 
knowledge 
more effective management 

Bridging Index 



Appendix I (continued) 
Line Sponsors Bridging 

Cluster 4: OrganizationaVCorporate (cluster average = .73) 
Statement 

33) support key performance plan of organization 
36) better support of strategic direction of organization 
63) people appreciate business reality, not just their technical specialty 
67) improve employee understanding of organizationah "culture" (how they 

fit-into organization) 
70) irnprove service management skilIs 
82) relationshrp between (1) advanced technology ( 2 )  plaüorm and (3) 

product development is made searnless 
91) improve general product knowledge amont employees 

Cluster 5: Employee Development (cluster average = .67) 
Statement 

simplify the leaming efforts required of newly-promoted mana,oers 
bener employee interpersonal and comunication skills 
contribute to employee sense of professional (self) rnarketability 
develop corporate awareness 
increase employee confidence 
support personai broadening & job enrichment (develops employee 
interests in future tasks/roles/responsibilities) 
enables a more proactive (positive) response to change 
stimulates high Ievel of employee interest & motivation to continue 
learning 
employee professionaVeducational credentials (existing expertise) 
are bener recognized 
bener manager understanding of employee training and the MFA 
process 
faster ûansition to 90% effectiveness for new managers 
increase general telecommunications and cornputer (Ww, s/w) 
"Iiteracy" of employees 
employee satisfaction improved 
demonstrates that the Company is i n v e s ~ g  in the employee and 
hisher career 
attmccslretains key employees (best & brightest); develops employee 
~OYW 
employees are weli-prepared for new (and hinue) technology 

Bridging Index 

Bridging Index 



Appencüx 1 (continued) 
Line Sponsors Bridging 

Chuter 6: Training-Learning Integration (cluster average = 39) 

individual learning style (s) are addressed b y optirnization of 
leaming media 
training is inteamted with university-industry interaction pro-orams 
just-in-time, just-the-ri@, training needs are addressed 
iconic (isolated) training ceases and intepted training begins 
employees Say "there's so many good courses and so little time" 
instead of "are there any courses here that 1 should take?" 
increase relevant training days per staff 
realize increasingly cost effective training 
flcxibility in sourcing world-ciass technical training 
learners becorne teachers and mentors to others 
employees have rncreased control of their training a d  knowtedge 
resources 
obtain "certified" special skik (such as project management or code 
inspection) 
specialty/tacticai training is avdable equdly in ail locations 
employees look fonvard to training to l e m  sornething new and "neat" 
(rather than just fulfiiling training days) 
makes new people productive as quickiy as possible (faster rarnp-up, 
cg., to 90% efficiency) 
highlights and contributes to specialized IC (individual contributor) 
path training requirements 
attain training program cornpliance with standards (e.g., as set by 
quaiity councfis, ISO, Baldridge, etc.) 
develop high level of general (ernployee) satisfaction with training 
Program 
builds employee capacity and ski11 set to execute broader and more 
complex tasks 
swifvimmediate knowledge use (less chan 3 months after course) 
reduced burden on mentors for training new arrivais 
employees get credit/acknowledgment/rewards for their learning 
ac hievements 
training as self developrnent (fun) as weil as directly making us more 
productive (useful) 
promote usage of in-house expertise (enables less dependency on 
extemal expertise) 
employees perceive that they are receiving the best training 
availabIe 
integrate training with on-the-job learning (both recognize Br support 
each other) 

Bridging Index 



Appendix I (contiaued) 
Participants Bridging 

Cluster 1: Customer &  market Orientation (cluster average = 28) 
S tatement 

increase understanding of current data networking needs and 
industry directions 
support customer's strategïc and operational objectives 
products exceed customer requirements (cg., feanires. operability . 
cost, maintenance ease, quality of s e ~ c e )  
promote designer undestanding of big picture [how their product fits 
into market) 
drvelop the equivalent skills that we would receive if we spent 1 
year working for a custorner's business 
better ability to understand the drivers and supporthg technology of 
the teIecomrnunication industry 
ability ro rneedanticipate customer requirements (wen when die 
customer doesn't know them) 
customer satisfaction improves at a higher rate 
better exposure to customers networks and business plans 
build and run networks end to end to permit valued customer 
propositions 
improve ability to leverage change in the technology to the best 
advantage of our Company and our customers 
create [corporation] differentiator "Network Supplier of Choice" 
narrow the gap between how a designer thinks and how our 
customers think 
people appreciate business reality, not just their technical specialty 
people appreciate customer's viewpoinf not just their technical 
specialty 
people appreciate product application. not just their technical 
specidty 
relationship between ( 1 )  advanced technology (2) platfonn and (3) 
product development is made seamiess 
more productive customer interactions (better value of time spent 
by both designers & customer) 
improve ability to nim product capabilities into value for the 
customer 

Bridging Index 



AppendLx 1 (continued) 
Participants Bridging 

Cluster 2: Design Quaiity (duster average = 33) 
S tatement 

decrease maintenance effortkost of completed software (e-a., 
decrease calls to helplùies) 
improve modular software design methodologies (code stnicnired for 
modulariry) 
decrease in number of defects per lines of executable code 
significant product quality improvements 
better hand-off between functions (e.g., MW designers to board 
layout; s/w designers to verification) 
improve "evolvability" of designs 
better ability to wnte efficient. highquality, code 
less time correcting ristakes/fewer recurrent problems 
(disseminates "lessons learned" knowledge) 
allow changes to be made to existing software more easily 
bener pnerai understanding of the benefitdapplication of roor 
cause anaiysis 
reduced tirne to market (speed deliverables. reduce design cycle 
times) 

Ciuster 3: People khagement (cluster average = -70) 

training program objectives obtained dinctly from organizational 
business objectives 
reinforces linkap of product development processes to [corporation] 
specific processes 
suppon key performance plan of organization 
sharing of product development howledge (open exchange of ideas) 
is fostered 
bener suppon of strategic direction of organization 
foster networking (between employees across depamnents and 
divisions) 
improve employee understandmg of organizationai "culture" (how they 
fit-into organization) 
improve projec t planninghnmagement (clarifies projec t goals) 
foster shared, coiiaborative, team leamhg in the organization 
more effective management 
provide an increased understanding of roles within a project 

Bridging Index 

Bridging Index 



Appendix 1 (continued) 
Participants Bridging 

Cluster 4: Business Management (cluster average = -62) 
Statement 

more efficient organization with improved capacity to rake on a 
broader range of activities 
reduced cost of operation internally 
contribute to line management perception of staff project 
preparedness 
develop awareness and understanding of new product development 
process (e.g. PI--intqpted product introduction) 
increase organizational learning (captureslndeploys inrellectuai 
property) 
suppon Our (organizational) approach to work and job design 
(stnicturing work for effectiveness) 
encourages reuse of information (heips eliminate reinventing the 
w hee 1) 
attain training program cornpliance with standards (cg.. as set by 
quaiity councils. ISO. Baldridge, etc.) 
promote usage of in-bouse expertise (enables less dependency on 
externd expertise) 

Cluster 5: Leaniing hnprovernent (cluster average = 58) 
Statement 

simplify the leaniing efforts requind of newly-promoted managers 
individual learning siyle(s) are addressed by optimization of 
leaming media 
training is integrated with univeaity-industry interaction programs 
improve "effectivity" of teamwork (more effective staff) 
just-in-tirne, just-the-ri@ t, training needs are addressed 
iconic (isolated) training ceases and integrated training begtns 
employees say "there's so many good courses and so little tirne'' 
instead of "are there any courses here that I should take?" 
realize increasingly cost effective training 
flexibiiity in sourcing world-class technicd training 
faster transition to 90% effectiveness for new managers 
specidty/tactical training is available equally in a i l  locaaons 
integrate training with on-the-job les-g (both recognize & suppon 
each other) 

Bridging Index 

Bridging Index 



Appendix 1 (continued) 
Participants Bridging 

Cluster 6: Organizational Training Support (cluster average = 53) 
Statement 

43) increase relevant training days per staff 
49) better manager understanding of employee training and the MFA 

process 
60) learners become teachers and mentors to others 
73) makes new people productive as quickiy as possible (faster rarnp-up, 

e.g., to 90% efficiency) 
86) swifVimmediate knowledge use (Iess than 3 months after course) 
57) reduced burden on mentors for training new arrivals 

Cluster 7: Employee Satisfaction (cluster average = 1 9 )  
Statement 

better employze interperconai and communication skills 
contribute to employee sense of professional (self) rnarketability 
increase employee confidence 
support personal broadening & job enrichment (develops employee 
interesrs in future tasks/roles/responsibilities) 
stimulates high level of employee interest & motivation to continue 
learning 
employee professionaYeducationai credentids (existing expertise) 
are better recognized 
personal productivity increases 
long-tenn goal setting skilis of employees are improved 
employee satisfaction improved 
employees have increased control of their training and knowledge 
resources 
facilitates ernployee job transitions between functions (e.g.. slw, h/w, 
etc.) 
demonsuates that the Company is investing in the employee and 
hisher career 
employees look forward to training to leam sornething new and "neat" 
(rather than just fulfilling training days) 
highlights and contributes to specialized IC (individual conhibutor) 
path training requirements 
develop high level of generai (employee) satisfaction with training program 
attractdretains key employees (best & brightest); develops employee 
loydty 
employees ge t creditf ackno w ledgment/re wards for their learning 
achievernents 
training as self development (h) as weii as directly making us more 
productive (useful) 
employees perceive that they are receiving the best training available 

Bridging Index 

Bridging Index 



Appendix I (continued) 
Participants Bridging 

Cluster 8: Process Awareness (ciuster average = .66) 
Statement 

12) develop corporate awareness 
14) more accurate estimates 
70) improve service management skills 
9 1 ) improve general product knowledge arnong employees 
93) dl designers know & foIlow [SONET transport] development 

processes 

Cluster 9: Project Preparedness (duster average = 57) 
Statement 

25) prepares staff for development programs not yet launched 
(anticipatory education) 

26) enables a more proactive (positive) response to change 
58) increase general telecornmunications and cornputer (MW, slw) 

"literacy " of employees 
69) obtain "certified" special skills (such as project management or code 

inspection) 
83) employees are weii-prepared for new (and future) technology 
84) develop tool knowledge and proficiency required to perfonn the job 
85) builds employee capacity and ski11 set to execute broader and more 

complex tasks 
90) develop criticdcore expertise (essential scarce skills & depth of 

knowledge 

Note: Bridging Caiculation Details (Concept Systems, 1996) - 
Step 1: For al1 pairs of statements i and j, compute the proportion of soners who put statements i and j 
together: 

number of people who sorted i j  together 
prop (i j)= --------------------- - 

number of people who sorted 

Step 2: Compute the raw bridging vaiue for statement i. The top part of die formula multipIies the 
proportion of people who piaced statements i and j together by the distance between hem on the map. The 
distance is simply the standardized straight-line Euclidean distance computed fiom the x, y map 
coordinates. This is divided by the proportion of sorters who placed the statements together. The result 
gives us the average distance between point i and ail other points ba t  i was ever piled with: 

prop(value(i,j) * distance(ij)) 
raw bridging(i) = - --- 

SUM(vdue(ij)) 
Step 3: The raw bridging value is then standardized to a 0-1 scale by: 

raw bridging(i) - minimum(raw bridging( )) 
bridging(i) = 

maximum(raw brid,sing( )) - minimum(raw bridging( )) 

Bridging index 

Bridging Index 

The cluster bridging value is simply the average bridging value across ail statements in a cluster. 



Appendix J. Pattern Match Ladder Diagrams 

Training Provider Pattern Matches 

Training Provider Gen. Importante Line Sponsor Gen. Importance 

3.72 

Geneiits Resulting from Training Custorner Value 

Cüstomer Value Benefits Resuiiing from Training 

ffeclive Training Program Attributes Skills h Knowledge 

Employee Satisfaction Employee Satisfaction 

Skills & Knowledge Etfective Training Program Attribute 

3.29 3.1 6 
r = .78 

training Provider Gen. Importance Parîicipant/trrinee Gan. Importance 

Benefits Resulting from Training 

Customer Value 

ffective Training Program Attributes 

Employee Satisfaction 

Skills & Knowledge 

3.29 

3.7 

Customer Val u t  

I Eenefits Resu!ting trom Training 

Skills di Knowledge 

Employss Satisfaction 

Effective Training Program Attribute 

3.2 
r = -81 



Appendix J (continued) 
Training Provider Gen. Importance Training Program Evaluation Importance 

3.72 

Benefits Resulting from Training 

Customer Value 

ffective Training Prograrn Attributes 

Employee Satisfaction 

Skills U Knowledge 

3.29 

3.63 

Effective T raining Program Attribute 

Skills & Knowledge 

Ernpioyee Satisfaction 

Benefits Resulting from Training 

Customer Value 

2.95 

Training Provider TPE Importance Line Sponsor TPE Importance 

3.63 

ffective Training Program Attributes 

Skills 8 Knowledge 

Employas Satisfaction 

Benefits Resulting from Training 

Customer Value 

2.95 

3.4 

SkiIls & Knowledge 

Benefits Resulting from Training 

Employec Satisfaction 

Customer Value 

Effective Training Program Attribute 

3.23 



Appendix J (contiaued) 

Training Provider TPE Importante ParticipanüTrainee TPE imporiancc 

3.63 

ffective Training Program Attributes 

Skills & Knowledge 

Employee Satisfaction 

Benetits Resulting from Training 

Customer Value 

2.95 

3.3 

Beneiits Resulting from Training 

Skills & Knowledge 

Customer Value 

Effective T raining Program Attribute 

Employee Satisfaction 

3.04 

Training Provider Gan. Importance Linc-Sponsor TPE Importance 

3.72 

Benefits Aesulting from Training 

Customer Value 

ffective Training Program Attributes 

Employee Satisfaction 

Skills & Knowledge 

3.29 

3.4 

Skills 6 Knowledge 

Benefits Aesulting from Training 

Employee Satisfaction 

Customer Value 

Effective Training Pragram Attribute 

3.23 



Appendix J (conthued) 

Training Provider Gen. Importance TraineeTPE Importance 

3.72 

Benefits Resulting from Training 

Customer Value 

tfective Training Progrom Attributes 

Employee Satisfaction 

Skiils di Knowiedge 

3.29 

3.3 

Benetits Resulting fram Traintng 

Skills 8 Knowledge 

Customer Value 

Effective Trainirig Program Attribute 

Employee Satisfaction 

3.04 



AppendUr J (continued) 

Line Sponsor Pattern Matches 

Line Sponsor Gen. Importance Training Provider Gen. Importance 

Praduct Oevelopment 

llaboration 8 Knowledge Alignment 

Emplcyee Development 

OrganitationallCorporate 

Training-Learning Integration 

4.22 

Customer & Market 

3.75 

Customer & Market 

Collaboration & Knowledge Alignrnt 

Employee Development 

Product Development 

OrganizationallCorporate 

Training-Learning Integntion 

3.27 

' 

Line Sponsor Gan. lmportrnce ParticipanVTrainer Gan. Importance 

Customer & Market 

Product Development 

llabaration L Knowledge Alignment 

Empiayee Dtvelopment 

3.72 

Customer & Market 

Product Development 

Collaboration & Knawledge Alignmt 

Employee Deveiopment 

Training-Ltatning Integrrtion 

OrganirationaUCorporatc 

3.08 



Appeadix J (continued) 
Line Sponsor Gen. Importance Line Sponsor Training Prog. Evaluation Importance 

4.22 

Customer & Market 

Product Development 

Ilaboration & Knowledge Alignment 

Employee Development 

OrganizationallCarporate 

Training-Laarning Integration 

3.02 

3.46 

Customer & Market 

Employee Development 

OrganizationallCorporate 

Training-Learning lntegration 

Product Development 

Collaboration & Knawledge Alignmr 

3.28 

Line Sponsor Training Prog. Evaluation Importance Training Provider Training Prog. Evaluation 

3.46 

Custorner & Market 

Employee Development 

Organizational/Corporate 

Training.Learning Integration 

Product Oevelopmant 

Ilaboratian 6 Knowledge AIignmant 

3.28 

3.64 

Training-Lrarning lntegration 

OrganizationallCorporate 

Employee Development 

Collaboration & Knowladge Alignrnc 

Product Oeveloprnrnt 

Customer & Market 

3 



Appendix J (continued) 

Lins Sponsor Training Prog. Evaluation Importance ParticipanüTrainee Training Prog. Evaluation 

3.46 

Customor & Market 

Employee Development 

OrganizationaliCorporate 

Training-Learning Integration 

Product Oevelapment 

llaboration & Knowledge Alignment 

3.28 

Lino-Sponsor Gan. Training Provider TPE 

3.34 

Product Oevelopment 

Collaboration & Knowledge Alignrnt 

Customer 8 Market 

Training-Learning lntegration 

Employee Oevelopment 

Organizatianal/Corporate 

2-60 

4.22 

Customer 6 Market 

Product Oovelopment 

llaboration & Knowledge Alignment 

Employee Oevelapment 

Organizational/Corporate 

Training-lcarning lntegration 

3.02 

3.64 

Training-Lerrning lntegration 

Organizational/Corpoiatt 

Employee Oevelopment 

Collaboration & Knowledgt Alignmc 

Product Oevelopment 

Customer IL Market 

3 



Appendix J (continued) 
Line-Sponsor Gan. Traince TPE 

4.22 

Customer & Market 

Product Development 

[laboration & Knowledge Alignment 

Employee Development 

Organizational/Corporate 

Training-Learning Integration 

3.02 

3.34 

Product Development 

Collaboration & Knowledge Alignmc 

Custamer 8 Market 

Traininq-Leaining Integration 

Employee Development 

OrganizstionallCorporate 

2.88 



Appendix J (continued) 

ParticipanüTrainee Pattern Matches 

Participantnrainet Gen. Importance Training Providtr Gen. Importance 

Design Quality 

Customer S Market Orientation 

P r q e c :  Przsarscness 

Employee Satisfaction 

People Management 

Process Awareness 

Organizational Training Support 

Business Management 

Learning lmprovernent 

3.14 

3.76 

Design Quality 

Customer & Market Orientation 

Jrû!ecr ?roparedness 

People Management 

Employee Satisfaction 

Learning lmpr~vement 

Business Management 

Organizational Training Support 

Process Awareness 

3.03 

ParticipanüTrainee Gan. Importance Lino Sponsor Gan. lmportanca 

3.88 

Design Qualiiy 

Customer 8 Market Orientation 

Projecl Preparedness 

Employee Satisfaction 

People Management 

Process Awareness 

Organizational Training Support 

Business Management 

Learning lmprovement 

3.14 

4.15 

Customer & Market Orientation 

Design Ouality 

Pfoject Preparedness 

People Management 

Employee Safisfaction 

Process Awarenass 

Organizational Training Support 

Business Management 

Learning lmprovement 

3.04 





Appendix J (continued) 
ParticipanVTrainee Training Prog. Evaluation Training Provider Training Prog. Evaluation 

3.64 

Design Ouatity 

Pro(%: Preparedness 

Process Awareness 

Learning lmprovement 

Customer & Market Orientation 

Organitalional Training Support 

People Management 

Employee Satisfaction 

Business Management 

2.85 

4.02 

Projecr Preparedness 

Lenrning tmprovernent 

Organitational Training Support 

People Management 

Employee Satisfaction 

Process Awareness 

Design Quality 

Business Management 

Customer & Market Orientation 

2.98 

Trainee General Importance Training Provider T PE Importance 

3.88 

Design Quality 

Custamer Market Orientation 

Proiect Preparedness 

Employee Satisfaction 

People Manrgernent 

Process Awrreness 

Organizational Training Support 

Business Management 

Learning lmprovement 

3.14 

4.02 

Projact Preparedness 

Learning lmprovement 

Organizational Training Support 

People Management 

Employee Satisfaction 

Ptocess Awrreness 

Design Quality 

Business Management 

Customer & Market Orientation 

2.98 



Appendix J (conthued) 

Trainec General Importance Line-Sponsor TPE Importance 

3.88 

Design Quality Prajoc: Preparedness 

Customer & Market Orientation Oesign Ouality 

Proiect Preparedness Organizational Training Support 

Employee Satisfaction Custorner 8 Market Orientation 

People Management Employce Satisfaction 

Process Awareness People Management 

Organizatiùnal Training Support Learning lmprovement 

Business Management Process Awareness 

tearning lmprovement Business Management 

3 . 4  1 2.99 



Appendiv K. A Line Manager's View of Training Evaluation: The Project Dashboard 

The "dashborâd" was mentioned by a senior line manager as a means to display training 
evahation information. The manager passed dong the following information taken from the web 
(hnp://ww.spm.com/pcpanel.hrml). He descnbed how the results of training evaluation could 
be incorporated into such a data display. The "control panel" displayed below is a graphical 
extension to a ~Wcrosoft ExcelO Spreadsheet program. 

The "Dash-Board" of Merrics Gives a "Heads-Up " of Prujecr Statu. 

The project control panel is both a concept and a tool for visualizing and monitoring the condition 
of a projecr and predicting its hure course. The panel facilitates the entire project team's quick 
determination of the status of their project, and identification of areas for improvement. The 
control panel was designed to help project managers keep 
their projects on course when data for the control panel are updated regularly, When gauges are 
not in acceptable ranges, however. ?hey indicate to management that potential 
trouble lies ahead. The cmtroi panel displays information on progess, which includes 
productivity and completion, change, staff. risk and quality. These cnteria were chosen to cover 
the primary areas that every project manager needs to crack in order to avoid failure on large-scale 
software development projects. 



Appendix L. Phase 3 Factor Analysis Results 

Rotated Component Matri9 

P V  
prornote 

cusueqs 

innovat 

cmp-cust 

roi 

kno w -use 

custobj 

dcv-proc 

job-spec 

bus-prof 

csat .527 

esat .667 

prof-dev .630 

atm-emp ,637 
d 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Anaiysis. 
Rotation ~Metiiod: Varimax with Kaiser Normaluation. 

a. Rotation converged in 32 iterations. 

Factor Analysis of Part 1 Items on Training Program Results 

Totd Variance Expiained 

Rotation Sums of Squared Loadhgs 

% of Cumulative 
Cornponcnt Total Variance 95 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

373 



Appenàix L (continued) 

Rotated Component ,Matri, 

Com~onen t 

mon-use -68 1 

mgrsams .623 

matuse 

repspon 

goal-use 

quesmne 

dct-use 

trainee 

u-spec 

ext-invt 

sponsor 

cscselus 595 

Extraction Method: Principal Component halysis. 
Rotation ~Method: Varimax with Kaiser Nomalization. 

Rotation converged in 9 itcrations. 

Factor Analysis of Part II Items on Training Program Evaluation 

Total Variance Explaincd 

Rotation Sums of Squarcd Loadiogs 

56 of Cumulative 
Component Total Variance 4E 
1 2.160 10.286 10.286 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
J I  I 



Appendix M. Questionnaire Written Comments 

Part 1: Managers CM>) 

Training results general cornments. 

M> [part 1 question] 1.5 career development training is important-training should not be limited to job 
specific 
&hb ESAT and provide a knowledge base to build on 
h b  a happy, weil-rounded. employee 
M> improved effectiveness; improved ESAT and CSXT 
M> addressing employee career objectives: correlating employee career objectives with Company 
O bjectlves 
fi developing my tech., professional, and "people" shlls; assuming that I have the basics to be-gin with! 
M> a happy, productive, effective employee producing a highquality effective product; poor, ineffective 
training is more a dissatisfier than good training is a satisfier continuous employee development; 
development of skilis needed for hiture growth of [corporation] 
W new hires effectively trained and confident to act inciependendy more often: reducing other staffs 
tim: in providing assistance; increasin; quality of their output sooner; connechg hem to their 
environment faster 
LW people resources capable of performing the task; knowledgeable of what reference materiai and 
resources are available to them and confident enough to proceed 
M> increased productivity. quick familiarity with product and work environment; allow designers to stay 
current with leading-edge technolog advances and practices 
IM> achieving a specific objective, be it specific skills required for a job or sofier skilis which can be 
appiied generally; in the case of Dl these objectives should be driven by both business needs as well as 
organizationai 
M> motivated, confident employees 
M> quality training instead of quantity; using the knowledge gained immediately or else it will be 
forgotten 
h b  long tenn improvement in productivity improved productivity and product quaiity: anticipation of 
custorner requirements and emerging market trends 
hil> employees receiving training as/when needed; it rnust contain elemmts of both technical and personai 
developrnen t 
M> both personal and professiond improvement the acquisition of skiils that are irnmediately relevant to 
the student's job and chat can be appiied with relative ease 
M> [see enclosed sheet with comments] a workforce with relevant tramferable skiils which can be 
mobilized by the corporation to address current business or cornpetitive needs employees either more 
productive and effective for their cumnt responsibilities or bener prepared for future growth and 
responsibilities; a deeper knowledge of tools, processes or slrills necessary for s o m  aspect of a current or 
future. position 
W effective training should broaden the employee skills and interest; it shouid be in line with his career 
interest as weii as increase productivity 
M> personal growth and mturity 
Mz many of the questions are imtating and biased; they prompt a "of course 1 agree but that's not the 
point" response fiom me 
h b  how to apply what has been l e m e d  during training employees wbo can make effective decisions and 
exploit the full potential of the tools and processes at their disposal; an orgmization with effective 
communications and processes due to the "common knowledge" in the tearn 



Appendix k1 (continued) 

M> happy and productive employees that are knowledgeable in both technical skills, process skills best 
practices, and people s M s  
M> making work more fun and challenging by broadening horizons and knowledge base 
M> Because training is one component of a system of organizational processes it cannot be attributed as 
the pnmary cause to key business outcornes. The questions in this survey are onented toward determining 
direct cause and effect which in my view is unredistic. Until the organization operates at the full picture 
of processes, we will not set the behaviors and results we require. 

PART II: Manasers 

Generd training propram evaluation comrnents. 

M> a p r o a m  which can adopt quickly to changing needs 
M> addressing employee career objectives; effectivrness of coupling employee and Company objectives 
iM> provide opportunity for employees (rngrs.. designers, etc.) to expand their personal horizons: training 
is z persona1 responsibility more than the company's responsibility. hence. TPE should result in n 
streadined program providing courses to imp. the business 
M> result in an accurate audit of the value currently being delivered by training 
M> does the program meet the objectives; do the target audience accrue the vaiuehowledge desired: 
evaluation involves collecting evaluation data, analyzing and presenting results to trainers and sponsors; 
the results shouid be used to determine if business requirements [are met] 
hl> What is this "training evaluation" tfiing? Are you t&ng about a pre-existing process, some new 
process, or simply the act of asking people to assess the quality of courses they have taken? 1 have 
assumed it is the latter. 
M> results in long terni curriculum improvements 
M> assess the impact on uainees' abiiity to apply the subject matter not just assess the fun-level if the 
course 
M> training evduations should be used to continuously improve training 
M> this section is also initating; could be one question; I'm getting close to throwing this survey out ... 
M> establish a mode1 or rnetrics for long term assessrnent of effectiveness and renim on invesmnt 
M> involve designers-rnovernent-rather than sit and be spoon-fed 
M> was this survey TPE, if so, I guess 1 should have answered the questions, if not, then I'm not familiar 
with TPE and thus not in a position to answer 

Other Evaluation b o s e  Comments (Part II) 

M> ensure program mets stated objectives 
M> assess instructor 
M> address how far employee career 
M> make everyone feel a part of the team 
M> to see if the instnrctor did the job 
M.> identifv the value to the corporation 
M> to keep up with new courses and training 
W 1 never heard of TFE before today , therefore, 1 am not familiar with its objectives 



Appenàix M (continuecl) 

Other invoivement Comments (Part IT) 

M> irnrnediate manager 
M> universi ties and other companies 
M> benchmark 
M> executive/senior management 

Other Data Comments (Part II) 

M> MFA objectives 
M> relevance to individual; effectiveness of materiaYcourse 
M> extemal consultants who are experts in their area 
M> foiiow-up skills use inventory 
M> rnetrics against objectives (defects, productivity) 
M> some data are essential, but no individual data listed above are essential 

Other Reuortinc Comments (Part Q 

M> al1 stakeholders 
M> course tutors 
LM> people interested in taking training 
M> irnmediate manager 
M> executivdsenior magemen t  
M> upper management 

Other TPE Consequences Comments P a r t  II) 

M> to improve the training course 
M> assess teacher 



Part 1: Non-Mana-r WM>) 

Training results oeneral comments. 

N b b  employee gaining howledge in technology he/she uses or wants to h o w  more about 
M career development. increased ESAT. increased employee effectiveness in specific job, increased 
overall CSAT 
W Uainee having new skills and knowledge to apply upon returning; a new employee not feeling 
ovewhelrned by too much information : an easily used. thoroughly cross-referenced index tha? will allow 
forgotten information to be updated 
NM> employees knowing how to perform their job efficiently the employee gaining valuable skiils that 
can be used directly on the job; aiso for planned future upgrades/developments 
NM> irnproving the productivity of the employees: increase ESAT; open-up new job-related 
opportunities for employees: help retain talented employees: improve the overall competitiveness of 
[corporation] 
NM> ernployee technical skills and better understanding of Company products as well as market 
requirements 
NMs more productive employees; better specific or pneral knowledge of the product or cornpany beaer 
well-king for the employee which pays off for the cornp. and its shareholders; employee training can be 
compared to health and fitness 

employee gaining broader technicd and personai skills that may or may not apply to their 
immediate positions 
NM> improved performance 
NM> irnproving productivity, quality, ESAT 
LW providing training directly related to job objectives and people's interests 
NM> hi& ESAT; improved productivity expertise and professionalism 
NM> quality and productivity higher morale; employee effectiveness and better performance; better 
communication of complex ideas and designs; fewer conflicts due to ignorance or differences in 
background; a professionai skilled workforce that is keeping up with changes in technology and cooperate 
culture 
NM> irnrnediately productive employees 
NM> pmfessional development and increased creativity in new concepts and solutions; ideaily leading to 
creation of cooperate solutions for customers 
NM> ernployees howledgeable in their field; continuing training is necessary to stay on the cutting edge 
makes employees productive as fast as possible; improve employeesustomer relations; leads to product 
innovations 
NM> irnproving productivity and efficiency of product development 
W employees that undentand processes, products, and markets; this leads to innovation and 
consequentiy [to] business profitability 
N b  howledgeable, effective, and satisfied employees high ESAT, applicability to job and chance for 
employee career progress; no employee would stay if there is no career progress 
N h b  irnpmved technical skiils of participants 
N l b  a satisfied employee who can effectively perform assigned tasks: the outcome of assignments will 
be received by everyone involved-management . employee, and customer increased satisfaction and 
sense of self which translates to bottom-line productivity, etc. 
NM> a kne r  understanding of the job at hand by the employee 
lWb providing usefui tools than can be used for funher developrnent on the subject helping to deyelop 
employee's career and helping increase productivity 

making sure that the candidate is going to use the course knowledge nght away or mon 



Appendix M (continued) 

NM> useful information that can be used to help to do your job more effectively; Iearn new concepts in 
order to corne up with innovative ideas and design 
M b  professionai g o w h  for the employee which in turn ~tren~ghens the corporation ( d l  though not 
necessarily immediately) 
NM> broaden employee knowledge as well as to enhance their effectiveness on the job; continuously 
update employees knowledge since the technology is evolving so fast 
NM> increased awareness of products, processes. CSAT as well as ESAT 
NM> a productive ernployee who is knowledgeable and competent in the job function he performs 
NM> broader or deeper howledge of relevant information or skills required in position 
NM> a more knowiedgeable employee in hisher job and hisher profession 
NM> specific knowledge usable for employee for job at hand: sen. knowledge of the employee's field; 
personai skilis usable on the job; gen. skills and knowledge of personal value to the employee 
NM> training in areas outside the employees area of expertise should be encourage; this ailows 
employees to make effective career moves which ultimately is beneficial to the corporation 
NM> informed discussions within the design cornrnunity among groups (development, verification, 
manufacwing, marketing etc.) and with customers employees who are more productive, satisfied and 
berter rounded; a program which provides 3 balance between technical and non-technical courses as well 
as allows professional develapment in non-work related areas 
NM> knowledge ready to be used at job; competence; transfer of information from experienced people to 
the new hire 
NM> employee awareness of the tools, processes, product; increased employee sense of importance and 
satisfaction (ESAT); better productivity after al1 training is needed 
NM> weU-rounded employees who have competence as well as character 
NM> more satisfied employees, customers; better customer relations; should develop an employee 
professionally and spark interest in other areas 
NM> employees who are effective in their current positions and up to date with the changing world a 
method for employees to improve professionally and improve their howledge; this should align with 
MFA objectives and cooperate objectives 
NM> improve employee satisfaction 
NM> career developrnent; 1 hope class notesltext are made avaiiabie a week before course so pre-work 
can be done to ask better questions in class irnprove the abilities in the job and in other areas for future 
use 
NM> employee career development; self motivation 
NM> improving the quality of prcxiucts 
NM> ne w know ledge ; changed attitudes; standardized knowledge/behaviors/culture across [corporation] 
NM> a satisfied employee 
NM> improving employees' productivity and knowledge related to the product as weii as business 
NM> ESAT giving the people a sense of where they fit in to benefit the corporation and to fulf'ii the 
ernployee's career goals (business and personal) 
NM> people who are williag to question past behavior and adapt behavior based on what they may have 
learned 
NM> increased employee self-esteem; increase employee capacity to face new challenges; increase 
employee effectiveness in carrying day-today job related tasks 
NM> improved employee performance 
NM> LESS SURVEYS 



Appendix M (continued) 

NM> immediate use cf knowledge on job; develop employees professionally for cross-functional and 
cross-utilization purposes thus increasing product quality and CSAT; innovation 
NM> irnproved howledge about the subject matter; and employee being able to speak inteliigently 
about the subject matter; direct or indirect application of the new-found knowledge 
M i b  make new employee productive quickly; update the "technowledge" of the experienced employee; 
make employee work more efficiendy 
NM> an ernployee with a more varied and enhanced set of skills ... knowledge of wherd'howlwhy our 
customers are doing what they are doing and what technologies they are using; this d o w s  the employee 
to have the facts and become an innovator-everyone benefits 
NM> effectively trained and satisfied participants 
NM> employees very quickly coming up to speed with necessary knowledge in their area; employees 
ml> being kept happy with up-to-date technicai training in their area as well as personal interest courses 
NM> a higher motivation in performing one's work in a creative way rather than as du11 daily routine 
NM> improved ESAT by addressing barriers to productivity and innovation 
NM> being able to usdrefresh knowledge of tools and concepts FAST; open new concepts. broaden the 
horizons not necessanly qpiicable to present work 
NM> smooth the learning cuve  
NM> increasing employee self esteem; should be easy to fit in, being accessible by accepting and 
merging ALL levels of employees 
cNM> employees that can adapt to a rapidly changing business enviomment: 
employees that ate wiIling/capabIe of anticipating future customer requirements: 
an org. that can readiiy d e  a "right angle tum"; freedom for ernployees to 
develop professionally in new areas of interest; a highly mobile workforce 
cNM> more effective and more efficient employees and te-; 
greater level of ESAT 

PART II: Non-Managers 

General trahino: program evduation cornments. 

NM> currently are quite useless ... an interview, focus group, or rven an afier-the-fact survey (1  or 2 days) 
would be best 
NM> improve the quality of the existing programs; kad to the design of new program to meet the new 
needs of the LOBS 
NM> results in replacement of unquaiified insauctors 
N h b  [this perscn had trouble understanding the Evaluation section (pp 2-3) of survey] 
NM> a conMuous improvement in the matenal presented in the aaining sessions and the presenten of 
the rnaterial 
NM> r e d t  in improved training pro- 
NM> effective training program 
NM> not sure where to put this comment: we need a book about the course content, not just slides, which 
becomes useless afier the course 
NM> result in relevant courses, adjustments to training progams; Pt. 3 of survey fails to ask if other 
training (e.g.. MI) completes the missing elements in "Tram. Training" which is missing the leadership 
and interpersonai development that NLI provides. 1 am hoping it does 
M b  e.g., 1 thùik that all training materials are not supportive after the course; this is a big concern; H o w  
do we gather such a globai fact and act upon it 



Appendix M (continued) 

N W  TPE should result in ernpIoyee knowledge u p p d e  
NM> resuits in determining program effects and goals 
NM> generally the training program is adequate. however. it Lacks some training to help employees 
(especially new hires) to do their day to day job 
NM> accomplish some understanding about our training process 
NM> improving programs. providing more up too date program 
NM> making sure the course answen employee/customer needs: the course is weil teached 
hW> training evaluation should be sued to modifjdchange contents of course as well as change 
unsuitable instructors 

you guys are the professionals; 1 have no idea how training prognms should be evduated 
NM> improved communication of subject matter to trainees 
NMs improvement and outcome-oriented results 
mi> result in a program that fulfills employee and business needs and that can evolve dynarnicaily when 
employee and business needs change 
NM> involve trainees perception of usefuiness of training as applicable to their responsibilities 
NM> evaiuations of specific courses should be made public to help uainees and managers decide on a 
cumculum 
NM> address courses people would like to take that are currently not offered 
ml> improved training pr0gmn.s: facilitate employee course decisions; well-rounded employees 
NM> elimination or revision of ineffective progams 
NM> prune counes-discontinue some. add othen 
NM> training program shouid improve employee performance 
NM> ro determine if the program meets it's objectives: if not. then improve training program; if the 
p r o a m  is meeting employee's expectations and needs; TPE should involve employees. senior business 
line managers; TPE should result in better training program 
NM> result in continual improvement of a course whether that means chanmghg content or instnsctor, 
most courses couId be evaluated for "hands-on" time; most are lacking in this regard 
PIITPVZ> result in better training program 
NM> optimal paced courses 
NM> courses that are better tailored to the training needs 
NM> result in a greater flexibility and effectiveness ensuring every uainee gets not only the training 
deerned necessary for hidher current job but also the trainhg to assist career decisions and provide 
incentive to acquire further future knowledge 
NM> help course developen improve course content and presentation to meet the needs of the trainees 
and line management 
NM> should not have too many questions like this one, it causes the last section to be done fast 
cNMNM> confikm effectiveness of the program to achieve it objectives and provide 
information on where to improve the program especidy when obecaves are 
not being met 

Other Evaiuation Puniose Comments Part 

Wb to play golf on Mars (strongly disagree] 
[to determine] whether other new propms should be introduced 

NM> new ideas or areas for training 
NM> whether the program is effective 
NM> to judge the quality of the instmctor 
Wb to see if it corresponds to empIoyee needs 



hppendix M (continued) 

NM> effectiveness of teacher 
NM> determine the training require 
P & b  compare ours with other companies 
N h b  gather needs from tainees 
NM> monitor specific courses 
NM> to evaluate trainee's objectives 
NM> evaluate the usefulness of the program 
NM> more statistics? 
NM> do the students jet out of training what is needed 
NM> not just to gather statistics 
NM> to help instmctor undersrand the trainee's need 
NM> waste time 
NM> the zffectiveness of the training pro-am 
NM> it irnparts useful skillshowledge 
NM> prioritize specific progams. courses, etc. 
NM> ensure that business needs are met 
IYM> improve training program 
NM> whatever uses the training team chooses 
NM> to see what has k e n  gained from the program 
NM> remove ineffective training 
1% if the instructor is appropriate 
NM> irnprove insmctors 
NM> both 2.1 and 2.2 
NM> to evaluate the instructor 
NM> to determine the degree of success 
NM> CO improve content and presentation of materid 
NM> if the instmctor is comptent 
NM> CO see if the content is adequaîe 

Other Involvement Comments (Part Il) 

NM> trainers (the ones Ûaining) 
NM> ~ b j e c t  matter experts (me's) 
NM> managers 
NM> trainees' managers 
NM> individual contributors [IC's] 
NM> imrnediate manager 
NM> custorners 
NM> next levei of management 
NM> auciitors 
NM> trainers 
NM> specialists 
NM> business line maaagen for futtue ventures 
NM> individuals who deber training 
NM> teacher hirnself 



Appendix M (continued) 

Other Data Comments (Part II) 

li> written cornrnents from trainers 
II> post-trainhg ( 1 month) feedback 
II> course feedback after a month 
li> cocos [e-mail] feedback after course completion 
II> technological dornain trends 
li> follow-up 
II> MFA training record 
b feedback from trainees chat are attempting to apply what they have learned 
li> observation by extemal expert 
1> trainer feedback 
I> ernployee performance on Iearned topics 
I> written comments of Iecturers 
1> feedback 

Other Reuoning Comments (Part Q 

WD trainers 
NM> employees outside line management 
NM> instructors 
NM> the world wide web 
iJM> customers 
M al1 interested parties 
NM> whomever appiicable (based on need) 
NM> trainers 
NM> anyone in the organization 
NM> lecturers 
NM> [corporationJ1s community 

Other TPE Conseauences Comments Part II) 

NM> improving traîner ability and know1edge level 
NM> be used [to] gauge overall effectiveness 
NM> to determine if the program should continue 
NM> to improve course presenter presentation 
NM> to explore new training areas 
NAb to decide which courses to keep 
NM> as a means to ensure greater ESAT 
NM> should be used to assist managers select courses 



Appendix N. Code and Index Structure for Study Phase 3 Survey Written Cornmonts 

/tr-results: training p r o a m  results 
Itr-results/bus&rnlct: business and market 
Itr-resuits/CSAT: custorner satisfaction 
Itr-resultdproddev: product development 
ln-results/emp-prod: employee productivity 
/tr-resuits/trefficiency : training eficiency 
Itr-results/ESAT: ernployee satisfaction 
/tr-resuits/ESAT/generd: generai employee satisfaction 
/tr-results/ESAT/prof-devlpt : employee professionailcareer developrnent 
/tr-results/ESAT/penonal: employee personal development 
/tr-resuits/other: other training resuits* 
Itr-results/other/strat-knowledge: strate@ know Iedge* 
/tr-results/other/org-goal&eff: organizational/company objectives/efficiency* 
Itr-resuIts/other/new hires: newly hired employees* 
!tr-resultsiother/keeping up: keeping up with tec hnology* 

/tr-evd: training program evduation 
/trcvaYpurpose: training program evaluaaon purpose 
/trevaVpurpose/formative: formative purposes 
/tr-evailpurpose/summative: sumrnative purpose 
/tr-evaVpurpose/other: other purposes of TPE 
/tr-evaVpurpose/other/ins~ctor: evaluate the instnictor 
ltr-eval/purposelother/tearn: team involvement 
/~vaYpurpose/other/benchrnark: compare with other companies and organizations 
/trevai/proccss: TPE processes 
Itr-evai/process/involvmt: involvement 
/tr-evai/process/involvmt/mgt: management 
/tr-evaYprocess/involvrnt/other: other individuals or organizations 
Itr-evaVprocess/iivolvmt/tralliees: trainee involvement 
/crevaYprocess/involmt/tr-devlpers: training developers 
/tr-evaVprocess/invo1~mt/S~'~: subject matter experts 
/tr-evaVprocess/data: data 
/tr-evaVprocess/data/MFA: annual emplo yee performance appraisal record * 
/~vaVprocess/data/other: other data 
/trevaVprocess/data/insutictor: insûuctor/sme* 
/tr-evaVprocess/data/timing: timing of data coiiec tion 
/tr-evai/process/data/emp-perf: employee performance* 
/tr-evaVprocess/reporting: evaluation reporting 
/tt-ev~process/reportin~mgt: management 
/tr-eval/process/reporting/other: others 
/trevaVprocess/reporting/'istnictors: insuuctorslsme's 
Itr-evaVprocess/reporting/trainees: trainees 
/tr-evaVconsequence: TPE consequences 
/trevaYconsequenc~owIexige: increased or improved knowledge* 
/tr-evai/consequence/emp-needs: employee needs* 
/tr-eval/current probs: problems with curent system* 
Itr-evaUcourses: course-focused* 

*denotes add-on code developed after initial start codes were defined 



Appendix N (continued) 

Index tree for study phase 3 training resuits written comments 

(1 7 4) keeping up 

A (1 7 3) new hires 

(1 7, other I (1 7 2) org-goai&eff 

/ (1 7 1) 
strat-knowledge 

, (1 6 3) personal 

(1 6 2) prof-devlpt " 6' 

(1 6 1) goneni 

(1 5) tr-efficiency 

(1 4) emp-prod 

(1 3) prod-dev 

(1 2) CSAT 
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Coding index uee for study phase 3 evaluation written comments. 

(2 2 3 3) 
i t u w o r s  

(2 2 3 2) other 

,' 
/ 

i : 
/' 

, /' (2 2 2 4) timing 
I / 

'-- (2 2 2 3) insnuctor 

(21 trsvai 

\ \ 
(2 2 2 2) other 

(2221)MFA 
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